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This is the end of our studies, this the reward of fruitless
and useless toil, of endless vigils: namely distress, anxiety,
worry, solitude, and the loss of all life’s pleasures – a life like
unto death, a life to be spent in the company of the dead and
in struggling, talking, thinking; to shun the living and lay
aside the care of one’s private interests; to destroy the bodily
physique by training the mind. From this cause come diseases, often madness, and always death.
Francisco Sanches, That Nothing Is Known

Foreword
by José Luis Villacañas
This book opens up with a quotation from our great skeptic, Francisco Sanches,
one of those Sephardims for whom the Iberian peninsula was never a frontier,
even if, out of insecurity, persecution, and exile, they had to open themselves up
to the wider European continent and its conversations, finding a home beyond
the Pyrenees. Ernesto Castro is too refined a writer to have placed this quotation
in the very first pages of his work without deep existential grounds. And, in a
way, one would be advised to take this quotation as a reader’s guide. This quotation by Sanches, extracted from his book That Nothing Is Known, elicits a reflection from me which is worthy of the attention of the international reader of
this book. This is why I offer it here, in this foreword, as a way to contextualize
the importance of Postcontinental Realism.
The misadventures of Spanish philosophy are, in themselves, a subject worthy of study, and they certainly inform our understanding of Spain’s problematic relationship to European modernity. We can pin down an introductory act
to these adventures in the fifteenth century, a formative period where the role of
the protagonist was played by Alfonso de Cartagena. In a way, he was the first to
maintain written correspondence with Leonardo Bruni and with Pier Candido
Decembrio, and to know Nicholas of Cusa and Il Panormita. He was part of the
pre-Humanist republic of letters. Juan Luis Vives, who died in 1540, stands on the
threshold of this story. He was still part of the European conversation, in dialogue
with Erasmus, Thomas More, Guillaume Budé. As for Sanches, he was born in
Sepharad but lost ties with his country. After these, we have but a few isolated rendez-vous – Spain will be markedly absent from the République des Lettres and its
project of philosophical modernity. Only the great Francisco Suarez, propelled by
the sounding board of European Jesuitism, will manage to rise to the front ranks
of a reformed and Catholic Europe – but European modernity was precisely
about overcoming, and not setting up camp in, the trenches of these dualities.
We will have to wait for the twentieth century and José Ortega y Gasset, within our grandparent’s generation, for a Spaniard to be part of an elevated, albeit
at times limited, European conversation, as is shown by Ortega’s unbecoming
euphoria about his relationship with Martin Heidegger, and his quasi-heroical
defense of his own cause, which speaks volumes about this philosopher’s mental
uncertainties. The Spanish Civil War and Franco’s long dictatorship once again
eroded the basis of this dialogue, returning every practitioner to the time-honored stew of Tomist subjects. However, making virtue out of necessity, some in-
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dividual talents were sharpened by the frequent contact with the scholastics, giving fresh instances of that perennial strain of Hispanic wit.
What identifies ingenium as a form of understanding intellectual life is the
obstinacy of self-affirmation. This mental and temperamental disposition
produces a powerfully militant ethos, makes conversation difficult, and begets
solitary works, at times isolated in their brilliancy and extemporaneity. That was
the bread and butter of Spanish philosophy during the age of the Generalísimo, as displayed in its best representatives, Xavier Zubiri and Gustavo Bueno.
The opening up to democracy, after the popular referendum on the 1978 Constitution, brought an élan of Europeism and normalization that captures the experience of my generation. All known philosophical franchises set up shop in
Spain, and managing one of these intellectual conglomerates became the chief
aspiration of some of the best philosophical talents in the country. The conversation with Europe was reestablished, but our peripheral position became palpable when the principal activity of our local administrators turned out to be
that of translating the foreign intellectual movements of the day. And so we had
the Marxist franchise, with its appointed translators: Manuel Sacristán and Jacobo Muñoz. We had, too, the analytic franchise, with its orthodox translators
such as Javier Muguerza. In between these two camps, there was the brief rule of
Jürgen Habermas and Karl O. Appel, whose philosophy became dominant because it offered a theoretical framework which eased the problems of legitimacy
within our newly-formed Spanish democracy, and promulgated a Constitutional style of patriotism. It was not long before the French, too, brought their own
franchises, chiefly the new philosophy led by Derrida and his translators; and
also that of Deleuze, Foucault & Co., not to mention Baudrillard, Lyotard, et al.
What Spanish philosophy of my generation did not do was to produce a voice
that could hold its own within the European conversation – that could aspire to
something more than rendering French, German, or English ideas into Spanish.
We were always behind, repeating the echoes of an already forgotten conversation. It is true that our academic philosophy improved and became more pluralistic once we were given access to the philosophical traditions of the world, a
feat which would have not been possible without the help of our Latin-American
colleagues. Without their great publishing houses – without Fondo de Cultura
Económica, Eudeba, Amorrortu, Monte Ávila, Sur – the Spanish language would
not have become a language capable of translating the wisdom of the world. But
still, even then, there was no Latin-American conversation.
It is worth bearing in mind that it was not until Ernesto Laclau and his Populist Reason that the Spanish language was able to produce an impactful philosophical project in both the English- and Spanish-speaking worlds. The key to
Laclau’s success lies in the way he has gathered and made an organic and articulate synthesis of poststructuralism, philosophy of language, Marxist theory, psychoanalytic theory, and Heideggerianism. The advent of Laclau represents the
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formation of an ontological basis with a highly technified constructivist nominalism. His work cannot and will not be understood if it is not elevated to the
field of ontology – only within this field can one dispute its questionless hegemony over the world of Spanish-language philosophy, particularly in Latin-America. The book that you are reading deals, too, with ontology, and it will be worth
studying its consequences and ramifications in dialogue with the ontology of
populism.
Ernesto Castro is, without a doubt, the most gifted of all philosophers of his
generation who are, at present, nearing the third decade of their lives. As such, he
embodies a new and altogether unknown type of philosopher, at least in Spain.
In fact, he is a complete novelty at the European level, too. His greatest virtue –
something we all have lacked – is his resolute self-confidence. Castro is a bold
thinker. He takes up every intellectual fight, lecturing one day about videogames
as the total work of art, the next day publishing a study on Trap as cultural expression the next, moving from political reflection around the 15-M movement,
to the overcoming of the positions set up by the indignées; from art reviews to
aesthetic theory, without sparing sundry observations on his own place within
the academic tradition in Spain.
Across all these fields which capture his attention, bringing new perspectives
and returning in a ceaseless production of ideas, he has the wit and instinct to
maintain an overarching theoretical coherence. His basis is the critique of postmodernity. That critique, which forced him to constructively confront the philosophical tradition of modernity, is the origin of this book. And this is so because Castro is profoundly aware that one’s philosophical position is ultimately
defined within the field of ontology, and that no argument can be evaded in said
field. Ontology is, to a certain extent, a discourse made up of timeless arguments.
Such is the privilege of logical and ontological argumentation, that here Pyrrho
and Plato are as contemporary as Markus Gabriel. On this point, and perhaps
on this point alone, Castro seems to agree with Laclau. But against the extreme
nominalism of the latter, the former has chosen the postcontinental realists as
his workshop.
This is what he seeks to do with this work: his fundamental aspiration is to
show us to what extent he is aware of the tools of ontological debate displayed in
the twenty-first century, thus far. Castro locks himself up in the company of Meillassoux, Brassier, Harman, Grant, Ferraris, and Gabriel, and he swings across all
their philosophical positions. Yet the reader feels that he, Castro, stays outside,
in a sideline position. In this sense, his argumentative versatility knows no limits; the vivacity and freshness of his objections are also proverbial. Here, as noted
before, his self-confidence is subordinated to the task of putting the finger in
the wound. This is what differentiates him from the franchise-promoters which
continue to grace the Spanish philosophical scene to this day: Castro addresses the philosophers of today with the irreverence of a philosopher of the future.
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He does not wish to be the echo of a perfect conversation whose results it is the
translator’s duty to convey. On the contrary, he shows the argumentative weaknesses, too, the cacophonies, the incoherences, within the ongoing conversation.
Of course, with this work, Ernesto Castro has shown himself capable and knowledgeable (and, indeed, erudite) enough to be welcomed into the philosophical
conversation of this future, but the reader is not to find here his first, or indeed
final, words on the subject.
I suspect that the positions surveyed by Ernesto Castro in this work, his inspection of the current philosophical battlefield, leave him rather unconvinced.
In this sense, his task is that of showing the profound contingency of his models, the impossibility of bringing an intellectual proposal to a satisfactory conclusion. As we peruse this book, we get the impression that we need yet another
effort, that in these first decades of the twenty-first century, we have been shifting
stances and are still in a precarious situation, and that Castro’s interlocutors have
not been able to formulate a position, follow it through to its final consequences,
and respond along the way to their colleagues’ objections. Castro is more than
happy to inhabit these open positions. In fact, throughout the length of this book
he opens these contradictions up even more, and could go even a step further to
resolve them, since it seems clear that, at this point in his career, his eclecticism
is only provisional. I dare say that once his eclecticism is resolved, and his critical
cautions are elaborated, Castro’s ontological insights will illuminate a variety of
fields of knowledge, from politics to aesthetics, ethics and economy.
I also anticipate a different aspect of his career. Of all philosophers from his
generation, Castro is, moreover, the one that knows the Hispanic tradition best,
and is the most conversant with its intellectual history – not only from a scholarly point of view, but from an existential one. His biography and his background
will allow him to make a critical assimilation of the experiences of the previous
generation, so that his perceptions will be honed by the caution not to commit
the errors of the past. The way to produce philosophy, as Bourdieu has shown,
depends on the social habitus and the way one understands and increases one’s
social capital. Castro has strong and deep-seated assets on that front, which will
lead him forward with unerring instinct. I think that once his eclecticism gives
way to a prise de position, this relationship with a firmly metabolized and existentially relevant Spanish tradition will play a crucial role in the elaboration of
his philosophy.
Meanwhile, Castro sharpens his dialectical weapons in this book’s profound
discussions about realism, nominalism, universalism, idealism, and skepticism;
weapons which – we can mention in passing – he has deployed in a variety of
other intellectual fronts. For all these reasons, Castro deserves to be defined as
an event on the contemporary landscape of Spanish philosophy. This book is
nothing but his business card. It serves to demonstrate his mastery of the sword
in the midst of a fencing match featuring the best from each field. This degree of
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dialectic capacity, paired with a matchless philosophical competence for someone who is barely thirty years old, is a philosophical feat worthy of an intellectual prodigy. We must hope that his future will be on par with his present. For
our present is opening itself to a new age, one that will require free talents, gifted and caparisoned to take on the direst challenges. As Max Weber said, in the
wake of the Kantian tradition, tracing the limits and proportions between the
realist, nominalist, constructivist, idealist and skeptic dimensions of our knowledge: “But it comes a moment when the atmosphere changes. The significance
of the unreflectively utilized viewpoints becomes uncertain and the road is lost
in the twilight. The light of the great cultural problems moves on. Then science
too prepares to change its standpoint and its analytical apparatus and to view the
streams of events from the heights of thought. It follows those stars which alone
are able to give meaning and direction to its labors.”1 These are the situations before which our new luminaries must rise. There is no question that we are living
in such an age, and this is the rose with which Ernesto’s generation will have to
dance. And he, no doubt, will take up that dance.
In that same passage, Max Weber quotes a line from Goethe which encapsulates the adequate response to these challenges, proving that nobody is ultimately epigonic: “The newborn impulse fires my mind, I hasted on, his beams
eternal drinking.”2 I am too old to make this quotation mine, but I am certain
that Ernesto Castro embodies it in his own way. Before the poignant and heartening certainty of his example, I can only repeat the second phrase with which
this book opens, that phrase once whispered by Derrida, where, without abusing the confidence, he manifested that he had never felt so old and so young at
the same time.

1

Max Weber, “‘Objectivity’ in Social Science” in: Methodology of the Social Sciences,
(trans.) Edward A. Shils/Henry A. Finch (Glencoe: Free Press, 1949), p. 112.
2 Johann W. von Goethe, Faust: a Tragedy, (trans.) Bayard Taylor (New York: Modern Library, 1950).

Preface
Allow me to begin by whispering a confidence that I will
not abuse: never have I felt so young and at the same time
so old.
Jacques Derrida1

This work is the culmination of a process of intellectual ripening whose first
fruit was the essay Against Postmodernity published in 2011. Up until that point,
my interests as a philosophy student had revolved around literary and artistic
questions tackled from the perspective of the Continental tradition – an intellectual school that had inevitably led me down the path of postmodernism. Against
Postmodernity became a point of no return in relation to the idea of philosophy
that I had inherited from both the academy and my familial context. The writing
of this book coincided with the social upheaval of the 15-M Movement, which
markedly influenced its tone and content, redirecting my philosophical interests
toward economic and political questions, and encouraging me to adopt analytical Marxism as a provisional frame of reference.2
In 2013, I enrolled in the master’s degree in Analytic Philosophy at the University of Barcelona, a year after which, quite disenchanted with philosophy,
I began to research the biography of Alberto Cardín – the godfather of queer
theory in Spain.3 As I was in Oviedo, gathering material for this project, I came
across the work of Gustavo Bueno who renewed my hope in philosophy and has
since become my main philosophical point of reference in the Spanish-speaking
world. In 2015, I was awarded a predoctoral fellowship from the Complutense
University of Madrid which, over the span of four years, gave me an opportunity
to lecture on philosophy of the mind, the history of aesthetic ideas, and the history of philosophy, helping me further my knowledge of tradition and the classics.
This work deals with a contemporary philosophical movement from the
point of view of the aforementioned tradition and classics. Furthermore, this
book is one of the first individual works written in the Spanish-speaking world
on speculative realism and new realism, two of the most stimulating and refresh1 Jacques Derrida, “Punctuations: The Time of a Thesis,” (trans.) Kathleen McLaughlin, in:
Eyes of the University: Right to Philosophy 2 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2004), p. 113.
2 Cf. Ernesto Castro, Contra la postmodernidad (Barcelona: Alpha Decay, 2011).
3 Cf. Alberto Cardín, Guerreros, chamanes y travestís. Indicios de homosexualidad entre los
exóticos (Barcelona: Tusquets, 1984).
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ing schools of thought of the twenty-first century thus far.4 “Speculative Realism” was the name of a conference held at Goldsmiths, University of London in
2007, which was attended by the philosophers Quentin Meillassoux, Ray Brassier, Graham Harman, and Iain Hamilton Grant.5 As we will see later on in this
book, while the choice of name was rather incidental, the idea of an impending “realist turn” penetrated the philosophical landscape of the late 2000’s. In
fact, we could say that “new realism” – the philosophical movement founded by
Maurizio Ferraris and Markus Gabriel in the summer of 2011 – is but an echo of
this realist turn on the European continent.
Despite the popularity of these two labels – “speculative realism” and “new
realism” – I think it is more precise to group the six authors I deal with in this
book under the category of “postcontinental realism,” and this for three reasons.
First, none of the four authors who participated in the Goldsmiths conference
currently describe themselves as “speculative realists.” Secondly, the expression
“new realism” is equivocal, given the number of movements and schools that
have defined themselves as such throughout the history of philosophy. In fact,
the term brings to mind the new realism of the early 20th century, which sought
to overcome subject-object dualism by way of an Aristotelian ontology that resembled what was then termed “radical empiricism” (William James) or “neutral monism” (Bertrand Russell).6 Thirdly, the main characteristic shared by all
these six authors is that, though they originate in the Continental tradition, they
all overcome or break away from it, often reverting to references and arguments
from the analytic tradition.
Writing about these six post-continental realists has allowed me to rehearse
the skills and interests I have acquired throughout a decade of studying philosophy both inside and outside the academy. On the one hand, the fact that these
authors are beyond the opposition between analytic and continental traditions
has given me the possibility of evaluating both schools in an equanimous light.
On the other hand, the fact that they draw upon canonical authors and problems
such as realism has forced me to expound upon my readings of the classics, par-

4 This is one of the first individual, but not collective, works on speculative realism. That
honor belongs to Mario Teodoro Ramírez (ed.), El nuevo realismo: la filosofía del siglo XXI
(México DF: Siglo XXI, 2016).
5 The conference held at Goldsmiths, University of London, was organized by Alberto Toscano who, the following year, wrote one of the most interesting critical reflections on speculative realism: Alberto Toscano, “Against Speculation, or, a Critique of the Critique of Critique:
A Remark on Quentin Meillassoux’s After Finitude (After Colletti),” in: The Speculative Turn.
Continental Materialism and Realism, (ed.) Levi Bryant/Nick Srnicek/Graham Harman (Melbourn: re.press, 2011), p. 84–91.
6 Cf. Edwin B. Holt, Walter T. Marvin, William Pepperell Montague, Ralph Barton Perry
and Edward Gleason Spaulding, The New Realism: Cooperative Studies in Philosophy, New
York: Macmillan, 1912.
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ticularly those of the scholastic tradition, whose prose style I have come to appreciate thanks to the influence of Gustavo Bueno.
This work’s focus on ontological and epistemological issues such as the reality of universals or the existence of the external world does mark a rupture with
my career which, up until this point, has been chiefly dedicated to aesthetic or
practical questions.7 This stems from the problems touched upon by the authors
I write about: we still eagerly wait for Grant or Gabriel to compose a single line
on aesthetic or practical matters; Brassier has a practical philosophy, but not an
aesthetic one; and Ferraris, on the other hand, has an aesthetic and not a practical philosophy. Only Meillassoux and Harman give equal length to both subjects. As such, the ontological and epistemological focus of this work is merely a
reflection of the most fruitful developments of postcontinental realism.
Texts are defined by what they leave out. In our case, we could have tackled
several movements surrounding postcontinental realism such as object-oriented
ontology, accelerationism or post-Internet art. Such a work would have no longer been a thesis-based book, but rather a portrait of the age. Our thesis is that
postcontinental realism is an answer to classical ontological and epistemological
questions, such as the reality of universals or the existence of the external world.
This is an argument that cannot and should not be defended in the case of object-oriented ontology, accelerationism or post-Internet art. Thus, we will postpone our discussion of the interesting works by the various authors from these
movements – such as Tristan Garcia, Nick Land, or Hito Steyerl – for future articles, essays and books.8
The structure of this work is no enigma: an introduction where we expand
upon the debates on realism that are at the origins of our philosophical movement, followed by six chapters, each one focused on one of the philosophers that
make up the postcontinental realist school. The fact that each postcontinental
realist comes from a different country – with the exception of Grant and Brassier
who are both British – has allowed me to expand, at the beginning or at the end
of each of their chapters, on the philosophical landscape of the country where
they published their work, thus taking stock of the state of philosophy in France,
Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Each chapter is a
self-contained whole, focused on the exposition of the thought and influences
of a single postcontinental realist. It is therefore not until the conclusion that
I put these authors in conversation with each other, thus picking up again on the
problems of realism that were presented in the introduction, and evaluating how
7 Cf. Ernesto Castro, Un palo al agua: Ensayos de estética (Murcia: Micromegas, 2016);
Ernesto Castro y Fernando Castro Flórez (ed.), El arte de la indignación (Salamanca: Delirio,
2012).
8 Cf. Tristan Garcia, Forme et objet: Un traité des choses (Paris, PUF, 2011); Nick Land,
Fanged Noumena: Collected Writings 1987–2007 (London: Urbanomic, 2011); Hito Steyerl,
Duty Free Art: Art in the Age of Planetary Civil War (London and New York: Verso, 2017).
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these postcontinental realists tackle them. Each of the chapters can therefore be
read out of order. In light of this, I recommend those of my readers without a
previous philosophical education to jump directly to the middle chapters and,
once read, to go back to the introduction and reconsider the problems of realism
within a wider historical-philosophical context.
Stylistically speaking, this work is meant to spare the time and patience of its
readers. Its style seeks density and rejects artifice. What can be said in a paragraph, I have endeavored to say in a phrase. In the body of the text the reader will
find in English all titles and quotations from other languages. Unless otherwise
noted, all translations come from the appropriate English-language versions. Except for bibliographical purposes, I have included as few footnotes as possible as
it is my belief that what cannot – or must not – be said in the body of the text is
not worth saying at all.
21 September 2019

Vegas de Matute

§ 1. Introduction
Philosophical systems also require a dimension of necessity
drawn from a rigorous confrontation with the history of
thought they inherit, and from which they cannot escape.
Even if we might like to, we cannot go back to being preSocratic philosophers.
Nathan Brown1

§ 1.1. Philosophical Realism and Its Enemies
Philosophical realism is the thesis according to which there exists a reality independently of us which can be known in some way. The first surprising thing
about this thesis is that it is being discussed at all. Who is going to argue against
such a platitude? To answer this question, we must first distinguish between the
ontological and the epistemological parts of this thesis. The ontological part asserts that there is a reality that exists independently of us, while the epistemological states that said reality can be known in some way. In its turn, the ontological
part is divided into two subparts: that which refers to the existence of a reality
and that which refers to the independence of said reality in relation to us. Now,
depending on the part or subpart of the realist thesis that is being refuted, we
can reach three philosophical positions: nominalism, idealism, and skepticism.
Negating the existence of a given reality leads to – in the widest sense of the
term – nominalism. This term was originally coined to refer to those medieval
philosophers who, in the debate on the reality of universals, defended that universals were mere names – literally, “vocal farts” ( flatus vocis). The founder of
this movement was Roscelin of Compiègne, who in the eleventh century maintained that there was no reality shared by two or more individuals (an argument
from which he also concluded that each one of the persons of the Holy Trinity was an independent God).2 The term “nominalism” has been recovered by
contemporary analytic philosophy to refer to those philosophical positions that
deny the existence of universal or abstract entities. The main artificers of this revival were Nelson Goodman and Willard V. O. Quine who, with their 1947 article “Steps Toward a Constructive Nominalism,” postulated that only particular
1

Cf. Nathan Brown, “Speculation at the Crossroads. Review of Tristan Garcia, Form and
Object: A Treatise on Things,” Radical Philosophy, no. 188 (2014): 50.
2 Cf. Constant J. Mews, “Nominalism and Theology Before Abelard: New Light on Roscelin of Compiègne,” Vivarium, no. 30 (1992): 4–33.
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or concrete individuals exist.3 Thus, nominalism in the larger sense, is equivalent to what we would today call “reductionism,” “eliminativism,” “fictionalism,”
or “error theory”, all of which believe that certain types of entities do not exist –
that they are mere names, fictions, or errors which must be eliminated from our
image of the world through its reduction to other types of entities.
It is important to keep in mind that nominalism cannot be absolute; it has to
assume the existence of at least one entity to carry out the elimination of all the
rest. If no entity exists, there is no base denominator to which to reduce fictions
and errors. The nominalist must at least be a realist about names and accept that
these exist, even if they do not refer to anything present or effective. This is the
position of linguistic or cultural constructivists against which postcontinental realism has now taken up arms. Those who assert that there is nothing outside of
the “prison-house of language” have to admit that at least the prison-house exists.4 Complete and absolute nominalism is self-nullifying: its own existence refutes its primary and principal thesis.
Idealism, on the other hand, can indeed be complete and total. By “idealism”
we mean the denial of reality’s independence from us, and not the original
meaning of “idealist,” pioneered by Gottfried W. Leibniz in 1702 to refer to Plato’s theory of ideas.5 In the field of philosophy of mathematics, Platonism is considered to be the realist position par excellence (and reasonably so) since Platonists believe in the existence of mathematical beings independently of us. In
positing the existence of immaterial entities, this form of objective idealism does
not oppose realism but rather materialism. We will return to this in our discussion of the influence of Friedrich W. J. Schelling – a philosopher often labeled as
an “objective idealist” – on postcontinental realism.
The branch of idealism which opposes realism is that which states that reality
depends on us. Needless to say, this definition varies according to how one defines “dependence” and “us.” Dependence can be considered within the frameworks of being or of knowing. In the first category we find ontological idealism,
such as George Berkeley’s; the second includes an epistemological idealism
much like Immanuel Kant’s. The reach of the “us,” however, can be broadened
or restricted as long as something remains outside of it – as long as we acknowledge the existence of a “you” or an “it” – thus keeping idealism from falling into
platitudes along the lines of “The Whole depends on The Whole.” Epistemological idealists tend to restrict the reach of the “us” to the ensemble of human
3 Cf. Nelson Goodman and Willard V. O. Quine, “Steps Towards A Constructive Nominalism,” Journal of Symbolic Logic, vol. 12, no. 4 (1947): 105–122.
4 Cf. Fredric Jameson, The Prison-House of Language (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1975).
5 Cf. Gottfried W. Leibniz, “Réponse aux réflexions contenues dans la seconde Édition du
Dictionnaire Critique de M. Bayle, article Rorarius, sur le système de l’harmonie préétablie,”
in: Die philosophischen Schriften (Berlin: Weidmann, 1875–1890), pp. 554–71.
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beings, whereas ontological idealists tend to amplify it to the point of including
God. There are, moreover, intermediate positions such as that of Nicolas Malebranche, according to which “we know all things in God,”and extreme positions,
such as that of solipsism, which restrict the “us” to the point of leaving nothing
but the self.6
Solipsism, the doctrine according to which only the self exists – or that I only
know myself – is very close to skepticism. For skeptics there is no firm or certain
knowledge; it is better to suspend judgment (epoché) instead of adhering oneself to a changeable opinion. Thus, skepticism refutes the epistemological part
of the realist thesis; it denies the possibility of knowing reality in some way. In
fact, the appearance of skepticism in the third century BCE was motivated by the
proliferation of different philosophical systems, each one supporting their own
separate doctrine. It is, therefore, not altogether surprising that this school resurfaced in the sixteenth century as a result of the disputes between Catholics and
Protestants about religious truth and authority, with skeptic philosophers such
as Michel de Montaigne, Pierre Charron, and Francisco Sanches.7 In Antiquity
there were two schools of skeptical philosophy: the Academic, which counted
Arcesilaus and Carneades among its members, for which there were no true or
false propositions, only more or less plausible and probable ones; and the Pyrrhonian, of which Aenesidemus, and his ten modes against the possibility of
knowledge, was part.
Agrippa reduced Aenesidemus’s ten modes to five: 1) social dissent (not
everybody thinks the same about the same things); 2) the progress of demonstrations ad infinitum (all demonstrations rely on a previous demonstration so
that, no matter how much we progress in the demonstrative chain, we will never
run into an undemonstrated or undemonstrable first principle); 3) the relativity of all things (things change as our point of view changes); 4) petitio principii (which consists in basing an argument upon an undemonstrated premise);
and 5) vicious circularity (which consists in justifying A with B, B with C and C
with A, thus closing the circle). Sextus Empiricus reduced the skeptical battery
of arguments even more by grouping the modes into three classes – those that
depend on the subject, those that depend on the object, and those that depend
on both – thus concluding that the main epistemological problem was that of relations, specifically: what is the relation between being and knowledge?8
Idealism has tried to solve this problem by establishing a relation of identity
between both terms. This attempt appears time and again throughout the his6 For an analysis of the concept of us from the point of view of object-oriented ontology,
one of the branches of postcontinental realism, cf. Tristan Garcia, Nous (Paris: Grasset, 2003).
7 Cf. Richard Popkin, The History of Scepticism from Savonarola to Bayle (London/New
York: Oxford University Press, 2003).
8 Cf. Sextus Empiricus, Outlines of Pyrrhonism, ch. 15.
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tory of philosophy, from Parmenides (“To think is the same thing as to be”)9 to
Hans-Georg Gadamer (“Being that can be understood is language”).10 What is,
on the other hand, the realist solution to this problem? Leaving aside the naïve
or dogmatic realist position – which equates being with thinking, just as idealism does, only by reducing the latter to the former – realist positions regarding
the problem of knowledge can be grouped in two classes depending on whether
they privilege the ontological subpart of the realist thesis which refers to the existence of reality or that which refers to the independence of said reality from us.
Those who emphasize the subpart that refers to the existence of reality tend
to defend the position that the only reality that exists is that which we know for
certain. We could thus label this epistemological stance as the position of certainty. This is the position which props up the ontological commitments of Willard V. O. Quine.11 According to this doctrine, we only have to commit ourselves
to entities grounded (“existentially quantified”) in our best scientific theories.
What this position wants to avoid is affirming the existence of entities which
can reveal themselves to be illusory. With that aim in mind, this stance subordinates ontology to epistemology and only commits itself to those entities whose
existence is indispensable to our understanding of reality. Unfortunately, one of
the antirealist consequences of this subordination of ontology to epistemology
is that all scientifically disposable realities are dealt with as if they do not exist.
What is the difference, then, between this type of realism and scientific constructivism, according to which all of reality has been constructed and invented
by the sciences?12
In contrast, those who give a greater weight to the subpart of the realist thesis
that stresses the independence of reality from us tend to maintain that our beliefs
can be completely unfounded. We can label this epistemological position as the
position of uncertainty. This position underpins the aphorism of the later Ludwig
Wittgenstein against the existence of private mental languages.13 As Wittgenstein
argues, if the reality of private mental entities is no different from our beliefs
about them, then those entities are not real. This is what the position of uncertainty strives to avoid – our confusing beliefs with reality. In order to do that,
this position subordinates epistemology to ontology and argues that our beliefs
can never identify themselves with reality. Unfortunately, one of the anti-realist
consequences of this subordination of epistemology to ontology is that, for this
9 Parmenides, On Nature, fr. 3. Translation ours.
10 Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method (New

York: Crossroad, 1989), p. 474.
Cf. Willard V. O. Quine, From a Logical Point of View (New York: Harper, 1953),
pp. 1–19.
12 For an analysis of the relationship between realism and scientific constructivism, cf. Antonio Diéguez Lucena, Realismo científico: una introducción al debate actual en la filosofía de la
ciencia (Málaga: Universidad de Málaga, 1998).
13 Cf. Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophische Untersuchungen, in: Werkausgabe (Frankfurt:
Suhrkamp, 1984), vol. 1, § 243 ff.
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position, the closer our beliefs come to reality – that is, the more we know about
something – the less real that something is.
As shown above, there are as many forms of realism as there are responses to
nominalism, idealism, or skepticism. We must therefore begin by giving a historical review of the debates on realism, starting with the meaning of the very
term “reality” and focusing our attention on the ontological part of the realist
thesis (which, from now on, we will refer to as “ontological realism” tout court).

§ 1.2. But What Is Reality?
The word “reality” comes from the Latin “res” which means “thing.” When combined with other Roman terms (“res publica,” “rei vindicatio,” etc.) this word
takes on rather obvious sociopolitical meaning which can also be found in the
etymology of other related words: in French “realiser” originally meant “to monetize” (“to render into metal”); in Old High German, “thing” referred to both political and judicial assemblies; in Medieval Spanish, “cosas” (in plural) also came
to be used to designate groups of people.14 Does this mean that the debate about
the existence of a reality independently of us is meaningless, given that the etymology of “reality” and other related words inevitably point toward us, human
beings? Not in the least. Etymology suggests, but never categorically binds, the
meaning of philosophical terms.
In philosophy the term “reality” is sometimes used in a modal meaning, as
a synonym of “actuality” or “effectivity.” The real, in this definition, is what exists in a contingent fashion – what isn’t merely possible nor absolutely necessary.
Nevertheless, this meaning of the term “reality” falls into a petitio principii regarding the first of the two problems of ontological realism: the problem of existence. If “reality” is a synonym of “contingent existence,” then we don’t even
need to formulate the question of whether the real exists or not. We need a different definition.
The real could be defined in opposition to appearance, just as truth is defined in opposition to falsehood, or depth in opposition to superficiality. Reality
would then be conceived as something truer and deeper than fake and superficial appearances. This conception of reality immediately brings up the question of the existence of reality since it is evident that appearances exist, but it is
unclear if there is anything deeper or truer than what is apparent. To interrogate
the real in less of a trifling manner, we must first distinguish between appearance
and reality. Unfortunately, this distinction does not allow us to pose the second
problem of ontological realism: the problem of reality’s independence. If we dis14 Cf. Juan Corominas and José A. Pascual, Diccionario crítico etimológico castellano e hispánico (Madrid: Gredos, 1991–1997), vol. 2, p. 219 and vol. 4, p. 805.
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tinguish between a reality in itself and appearances that only exist for us, it is superfluous to ask whether reality is independent of us. This conception of reality
is also lacking.
In the debates surrounding ontological realism, the term “reality” has often
referred to one of two things: either the “entity” (ousia) of something or the external world. The former was the predominant meaning from antiquity to the
modern period; the latter, from the modern to the contemporary age. I have
translated “ousia” as “entity” to avoid the misunderstandings that have piled
up around this ten-dollar Greek word. But, as the history of philosophy is also
the history of accumulated misunderstandings, of bad translations and of even
worse paraphrases, we must first perform a historical-philological digression on
this point.
§ 1.2.1. The Translations of “ousia”
“Ousia” is the feminine participle of the verb “eimi” (to be). In archaic Greece
it referred to the property or properties of a person in the narrowest meanings
of both terms; in the classical period, by extension, it came to refer to what belongs to any entity. Plato used the term to indiscriminately refer to beings, entities, and essences.15 Aristotle was the first to establish a systematic use of the
term when he made a distinction between the first ousia (which is the individual, the logical and ontological subject of predicates) and the secondary ousie
(which are the predicates of gender and difference).16 The most faithful translation to Latin would have been “entitas,” but Roman orators thought it too severe, favoring instead the less barbaric-sounding “substantia,” though this word
is only suitable for the first ousia or hypokeimenon (literally: “what is under [the
predicates]”).17
Things got messy with Plotinus. He spoke of the One, the Intellect, and the
Soul as “hypostasis,” a word that Aristotle had used as a synonym of the “first
ousia.”18 When Christian theology copied the model offered by the Neoplatonic
triads and placed it over the Holy Trinity, they faced the problem of distinguishing between “ousia” and “hypostasis” – a problem they solved by translating the
former as “essentia” and the latter as “persona,” despite the fact that these words
were already translations of the Greek “to ti esti” (“that which is”) and “prosopon”
(“mask”), respectively.19 From Boethius onwards, a person was defined as an
15 Cf. Plato, Gorgias, 472b; Protagoras, 349b; Phaedo, 101c; Republic, 486a, 509b and 585b;
Sophist, 246a.
16 Cf. Aristotle, Categories, 2a ff.; Metaphysics, 1017b, 1028a–1041b.
17 Cf. Quintilian, Institutio oratoria, II, xiv, 2 and VIII, iii, 33.
18 Cf. Plotinus, Enneads, III, iv, 1 and V, vi, 4.
19 Cf. Marcel Richard, “L’introduction du mot ‘hypostase’ dans la théologie de l’incarnation,” Mélanges de science religieuse, no. 2 (1945): 5–32 and 243–70.
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“individual substance of rational nature” (naturae rationalis individua substantia). Agustine of Hippo, in turn, argued that the essence is to being what wisdom
is to knowledge: the substantiation of a verb, of an action, which in its manifest
and full meaning belongs only to God.20 This is the origin of Anselm of Canterbury’s idea that God is the being whose essence consists of existing, so perfect
that it cannot be thought of.21
It all became increasingly lost in translation with the Western recovery of
Aristotelianism by way of Arabic philosophy. The Arabs translated the straightforward “to on” (“being” or “entity”) as the complicated “huwiyya,” which Latin
translators rendered as the even more complicated term “ipseitas.” Despite these
missteps, there were a number of apposite translations made throughout this
process of cultural transmission. “To ti en einai” (“what being was”), one of the
Aristotelian formulas to designate the second ousia, was aptly translated into Arabic as “mahiyya” and into Latin as “quod quid erat esse” (shortened into “quidditas,” which we can translate into English as “thingness”). According to Avicenna,
in entities other than God, existence is an accident which is added to their thingness. The first ousia is translated in Avicenna as “anniya,” which matches what
John Duns Scotus understood as “haecceitas” and which we could translate as
“thisness” – what makes a thing be this and not that.22 Two entities in violation
of the principle of identity of indiscernibles, having the same predicates but still
different, would have the same thingness but different thisness.
§ 1.2.2. The Reality of the Categories
We have seen that, throughout the Middle Ages, there was an imbroglio of terms
(“substance,” “essence,” “thingness,” “thisness”) which all meant approximately
the same thing. The debate on philosophical realism, at least in its first instances
as a debate about the ontological status of universals, was chiefly an attempt to
distinguish between the different definitions of what we have termed the “entity
of things.” The origin of this debate was – fasten your seatbelts – Boethius’s Commentary to Porphyry’s Introduction to Aristotle’s Categories.23 In this, as in other
treatises from the Aristotelian Organon, there is a distinction between predicates
or categories (the predicates that designate things) and the predicables or catogeremes (the predicates with which we think). The key to Aristotle’s theory of the
predication is the notion of convertibility or substitution. If a subject can be converted or substituted with its predicates, we are dealing with a definition according to genus and differences (“Man is by nature a social animal”); if that is not
20 Cf. Boethius, Liber de persona et duabus naturis, ch. III; Augustine of Hippo, De trinitate, V, ii, 3.
21 Cf. Anselm of Canterbury, Proslogion, ch. 2–4.
22 Cf. John Duns Scotus, Ordinatio, II, d. 3, q. 6, n. 15.
23 Cf. Porphyry, Isagoge, I; Boethius, Comentatio a Peri Hermeneias, I.
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the case, then we are dealing with an accidental property (“Socrates is sick”).24
Porphyry systematized this theory when he distinguished between five voices or
predicables: three of them essential or substantial (genus, species and difference)
and two inessential or insubstantial (property and accident).
Two were the problems with Porphyry’s system. First, Aristotle had stated
that the species is to the genus what the subject is to the predicate, hence why he
had not included the species among the predicables. Moreover, in using a word
so heavily reminiscent of Plato as “idea” or “species” (in Greek: “eidos”), Porphyry set the stage for the debate about the existence and localization of the predicates with which we think things. The Neoplatonist could not locate them in
the first hypostasis, in the One, because ideas are many. But the Christians, with
their triune God, had no difficulty reconciling the unity and multiplicity of the
divine intellect. Still, the problem of the relationship between sensible and intelligent species remained all throughout the Middle Ages.
Porphyry’s second problem concerns the fact that essence or substance is
not a predicable but a category. In what way can we say that there are essential
or substantial predicates? In other words: what is the connection between predicables and categories? It is not neither clear nor obvious because, to begin
with, the number and names of the categories changes across Aristotle’s books.
In the Categories and in the Topics, there are ten categories; in the Physics, there
are eight. In the Categories, the first category is called “ousia” (“substance”); in
Topics, “to ti esti” (“essence”).25 However random this may seem, there is a logic
to this list of categories. Given that in Greek “kategoria” means “accusation” and
is opposed to “apologia” (“praise”), philologists regard Aristotle’s categories as
inspired by the questions that can be addressed to the accused in a trial; an interrogatory which seems to overlap with the six wh-questions of contemporary
journalism: 1) substance/essence (who?); 2) quantity; 3) quality (how?); 4) relation; 5) place (where?); 6) time (when?); 7) situation or posture; 8) possession
or habit; 9) action (what?); 10) passion (why?). But the question remains: which
one of these categories can be considered essential or substantial?
Substance/essence aside, we tend to regard quantity, quality, and relation as
essential or substantial categories. But in what ways do they differ? According
to Aristotle, these qualities are characterized in their having opposites and differences of degree. However, there are properties that satisfy these conditions –
such as density, which Aristotle does not call a quality, but rather a relation –
and there are properties that do not satisfy them – such as triangularity, which
Aristotle does call a quality despite its definitive quantitative character.26 This
fusion between quantity, quality, and relation was developed throughout the
24
25
26

Cf. Aristotle, Topics, 101b.
Cf. Aristotle, Categories, 1b; Topics, 103b; Physics, 225b.
Cf. Aristotle, Categories, 10a.
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Middle Ages and was consummated in the fourteenth century, when intensive
magnitudes began to be mathematically analyzed; that is, when qualities began
to be quantified as if they were relationships. In modern philosophy, extension
(a quantitative, spatial relationship) is considered to be nothing more than the
primary characteristic of bodies.
Does this mean that quality, quantity, and relation are convertible or substitutable? Here is the key question of the scholastic debate on the reality of relations – a crucial, but often forgotten, part of the polemics surrounding ontological realism. According to Aristotle, not all things that are relative are, moreover,
relations. The head and the hand are relative to the body, but they are not relations of the body. Rather, they are parts of it as substance. Relations do not arise
directly between substances, but indirectly – by way of their accidents. When we
say that an individual has a relationship of fatherhood with another, the relation
arises out of pairs of accidents such as that of having reproduced with a woman
(in the case of the father) and that of having been given birth to by that same
woman (in the case of the son).27 Of course this analysis of father-son relationships would not have satisfied the scholastic tradition in any way whatsoever,
believing, as they did, that nothing done by the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Spirit is accidental. The Council of Reims in 1148 raised the ante when it anathematized any denial of real relations in God as a “Sabellian heresy.”28 Hence why
most scholastic philosophers held a realist stance regarding relations, and why
the subsequent debate had to do with whether that reality could be reduced to a
more basic one or not.
Reductionists such as Peter Abelard or William of Ockham would argue that
relations merely consist in related accidents.29 If Socrates is taller than Alcibiades, this relation is nothing more than the respective heights of Socrates and
Alcibiades. The problem of this reduction is that it analyzes relational changes
as if they were real changes for all related accidents. According to this analysis,
if Alcibiades were to grow in height and become taller than Socrates, Socrates’s
height would actually change even as it remained the same. To counter this absurd statement, antireductionists such as Albert of Cologne or Duns Scotus defended the notion that relations are something more than related accidents.30
The fact that Socrates is of a certain height places him in a relation of superiority or inferiority with regards to other entities of a greater or lesser height –
a relation that will take place in the mind of those comparing their respective
heights. Following this line of argument, non-reductionists propose a distinc27
28

Cf. Aristotle, Categories, ch. 7.
Cf. Nicholas Haring, “Notes on the Council and the Consistory of Rheims (1148),” Medieval Studies, no. 28 (1966): 39–59.
29 Cf. Peter Abelard, Logica “ingredientibus”; William of Ockham, Quaestiones quodlibetales, VI, q. 25.
30 Cf. John Duns Scotus, Ordinatio, II, d. 1, q. 5, n. 224; Albert of Cologne, Metaphysica,
266b.
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tion between mental relationships (such as that which exists between genus and
species) and real relationships (such as those that exist between father and son).
If we take into account that most antireductionists, when it comes to relations, are realists in terms of the universals, we reach the somewhat paradoxical conclusion that those who assert the reality of genus and species tend to be
the same as those who assert that the relation between genus and species is not
real but mental. And vice versa: those who describe universals as mental entities
(nominalism) tend to be the same who argue that there are only real relations
(reductionism). But this is not as paradoxical as it may seem. The reductionistnominalist party states that all relations are real inasmuch as they can be reduced
to accidents of substance, thus not involving universals. And, following the same
logic, because the antireductionist-realists assert that there are relations that involve universals, they have to distinguish between real and mental relations. And
so, the moral of the story is: one can neither be an absolute realist nor an absolute nominalist – it is as absurd to state that nothing exists as that everything exists. Ockham was of the opinion that the relation of numerical identity is a real
relation, that of a thing with itself, whereas Duns Scotus deems it a mental relationship, given that real relations happen between two or more things and, in
this case, there is only one.31
The compromise position consists in arguing that the relation of numerical
identity is a mental entity but that its source is a real property: the unity of substance. This is Thomas Aquinas’s solution to the problem of unidirectional relations which are grounded in one of the related substances. An example of this
kind of relation is that which exists between God and his creation.32 According
to the Aristotelian theory of relations, if God is perfect and has no accidents, he
cannot relate to his creatures; but if we accept the existence of mental relations
causally originating in real properties, we can say that God is mentally related to
his creatures, even before having created them, thanks to his powers of creation.
What is more relevant to the debate on realism is whether that knowledge of reality is a perfect example of that kind of unidirectional relation. In fact, in the
Summa Theologiae we find an exact formulation of the epistemological problem
regarding the existence of a reality independent of us:
Sense and science refer respectively to sensible things and to intellectual things; which,
inasmuch as they are realities existing in nature, are outside the order of sensible and intellectual existence. Therefore, in science and in sense a real relation exists, because they
are ordered either to the knowledge or to the sensible perception of things; whereas the
things looked at in themselves are outside this order, and hence in them there is no real
relation to science and sense, but only in idea, inasmuch as the intellect apprehends them
as terms of relations of science and sense.33
31
32
33

Cf. William of Ockham, Quaestiones quodlibetales, VI, q. 27.
Cf. Thomas Aquinas, De potentia, q. 7, a. 11.
Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologiae, I, q. 13, a. 7.
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To summarize: knowledge has a real relation to things, but things only have a
mental relation to knowledge. Were it not an anachronism, we could say that
Aquinas anticipated the Kantian doctrines of the thing in itself and the relation
between knowledge and sensibility.34 Be that as it may, we can see that the problem of whether realities are real – and if they can be reduced to qualitative or
quantitative accidents such as fatherhood or height – remains one of the most
salient problems of ontological realism.
What can we then say about the remaining Aristotelian categories? Space and
time will be dealt with in our discussion about reality understood as the external
world. We shall not comment on “situation or posture” (keisthai) and “possession or habit” (ekhein), as they are the most arbitrarily anthropomorphic of Aristotle’s categories – a plausible explanation for their absence from the list that appears in the Physics. Neither shall we dwell on action and passion. But, as Duns
Scotus designates transcendental properties as “passions of the entity,” this is a
good opportunity to posit the problem of their existence and independence with
regards to us. Not incidentally, the transcendentals have been regarded as synonyms of being and, consequently, as supreme forms of reality. If we can determine the existence and independence of the transcendentals with respect to us,
we can then put the debate on realism to rest.

§ 1.3. Transcendentals or Transcendents?
First off, a lexical clarification: following the distinction found in the Critique
of Pure Reason between what makes empirical knowledge possible (the transcendental) and that which is beyond all experience (the transcendent), in most
contemporary discussions the term “transcendentals” is used to refer to all the
properties of the entity as such – even if medieval philosophers always spoke
of “transcendents,” and despite the fact that the word “transcendental” was not
introduced into philosophical lexicon until the fifteenth century, and that both
were considered synonyms until the eighteenth century.35 Moreover, depending on whether one is a Platonist or an Aristotelian, these properties are termed
transcendental or transcendent. For Plato, the properties of the entity as such –
which in the Theaetetus consist of being and not being, identity and difference,
the one and the many, the even and the odd; and in the Sophist they are being,
equality and difference, movement and rest – are transcendental in that they are
the “supreme genera” which “pervade everywhere.”36 In Aristotle, on the con34 Gottfried Martin has explored this connection between Aquinas and Kant in Immanuel
Kant: Ontologie und Wissenschaftstheorie (Berlin: De Gruyter, 1969).
35 Cf. Immanuel Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunft, A565/B593; Thomas Aquinas, De veritate, XXI, 3; Johann H. Lambert, Neues Organon, § 48.
36 Cf. Plato, Theaetetus, 185a ff.; Sophist, 254d and ff.
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trary, being and one are transcendent in that they transcend genera, and go beyond them.37 Anticipating Bertrand Russell’s paradox about the set of all sets
which doesn’t contain itself, Aristotle’s argument against the mere idea of supreme genera is that, given that there is no genus (e. g. “animal”) without difference (e. g. “rational”), an all-encompassing genus would have to be its own difference, which is impossible.
When speaking of the transcendental or transcendent, some scholastic philosophers were wont to blend Plato with Aristotle. In discussing the passions of
the entity, Duns Scotus distinguished between the convertible passions (the one,
the true, and the good) and the distinct ones (the necessary and the contingent,
the actual and the potential).38 The distinct passions are transcendental in the
Platonic sense of the term: they are pairs of antithetical properties which encompass all of reality by way of exclusive and exhaustive distinctions. All things
are either necessary or contingent, they are either in actuality or in potentiality,
without exceptions or middle terms. Convertible passions, on the contrary, are
transcendent in the Aristotelian sense of the term: they are not genera, given that
they lack their own differences and can be distinguished by something less-thanreal and more-than-mental. Indeed, it was Duns Scotus who coined the formula “actual formal distinction according to the nature of the thing” (distinctio ex
natura rei formalis actualis) to refer to a mode of distinction that is not real nor
mental, but rather in between. Two things are distinguishable if that distinction is a product of the mind without objective grounding; they are really distinguishable if divine power can separate them physically; and they are formally
distinguishable if they are objectively different but physically inseparable, even
for the divine power. God cannot therefore physically separate the one, the true,
and the good, despite their being three objectively distinct formalities or natures.
With the exception of Duns Scotus, most scholastics supported the Aristotelian tradition which regarded the exclusive properties of the entity as transcendent. In The

Disputed Questions on Truth, Aquinas develops his list of transcendents in the following manner: if we think about the entity in an absolute
manner, we can affirm that it is a thing and deny that it is not many but one; and
if we think about entity in a relative manner, we can say that it is something in
relation to other entities and, in relation to other parts of our mind, that it is true
before the intellect and good before our will.39 The entity, the thing, the one,
the something, the true and the good – thus runs the list of Thomist transcendents. But “entity,” “thing” and “something” are perfect synonyms; they are analytic terms without a hair’s breadth of difference in meaning. The only synthetic
or substantial transcendents which have different meanings and add new infor37
38
39

Cf. Aristotle, Metaphysics, 1059b; Topics, 144a.
Cf. John Duns Scotus, Ordinatio, 1. dist. VIII, q. iii.
Cf. Thomas Aquinas, De veritate, I, 1.
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mation to the mere idea of the entity are the one, the true, and the good. Now, the
question remains: are these properties real and independent of us?
To begin with, Aquinas himself acknowledges that the entity is only true and
good in relation to our mental faculties. The scholastics conceive of truth as a
relation of adequation between the intellect and the thing. But then, truth is not
a property of the thing, but a relation of adequation. Ultimately, however, truth
does not consist of adequating to a thing but to a state of things. Singular names
such as “Socrates” or “Bucephalus” (the name of Alexander the Great’s steed)
can be adequate or inadequate for the things they are referring to, but they cannot be true or false; only thoughts and propositions can be, according to their
degree of adequation or inadequation to the state of things such as “Socrates is
wise” or “Bucephalus is fast.” If truth is then a question of states of things (and
always in plural since thoughts and propositions always entail, at least, a subject
and a predicate linked by a copula), it is worth asking how the entity can be at
the same time one – that is, singular, not plural – and true.
We can find an answer to this question in the coherence theories of truth.
In the nineteenth century, this kind of theory thrived under the influence of a
Hegelian doctrine, according to which absolute truth is the system of philosophy as a whole.40 This was interpreted by some British idealists as if Hegel had
claimed that the truth of a theoretical system does not consist in its adequation
to reality but rather in the internal coherence of its parts. The result of such an
interpretation was a set of holistic and monistic theories of truth, such as that of
Harold H. Joachim, according to which truth is the Whole.41 But if falsehood, as
Hegel stated, is a necessary moment in the unfolding of truth, and if falsehood
always implies suffering in the historical field, how can we say that the entity is
both true and good?
Spurred on by this brand of inquiry, British idealists sketched the pragmatic and existentialist theories of the truth, which became notably popular in the
twentieth century. As Francis H. Bradley puts it: “the criterion for truth, I should
say, as of everything else, is in the end the satisfaction of a want of nature.”42
In this vein, pragmatism defines truth as utility, be it understood as either blatant personal satisfaction (William James) or as the conclusion of a process of
investigation through the verification of its practical consequences (Charles
S. Peirce).43 In the words of Ferdinand C. S. Schiller:

40 Cf. Georg W. F. Hegel, Phänomenologie des Geistes, in: Gesammelte Werke (Hamburg:
Felix Meiner, 1968–), preface.
41 Cf. Harold H. Joachim, The Nature of Truth (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1906).
42 Francis H. Bradley, Appearance and Reality (London: Swan Sonnenschein, 1897), p. 219.
43 Cf. Charles S. Peirce, “Truth and Falsity and Error,” in: Collected Papers (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1931–1958), vol. V, p. 565–573; William James, The Meaning of
Truth (New York: Lingmans, Green, and Company, 1909).
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As regards the objects valued as ‘true,’ Truth is that manipulation of them which turns out
upon trial to be useful, primarily for any human end, but ultimately for that perfect harmony of our whole life which forms our final aspiration.44

This is a mere stone’s throw away from a myriad of twentieth century philosophers who placed existence at the center of their work: in José Ortega y Gasset,
truth is the coinciding of man with himself; in Martin Heidegger it is freedom
understood as an opening to the question of being.45 This is how both pragmatism and existential philosophies justify the identification between the true and
the good – by way of making both properties depend on us, at the cost of being
an antirealist.
But can we even analyze the good independently of us? This was the goal of
axiology or value theory, mainly developed by a group of German philosophers
of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, among which we can highlight
Rudolf Hermann Lotze, Franz Brentano, Christian von Ehrenfels, Alexius Meinong, and Heinrich Rickert.46 According to these authors, values have a way of
being independent of us which consists in valuing – in being valuable. Values are
not entities, but valentities. A truth does still hold the value of being true even
when it is not – even if it is not present in anybody’s beliefs – in the same way
that a good still has the value of being good even if it is not present in anybody’s
actions. Not only the good, as Plato writes in the Republic, “transcends every entity [epekeina tes ousias] in dignity and surpassing power.”47 The rest of values,
including truth, are also beyond the entity.
§ 1.3.1. The Naturalistic Fallacy
We can therefore see that it is spurious to identify the entity with a moral value
(the good) and, even more so, with a logical value (the true) since, as Gottlob
Frege convincingly argued, logic is a discipline as, if not more, axiological and
value-laden than morality. Logicians do not analyze how we de facto think, in
practice (that is psychology’s field), but how we should reason de iure, in theory.48 Here we have the problem of the relationship between is and ought, which
is one of the forms that the debate on the transcendentals or transcendents has
taken in the twentieth century. The conflation between these two modes is often
44

p. 61.

Ferdinand C. S. Schiller, Humanism: Philosophical Essays (London: Macmillan, 1903),

45 Cf. Martin Heidegger, “Vom Wesen der Wahrheit,” in: Gesamtausgabe (Frankfurt: Vittorio Klostermann, 1975–) vol. IX, ch. 6; José Ortega y Gasset, En torno a Galileo, in: Obras
completas, Madrid: Revista de Occidente, 1946–1983, vol. 5, § 7.
46 Cf. Herbert Schnädelbach, Philosophie in Deutschland 1831–1933 (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1983).
47 Plato, Republic, 509b.
48 Cf. Gottlob Frege, “Logic,” in: Posthumous Writings (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1979), pp. 126–51.
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called the “naturalistic fallacy,” a term that stems from a misreading of George
E. Moore’s Principia Ethica, the treatise where this equivocating expression was
coined.49
According to Moore, colors are quantifiable phenomenological or qualitative properties which are ultimately irreducible to the physical or quantitative
properties they supervene on. Yellow cannot be completely reduced to the stimulation of the optical nerve by a given wave spectrum. A person who is blind
from birth, no matter how many degrees in optical theory he or she may have,
will never come to know the experience of a green or red. Colors are perceived
through sensible intuition, in a manner similar to how, according to Moore, the
good is perceived through a kind of intellectual intuition. The good is a property that defies analysis, meaning that when we analyze the good as tantamount
to other properties, such as the pleasurable or the useful, we are left with a set
of “open questions” – is this or that pleasure good, does the good consist in this
or that instrumentality? Moore defines the attempt to define the good in natural
terms (for instance, in terms of adaptation to the environment) as a “naturalistic
fallacy,” while also opposing a cultural or social definition of the good (for instance, in terms of the just or the praiseworthy). The good can supervene upon
other realities, including normative realities such as preference or obligation, but
its “intrinsic nature” cannot be reduced to them. It goes without saying that this
has nothing to do with the problem of the relationship between is and ought. For
Moore, in fact, something being good is but a form of being. If the naturalistic
fallacy consists in confusing the being of things with the ought of values, then
Moore is the first to fall prey to said fallacy since the good is for him both a fact
and a value.
Leaving aside the expression “naturalistic fallacy,” most philosophers who
have dealt with the question of the relationship between is and ought have considered the possibility of deducing normative statements from factual ones, as
in the case of John Searle’s theory of institutional facts.50 Its origin lies in the
classification of speech acts as developed by his maître à penser, John L. Austin.
In How to Do Things With Words, Austin classifies statements or speech acts in
three groups: 1) locutionary acts, such as affirming or denying, which perform
propositions or states of things and have conditions of truth; 2) illocutionary
acts, such as ordering or promising, which perform or do things in saying it and
have conditions of “success” or satisfaction; and 3) perlocutionary acts, such as
persuading or dissuading, which perform or do things by saying it and have conditions both of truth as of success.51 Building up on this classification, the deduction of ought from is basically consists in deducing a successful illocutionary act
49
50

Cf. George E. Moore, Principia Ethica (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993).
Cf. John Searle: “How to Derive ‘Ought’ from ‘Is,’” The Philosophical Review, vol. 73,
no. 1 (1964): 43–58.
51 Cf. John L. Austin, How to Do Things With Words (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1962).
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from a true locutionary act by way of a perlocutionary act which is, at the same
time, successful and true. See, by way of example, these three instances:
1) Locutionary act. Hannah said: “I promise you, Beatrix, that I will pay you five
dollars.”
2) Perlocutionary act. Hannah promised Beatrix that she would pay her five dollars.
3) Illocutionary act. Hannah must pay Beatrix five dollars.
This inference is valid because the perlocutionary act of promising is neither a
raw fact nor a pure value, but rather an institutional reality, halfway between is
and ought, between entities and valentities. However interesting we may find
this inference of ought from is, the genuine question of realism in this department is that of inverse inference. Not incidentally, the illicit attempt to infer is
from ought has been baptized as the “idealistic fallacy.” Here “idealism” is understood as a synonym of ethical, moral, or political naiveness; the kind of pragmatic candor that has been sneeringly ascribed to Gottfried W. Leibniz ever since
the 1755 Lisbon earthquake. But we can also approach this fallacy in ontological
terms. Leibniz’s thesis that we are living in the best of possible worlds is a consequence of the application of the principle of sufficient reason to divine creation: if this is not the best of possible worlds, God, who by definition choses what
is best, would have had no reason to actualize this world and not another; or, to
put it differently, being or the entity (the facts that make up the actual world) is
deduced from ought and the good (the reasons of God’s creation). Now, Leibniz
makes a distinction between three types of good: the moral, the physical, and the
metaphysical. This third type amounts to the fullness and simplicity of nature;
that is, the existence of the largest amount of facts (the largest quantity of being
or entities) composed by the least amount of natural laws (the least quantity of
ought or of good). This is how Leibniz grounds his identification between being
and the good in Théodicée: another link in the long chain of texts that have tried
to pin down the problem of evil in the world.52
The problem of the existence of evil, the ball and chain of theist philosophy,
has plagued the discipline from its origins. Why would an omnipotent and omnibenevolent God create a “vale of tears”? The Manichean solution consists in
attributing theological and ontological autonomy to evil and darkness. This entails a complete break with the Platonic doctrine that evil arises from a mixture
of realities which, in themselves, are good and luminous. In the Neoplatonist
tradition, this pluralist conception of evil became ontological and axiological
monism according to which evil is a non-being, a form of detachment from the
one, an absence of good and light. According to Plotinus, evil is “a sort of absence of measure as opposed to measure, or absence of limit as opposed to limit,
52

Cf. Gottfried W. Leibniz, Theodizee, in Die philosophischen Schriften, vol. 6.
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or absence of form as opposed to what is productive of form, or what is always
in need as opposed to what is self-sufficient; always indefinite, in no way stable,
absolutely passive, insatiable, and completely impoverished.”53
With the transformation of the Pagan ontology of the limit into the Christian
theology of the infinite, evil came to be understood as the fruit of human limitations when compared to God’s infinitude, yet the conception of evil as a form of
non-being remained. For Augustine of Hippo, the origin of evil is original sin –
a particular form of non-being, since a universal non-being would amount to
pure nothingness.54 Against the Aristotelian distinction between intrinsic good,
such as regaining one’s health, and instrumental good, such as severing a limb
to regain one’s health, Thomas Aquinas regarded all evil as “relative” (secundum
quid). Were the indeterminate privation of properties an evil, then all creatures
would be evil on the basis of being determined and not having the properties
that do not belong to them by definition. Pigs, according to this notion, would be
evil because they do not fly. But this would violate the identification between the
entity and the good. Anything defined, delimited, or determined would be evil.
We can still nevertheless question whether God could have created a perfect
world. The principle of identity of the indiscernibles provides us with an answer:
had God created a perfect world, then he would have created something indiscernible to himself and, thus, identical to himself; he would not have created the
world but himself. To be distinct from God, the world has to be imperfect. And
imperfection is the “deficient cause” of evil. Thus, evil is merely an instrument of
a preestablished harmony whose ends and means remain unknown. In this fashion, Leibniz acknowledges the presence of local, isolated, and parochial forms of
evil, while simultaneously subordinating it to a cosmic good. In doing so he puts
in question the identification between the one and the good, since harmony, by
definition, arises between the multiple.
But, what kind of unity and multiplicity are we speaking of ? And for those
who assert that the one is a transcendent property of the entity, are they defending the existence of one single thing – that there is but one thing in the world?
We would be dealing, then, with a holistic monism à la Parmenides, Plotinus, or
Baruch Spinoza. But the doctrine of the transcendents seems to point in the opposite direction, in the direction of atomistic pluralism, according to which there
is only a plurality of individuals without parts. Thus, the one, understood as the
absence of parts of individuals, would be compatible with the many, understood
as the plurality of individuals. The application of this atomistic plurality to the
problem of the reality of universals yields clear conclusions. If we state that it is
only individuals without parts that are real, then universals – which predicate
themselves of multiple individuals, being said individuals, according to some
53
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Cf. Plotinus, Enneads, I, viii, 3.
Cf. Augustine of Hippo, Confessiones, VII, 2.
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theories, formal or material parts of universals – are not real. Given the weighty
implications of these conclusions, we must explore the relationship between the
one and the many by way of the debates surrounding the principle of individuation.
§ 1.3.2. The Principle of Individuation
How can the one be a transcendent property of the entity when entities are not
one but many? This ontological problem has been discussed in particular with
relation to Plato’s theory of ideas. If the same idea can be a model for multiple
sensible things, what is the relationship between that unity and that multiplicity? “Participation” is Plato’s term for this relationship which raises the question
of whether sensible things participate in ideas.55 The answer – so it seems – is
no. Human beings, made of flesh and bone, are not parts or pieces or sections
of the idea of human being. I am not a leg, an arm, or a chest of humanity – that
composite, eidetic Leviathan. The relationship between the unity of the idea and
the multiplicity of sensible things in which it is embodied is not the same as the
whole in relation to the parts. The idea of a human being is not given partially,
but as a whole in each flesh-and-bone human being. This raises the opposite
question, namely if ideas are part of sensible things. If each part of a sensible
thing corresponds to an idea, and if there is an idea both for the hand and for
the finger or the nail, we might question whether there is a hierarchy and unity
between these multiple ideas.
The answer – so it seems – is yes. Plato, in fact, places supreme genera at the
top of the eidetic hierarchy and, in the Theaetetus, he includes the one and the
many among them.56 We must remember that for Plato the one is not a number,
but a unit of measurement from which numbers emerge. On this point he is in
agreement with the vast majority of ancient and medieval philosophers. Aquinas, for instance, defines number as multiplicity measured by the one, but his
conception of unity is more Aristotelian than Platonic.57 According to Aristotle,
unity is both that which has no parts and that which, while having parts, remains continuous.58 Here we must distinguish between continuity and contiguity: two things are continuous if they have the same limits, and are contiguous
if, having the same limits, they coincide in space. Thus, the unity of things depends on its spatial continuity. A non-continuous thing in space is not one thing
but several. The crux of the problem is that, with the exception of a few atomists who believed in the existence of the void, most philosophers, from Zeno to
Leibniz, argued that space in its totality is continuous. So, we are back at square
55
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one: is the world made up of a single thing? Do all things make up a single unity,
a oneness?
This is the thesis of most henologies and monadologies. With the exception
of Leibniz, practically all philosophers who have postulated the existence of one
or more monads (“unities” in Greek) have also postulated that there exists only
one henad (“oneness” in Greek). Thus, Origen of Alexandria states that God is
at the same time a henad and monad, reconciling in this way the one and the
many.59 In the modern age, Nicholas of Cusa and Giordano Bruno developed
similar forms of monadologies and henologies based on the idea that God is the
enfolding (or the complication) of all things, and that all things are the unfolding
(or the explanation) of God, so that each thing is nothing but the expression (or
the contradiction) of all other things.60 However, if everything is in everything, it
is not clear what is the principle that individuates each thing from the rest.
Following hylomorphic terminology, three have been the most promising
candidates postulated for the principle of individuation: form, matter, and the
concrete (synolon) or “composed” individual. One of the arguments in favor of
form lies in its ties to both the act or “energy” (energeia) and the culmination or
“entelechy” (entelekheia) of a substance, since form is what actualizes and culminates matter, which is potential within said substance. The problem with this
candidate is that form does not tend to be individual but common to a genus or
species. It is only in the case of the unmoved mover, which is pure actuality and
pure form, that we can assert that genus and species individuate a single substance (and this if we ignore the various passages in the Aristotelian corpus where
it is suggested that each of the celestial spheres has its own unmoved mover).61
But there is another case where form can become the principle of individuation: the soul. Aristotle writes that the soul is “the first actuality [entelekheia] of
a natural body potentially possessing life.”62 The soul is to the body what form
is to matter. Yet, for most ancient philosophers, the soul remains not one but
many. In the Republic, Plato distinguishes between three parts of the soul: the
appetitive, located in the liver and the seat of hunger and temperance; the spirited, located in the heart and the seat of courage and fortitude; and the rational,
located in the brain and the seat of prudence and wisdom.63 Aristotle went a step
further in sketching out this geography of the soul, attributing a type of soul to
each type of operation, thus paving the way for the scholastic division of the soul
into vegetative (that of plants), sensitive (that of animals) and intellective (that of
human beings).64 Augustine of Hippo simplified, personalized, and spiritualized
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the soul in equating it to the self that loves and hates, that feels and suffers, that
believes and doubts. Nevertheless, up until the fourteenth century there were at
least two controversies tied to the question of whether the soul is one or multiple.
The first of them had to do with the number of substantial forms that there
are in the human body. This controversy arose from a Christian, or rather Christological, question: between the moment of his death and his resurrection, what
was the substantial form of Christ’s body? Those who asserted that it was the
soul, such as Thomas Aquinas, had to explain the conundrum of a corpse having a soul. Those who, like John Peckham, defended that it was the body itself –
that bodies have a substantial form in themselves – had to reconcile that mysterious corporeal form with the dogmas of the Trinity and the Eucharist. Do the
bread and wine retain their own substantial forms throughout mass? Despite
these liturgical and theological problems, Peckham’s position won out, thus undermining the identification between the soul and the substantial form of the
body, establishing the basis for the Cartesian division of the world into two substances (thought and extension), and disqualifying the souls or intellects as the
principle of individuation of all things. A peculiar realist conclusion, no doubt,
for a philosopher such as Descartes who has gone down in history as the father
of modern idealism.
The other controversy which is tied to the problem of whether the soul is one
or many is that of the immanence or transcendence of the active intellect. This
controversy seems a far cry from the debates on realism, but it is a crucial source
of modern idealism – of true modern idealism, not the tradition allegedly inaugurated by Descartes, but that which was fully fleshed out by Fichte, Schelling
and Hegel. The origin of it is found in this passage by Aristotle:
Mind in the passive sense is such because it becomes all things, but mind has another
aspect in that it makes all things; this is a kind of positive state like light; for in a sense
light makes potential into actual colours. Mind in this sense is separable, impassive and
unmixed, since it is essentially an activity; for the agent is always superior to the patient,
and the originating cause to the matter. Actual knowledge is identical with its object. Potential is prior in time to actual knowledge in the individual, but in general it is not prior
in time. Mind does not think intermittently. When isolated it is its true self and nothing
more, and this alone is immortal and everlasting (we do not remember because, while
mind in this sense cannot be acted upon, mind in the passive sense is perishable), and
without this nothing thinks.65

This passage from On the Soul suggests that there is a “patient or passive intellect” (nous pathetikos) which, though mortal and potential in human beings, can
know all things. This is in contrast to an impassive intellect, later christened by
Alexander of Aphrodisias as the “agent intellect” (nous poietikos), which is found
in actuality and is immortal, since it is separated from individuals, thus act65
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ing upon the passive intellect from the outside to know all things. In the debate
about the immanence or transcendency of the agent intellect, immanentists such
as Theophrastus or Aquinas argued that the agent intellect was merely a faculty
or superior function of the human soul, which grasps the primary theoretical
principles and the pragmatic ends, whereas the transcendentists argued that this
was an entity truly separate from individuals. The latter camp was further divided into two parties – those who stated that only the agent intellect is a separate
entity, such as Avicenna who identified it with the nethermost celestial sphere;
and those who argued that the passive intellect is also a separate entity, such as
Averroes, who believed in the reunification of human souls after death. This conclusion is not that different from arguing that the world has a soul, be it regarded as an “animal” (zoon) in the case of the Stoics (Chrysipus, Apollodorus, and
Posidonius), or as a “spirit” (pneuma) in the case of the Neoplatonism (Plotinus,
Porphyry, Proclus), or as both, at the same time animal and spirit, in the case of
Renaissance philosophy (Paracelsus, Agrippa, and Bruno).66 Be this as it may, all
these philosophical traditions are idealistic in as much as they believe that the
world depends on us, even if that “us” is not the human species nor the transcendental subject, but rather an intellective potentiality, halfway between the soul
and the spirit or that which German idealism termed “Geist.” As for the choice of
form as principle of individuation of all things, be it conceived as something universal (Plato’s ideas or Aristotle’s genera and species), or something singular (the
soul for the Christians, the animal for the Stoics, the spirit for the Neoplatonists),
one always reaches the same conclusion: that the multiplicity of the world is an
illusion and that all things are, to a certain extent, one single thing.
What can we therefore say about matter? Curiously enough, the chief argument against matter as the principle of individuation has also been the chief argument in its favor, namely its ties to the notion of the body as seat of power and
evil. This connection was inherited from Platonic philosophy: in the Phaedo,
we read that the body is a cage for the soul; in the Timaeus, matter is non-being
because it is always becoming; and in the Sophist, on the contrary, becoming is
included among the supreme genera and being is provisionally defined as being
in potentiality.67 This equivocal reasoning is also found in the Neoplatonic distinction between matter as sensible body (indeterminate and corruptible) and
matter as intelligible body (determined and incorruptible). Christianity inherited this ambivalent conception of the body in two of its dogmas – the flesh, on
the one hand, as source of worldly temptations and, on the other, as a “glorified
body” that the blessed shall receive on the Day of Reckoning. How can we, then,
explain the difference between foul and perfect corporeality? As matter has been
66 Cf. Romualdo Bobba, La dottrina dell’intelletto in Aristotele e nei suoi più illustri interpreti (Turin: Clausen, 1907).
67 Cf. Plato, Sophist, 247e ff.
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created by God and God cannot create something evil, the origin of evil and imperfection is tied to the exercise of freedom at the founding moment of original
sin. Yet, until the recovery of the Aristotelian corpus in the thirteenth century,
it was not this – the Christian – conception of matter that had the greatest influence over the West, but rather Calcidius’s commentary on the Timaeus, where
matter was termed to be a “forest” (“silva”: a literal translation of “hyle” which
originally referred to wood). In similar fashion, John Scotus Eriugena and the
School of Chartres conceived of matter as something sensible, as the substratum
of change, as something indistinct, formless and potential.
The Aristotelian conception of matter is, upon final analysis, not that different
from Plato’s. We can distinguish between two ideas of matter in Aristotle – one
physical and the other metaphysical. In physical terms, matter is what underlies
change. We can distinguish as many types of matter as there are types of change.
In the Categories, he distinguishes between six types of change – generation,
destruction, increase, diminution, alteration, and change of place). In Physics, these are classified according to the first four categories: substantial change
(form and privation), qualitative change (alteration), quantitative change (increase and diminution) and relative change (change of place).68 In metaphysical terms, matter is the conjugated concept of form. There is thus a hierarchy
of types of matter according to their degree of formation, beginning with prime
matter, which is an amorphous or deformed potentiality, and ending with individual matter, which is a non-conveyable or non-communicable potentiality that
is fully informed or conformed. With this last definition, there is nothing against
the notion that matter may itself be the principle of individuation of all things.
However, given the relationship between matter and potentiality, defining individuals from matter is as difficult as defining the real from the possible. Nevertheless, throughout the history of philosophy there have been two antagonizing
positions regarding the theme of the relationship between reality and possibility:
those who believe that the real is a subset of the possible (Leibniz or Wolff ) and
those who believe that only the real has been, is, and will be possible (Hobbes
or Bergson). It was against the latter group, which counted the Megarian School
among its defendants, that Aristotle developed his definition of possibility:
“A thing is capable of doing something if there is nothing impossible in its having the actuality of that of which it is said to have the potentiality.”69 In order to
elucidate this obscure phrasing that is confusingly doubly negative and circular,
and defines the possible from the impossible, the scholastics distinguished between intrinsic possibility – something can exist because its internal properties
are not contradictory – and extrinsic possibility – something can exist because of
an efficient external cause. Here we come up against another of the central me68
69
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dieval debates about the problem of philosophical realism: before the creation
of the world, were creatures possible in an intrinsic or extrinsic manner? Or, to
couch it in the theological terms of the age: do creatures depend on God because
of His intellect (the intrinsic possibility that the ideas of things have in the divine
mind) or because of His will (the extrinsic possibility that the act of creation inscribes on things that were already created).
In any case, many scholastics regarded matter as the principle of individuation, which, in the framework of a Christian ontology that supports the existence
of angelical and incorporeal creatures, raises the question itself of whether incorporeal matter exists. The Franciscan order, under the influence of Solomon ibn
Gabirol’s The Fountain of Life, thought so, whereas the Dominicans, predating
the modern notion of matter as a quality of the corporeal, were of the opposite
opinion – and it was upon them that fell the burden of unknotting the problem
of the individuation of angels. If matter is incorporeal, what are individual angels
composed of ? The Dominicans answered by postulating that each angel makes
up its own species. One of the proponents of this solution was Aquinas, who
took as principle of individuation “matter designated by quantity” (materia signata quantitate). Duns Scotus criticized this principle, deploying the argument
that quantity cannot contribute to individuation because it is an accident and
accidents, by definition, inhere in substances which have been previously individualized. Although he was a critic of matter and form as the principle of individuation of all things – or perhaps because of it – Duns Scotus was a key figure in the development of the modern conception of matter and form, breaking
the traditional link between these and the notions of potentiality and actuality.
In the works of Duns Scotus, the material can be in actuality in the form of force
or impulse, and the formal can be in potentiality in the form of figure or scheme.
This argument paved the way for the idea of matter that we later find in Leibniz
(in his theory of living force) and in the conception of form later suggested by
Kant (the transcendental schematism of the Critique of Pure Reason).
For Duns Scotus, however, the principle of individuation is not form or
matter, but the thisness of each thing.70 Here is the third candidate for the principle of individuation of all things: Scotus’s haecceitas or, using Aristotle’s terminology, the synolon (if and only if we translate the Greek term as “concrete
individual,” instead of as “compound” of matter and form). This conception of
individuality as the most elemental, which cannot and should not be explained
in even more elemental terms, is the one modern philosophy inherited via Francisco Suárez’s Disputationes Metaphysicae. In his fifth disputation, after giving a
thorough overview of the various positions on the subject, Suárez states, arguing
against the tradition he himself founded, that “every singular substance is singular in itself, that is, by its entity and needs no other principle of individuation in
70
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addition to its entity.”71 Thus, we return to where we started with our discussion:
the one (along with the good and true) as the transcendent property of the entity.

§ 1.4. The Problem of Universals
As discussed above, and after all is said and done, most of these philosophical
quarrels are to be found – fasten your seatbelts – in Boethius’s Commentary to
Porphyry’s Introduction to Aristotle’s Categories. Regarding the principle of individuation, Boethius has the following to say:
Individual is said in many ways. That is said to be individual which cannot be cut in any
way, for example, unity or mind; that is said to be individual which cannot be divided because of its solidity, for example, a diamond; that is said to be individual which cannot be
predicated of other things similar to itself, for example, Socrates.72

Yet the most influential thing about this exegesis is not what Boethius, Porphyry,
or Aristotle said, but rather what they did not – what they said by omission. In
the opening to his Introduction, Porphyry puts forth three questions which he
then refuses to answer as they require, to his judgment, “a larger investigation.”
Do universals, according to the first question, subsist or are they merely mental
entities? If they subsist, according to the second, are they corporeal or incorporeal? And if they are incorporeal, moving on to the third and final question,
are they united to sensible things or are they separate from them?
To tackle the first of these questions we must hearken back to the distinction –
accepted by most medieval philosophers – between substance and subsistence.
A thing has subsistence if it does not require accidents in order to be, whereas a
substance is a kind of subsistence which circumstantially has accidents. All substances are subsistences, but not vice versa. We must then ask ourselves if universals are substances or subsistences. Boethius’s answer is that they are neither.
Universals do not subsist nor do they substantiate themselves, since the entity is
one and universals are many. This is the point of connection between the problem of the transcendentals or transcendents and that of universals: universals are
neither substances nor subsistences, because everything that exists is individual
and the transcendental or transcendents are common.
This is a close paraphrase of Boethius’s definition of universals. If they were
real, Boethius argues, universals would be common to various things in a total, simultaneous, and substantial manner. These three conditions (totality, simultaneity and substantiality) have to be met for something to be a universal grounded
in reality. Yet, Boethius notes, nothing meets these three conditions. First, there
are common things, but not in a total, but rather partial, manner. Indeed, two
71
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subjects can share a cake provided that it has been cut into portions and distributed between both subjects, but universals do not form part of individuals in
this manner. As noted earlier, my humanity is not a piece, chunk, or portion of
a higher-order humanity. Secondly, there are things which are totally common,
but not in a simultaneous, but rather successive, manner. To illustrate this point,
Boethius uses private property as an example of this second condition – it can be
common to two people successively, after the property has been transferred from
one person to the other. But universals do not alienate or transfer themselves
throughout time. Boethius, curiously enough, does not seem to contemplate the
idea of an inalienable, shared property, a very common – pun intended – form of
property in Europe prior to the advent of capitalism and the spread of enclosing
policies.73 Thirdly, there are things which are totally and simultaneously common, not in a substantial, but rather accidental, manner. Two subjects can watch
the same football match from beginning to end, but this does not establish the
substance of said subjects (except that they both are football fans).74 Having no
hooligans at his disposal to base his arguments on, the author of The Consolation
of Philosophy was compelled to concede that universals do not exist in reality.
According to Boethius, genera and species can only be universals in the
mind; in reality there are only particulars. Humanity is not a thing common to
each human being, but merely the set of all its individuals. But how can a unique
concept refer to a set of individuals if they do not have anything in common
between them? Via equivocation. According to the theory Boethius inherited
from Alexander of Aphrodisia, there are two types of equivocation. A concept is
equivocal and empty if it has been composed from individuals that are dissimilar
between themselves. This is the case of the term “centaur,” made up of a blend
of dissimilar and particular horses and human beings. A concept is equivocal,
but not empty, if it has been extracted from individuals that are similar between
themselves. This is the case of such natural universals as “humanity,” “animality,”
and “minerality.”75 But the question remains: does this logic of similitudes not
entail a revival of the notion of universals as something effective and actual – as
something real? Can two things be similar for any other reason than that they
have something in common in a total, simultaneous, and substantial manner?
Before we answer this question, let us recall the distinction – accepted by most
medieval philosophers – between abstraction and precision. A concept is precise
if it excludes everything that is not made explicit in its notes. Thus, the concept of “isosceles right triangle” is perfectly precise because the things it refers to
comply with the three notes and nothing but those three notes: triangle (three
angles), right (one of them is 90º), isosceles (the other two angles are equal). Con73
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versely, a concept is abstract if it can include something that is not made explicit in its notes. Thus, the concept of humanity is a pure abstraction because the
individuals it refers to satisfy many other notes other than that of being human.
Besides being a member of the species Homo sapiens sapiens, Plato complies
with the qualification of having been born in Athens, of having been the writer of the Republic, a disciple of Socrates, and the master of Aristotle. In view of
this distinction between precise and abstract, we could answer the question we
previously posed in this fashion: abstract universals are not real, even if they are
common in a total and substantial manner, because what has been made explicit
in its notes is not substantial, but rather accidental, to the individuals in which
they are embodied.
This connection between universals and accidents has the theological advantage of providing a philosophical justification for one of the crucial doctrines of
Christianity: original sin. The classic objection against this dogma of the Christian faith could be paraphrased thus: if sins inhere in the soul and not the body,
since only the soul is free and responsible; and if what we inherit from the reproduction of our parents is the body and not the soul, breathed into us by God
during the period of gestation – then how can it be that we inherit original sin
straight from Adam and Eve? Odo of Tournai’s response, formulated at the end
of the eleventh century, is that a universal is also defined by the accidents that
are shared by all of its individuals. Given that, at some point in history, all of the
individuals that made up humanity were in sin – even if accidentally so – from
then on, original sin participates in the essence of the universal “humanity.”76
The two twelfth century philosophers who best and most thoroughly examined the problem of universals were William of Champeaux and Peter Abelard.
Champeaux has gone down in history as the originator of the experimentum crucis that allows for a clear distinction between different theories of universals. If we
take Socrates and Plato, according to this experiment, and exclude all the characteristics that distinguish or differentiate them, how many humanities do we obtain? One, according to Champeaux; two, according to Peter Abelard; and none,
according to Aquinas, as we will see later on. How can we explain this disparity?
For Champeaux, the divergence lies in his particular theory of universals and
essences. In his estimation, genus is to species what matter is to form, meaning
that species ultimately determine genera. With regards to the essence of a thing,
Champeaux states that it depends on the degree of analysis: what seems fortuitous at one level can be essential at another. Thus, if we analyze Socrates at the
level of his animality, rationality appears to be a fortuitous property; but, if we
analyze him at the level of his humanity, said property appears to be essential.77
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Abelard was a tough critic of this theory of essence chiefly because, according
to its premises, universals had contradictory properties. Animality would simultaneously be rational (in Socrates) and irrational (in Bucephalus). Yet this violates the principle of non-contradiction, at least in its Aristotelian formulation.
According to Aristotle, “it is impossible for the same attribute at once to belong
and not to belong to the same thing and in the same relation.”78 Champeaux’s rebuttal to Abelard is that the principle of non-contradiction only applies to particular individuals, which are the only ones that can be placed in certain relations
at specific moments. Universals cannot have contradictory properties because
they are not placed in any relation at any given moment. Abelard’s rejoinder, in
turn, is that if Champeaux were right, then Socrates and Bucephalus would be
identical at the level of their animality. It would be particular individuals, not
their universal concepts, that would violate the principle of non-contradiction.79
Furthermore, Abelard tells us, much as we claim that universals are not placed
in any relation or at any given time, if Socrates and Bucephalus’s animalities are
the same, then they would be placed in different places at the same time. But this
double location is extremely counterintuitive. And if properties that appear as
accidental at a certain level of analysis can be transformed into substantial ones
at the next, then substances would, to a certain extent, derive from accidents.
But this is an impossibility within the Aristotelian ontology that both these scholastics subscribe to. And if essence depends on levels of analysis, then, at the
deepest level of all, the essence of all individuals would be made up of the list of
categories or that of the transcendentals/transcendents. But this would therefore
mean that the essence of individuals is not one but many.
Stoked by Abelard’s critiques, Champeaux formulated an alternative theory of universals and the essences. According to this second theory, if we exclude
everything that distinguishes or differentiates Socrates from Plato, we would not
obtain one humanity but two. These two humanities would not be essentially
identical, as Champeaux’s first theory defended, but only indifferently identical – without differences between themselves. Abelard’s objection to this second
theory is that Champeaux doesn’t specify the criteria for the indifference. Plato
and Socrates are not merely indifferent inasmuch as they are humans, but also
inasmuch as they are not stones. Why is it that we understand “humanity” as
universal, but not aminerality, the property of not being a stone? If we tried to
distinguish between positive and negative indifference, we would be bound to
explain what the positivity of universals consists in, which, in turn, would bring
up all the aforementioned problems about their reality.
78
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According to Abelard, only words can be universals. By “word” he does not
mean the physical “voice” (vox), but the conceptual “sermon” (sermo). If the
voice were the same as the sermon, all correct and grammatical sentences would
also be logically true. On the contrary, there are such correct and grammatical
sentences as “Man is a stone,” which are logically false because they do not correlate to the actual states of the thing they refer to. As Abelard counters, the states
of a thing are the natures that make it up. Universals are, in turn, obtained by abstracting similarities between things that are found in identical states. The result
of this process are abstract, confusing, and indeterminate concepts, as opposed to
the precision, clarity, and determination of particular perceptions. Abelard only
allows for the science of the particular; on the subject of universals there is only
space for opinion. In this respect, Abelard counters the Aristotelian conception
of science, connecting instead with the epistemological tradition that leads to
William of Ockham. This is why he is taken as the first moderate conceptualists
or nominalists; because he maintained that universals were names, without reducing them to the category of flatus vocis, and conferred on them a certain conceptual status.
Unsurprisingly, Abelard provides a dialectical answer to Porphyry’s three
questions regarding universals. To the question of whether they exist in reality
or in the mind, he answers affirmatively on both counts: they exist in the mind
as concepts or sermons and in reality, as the states they refer to. With regards to
the question of whether they are corporeal or incorporeal, he again answers affirmatively on both counts: they are corporeal in that they are conveyed by way
of voice, and incorporeal in that they are predicated of multiple things. Finally,
to Porphyry’s third question – are they united to sensible things or are they separate from them? – Abelard answers by distinguishing between two types of incorporeal entities: on the one hand are the forms of bodies, united to sensible
things; and on the other are God and the souls, separate from them. Universals,
Abelard claims, are united to sensible things in that they designate the forms of
bodies, but they are also separate from sensible things in that they are concepts
or sermons of the soul or the mind.80
To Porphyry’s three questions, Abelard added a fourth: would universals exist
if the individuals they refer to did not? Abelard thought so. If universals could
only exist if and only if the individuals they refer to also exist, then we would not
be able to utter negative and true existential statements like “Unicorns do not
exist” or “Regular decahedrons cannot exist,” because there would be no concept of unicorn or of regular decahedron. Here, Abelard was positing one of the
central problems of early twentieth century realism: how can we hold a realist
position about concepts without postulating the sui generis existence of fictional
80 Cf. Peter Abelard, Logica “ingredientibus,” in Beiträge zur Geschichte der Philosophie und
Theologie des Mittelalters, § 7.25 ff.
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(unicorns) or contradictory (regular decahedrons) entities?81 This problem has
been tackled both by philosophers from the continental (Alexius Meinong) and
from the analytic tradition (Bertrand Russell). And, as we shall see, it has also
been fruitfully picked up by postcontinental realists.
The greatest contribution of postcontinental realism cannot be understood
unless we explore how the debate about the reality of universals was revived in
the West as a consequence of the reception of Arabic philosophy. Avicenna had
argued that common natures – those that are predicated of many things – cannot
be, in themselves, singular or universal because if they were singular, they would
only be predicated of one thing, and if they were universals, they would only be
predicated of universal things. Singularity and universality are not substantial
notes for common natures, but accidental ones, which depend on whether said
common natures are conceived as singular things in reality or as universal concepts in the mind. This doctrine has direct ties with Avicenna’s distinction between essence and existence: the latter is an accident that is added to the former,
in the same way that singularity or universality – that is, unity or multiplicity –
are added to common natures. Common natures are neither one nor many in
themselves; they have an essential form of being, a being inferior to existence.82
As a result of the connection between the entity and the one established by
the theory of the transcendentals/transcendents, Latin scholastics were bound
to adopt one of the following positions vis-à-vis Avicenna’s theory of essence:
either to adopt his claim that common natures have no unity, thereby concluding that they do not have being; or to adopt his claim that common natures have
a being inferior to existence, thereby concluding that they have a unity inferior
to the numerical one. Aquinas adopted the first position and Duns Scotus the
second.
In On Being and Essence, and in keeping with his hylomorphic theory, Aquinas distinguishes between the form of something as part and as whole: the form
of a part is the substantial form of that thing, excluding its raw matter; whereas
the form of the whole is the essence or thingness of that thing, including its substantial form and its raw material form. In human beings, the soul is the form of
the part and humanity is the form of the whole. In this manner, the common nature of a thing can be conceived of as a part or as a whole. Furthermore, it can be
conceived of as a precise or precised part – as one that excludes everything that is
not made explicit in its notes – or as an abstract or abstracted – that is, one that is
capable of including what is not made explicit in its descriptors. Aquinas rejects
the first possibility by arguing that the form of a part is always singular or individual and never universal or common, as can be observed in the case of human
beings and their souls. Aquinas thus circumvents the Averroist position – which
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he harshly criticized – according to which there is a universal or common soul
to various human beings.
This is, incidentally, another point of contact between the problem of universals and the controversy about whether the agent intellect is immanent or transcendent. As we have previously seen, Averroes not only defended the transcendence of the agent intellect and the notion that the active part of the human soul
is separate from individual human beings, but he moreover argued that the same
was true of the passive part – the passive intellect, which transcends the individuals of the human species – thus reaching the conclusion that everything that
is spiritual is common. Against this theory of the human soul – which is also a
theory of common natures – it is indeed Aquinas who offered an alternative, distinguishing between the form of a part, such as the soul, which is always singular and precise, and thus individual; and the form of a whole, such as humanity,
which is always universal and abstract, and thus common. It is for this reason, as
we have noted above, that Aquinas answers Champeaux’s question – “if we were
to take Socrates and Plato, excluding all the characteristics which distinguish or
differentiate them, how many humanities would we obtain?” – by saying that the
result would be zero humanities, since humanity is not a precise, singular, and
individual part, but an abstract, universal, and common whole. In other words:
Socrates and Plato’s humanity consists precisely in that which distinguishes or
differentiates them.83
To be precise, Aquinas regards universals as the concepts through which we
understand reality. The process of knowledge, he tells us, happens in the following fashion: the agent intellect illuminates the ghosts or sensible species (in
modern jargon: perceptions) and extracts universals or intelligible species (in
modern jargon: concepts) from them, which are then inscribed on the passive
intellect, thus forming the mental verbs or inscribed species (in modern jargon:
beliefs). The inverse process – contrasting beliefs against perceptions by way of
concepts – is what Aquinas calls the “conversion or regression to the ghosts.”
We should emphasize, again, that universals for Aquinas are not the objects of
knowledge, but the means through which we get to know a reality that is intrinsically composed of particular entities. This position places him at a slight divergence from the Aristotelian tradition, somewhere between realism and nominalism. Aquinas is a realist in terms of his epistemology inasmuch as universals play
a central role in the process of knowledge, but he remains a nominalist in terms
of his ontology inasmuch as he denies the existence of universal entities. This is,
to summarize, the first way against Avicenna’s theory of essence: common natures, in their lack of unity, lack being too.84
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The second way – that common natures, by having a being that is lesser than
existence, have a unity that is inferior to the numerical – is the one subscribed by
Duns Scotus. He distinguishes between three levels of unity – that of individuals, that of concepts and that of natures or formalities – which are equivalent to
three kinds of distinctions – the real, the merely mental and the formal. Individuals have numerical unity and differentiate themselves in reality to the extent that
they can exist separately from each other. Concepts, on the contrary, have a simple unity and differentiate themselves only mentally if they happen to refer to the
same things. Lastly, natures or formalities have a lesser real unity, and differentiate themselves formally when it is possible to conceive one without the other.
This kind of unity that is lesser than the numerical but greater than the merely
mental is that which belongs to common natures or universals.
We should note, however, that for Duns Scotus universal is not the same as
common. Universality is the property of that which predicates itself of many
things, whereas commonality is the property of that which is one in many things.
The former owes its notion of universals to Aristotelian epistemology; the latter
to Boethian ontology. Just as Avicenna did, Duns Scotus argued that common
natures are neither universal nor singular in themselves; however, differently
from Avicenna, he does not regard universality and singularity as accidents but
as modes. As its name indicates, a mode is a part of reality which can be modified without altering its nature. An example of this is luminous intensity, which
can be higher and lower without altering the nature of light. The idea of modality
seems to adhere to its own distinction – a kind of modal distinction that cannot
be reduced to a real distinction (since light cannot be separated from its intensity), to a merely mental one (since the concepts of light and intensity do not
refer to the same thing), or to a formal one (since light is inconceivable without
intensity). But Duns Scotus speeds past this point – so busy is he making a distinction between universal and common.85
And reasonably so: this distinction is indispensable to an explanation of how
predication works. What is predicated is a universal concept, but what underpins such predication is a common nature. If universals and common natures
are the same, and if both things are merely mental, then the mind would not discover, but rather invent, the properties of things, and all sciences would be reduced to logic, the discipline that deals with concepts. Against the Aristotelian
creed according to which the senses deal exclusively with the particular and individual, Duns Scotus asserts that there are “common sensibles” – realities that are
perceived by more than one external sense (the position of a body, for example,
which can be perceived through sight, touch, hearing, and, to varying degrees,
smell). Is this not an early formulation of the Kantian doctrine of space and time
as pure intuitions of sensibility?
85 Cf. Francisco León Florido, Juan Duns Escoto: el teólogo de la razón medieval, Madrid:
Escolar y Mayo, 2015.
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Common natures can also ground real relations, such as those of causality
and identity. In most causal processes, there has to be a common nature between cause and effect so that the cause may be able to exert causal efficacy over
the effect. This is the case of the relationship between fire and smoke, where
temperature plays the role of common nature. Duns Scotus calls this “univocal
causality” – as opposed to “equivocal causality,” where there is no common nature between cause and effect, as does happen, given the incommensurability between God and his creatures, with the creation of the world. With regards to relationships of identity, Duns Scotus bestows three kinds of relations to Aristotle’s
first three categories: substances are identical, qualities are similar, and quantities are equal. These three types of relationships (identity, similitude and equality) assume the existence of a common nature between the terms thus placed in
relation.
One of Duns Scotus’s most formidable critics – albeit also one of his great
followers – was William of Ockham. What Ockham ultimately did was to extrapolate and generalize for all relations what, for Duns Scotus, characterizes
God’s relation with his creatures: equivocity. To Ockham, if a thing can be conceived without the need of another thing, then we have a real distinction – not
merely a formal one, as Duns Scotus would have it – between both things. Curiously enough, this extreme rationalism according to which what can be conceived as separate is actually a separable reality is a distant consequence of the
notorious ecclesiastical prohibition of 1277, which infamously banned a set of
physical doctrines with an Aristotelian bent from being taught at the University
of Paris, among them notions such as the finitude of the world or the irreversibility of time, which clearly confined and violated divine omnipotence. Is it in any
way inconceivable that God’s creation is infinite, that He can revert time at will,
that – watch out for this tongue twister – God can make what has happened in
the past not have happened? We can therefore see that theological voluntarism,
the doctrine according to which God can do anything that is not contradictory –
such as separating what can be understood as separate – paradoxically became
the source of a protomodern and anti-Aristotelian rationalism which found its
first rehearsals in the work of Ockham.86
Ockham, a keen systematizer of previous debates, dedicates his first commentary to Peter Lombard’s Sentences, to a discussion of the principal doctrines on
universals, beginning with those of Clarembald of Arras – which are the same
as those of early Champeaux – according to which a universal is an extramental reality that, despite being one and not many, is found in multiple individuals
though is also distinct from them. There are three advantages to this conception.
First, it allows us to justify definitions such as “Man is a rational animal,” where
86 Cf. Edward Grant, “The Condemnation of 1277, God’s Absolute Power, and Physical
Thought in the Late Middle Ages,” Viator, no. 10 (1979): 211–44.
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we apparently do not define particular men, but rather a generic and supposedly real, single man. Secondly, the fact that universals are united to things and
not separate from them allows us to explain why we can speak of essential predicates – even when predication operates with general concepts while essence,
on the contrary, belongs to particular things. Thirdly, the existence of universal
realities completely justifies the Aristotelian thesis of science as a discipline that
deals exclusively with universals. Now, this vision is “totally false and absurd” for
Ockham, because, if universals were really different from particulars, God could
have created the former without the latter and the creation of both would have
entailed an enormous ontological squandering. Using a simple principle of efficaciousness and efficiency – Ockham’s fabled razor which, in its apocryphal version, warns that “plurality should not be posited without a reason” – this scholastic manages to conclude that universals cannot exists as realities independently
of particulars.87
What is predicated in many things is not, for Ockham, a universal but a
simple term. There is here an important distinction between ontology and semantics: ontologically, simple terms are individual, but semantically they are
multiple in that they “suppose” many things. “Suppositio” is a technical, medieval term which means something along the lines of “to refer to” or “to stand for.”
The origin of this expression derives from the debates on the hypostasis or three
persons of the Christian God, hence why one of its forms is that of the “personal
supposition.” Ockham differentiates between three different suppositions which
broadly correspond to the three types of science acknowledged by the scholastics: grammatical (grammar and rhetoric), rational (dialectic), and real (arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, and music).
The grammatical sciences make use of material supposition, where simple
terms refer to themselves as words, as is the case with the sentence “‘Man’ has
three letters,” – a kind of metalinguistic reference which Ockham also describes
as a reference of “second intention.” Rational sciences, in their turn, make use of
simple supposition, where simple terms refer to concepts such as in the sentence
“Man is an animal species,” where the reference points at the set of all particular human beings. Lastly, real sciences make use of personal supposition, where
simple terms directly refer to particular individuals, such as in the sentence “Socrates is a man.”
Wielding his theory of suppositions, Ockham lambasts three more doctrines
on the problem of universals. The first states that universals are an extramental
reality that is truly distinct from individuals and, yet, somehow united to them.
According to this doctrine, universals multiply in the particular like a seal over
hot wax – adapting to individual differences. This is the doctrine supported by
Boethius, Gilbert of Poitiers, and the later William of Champeaux. According to
87
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Ockham, this doctrine is “simply false” because God could create Plato and Socrates without individual differences, and still their humanities would amount to
two and not one, the distinction between universals and individual differences
turns out to be superfluous.
The second doctrine under review is that which upholds that universals are
outside of the mind and inside the individuals, being different from them by virtue of a mere formal distinction. This is, as we have seen, the doctrine of Duns
Scotus which Ockham describes as “unreasonable.” The weakest point of this
doctrine is its analysis of real relations. If, in order to have a relation of identity
or causality between two things, there must be a third thing that establishes a relation (a common nature), we would then be in need of a fourth thing (a second
common nature) to establish a relation between the first and the third thing, and
a fifth thing (a third common nature) to establish a relation between the third
and the second thing, and so on ad infinitum. We thus run into “the third man
argument,” which was sketched out by Plato against his own theory of ideas in
the Parmenides, taken up by Aristotle in his Sophistical Refutations, and systematized by Bradley in Appearance and Reality.88
Third and last, Ockham tears down the doctrine that states that universals
are outside the mind and inside the individuals, and argues that the distinction
between the two is merely mental. This is the position of Thomas Aquinas and
Henry of Harclay. Against Aquinas and his argument that common natures are
singular in things and universal in the mind, Ockham retorts that something
does not become universal by the mere action of thinking. And against Harclay’s
thesis – that universal concepts are an abstract, confusing and indeterminate
impression, as opposed to the concrete, clear, and determined impressions of
perception – Ockham responds that universals cannot be extracted from a single isolated experience, but rather require a repeated perception of the same objects under the same conditions. Is this not the first step towards the experimental conception of science defended in the modern age by British Empiricism?89
Ockham, to summarize, regards universals as concepts. What is a concept?
Ockham rehearses four hypotheses. According to the first, they are conventional signs. This is a position attributed to Roscelin of Compiègne which Ockham
rejects, arguing that concepts are not the result of an arbitrary agreement, but
rather natural signs which depend and require a similitude between the things
denoted by them. Ockham’s position somewhat resembles the so-called “theories of the portrait,” which state that there is a similar relation between the concept and reality as there is between a painting and its model. However, Ockham’s
second hypothesis effectively states that the concept is an image of reality. Abe88
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lard supports a similar assertion, which Ockham debunks by showing that concepts do not fit within any of the four, eight, or ten Aristotelian categories, and
thus cannot have any natural resemblance to the things they supposedly represent.
The third and fourth hypotheses maintain that concepts are endowed with
mere mental existence, which, notwithstanding, do fall within Aristotle’s categories, adroitly shaved down by Ockham’s razor to two: substance and quality.
Concepts, both hypotheses argue, are qualities or accidents of that substance
known as “mind.” The third hypothesis states that concepts consist in the mental action of apprehending them. This is what is known as the “theory of the intellect.” By contrast, the fourth and last hypothesis claims that the concept is a
real quality that inheres in the mind. Thus, a concept can either be prior, or posterior to the mental act of apprehending it. If it is prior, then it is a universal or
intelligible species – something that the agent intellect apprehends from the sensible image and then inscribes on the passive intellect. If it is posterior, then it
is a mental verb or inscribed species, resulting from a mental action which consists in inscribing the intelligible species on the passive intellect. In this fashion,
the fourth and last hypothesis argues that concepts are either universal – which
would entail a vicious circle, since we first reach the conclusion that universals
are concepts only to then reach the conclusion that concepts are universals – or
mental verbs – what in modern nomenclature we call “beliefs.”90
What hypotheses does Ockham favor? In his first commentary to Peter Lombard Sentences, he seems to support the theory of the portrait; but in his later
commentary to On Interpretation by Aristotle, he clearly supports the theory
of the intellect, which has the advantage of having no need to postulate intelligible species since concepts are, according to this theory, identical to the mental action through which they are apprehended (we should not be surprised to
find that this is Husserl’s position in the Logical Investigations, for, indeed, the
concept of “intentional object,” which was so important for contemporary phenomenology, was drawn directly from medieval scholastics). Thus, Ockham,
who is often branded as “nominalist,” is closer, if anything, to the positions of
conceptualism.91
These are, briefly put, the positions on the problem of universals. We have,
on the one hand, the ultrarealist position, which asserts that universals exist before the thing (universale ante rem) – be it formulated as a thing separate from
the entity, as in Plato’s theory of ideas, or as a thing united to the entity, as in early
William of Champeaux. We then have the moderate realist position, which asserts that universals exist in the thing (universale in re) in the shape of concrete
90
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individual essence, identical to all of the members of that genus or species – a
position which is supported, to varying degrees, by Thomas Aquinas and John
Duns Scotus. Lastly, we have the conceptualist and nominalistic positions, which
assert that universals exist after the thing (universale post rem), be it as a mere
flatus vocis (the nominalism of Roscelin de Compiègne) or as concept, independently of whether this is understood as portrait of reality or as a mental act (William of Ockham). This last conception of universals as mental verbs or inscribed
species – as beliefs, in short – is the one that will dominate in the early modern
age. Indeed, what was for the medievals an ontological problem (“what is the
reality or the status of universals?”) will become an epistemological problem
(“how do I know that my beliefs about the world correspond to reality?”) in the
early modern age. It is therefore not surprising that the crux of the realist debate
will move from the problem of universal concepts to that of the external world.

§ 1.5. The Problem of the External World
As we just noted, in the passage from the Middle Ages to the early modern age,
the debate on realism moved from the problem of the reality of universals to the
problem of the existence of the external world. René Descartes, with his conception of the objective and the subjective, played a central role in this transition.
Up until that point, the subjective was thought of as that which has an existence
independently of us (the substance, the subject of predicates and attributes),
whereas the objective was conceived of as that which has an existence that is dependent on us (the intentional object, the reference of thought). Aquinas spoke
of “object” to designate everything that fell under the umbrella of a faculty or capacity. By formal object he understood what can be perceived directly by knowledge, and by material object, what can be implied or referred to through formal
objects.92 Duns Scotus described the object of thinking (objectum ut cogitatum)
as “objective,” in opposition to the object of sensation which, as we have seen in
our discussion of common sensibles, supposedly puts us in contact with extramental realities.
All these things were turned upside down by Descartes. He was, of course, not
the first author in the history of Western philosophy to employ the term “subject” to refer to consciousness, but his usage remains, without a doubt, the most
influential in the modern age.93 From Descartes onwards, the subjective comes
to be identified with the mind and the objective with reality. However, these concepts are still ladened with their traditional meanings. For this reason, Descartes
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is compelled to ground the existence of objective reality, which appears as something purely mental once it undergoes the hyperbolic doubt of the evil demon.
The demonstration of the existence of the external world neatly ties in with the
debates on the reality of universals inasmuch as one of the key questions of said
demonstration is guaranteeing that what is true to the mind may also be true in
reality. In Descartes, God as a guarantor of the existence of the external world
plays the same role as the divine intellect for those medieval realist philosophers
who claimed that universals exist before things and separate from them – or, to
be more precise, before creation and in the divine mind.
Descartes’s God guarantees the connection between subjective certainty and
objective truth in the following manner: we know that clear and distinct ideas
are not only subjectively certain, but also objectively true because only a very
powerful being, such as God or the evil demon, could systematically deceive us
about what we know for certain; but the only entity with such power whose existence we can demonstrate is God, the most perfect being of whom nothing can
be thought; and since deception is an imperfection, God will not deceive or tolerate the existence of deceitful, evil demons.94 In this respect, Descartes’s God
has a double responsibility: he not only has the epistemological role of eliminating the possibility of radical skepticism, but the ontological role of sustaining the
world in being or of continuously creating it. This is the theory of continuous creation, which originates in Aquinas and is inherited by Spinoza and Malebranche
and, in the case of Descartes, is connected to a peculiar conception of time.95
According to Cartesian philosophy, clear and distinct ideas are instantaneously
grasped and there is nothing in them that can assure us of their having existed or
of their future existence except in the instant when they are grasped.96
The ontological preservation of the world, Descartes concludes, occasionally
depends on the will, sustained through time, of God. Thanks to this doctrine,
Descartes became the father of modern occasionalism (which will have greater
relevance in the chapters dedicated to Quentin Meillassoux and Graham Harman).
Descartes, moreover, endeavors to demonstrate the existence of God using
two proofs – each one a source for a different branch of modern idealism. One
of them, the ontological proof, maintains that a supremely perfect entity must include existence among its perfections. This proof had been dismissed by most
scholastics as aprioristic and as a petitio principii, since we presuppose the consistency – the non-contradiction – of the idea of God, which is what ultimately
94 Cf. René Descartes, Meditationes de prima philosophia, in: Œuvres (Paris: Vrin, 1964–
1974), vol 7.
95 Cf. Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologiae, I, q. 45, a. 3; Nicolas Malebranche, Entretiens
sur la métaphysique, sur la religion et sur la mort, § 7; Baruch Spinoza, Ethica, I, § 24.
96 Cf. Jean Wahl, Du rôle de l’idée de l’instant dans la philosophie de Descartes (Paris: Vrin,
1953).
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is at stake in this proof (using, if possible, a posteriori proofs). It is, therefore, in
the midst of a supposedly secularizing modern age that we encounter a theological inversion where God is no longer contemplated from the point of view of
his creatures, but it is rather his creatures who begin to contemplate themselves
from the point of view of God.97 We have here one of the first sources of modern
idealism. In our definition of “idealism” which we gave at the beginning of this
chapter, we postponed the discussion of whether God is included within that
“us” which is not independent of reality. We can now say that it is indeed God
who most modern idealists will take as the paradigm for that “us.”
The second source of modern idealism is psychologism, which consists in
analyzing reality using as a model the process of the formation of ideas in the
mind. This psychologism reaches its most complete expression in the British
Empiricists, one of whom – George Berkeley – is rightfully considered as one of
the archetypes of absolute, subjective idealism. Descartes partakes in this psychologism chiefly in his exposition of the second proof of the existence of God –
which, for lack of a better term, we will call the “epistemological” proof. It is
based on the doctrine that in the cause of an idea there is as much if not more
reality than in the idea, which is its effect. Thus, the idea of an infinite being can
only be caused by a being that is infinite. This proof presupposes that the infinite
is not a negative concept that can be simply obtained by way of a determined negation of our finitude or by way of an indefinite aggrandizement of our imperfections. God’s infinitude and perfection are, on the contrary, positive notions
which outline our finitude and our imperfections. Here we can see Descartes’s
Augustinian profile, since it was Augustine of Hippo who also linked our certainty about the existence of consciousness with doubt and error, and went on to
affirm that said doubts and errors are only possible against the backdrop of the
truth warranted by God. The main difference between Descartes’s “Cogito, ergo
sum” and Augustine’s “Si fallor, sum” is that the second has a negative concept of
the infinite as something potential and indefinite, whereas the first has a positive
concept of the infinite as something actual and definite.98
This positive conception of the infinite seldom makes an appearance in Descartes’s cosmology. Though Descartes argues that the world is infinite in space
and time, his analysis of the concept of infinitude is not very thorough. In the
Principles of Philosophy, he tiptoes past some of the central problems of this concept, namely: is a line and half of its length equally composed of an infinite
number of points? And, that being the case, how can something be equal to its
half ?99 Against these and other problems, Descartes excuses himself by appealing to the finitude of the human mind, which fails to fully comprehend the infi97
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nite and can only, at best, acknowledge it as a limit. Descartes remarks that for a
finite mind the world can only be described as indefinite, whereas the predicate
of infinitude can only be accurately applied to God. Against those who assert that
this infinitude or indefiniteness of the universe goes against the Christian doctrine of the world’s creation and redemption, Descartes replies that there is no
better way of glorifying the work of an infinite being than by qualifying it with
predicates such as these.
Thus, Descartes not only partook in the theological inversion and in the
subject-object inversion which kicked off the early modern age, but, moreover,
contributed to the inversion of the derogatory connotation that the concepts of
the infinite or indefinite had dragged with them up until that point. The thesis that supports these three inversions is the existence of the external world as
something objective and infinite which is, nevertheless, dependent on God. We
should stress, however, that Descartes was neither the first nor the last to connect
the debates on the existence of the external world – in both its spatial and temporal dimensions – with the problem of the infinite. This is an avenue that has
been explored from the time of the Presocratics up to Kant, with clear echoes in
the movement of postcontinental realism.
Descartes favors space over time in his cosmological reflections. One of the
two types of substances which compose his universe is defined by its spatial extension. This primacy of space over time goes against the grain of the mainstream philosophical tradition in the West. Already by the Presocratic age, reflections about time kept philosophers much busier than reflections about space.
This probably had to do with the existence of two Greek words that refer to time:
“khronos” and “aion.” In the archaic age, “aion” referred to lifetime – the duration
of a life from beginning to end – whereas “khronos” referred to time in general,
including infinite time. Thus, aion was, in the archaic age, a form of khronos, but
from the fifth century BCE onwards, with the spread across Greece of a number
of sects promoting the doctrine of the soul’s reincarnation, “aion” began to refer
to eternity, to infinite time, under the belief that human life is immortal.100
There has been much ink spilled about whether this idea of eternity involves
a positive concept of the infinite or not. Those students of Greek culture who
have favored its Dionisian bent – such as Jacob Burckhardt, Friedrich Nietzsche,
or Erwin Rohde – have stressed the positive nature of the infinite in the work of
those Presocratic philosophers who were labeled by Plato as “Ionian Muses.”101
Thus, Anaximander’s apeiron is not only the indefinite – a place from where
all things emerge and to where all things repair, following a principle of cosmic
justice in a constant process of generation and corruption – but is also the in100
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finite number of actual and simultaneously coexistent universes. More relevant
to our discussion is the idea of eternal return, whose distant origin is found in
the Hindu doctrine of the kalpas, or of periods of indefinite lengths of time between the creation and destruction of each universe. This theory is echoed by
Heraclitus and the Stoics who defended the simultaneous existence of an infinite
number of universes and conceived of each one as a finite cosmos surrounded
by an empty space without end. The idea of the eternal return allowed them to
reconcile the finitude of organic processes with the seeming ceaseless nature of
becoming, taking as their model the recurring nature of the seasons. Despite
its incompatibility with the Christian and Muslim doctrines of creation and redemption, the influence of this idea can be found in the works of some Christian
philosophers – for Duns Scotus and Origen, the apocatastasis entails the restitution and deification of all things in their first unity – and in that of some Muslim
philosophers, including Al-Kindi, Avicenna, and Averroes.
Conversely, those students of Greek culture who have favored its Apolinean
bent – Oswald Spengler and Heinz Heimsoeth – have stressed the positive nature of the infinite among those Presocratic philosophers who were labeled by
Plato as “Italic Muses.”102 Thus, Pythagoreans understood the apeiron as indefinite and contrasted it with definition as source of intelligibility. Parmenides described being as a “well-rounded globe,” taking for granted that being is perfectly defined and bound. Zeno of Elea exploited the paradoxes derived from
a conception of space and time as something infinitely divisible across points
without extension and instants without duration.
But Zeno’s paradoxes do more than reduce to absurdity the idea of becoming; they also presuppose a continuous and full idea of reality. Not incidentally,
the first debates about the idea of space dealt with these two properties: continuity and fullness. Parmenides, on the one hand, denied the existence of jumps
in nature inasmuch as he identified the void with non-being; Democritus, on
the other hand, stated that without the void there would be no free space for the
movement of atoms. Plato synthesized previous conceptions of space with his
idea of the khora: the cubicle or semiempty receptacle where the Demiurge had
modeled matter in the image of the ideas. In Plato’s system, the khora sits between the ideas – eternal and immutable – and the things – finite and mutable –
since it always has and will exist; but its existence is something unreal – more
than “eternal” (aionios), it is “sempiternal” (aidios).103 For Plato, eternity does
not consist in existence throughout an indefinite period of time, but is something that transcends all times and periods. Time is defined, in fact, as the moveable image of eternity. Eternity is not the negation of time, but rather the field
and groundwork upon which it unfolds.104
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Having said this, there is no explicit thematization of the finite and the infinite in Plato, who interchanges the terms “apeiron” and “peras” not so much to
speak about the duration or extension of the world but rather to speak about the
form in which ideas are defined, and, moreover, the form in which they come to
exist in an indefinite multiplicity of things. It was not until Aristotle that there
was a detailed analysis of the concept of infinite. The Stagirite defines infinitude
in general as that beyond which there is always something, and differentiates between two types of infinitude: the actual infinite, which cannot be traversed, and
the potential infinite.105 Within this second type, Aristotle differentiates between
infinity by division – a line can be divided into the points that compose it – and
infinity by addition – any set of natural numbers (1, 2, 3, …, n) can be amplified
by adding the following natural number (n + 1). In using this analytic discourse,
the Stagirite becomes a fit match for Zeno’s paradoxes: what seems an actual and
impossible-to-traverse infinite is, in fact, a potential infinite – be it by division
(the paradox of the arrow) or be it by addition (the paradox of Achilles and the
turtle) – which can, indeed, be traversed. The distance to be traversed is actually
always finite.106
According to Aristotle, the idea of the infinite derives from the eternity of
time (infinite by addition), from the divisibility of magnitudes (infinite by division), from the perpetual generation and corruption of things, and from limits
always being limited by another thing. These two last principles – the perpetuity
of generation and corruption, and the external and exogenous limitation – are
tied to the notions of space and the unmoved mover. Both ideas seem to stand
as models of actual infinitude, which raises a problem for Aristotelian philosophy because, in principle, it does not acknowledge the existence of actual infinities for epistemological and cosmological reasons. The epistemological reason
is that a finite mind cannot ascertain the existence of an actual infinite by enumerating each and everyone of its elements. If such a mind existed, it would be,
no doubt, the unmoved mover – the thought which is always in actuality, in the
act of thinking about itself.107 The ontological problem of the unmoved mover
is that it seems contradictory to embody, at once, the properties of finitude and
infinitude. The unmoved mover is infinite, since it is the eternal source of all
movement, and is simultaneously finite, since it is identified with the last celestial sphere of a universe that does have an end.108 Aristotle’s cosmos thus runs
into inconsistencies in his attempt to reconcile infinite time and becoming – the
idea of the eternal return – with a finite space – the idea of an ordered and delineated cosmos).
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Cf. Aristotle, Physics, 203b.
Cf. Aristotle, Physics, 206b.
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The cosmological reason Aristotle aduces so as not to acknowledge the existence of any actual infinite, even if the limit is always limited by another thing,
is that, if the universe were actually infinite, it would be impossible to traverse,
as there would be parts of it that would be completely disconnected from each
other, and so there would be no grounds to argue that there is only one instead
of various, juxtaposed universes. To summarize, Aristotelian philosophy contemplates the existence of one, finite universe. Within said universe, Aristotle
differentiates between a shared place (the universe in it is totality), the natural
place (the place toward which every body or element of the universe is directed)
and the own place (the external limit which contains a body). Traditionally, the
phrase that precedes this distinction – “the external limit that contains a body” –
has been understood to define what, in Aristotle, is a place tout court. However, the Aristotelian corpus provides no definitive and clear definition of space in
general. His analysis of space is dialectic, tentative, and provisional: on the one
hand, space is something separable from bodies – were this not the case, it would
move with them – on the other hand, space is something inseparable from bodies – otherwise, the void would exist. Be that as it may, what remains clear is
that, for Aristotle, space is something positional, localized, and relative.109
Aristotle’s understanding of time is even more obtuse. In the Physics he famously declares that “time is the number of motion with regards to before and
after,”110 but he is incapable of specifying what the unit of measurement for this
movement is. The now cannot be this unit since time is made up either of instants that have not yet existed or instants that no longer do. Here we have the
ontological problem of time, which is that of a whole whose parts never exist at
once. In their attempt to solve this problem, the Neoplatonists identified said
unit of movement with internal consciousness. Plotinus maintained that time
consists in the “successive prolongation of the life of the soul.”111 In this fashion,
time as a whole is made up of the parts or moments when the life of the soul unfolds. However, as Plotinus noted, in its return to the intellectual world the soul
is not temporal but eternal, and eternity is not made up of parts but is simple.
How can the soul then be the unit of movement? Plotinus describes eternity
as a stable and indivisible unity, emanating or irradiating from the intelligible
world, which synthesizes the multiplicity of temporal instants in a single present.
Here is the Neoplatonic difference between sensible infinitude, which is infinite
in extension and distension (the same as time), and intelligible infinitude, which
is contained in itself and from which nothing can be added or subtracted (the
same as eternity). Going a step further, Proclus qualified eternity as self-infinite
and self-constituted, two predicates which, differently from the opinion of most
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philosophers of the classical age, he did not regard as something contradictory
but complementary.
Augustine of Hippo expanded this Neoplatonic definition of time, giving it
an even more personal and biographical nuance. In his Confessions he defines
the past as the remembrance of what was, the present as the attention to what is,
and the future as the anticipation of what will be.112 Alongside this psychological theory of time, Augustine also judged eternity as something ungraspable.
Against both the indefinite quality of the perdurable and the abstraction of the
present, the eternal is pure fullness that belongs only to God. In the same vein,
Boethius translated the Greek distinction between “aionios” and “aidios” using
the Latin distinction between “aeternitas” and “sempiternitas,” thus drawing a
distinction between the constant or eternal present of God and the indefinite or
sempiternal of the world. Thus, The Consolation of Philosophy defines eternity as
“the complete, simultaneous and perfect possession of everlasting life.”113
Aquinas inherited Boethius’s concept of time but infused it with different
terminology, distinguishing between eternity and “eviternity.” For Aquinas,
the supreme temporal genus is duration, which does not necessarily include
the idea of succession, but only that of permanence. Eternity is a permanence
without beginning or end, as opposed to time, which is the measure of successive movement. Eviternity is halfway between the eternal and the temporal; it
is the duration of pure spirits, which possess an everlasting nature – since there
is no difference in them between past and future – and, moreover, engages in
successive operations, since they happen in time. Thus, for Aquinas, eternity
is unmovable and is permanence without succession, whereas eviternity is unmovable and substantial permanence, compatible with mobility and accidental
succession.114
Most Christian medieval philosophers spared themselves the inconsistencies of Aristotle’s cosmos by way of positing, for theological reasons, that the
universe was both spatially and temporarily finite. There were, however, divergences about the possibility of demonstrating the world’s finitude. The Franciscan tradition, led by Bonaventure, gave a positive answer to this problem by way
of performing a reductio ad absurdum of the opposing argument: if the world
were eternal, there would have been an actual infinite of temporal moment before reaching the present; but since actual infinities cannot be traversed, the
world – according to the hypothesis they sought to debunk – would have never
reached the present, which is absurd. Aquinas, siding with the opposing Dominican tradition, thought that one could marry the metaphysical finitude of the
world – its causal dependence on God – with its physical infinitude – the notion
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that all effects imply a cause – thus potentially stretching the causal chain towards infinity.115
In spatial terms, the debate between Franciscans and Dominicans amounted
to whether physical reality is or not a continuum. Most philosophers thought
so – that bodies can be continuously divided without finding any ontological
singularity. Among the few diverging voices was Nicholas of Autrecourt, who
maintained that physical reality was ultimately composed of points or unextended atoms, and Gregory of Rimini, who thought of these points or atoms as units
which cannot be divided despite their having a discrete extension.116 This is the
current position of modern physics, according to which space is an indefinite
continuum, divisible up to the inferior limit of Planck’s constant (1.61 × 10−35
meters), beyond which extended reality cannot be continuously divided, or
rather, to put it in the current terminology, it has a possible quantum critical behavior. This was, as noted, the exceptional position within a general consensus
among the medieval scholastics, who distinguished between place, which is the
surrounding limit of a body; site, which is the disposition of the parts in a place;
and space, which is the distance or interval between two points.
In temporal terms, the most groundbreaking and fascinating interpretation
was that of William of Ockham. He observed that “now” is not a grammatical subject – that it does not refer to a substance, and that it is, thus, idle to
ask ourselves about its permanence. “Now” is an adverb or, in the jargon of the
scholastics, a “syncategorematic term,” which cannot carry out its function without the presence of other terms or categories.117 Conjunctions and pronouns
are examples of syncategorematic terms as they only have meaning thanks to
other terms or categories, such as verbs, nouns and adjectives. There are, however, syncategorematic verbs, nouns, and adjectives, such as “to wait” (to wait for
what?), “sense” (the sense of what?) and “equal” (equal between whom?), which
lack meaning without their references, criteria or parameters. Returning to Ockham, “now” is a syncategorematic term whose meaning depends on the substance whose present or presence it refers to in each particular case. And, in the
same way, the infinite can be conceived as a syncategorematic reality whose entity depends on the operation that constitutes it, be it by addition or subtraction
(numbers), by succession (time), or by division (space). In this fashion, the philosophy of the late Middle Ages began to contemplate the possibility of infinity
in actuality within the world: Ockham accepted the possibility of infinite, actual
magnitudes; according to Francis of Mayronis, God could have created an actual
infinity both in terms of magnitude (infinite numbers) and in terms of multitude
and intensity (infinite space), but not in terms of succession (infinite time); and
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for Gregory of Rimini, the spatial continuum is made up of an actual number of
infinite parts.118
This grounding of infinity is one of the nominalistic legacies of the modern
age: Nicholas of Cusa fired the opening shot in the race towards theological
inversion when he derived finitude from infinitude, as opposed to how it had
been done up until that point; Giordano Bruno stated that the world is actually
infinite, against the conception of an ordered and limited cosmos, thus popularizing the idea of two infinities – or at least the first one – which Blaise Pascal would later write about when he discussed the overwhelming nature of the
infinitely vast (the whole, the infinite) and the infinitely small (the void, the infinitesimal):119
For, after all, what is man in nature? A nothing compared to the infinite, a whole compared to the nothing, a middle point between all and nothing, infinitely remote from an
understanding of the extremes; the end of things and their principles are unattainably
hidden from him in impenetrable secrecy. Equally incapable of seeing the nothingness
from which he emerges and the infinity in which he is engulfed. […] In a word, extremes
are as if they did not exist for us nor we for them; they escape us or we escape them.120

The other infinity – the infinitely small, the void, or the infinitesimal – found
its slow path to existence by way of mathematics. Already in the age of Antiphon, the area of a circle was calculated using the exhaustive method of inscribing polygons in its interior. However, Antiphon thought that this process could
be carried out with a finite number of operations. The mathematician Eudoxus
of Cnidus, who generalized this method to calculate the volume of sphere, realized that doing so requires an infinite number of operations; but, to avoid the
problems connected to the concept of infinity, he chose to demonstrate the validity of his findings in an indirect way, by reducing the opposite thesis to the absurd. Chrysippus of Soli in turn, building on the idea of the continuum, laid the
groundwork for the concept of limit. But it was not until the modern age, with
the works of Pierre de Fermat, Bonaventura Cavalieri, John Wallis, and Isaac
Barrow, that the foundations for infinitesimal calculus were established, a coetaneous but independent invention of both Isaac Newton and Gottfried Wilhelm
Leibniz.121
Beyond the quarrel about the precedence of invention, Newton and Leibniz
embody two opposite conceptions of time and space which have a longstanding
tradition in the history of philosophy, stretching as far back as Theophrastus and
118 Cf. Pierre Sergescu, Développement de l’idée de l’infini mathématique au XIVe siècle
(Paris: Université de Paris, 1948).
119 Cf. Alexandre Koyré, From the Closed World to the Infinite Universe (Baltimore: John
Hopkins University Press, 1957).
120 Blaise Pascal, Pensées (Paris: Bordas, 1991), § 199.
121 Cf. Enrico Rufini, Il “metodo” di Archimede e l’origine del calcolo infinitesimale nell’antichità (Milan: Feltrinelli, 1961).
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Strato. On the one hand, we have the absolutist conception of Strato and Newton, according to which space and time cannot be dependent on the positions
of the bodies and on the duration of their movements. Newton, specifically, was
influenced by the spatiotemporal philosophy of Henry More, a member of the
Cambridge Platonists, who had asserted that space has the same properties as
God: infinitude and intelligibility. This is why Samuel Clarke, who took Newton’s position in the dispute with Leibniz regarding the invention of calculus,
spoke of the “sensory of God” (sensorium Dei) to refer both to space and time.122
Nevertheless, the Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy seem to favor a
relative notion of space (“Relative space is some movable dimension or measure
of the absolute spaces; which our senses determine by its position to bodies;
and which is commonly taken for immovable space”) and an absolute notion of
time (“Relative, apparent, and common time, is some sensible and external […]
measure of duration by the means of motion, which is commonly used instead
of true time”).123
In the opposite camp we have Theophrastus and Leibniz’s relativist conception, according to which space and time depend on the position of the bodies
and the duration of movement. Space and time are neither substances nor accidents, Leibniz tells us, but relations; specifically, they are the respective orders
of those realities which are either simultaneous (space) or successive (time).124
Leibniz’s doctrine has the theological advantage of making God independent of
space and time, as well as of explaining why it does not make sense to question
whether God might have created the world a day before or a couple meters to the
left of the place and time when he did. Simply put, there was no time and space
before creation. In this fashion, Leibniz paves the way for a finite understanding
of the world, despite his being a philosopher of the infinite. Such is the pervasiveness of the idea of infinitude in his philosophy that we can distinguish three embedded types of infinity: the numerical, the worldly, and the divine. One thing
is the extensive infinity of natural numbers, another is the intensive infinity of
possible worlds, and a third and rather different thing is the infinity, both extensive and intensive, of God. This perhaps explains why scientists such as Richard
Dedekind or Georg Cantor – who first established the distinction between several types of mathematical infinities at the end of the nineteenth century, had a
slight, Leibnizian philosophical background.125 With regards to this philosophical system, we must add the fact that each monad reflects the totality of things
from its own point of view, making up a microcosmos of infinitude on its own.
122 Cf. Stephen Toulmin, “Criticism in the History of Science: Newton on Absolute Space,
Time, and Motion I,” Philosophical Review, vol. 68, no. 1 (1959): 1–29.
123 Isaac Newton, Philosophiae naturalis principia mathematica, def. VIII, sch.
124 Cf. Keith E. Ballard, “Leibniz’s Theory of Space and Time,” Journal of the History of
Ideas, vol. 21, no. 1 (1960): 49–65.
125 Cf. Richard Arthur, “Leibniz and Cantor on the Actual Infinite,” unpublished, 2009.
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If we leave aside their differences with regards to the notions of space and
time, we find that Leibniz and Clarke agreed on one thing: the cosmological
proof of God’s existence. Let us remember that this is the name normally ascribed to the proof that sums up the first three of Thomas Aquinas’s ways. The
first way derives from the premise that if something moves it must be moved by
something, thus reaching the conclusion that there must be an unmoved mover.
The second way assumes that all effects have a cause and concludes that there
must be a first, uncaused cause. The third way, to briefly paraphrase, states that
the contingent depends on the necessary. Though the style of demonstration
of the three ways consists in a reductio ad absurdum of their opposite, the cosmological proof tends to be regarded as a posteriori because it begins with creation and ends with God. Both Clarke and Leibniz make this proof a priori,
transforming it into an application of the principle of sufficient reason. Their
respective theses are that, if we accept that something exists now, we have to accept that something has always existed; if what exists now has not always existed, then it must have started to exist at some point, by way of some cause or sufficient reason; and this cause or sufficient reason has not always existed …. The
reasoning then repeats itself until it reaches a cause or sufficient reason that has
always existed.126
This a priori rendering of the cosmological argument laid the groundwork
for what Christian Wolff termed “rational cosmology” in 1731 – one of the three
parts of ontology or “special metaphysics.” David Hume criticized the core assumption of this branch of philosophy; namely, that the essence and existence of
the universe requires an ulterior explanation beyond the parts that make it up. If
A can be explained by way of B, B by way of C, and C by way of D, then it is not
necessary, according to Hume, to explain the imaginary entity composed by the
series A, B, C, and D. Hume’s critique ultimately amounts to an attack on the notion of the universe as the set of all things, the omnitudo realitatis against which
Immanuel Kant wrote his antinomies.127
In fact, the chapter of the antinomies from the Critique of Pure Reason aims
to demonstrate that the world is not an object of metempirical knowledge, but
at best a postulate of reason – a regulative ideal in the quest for a common horizon that would unify all of our knowledge. The antinomies are, basically, pairs
of dogmatic judgements about the world which purport to demonstrate their
validity by reducing the opposite judgment to absurdity. Each antinomy is made
up of a thesis and an antithesis; there are four antinomies, corresponding to the
four types of categories, which are conveniently divided into two groups: mathematical categories (quantity and quality) and dynamical categories (mode and
126 Cf. Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, De rerum radicale originatione; Samuel Clarke, A Demonstration of the Being and Attributes of God (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998).
127 Cf. David Hume, Dialogues on Natural Religion, § 9.
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relation). Given the attention that we are going to give to these antinomies in the
following chapters, and as we consider them to be a synthesis and culmination
of the debates regarding the existence of the external world, it is worth reviewing
them one by one, even if in a cursory manner.128
The thesis of the first antinomy asserts that the world has both spatial and
temporal limits, and that this can be proved by arguing that, to put it plainly, if
it were to have no limits, the world would be unfinished or incomplete. As we
have seen, this is the classical Greek position, which considers infinitude to be
synonymous to indefiniteness. Its antithesis, on the other hand, claims that the
world has no spatial or temporal limits. This is the modern position, whose chief
argument is that, if the world had limits, then there would be a void that would
be prior, posterior, and external to the world – whether it be a temporal void (a
completely unmoving time) or a spatial one (a completely empty space) – which
is absurd.
If the first antinomy deals with the infinitely vast, the second deals with the
infinitely small, picking up on the debates about the infinitesimal which have
recurred from Zeno to Leibniz. This thesis states that there are minimal and
simple units beyond which reality cannot be divided. This is the atomistic position, which has strangely received little support throughout the history of the
discipline. Its chief argument is that, if reality were infinitely divisible, as most
philosophers from Aristotle onwards would have us think, and if there were no
building blocks upon which to construct the rest of reality, then reality would
crumble into the void. The antithesis denies the existence of minimal and simple
parts and argues that, if there were atomic and indivisible parts these would not
be extensive, because the very definition of extension implies its divisibility. This
is the corpuscular position that has been the mainstream position throughout the
history of philosophy, despite the problems that, as we have seen, come with the
notion of the infinitely small (the corpuscles).
The problem with these first pair of antinomies is that they regard space, time,
and simplicity as things in themselves, whereas for Kant they only have a transcendental character. Space and time are pure intuitions of sensibility, whereas simplicity is a category of the understanding. This is why, as he concludes in
the Critique of Pure Reason, both the thesis and antithesis of the mathematical
antinomies are false. We can neither know the infinitely big nor the infinitely
small, since neither of these two things can be objects of possible experience.
About these kinds of questions – whether the world has spatiotemporal limits
and whether reality is infinitely divisible – we can make no sound assertions. It
is best to keep silent. We know nothing about the world as the set of all things. At
best we have access to a “worldview” (Weltanschauung).
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The third antinomy also happens to be the strangest. Kant connects it to the
category of relation, but both the thesis as the antithesis involve modal categories
such as necessity, or practical ideas such as freedom. This antinomy reappears in
the Critique of Judgment, where Kant posits the conflict between the deterministic vision of the world – a result of the determining judgment, which deductively
subsumes cases to principles – and the teleological vision of the world – a result
of the reflective judgment, which inductively derives principles from cases. In
the Critique of Pure Reason, the third antinomy asserts that freedom exists in the
world as the uncaused beginning of a series of effects, whereas the antithesis asserts that everything in the world happens mechanically, according to necessary
natural laws. The argument in favor of this thesis is that, if there were a causal determinism according to which the cause would be an effect of a previous cause,
then we would end up with an indefinite causal regress. The counterargument
says that, if the free cause of the thesis were real and effective, it would not be a
possible object of experience, since it would break the predictable and reiterative
principle of causality.
The fourth antinomy works as an appendix to the third. The thesis states that
there is a necessary being in the world, either as a part or cause of it; the antithesis states that such a necessary being does not exist, either as part or as cause of
it, either in the world or outside of it. The demonstration of both the thesis and
the antithesis of this antinomy begin from the same premises:
First it is said, There is a necessary being because the whole past time includes within itself
the series of all conditions, and thus with it also the unconditioned (the necessary). Then
it is said, There is no necessary being just because the whole of the time that has elapsed
includes within itself the series of all conditions (which therefore, taken all together, are
once again conditioned).129

According to Kant, both the thesis and the antithesis of the dynamical antinomies are true, but only for different fields: the antitheses are true for the field of
phenomena, whereas the theses are true for the noumena or the things in themselves. It should not come as a surprise, then, that the reception of the dynamical antinomies has primarily depended upon the position that his different interpreters have had on the distinction between phenomenon and noumenon.
Without making a distinction between the mathematical and the dynamical
categories, Arthur Schopenhauer stated that only the antitheses are true; that the
world as representation is both spatially and temporarily infinite (first antithesis),
that it is composed of indefinite and divisible matter (second antithesis), and
that the fourfold root of the principle of sufficient reason makes both phenomena of freedom (third antithesis) and necessary beings (fourth thesis) impossible.
As for the theses, Schopenhauer regards Kant’s noumenal reality as excessively
static and moralistic and he opines that, instead of understanding it as a nec129
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essary thing in itself (fourth thesis) or as a free rational subject (third thesis), it
should be understood as a purely irrational will, unconstrained by the principle
of necessity or of freedom, not to mention being limited by space and time (first
thesis), or composed of indivisible units (second thesis). Contra Schopenhauer,
Charles Renouvier argued that the truth of the antinomies is to be found on the
thesis, as they provide the basis for a finite world, composed of atoms, where
freedom is possible, and a necessary being must exist – the only kind of world
that this French Neokantian could regard as conceivable. To my judgment, the
most reasonable of positions regarding Kant’s antinomies is that of Wilhelm
Wundt, who argued that both the theses and the antitheses stand in a relation of
mutual dependency – even if it is dialectic or apagogic – since the truth of each
one is revealed by reducing the opposite claim to absurdity.
Be that as it may, Kant’s antinomies seem to bring the age of debates on the
existence of the external world to an end. Later on, with Husserl or Heidegger,
we will find a pervading contempt for this problem, often dismissed as a kind
of unworthy pseudoproblem. As we shall see in chapter four, in our discussion
of Heidegger’s influence on Harman, Being and Time contains several famous
passages where the existence of the external world is dismissed by arguing that
being-in-the-world is not a thing but rather a mode of being of the Dasein. As
Heidegger said, and as was recently echoed by Markus Gabriel, with Kant we
enter the age of the “worldview” (Weltanschauung), where the totality of things
is no longer something present and accessible, becoming instead a frame for future understanding. It is in this Kantian dismissal of the traditional problems of
realism that continental philosophy, as we know it today, will find its birthplace.

§ 1.6. Continental and Postcontinental Philosophy
Continental philosophy is that branch of philosophy which, from the AngloSaxon point of view, is regarded as native to the European continent. It goes
without saying that “continental philosophy” is a rather ethnocentric expression,
since it assumes the British Isles as the point of reference from which to discuss
“the continent,” without specifying which one. Continental philosophy is conventionally opposed to analytic philosophy, yet this opposition is misleading in
that it sets a method (the analysis of language) against a geographical accident
(the European continent). As Bernard Williams once said, this is as rational an
organization as classifying cars into two types: 1) four-wheel vehicles, and 2) vehicles made in Japan.130 Are there no four-by-four cars made in Japan? Are there
130 Cf. Bernard Williams, “Contemporary Philosophy – a Second Look,” in: Nicolas Bunin
and Eric Tsui-James (eds.), The Blackwell Companion to Philosophy (Oxford: Blackwell, 1996),
pp. 23–34.
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no known analytic philosophers on the other side of the English Channel? Of
course, there are. In fact, we could convincingly argue that, with the exception
of Bertrand Russell and George Edward Moore, all the founding fathers of this
tradition – Gottlob Frege, Ludwig Wittgenstein, Rudolf Carnap, Alfred Tarski,
etc. – developed their work on the European continent.
One of the problems of this arbitrary opposition is that we know when and
how analytic philosophy was born, but we have no precise information about
when and how continental philosophy came about. We know that the analysis of
language was popularized as a philosophical method in the interwar period in
the Bloomsbury and Vienna Circles, but we have no intelligence about the moment when the European continent became a philosophical unit. The two dates
most often mentioned are 1790, the date of publication of the Critique of Judgment, and 1927, that of Being and Time.131
The arguments in favor of Martin Heidegger as the founding father of continental philosophy are self-evident to the reader: he encapsulates the paradigm
of the stylistically obscure and ideologically reactionary philosopher against
whom analytic philosophy made its first sallies. We must remember that the
manifesto of the Vienna Circle not only advocated for clarity in writing and
speech, but also favored “socialist positions” with regards to some political issues.132 Having said this, not all analytic philosophers have been as clear and
progressive as Otto Neurath (author of the manifesto), and neither have all continental philosophers been as equivocating and conservative as Martin Heidegger. Ludwig Wittgenstein, concocter of fathomless aphorisms and an individual free from long-standing political commitments, is an example of the former,
whereas Edmund Husserl, author of Cartesian prose and cosmopolitan ideals,
is an example of the latter. The temporal endurance of Husserl over Heidegger
brings up another objection against Being and Time as the foundational book of
the continental tradition: what are we to make of the many continental philosophers who thought and wrote before Heidegger, such as Hegel, Nietzsche, or
Husserl himself ?
The second option for continental philosophy’s date of birth (1790) has the
advantage of making the previous question superfluous, allowing us, moreover,
to explain why the continent is taken as a philosophical and political unit visà-vis the Anglo-Saxon world. It was around that date that the Critique of Judgment was published and that the French Revolution broke out – two events that
had a far greater impact on the European continent than in the Anglo-Saxon
world. The Critique of Judgment was the first of many attempts to find a “common source” for both understanding and sensibility, for both the theoretical and
131
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the practical uses of reason, that have defined the history of continental philosophy, from Johann Gottlieb Fichte to Jacques Derrida. At heart, the dialectic between analytic and continental philosophers is an intra-Kantian dialectic; what
is at stake is whether we have to give greater weight to the ontological-epistemological Kant of the first edition of the Critique or the aesthetic-theological Kant
of the third.
With regards to the French Revolution, its continental expansion through
the Napoleonic campaigns isolated Great Britain from the rest of Europe. This
was not only a political but a philosophical isolation. Jeremy Bentham’s utilitarianism, standing in stark opposition to the Declaration of the Rights of Man and
of the Citizen – natural rights, to his judgment, are “nonsense upon stilts” – became the informal but official philosophy of the British administration.133 It was
within this context that several British authors, influenced by German philosophy or French politics, began to be labeled and libelled as “continental.” Such is
the case of Samuel Coleridge – a Jacobin atheist in his youth and a reactionary
theist in his old age – whose career mimicked that of many German Romantic
philosophers to a T, which spurred John Stuart Mill to speak of “the GermanoColeridgian doctrine”:
Coleridge used to say that everyone is born either a Platonist or an Aristotelian: it may
be similarly affirmed, that every Englishman of the present day is by implication either a
Benthamite or a Coleridgian; holds views of human affairs which can only be proved true
on the principles either of Bentham or of Coleridge.134

We see, then, that the dialectic between analytic and continental philosophy is
not an opposition between a method and a geographic accident, but the result
of an intra-Kantian and an intra-British dialectic. And so, throughout the nineteenth century there was peaceful, European coexistence between philosophers
who would later be regarded, under the light of this dialectic, as antagonistic.
Such is the case of Gottlob Frege and Edmund Husserl, who are currently regarded as the intellectual fathers of the analytic and continental tradition respectively. But the most surface-level analysis is enough to bring down this clear-cut
dichotomy. Frege, far from being a pioneer of the linguistic turn and of the analytic method, was convinced that “it is a task of philosophy to break the power
of the word over the human mind.”135 Husserl, in his turn, gave up his early
project to reduce arithmetics to psychology after reading a harsh review penned
by Frege about his first book. Which is to say that Husserl’s antipsychologism,
one of the signal characteristics of his phenomenology, is a Fregean lesson. As
133 Cf. Philip Schofield, “Jeremy Bentham’s ‘Nonsense upon Stilts,’” Utilitas, vol. 15, no. 1
(2003): 1–26.
134 John S. Mill, Essays on Ethics, Religion and Society, in: Collected Works (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1963–1991), vol. 10, p. 121.
135 Gottlob Frege, Conceptual Notation and Related Articles, (trans. and ed.) Terrel
W. Bynum (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972) p. 106.
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Michael Dummett said: Husserl and Frege “may be compared with the Rhine
and the Danube, which rise quite close to one another and for a time pursue
roughly parallel courses, only to diverge in utterly different directions and flow
into different seas.”136
The dialectic between analytic and continental philosophers has a lot to do
with the debates on realism which we have discussed in this introduction. Take
the example of the analysis of language, originally promulgated by Moore and
Russell as a method against British idealism. As noted earlier, the British idealists Bradley and Joachim supported a theory of truth as coherence, according to which truth is the Whole. The goal of Moore and Russell’s method was
to analyze the Whole in its constitutive parts, so as to reveal the chimera of idealist discourse. Against the coherence theory of truth, they advocated for the socalled “identity theory of truth,” according to which facts are identical to true
propositions. Despite its equivocal name, this is a profoundly realist theory of
truth. Let us remember that Moore was a realist both in the medieval sense – he
believed in the reality of universal and transcendental concepts such as the good,
which he regarded as properties beyond analysis and only perceptible through
a kind of intellectual intuition – and in the modern sense – he strove to handily
demonstrate the existence of the external world through an unpretentious and
commonsensical argument which consists in showing that everybody has two
hands.137
An unchangeable feature of the dialectic between analytic and continental
philosophers is the faith of the convert. Russell was a Hegelian before he was an
analytic, which likely explains his belligerence in the face of British idealists. This
is also the case of the polemic between Rudolf Carnap and Martin Heidegger.
Both drew from Edmund Husserl, to whom Martin Heidegger dedicated Being
and Time and whose seminars were attended by Carnap. In The Logical Structure of the World, Carnap laid out a formalized and empiricist version of phenomenology, but soon grew disenchanted with that book and, after migrating
to the United States, forbade its translation until 1967.138 It is likely that when
Heidegger pronounced his inaugural lesson at the University of Freiburg, titled
“What Is Metaphysics?” Carnap picked up on some of the errors that he had
made in previous years. To this settling of scores with one’s past self we must add
the political discrepancies between the two: Carnap was a socialist Jew, whereas
Heidegger was already in the orbit of nazism.
The polemic between Carnap and Heidegger is paradigmatic of the misunderstandings between analytic and continental philosophers throughout the
twentieth century. What Heidegger had said in his inaugural lesson was that,
136
137

Michael Dummett, Origins of Analytic Philosophy (London: Duckworth, 1993), p. 26.
Cf. George E. Moore, Principia Ethica; “Proof of an External World,” Proceedings of the
British Academy, no. 25 (1939): 273–300.
138 Cf. Rudolf Carnap, Der logische Aufbau der Welt (Hamburg: Felix Meiner, 1998).
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when facing questions such as “Why being and not nothing?” both parts of the
interrogation – being and nothing – have equal importance. In the same way
that German philosophers would state that “being is” – even if there is an ontological difference between being and entities which has been altogether overlooked by the metaphysical tradition – Heidegger argues that we can state that
“the nothing nothings” – meaning that the possibility of the world not existing
produces a feeling of anxiety in us. Genuine metaphysics deals with emotions
such as these, with that form of being in the world which, in the judgment of
the later Heidegger, is better expressed by certain poets – among them Friedrich
Hölderlin or Rainer Maria Rilke – than by most philosophers.139 This is curiously the same argument made by Carnap in his critique of Heidegger: philosophical pseudoproblems arise from linguistic misunderstandings (the philosopher who says “being is” is confusing the copulative verb, with being as a generic
noun and being as existential quantifier) and, moreover, metaphysics is the expression of emotions and attitudes about the world which do not so much belong to philosophy but the arts (“Metaphysicians are musicians without musical
ability,” writes Carnap, bitingly).140
These kinds of misunderstandings were regular philosophical fare throughout the first decades of the Cold War, during which the world was divided into
three great areas of political and philosophical influences, according to the apposite classification of José Ferrater Mora: the Sovietic-dialectic area, the Americananalytic, and the European-continental.141 In 1951, the analytic philosopher Alfred J. Ayer and the continental Georges Bataille met in a bar in Paris and stayed
up until 3 a. m. discussing what, at first glance, seemed a trivial question, but
which would gain greater importance for later postcontinental realism: “Did the
sun exist before humanity existed?” Ayer, along his naturalist convictions, said
yes; Bataille, an initiate of esoteric practices, argued that the question was meaningless because the existence of any object could not be ascertained before the
existence of humanity, not even one as central and relevant to human existence
as the sun.142 Here we once again see that, far from being a marginal issue, the
debate on realism was a core question in the dialectic between analytic and continental philosophers.
139 Cf. Martin Heidegger, Wegmarken, in: Gesamtausgabe, vol. 9, ch. 4. To be precise, Heidegger does not find in Friedrich Hölderlin a poetic treatment of anxiety, but rather a certain
conception of modernity. Cf. Paloma Martínez Matías, “Hölderlin y lo no-dicho: sobre la cuestión del silencio en la interpretación de Martin Heidegger de su poesía,” Diánoia, vol. 56, no.
69 (2012): 31–69.
140 Cf. Rudolf Carnap, “Überwindung der Metaphysik durch logische Analyse der
Sprache,” Erkenntnis, vol. 2 (1932): 219–41.
141 Cf. José Ferrater Mora, La filosofía en el mundo de hoy (Madrid: Revista de Occidente,
1959).
142 Cf. Georges Bataille, “Un-Knowing and Its Consequences,” (trans.) Annette Michelson,
October, vol. 36 (1986): 80–85.
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The faith of the convert which we have just mentioned is also that which
animated Gilbert Ryle, who had lectured on phenomenology in Cambridge in
the 1930s before becoming a fervent anticontinental after the publication of The
Concept of Mind – a book which, building upon the arguments of conductive
psychology, criticizes the myth of the “ghost in the machine” that has been the
blind spot of modern philosophy from Descartes onwards.143 In 1960, Ryle took
part in a conference that was attended by the current representatives of both the
analytic and continental traditions. On the analytic side there were authors such
as Peter F. Strawson, Willard V. O. Quine, and John L. Austin; on the continental side, authors such as Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Chaïm Perelman and Lucien
Goldmann. As expected, the tensest moment came with Ryle’s conference, provokingly titled “Phenomenology against The Concept of Mind,” where he threw a
couple of memorable punches:
I imagine that our thinkers have so far been immune to the notion of philosophy as
Master Science precisely because their everyday life in the colleges at Cambridge and Oxford has kept them in contact with true men and women of science. Any claim to assume
the role of Führer crumbles to pieces in the interdisciplinary banter that comes, at high
table, between the pear and the cheese. Husserl wrote as if he had never met a single specialist, or heard a single good word.144

In the round of questions, Merleau-Ponty – who had also taken inspiration from
conductive psychology to build his theory of “embodied subjectivity” – was
naïve enough to ask Ryle: “But, don’t we have the same theoretical program?” To
which the latter answered: “I should think not.”145 That style of brisk and abrupt
communication has been the tenor of exchange between analytic and continental philosophers up to this day. Take, for instance, the debate between Jacques
Derrida and John Searle. In one of his conferences, Derrida passingly mentioned one of Austin’s ideas about communication. Derrida’s theory (translated into
a language fit to be read and understood by everybody) is that writing is the
channel of communication par excellence because it allows us to disregard the
intentions of the speaker. Communication is “iterable” and is embedded within
a “structure of absence” where there are things that are not said or understood.
Derrida is sympathetic towards Austin’s theory of speech acts, which accounts
for the meaning that is carried by orality without reference to the intentions
of the speakers. What Derrida disagrees with is Austin’s distinction between a
standard language of non-fiction and the rest of speech acts, which are dismissed
as “parasitic.” According to Derrida, this normative element of Austin’s theory
threatens to restore the speaker’s intentions. Moreover, for deconstruction, par143
144

Cf. Gilbert Ryle, The Concept of Mind (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1949).
Gilbert Ryle, “La Phénoménologie contre The Concept of Mind,” in: Leslie Beck (ed.),
Cahiers de Royaumont: La philosophie analytique (Paris: Minuit, 1962), p. 68. Translation ours.
145 Ryle, “Phénoménologie contre The Concept of Mind,” p. 82. Translation ours.
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asitic or marginal speech acts are much more interesting to comprehend than
standard ones – based on the premise that the standard is nothing but a form of
repressing the parasites, the margins of language.146
Searle retorted that Austin was not trying to offer a description of all language, and that his considerations on ironic, poetical, and fictional language as
parasitic cases of standard language are perfectly appropriate until further analysis. According to Searle, Derrida had conflated the illocutionary with the perlocutionary, reducing everything that had to do with speech acts to a question of
pure force. Searle agreed that language has to be repeatable and separable from
its speaker to be able to be communicative, but he thought that the Derridean
concepts of iterability and absence conflated the distinction between “types” and
“tokens.” Instead of acknowledging the Husserlian notion of intentionality that
Derrida was operating with – “intention” as synonym of “subjective consciousness oriented to reality” – Searle made sure to hammer home the Wittgensteinian meaning of intentionality as the will of competent speakers within a given,
ordinary language.147
As is usual in the history of analytic and continental exchanges, the divergences at the level of jargon concealed an agreement at the deeper level of the
concept. Ultimately, Derrida and Searle agreed in their search for a pragmatic
analysis of language which would go beyond the essentialism inherited both by
the analytic and continental traditions. Nevertheless, there remained one major
difference between the two authors. Searle was and remains a naïve realist – he
never questioned the existence of reality or of the reality of the concepts which
allow us to understand it – whereas Derrida’s position on these issues is anything
but clear. His key motto that “there is nothing outside of the text”148 can be understood both in realist and idealist terms, depending on whether textuality is
taken as an appendix to that “us,” which is either dependent or independent of
reality. It is obvious that Derrida always understood textuality as an independent
and distinct entity from human subjectivity, but the realist consequences of this
thesis were probably not understood, even by its own author.
It should not come as a surprise that the first of the new realists, Maurizio
Ferraris, is a disciple of Derrida. This Italian philosopher had his own road to
Damascus, falling from the horse of postmodernism, pensiero debole, and the
idealist interpretation of deconstruction, during a March 1992 conference given
by Hans-Georg Gadamer in Naples, where the German philosopher made his
famous pronouncement: “being that can be understood is language.”149 Ferraris
146

Cf. Jacques Derrida, Marges de la philosophie (Paris: Minuit, 1972), p. 365–393.
Cf. John Searle, “Reiterating the Differences: A Reply to Derrida,” Glyph, no. 2 (1977):
198–208.
148 Jacques Derrida, Of Grammatology, (trans.) Gayatri C. Spivak (Baltimore: John Hopkins University, 1974), p. 158.
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realized then the radical falsehood of this dictum and the ramifying idealist consequences that it embodied. From then on, he sought to build a “rational aesthetics,” understood as a theory of sensible knowledge that set its sights on giving an
account of the paralinguistic perception and imagination of reality.150
However, it was not until Derrida’s death in 2004, that Ferraris was able to
arrange deconstruction within the framework of his new rational aesthetics. The
result, as we shall see in chapter six, was a social ontology where, indeed, there
is nothing outside of the text as long as we include human society within the
limits of the text – understood in material terms as a web of objects with their
own social functions independently of us. Curiously enough, Ferraris made use
of Searle’s ontology of the social sciences from the 1990s in order to transform
Derrida’s grammatology. What Ferraris ultimately does is to build on Searle’s notion that a social object is simply a natural object which has been invested with
a function in society, and from that basic scheme seeks to understand the social
from both a materialist and textualist point of view.151
Far from being upset at the ongoing Derridian appropriation of his work,
Searle has given a nod of approval to the emergence of new realism in Italy and
Germany, becoming, to a certain extent, the cicerone of this philosophical movement in the United States. However, Searle’s position regarding the relevance of
realist debates is much less enthusiastic than that of his European equivalents. To
begin with, he believes that the debate on the question of realism is an obsolete
topic that belongs to early modernity, where there were not enough positive sciences to solve all reasonable doubts about the existence of the reality under study.
Or, to rephrase the statement as a question, does it make sense to bring the same
ontological and epistemological problems that Descartes interrogated in the seventeenth century into the twentieth? “To put it very bluntly,” said Searle in a 2012
conference on new realism, “you can’t send men to the moon and back and then
wonder: does reality really exist out there? Is there anything independent? You
can’t send men to the moon and back and then wonder if it is really possible to
make secure predictions about the future based on inductive reasoning.”152
The answer given by the second most prominent member of this new realism,
Markus Gabriel, is a resounding yes. Gabriel has not only interrogated the existence of the external world, but is moreover responsible for the worldwide success of a book, aimed at the general public, in which he expounds his view of the
non-existence of the world, understood as the set of all things. A keen symptom
of how much this doctrine hits the nerve of the age, Gabriel has been accused
150
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of plagiarism by a Romanian philosopher who claims to have been the original
author of the thesis.153 Needless to say, this doctrine hearkens back, as we have
seen, to the Critique of Pure Reason. Indeed, what Gabriel has done is to update
Kant’s idea for our day and age, and taken on some of the limelight usually reserved for debates on set theory, which has become a stepping stone for contemporary philosophy ever since Alain Badiou published Being and Event.154
As noted in the preface to this book, the new realism of Ferraris and Gabriel is
but a European and continental echo of Anglo-Saxon speculative realism, which
kicked off with the conference that took place at the University of Goldsmiths
in 2007 and was attended by Quentin Meillassoux, Ray Brassier, Graham Harman, and Iain Hamilton Grant. The conference’s statement of purpose already acknowledged the limitations of the term: “Speculative realism is not a doctrine but the umbrella term for a variety of research programs in the name of
transcendental physicalism, object-oriented philosophy, or abstract materialism,
against the depredations of anthropocentrism.”155 As noted, the key issue that
brought these four authors together was the critique of anthropocentrism. In
2007, this critique was formulated in anti-Kantian terms, although time would
bring to light a hyper-Kantian ontology in the case of Harman, and a convert to
Kantianism in the case of Brassier, who, after being a disciple of Laruelle and Badiou, returned to the German master by way of studying and emulating Wilfrid
Sellars. We shall address these issues in the following chapters.
For now, it suffices to follow the adventures of the label “speculative realism,”
originally coined as a replacement for “speculative materialism,” the expression
that Meillassoux used and still uses to refer to his philosophy. “Materialism” was
certainly not a very accurate term to designate the philosophical project of most
of the speakers at that 2007 conference. To begin with, Grant’s chief influence
was Schelling’s objective idealism and, some years later, he collaborated on a
history of idealism where he avowed his own close links with this philosophical
tradition. As for Brassier, in several interviews he has entertained an idealistic
position about the relationship between theory and praxis:
I consider myself an idealist, opposed to a materialist, as I insist on the need to preserve
the relative autonomy of thinking, and the cogency and the consistency of thinking, and
of conceptual rationality, precisely in order to be able to adjudicate the relationship between thinking and reality, between theory and practice, and also it’s an enabling condition for practice.156
153 Cf. Gabriel Vacariu, “Did Markus Gabriel (Bonn University) Plagiarize My Ideas,”
in: More troubles with Cognitive Neuroscience (Bucarest: Editura Universită ii din București,
2014), p. 327–347.
154 Cf. Markus Gabriel, Warum es die Welt nicht gibt (Berlin: Ullstein, 2013); Alain Badiou,
L’être et l’événement (Paris: Seuil, 1988).
155 Robin Mackay, “Editorial Introduction,” Collapse, no. 2 (2007): 306.
156 Marcin Rychter and Ray Brassier, “I am a nihilist because I still believe in truth,” Kronos, no. 2 (2011).
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In retrospect, it is not surprising that the only one excited about the label “speculative realism” was Harman, certainly the most prolific and expansive of the four
philosophers who met at Goldsmiths. Harman has developed a method for evaluating current philosophical systems which consists in imagining how the future
intellectual landscape would look like if at least one of the system’s proposals
became hegemonic. In this fashion, he imagined the possibility that by the year
2050 his and his fellow lecturers’ program would come to dominate the intellectual mainstream, and reached the conclusion that his system (object-oriented
philosophy) is much closer to Meillassoux’s and Grant’s system than Brassier’s.
This analysis of the correlation between future philosophical forces turned out
to be absolutely true some years later, when Brassier shook off the label of “speculative realism” and became Harman’s chief intellectual adversary. Back in 2007,
the four philosophers who attended the conference acquiesced to the label, but
none matched the enthusiasm of Harman, who performed the following passionate defense:
The brand is not merely a degenerate practice of brainwashing consumerism, but a universally recognized method of conveying information while cutting through information
clutter. Coining specific names for philosophical positions helps orient the intellectual
public on the various available options while also encouraging untested permutations. If
the decision were mine alone, not only would the name ‘speculative realism’ be retained,
but a logo would be designed for projection on PowerPoint screens, accompanied by a
few signature bars of smoky dubstep music.157

These references to online and music cultures are not there merely to show off
Harman’s youth. Speculative realism is the first philosophical school to have
spread thanks to the Internet; or, to be more precise, thanks to the blogosphere.
The apex of this movement, between 2009–2012, broadly coincided with the
late or second golden age of blog writing before it was abruptly substituted by
social media. In fact, one could argue that, during its first years, speculative realism was a creative alternative within the field of philosophy for a generation of
PhD students who would have otherwise ended up as perennial doxographers of
the discipline. Against the revered figure of the commentator of the classics, the
digital culture of speculative realism devalued the role of the erudite – understanding that the superabundance of Internet information had made them obsolete – defending instead the figure of the creator of new ideas, however trite their
philosophical foundations. Given the abundance and availability of information
on the Internet, it is inevitable to see allegedly original and individual theories
come to the fore, which is precisely what happened in the digital context where
speculative realism took root.
157 Graham Harman, “On the Undermining of Objects: Grant, Bruno, and Radical Philosophy,” in: Levi Bryant, Nick Srnicek, and Graham Harman (eds.), The Speculative Turn: Continental Materialism and Realism (Melbourne: re.press, 2011) p. 21.
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The link between these philosophers and the Internet is not coincidental. We
find it in the DNA of some of the most salient members of speculative realism.
Take Brassier, who worked at Nick Land’s Cybernetic Culture Research Unit,
founded in Warwick in the 1990s. Curiously enough, Brassier has become rather
critical about this digital vogue of speculative realism, as shown in many of his
thundering statements:
The “speculative realist movement” exists only in the imaginations of a group of bloggers
promoting an agenda for which I have no sympathy whatsoever: actor-network theory
spiced with pan-psychist metaphysics and morsels of process philosophy. I don’t believe
the internet is an appropriate medium for serious philosophical debate; nor do I believe it
is acceptable to try to concoct a philosophical movement online by using blogs to exploit
the misguided enthusiasm of impressionable graduate students. I agree with Deleuze’s remark that ultimately the most basic task of philosophy is to impede stupidity, so I see little
philosophical merit in a “movement” whose most signal achievement thus far is to have
generated an online orgy of stupidity.158

Needless to say, Brassier is an honorary boomer, but there is a core of truth to
his words. Of the twenty-two blogs that made up the digital landscape of speculative realism at the beginning of the 2010s, at least eleven were managed by
under-thirties, most of them PhD students from Anglo-Saxon universities. The
rest were little-known philosophy professors averaging forty five years of age
and teaching in schools and universities from the periphery of global academia.
This was, however, a common trait shared by the founders of the movement: it
was around that time that Harman was professor at the American University in
Cairo; Brassier, at the American University of Beirut; Grant, at the University of
the West of England (Bristol); and Meillassoux, the movement’s trailblazer, was
not even a university professor, but rather a teacher at the École Normale Supérieure in Paris.
Besides this marginality vis-à-vis the academic and university establishment – partially alleviated, in recent years, by Meillassoux being hired by the
Sorbonne and Harman by SCI-Arc in LA – another of the most notable and
commented sociological features of speculative realism is the lack of any female
participants. The conference at Goldsmiths was, in vulgar but accurate terms, “a
dickfest” (i. e., an all-male panel) and, of all the previously noted bloggers, not
one of the twenty-two was a woman. Some have explained this absence of women’s participation by appealing to the objectifying nature of speculative realism
and, particularly, of its most popular, digital variety – object-oriented ontology.
According to this argument, women would be less inclined than men to adopt
a realist and reifying outlook. Women appear to be more idealistic and subjectivistic, be it by temperament or natural tendency. Against this gender essentialism, Michael O’Rourke has championed what he terms as “object-oriented
158
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feminism,”159 and Katerina Kolozova has shown how multiple of the disputes
between speculative realism and continental philosophy were anticipated by notable women thinkers:
The “object” of philosophical study is but a reflection of the auto-referential subject. […]
Hysterical utterings, on the other hand, depart from the real or the physical (Irigaray).
Biological difference becomes the fundament of a new language that moves away from
abstract postulations detached from the physicality as essentially masculinist (Braidotti).
The practice of grief becomes the material for a new political language (Butler). Sexual
difference as materiality understood in Freudian terms precedes the social (Copjec). In
short, the provocations of “speculative turn” philosophers (generally, all men) to postKantianism were already preceded by feminist philosophy.160

Going beyond these considerations, in what way can we speak of postcontinental
philosophy to refer to new realism and speculative realism? The book responsible
for the mass-marketing of this expression is John Mullarkey’s Post-Continental Philosophy: An Outline, where he reviews four recent French philosophers
(Gilles Deleuze, Alain Badiou, Michel Henry, and François Laruelle) who have
rejected phenomenology in favor of a philosophy of immanence that is moderately inspired by the sciences. This description is, however, not fully accurate.
It is true that Deleuze drew from biology, Badiou from mathematics, and Laruelle from quantum mechanics; and it is true that the three are profoundly antiphenomenological. But this is not the case of Henry, who has phenomenology
written all over his work. His book Barbarism says that science is “the sickness
of life” which, in its study of reality, leaves out both subjects and values. Notwithstanding this divergence, the birth of postcontinental realism can probably
be pinned down to 1988, when all four authors published important works: The
Fold: Leibniz and the Baroque by Deleuze; Being and Event by Badiou; Seeing
the Invisible: On Kandinsky by Henry; and the fifth volume of La décision philosophique, which contained the transcript of a debate between Laruelle and Derrida.161
In Mullarkey’s description, Derrida is the archetype of the continental philosopher, obsessed as he was with demonstrating that transcendence (la différance)
is always present in immanence. This is, funnily enough, the chief argument
of Post-Continental Philosophy: that the philosophers of immanence contradict
159 Cf. Michael O’Rourke, “Girls Welcome!!! Speculative Realism, Object Oriented Ontology and Queer Theory,” in Speculations: A Journal of Speculative Realism, no. 2 (2011): 245–74.
160 Katerina Kolozova, “Preface: After the ‘Speculative Turn,’” in: Katerina Kolozova and
Eileen A. Joy (eds.), After the “Speculative Turn”: Realism, Philosophy, and Feminism (New
York: Punctum Books, 2016), p. 13.
161 Cf. Michel Henry, La Barbarie (Paris: Grasset, 1987); Gilles Deleuze, Le Pli: Leibniz et
le Baroque (Paris: Minuit, 1988); Alain Badiou, L’Être et l’événement (Paris: Seuil, 1988); Michel Henry, Voir l’invisible: Sur Kandinsky (Paris: Bourin-Julliard, 1988); François Laruelle and
Jacques Derrida, “Controverse sur la possibilité d’une science de la philosophie,” La décision
philosophique, no. 5 (1988): 62–76.
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themselves in that they inevitably appeal to some kind of transcendence. How
can one argue in favor of the truth of philosophies of immanence and against the
falsehood of philosophies of transcendence without operating with a distinction
between truth and falsehood, that is, without reintroducing the transcendence
of truth vis-à-vis falsehood? In fact, Deleuze’s theory of immanence cannot be,
in itself, immanent, since it distinguishes between actuality and potentiality, between perception and concept.
In a similar manner, Henry’s and Badiou’s main contribution was to radicalize one of these two Deleuzian dimensions: the former radicalized the qualitative aspect of the actuality and perception in the idea of “prereflective self-affection,” whereas the later radicalized the quantitative aspect of the virtual and the
concept with the idea of “counted-as-one.” Of all four, the author of Post-Continental Philosophy has the greatest sympathy for Laruelle. In fact, Mullarkey’s
own project of a “philosophy of diagrams,” with diagrams being radically immanent to the things diagrammed, can be considered a continuation of the Laruellean concept of non-philosophy, as we shall see in chapter two of this book.
Mullarkey was aware of the groundbreaking and perhaps premature nature
of his work: “This book may well have been written too early. It is not about
something, or some idea, that has actually occurred as yet, an objective event. It
is about something that is unfolding, an event in the making.”162 A decade after
this statement, it is time we take stock of the stones overturned by this unfolding.

162 John Mullarkey, Post-Continental Philosophy: An Outline (London/New York: Conti
nuum, 2006), p. 1.

§ 2. Quentin Meillassoux
For this is the great seduction of reactivity: which philosopher, faced with a communicator, wouldn’t silently wish
to become a priest?
Quentin Meillassoux1

§ 2.1. This Is Not Realism
The most important philosopher of postcontinental realism does not consider
himself a realist. “I prefer to describe my philosophy as a speculative materialism, rather than as a realism: because I remember the sentence of Foucault,
who once said: ‘I am materialist, because I don’t believe in reality.’”2 These are
the words of Quentin Meillassoux, the author who fired up the landscape of contemporary philosophy with the 2006 publication of After Finitude: An Essay on
the Necessity of Contingency. Even if he does not consider himself a realist, his
book has formulated some of the most pertinent and perspicacious problems of
postcontinental realism, such as the problem of the arche-fossil, the correlationist circle, the principle of factiality, or the problem of induction (also known as
Hume’s problem). In After Finitude, Meillassoux broke the boundaries set by
post-Kantian philosophy on speculations about reality, bringing a breath of fresh
air to the movement which he has, subsequently, tried to distance himself from.3
This is why, notwithstanding his forged Foucaltian boutades, it is worth providing a detailed account of Meillassoux’s philosophical system.
The problem is that this account shoots itself in the foot from the very beginning: Meillassoux’s masterpiece is yet to be published. We are talking about
“Divine Inexistence,” his 1997 PhD thesis, which he has been fine-tuning ever
since.4 The only glimpses from that work that have seen the light of day are the
extracts selected and translated by Graham Harman for his 2011 monograph on
Meillassoux.5 This, in turn, has brought him a reputation for excruciating meticulousness. For decades, Meillassoux has delayed his publications, with minimal
1 Quentin Meillassoux, “Subtraction and Contraction: Deleuze, Immanence, and Matter
and Memory,” (trans.) Robin Mackay, Collapse, vol. 3 (2009): 106.
2 Quentin Meillassoux, Time without Becoming (London: Mimesis, 2014), p. 19.
3 Cf. Quentin Meillassoux, After Finitude: An Essay on the Necessity of Contingency, (trans.)
Ray Brassier (London: Continuum, 2008).
4 Cf. Quentin Meillassoux, “L’inexistence divine” (PhD thesis, Sorbonne University, 1996).
5 Cf. Graham Harman, Quentin Meillassoux: Philosophy in the Making (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2011), pp. 175–238.
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changes between the first and final draft of his texts. But revision does not necessarily bear better results, as evidenced by the differences between the 1997 and
the 2011 versions of Divine Inexistence. The PhD takes burdensome orthotypographic liberties, such as an overblown use of italics for emphasis, but contains a
theoretical audacity which is nowhere to be found in the extracts. This is perhaps
due to Harman’s selection, but it might also be that Meillassoux has tempered
his earlier ambitions. Regardless, if we consider that After Finitude was written
as a preface to Divine Inexistence, we find ourselves in the amusing predicament
that the most influential work of the postcontinental tradition has been, as of yet,
prefaced but never edited. The most important philosophical book of the last
two decades is still to be published.
How can we discuss a philosophical system whose final formulation we do
not yet have? To make things even more difficult, there is a change at the level of
exposition between Divine Inexistence and After Finitude. In the first work, he
starts by laying out the problem of induction; the second begins by laying out
the problem of the correlationist circle or ontological solipsism. This change is
not accidental, but rather follows the profound Cartesianism of its author. In the
same way that Descartes provides two proofs of the existence of God, Meillassoux presents two proofs of the principle of factiality or unreason: an epistemological proof, which proceeds from the knowledge of an idea, and an ontological
one, which proceeds from the essence of that idea. In the Meditations on First
Philosophy, Descartes first lays out the epistemological proof, proceeding from
the knowledge of the idea of an infinite being to then conclude that this idea
can only be caused by an infinite being; whereas in Principles of Philosophy, he
first lays out the ontological proof, proceeding from the essence of a most-perfect being to then conclude that existence must number among its perfections.6
Meillassoux follows the same pattern: in After Finitude he first lays out the epistemological proof, proceeding from the problem of the correlationist circle or
ontological solipsism, and in Divine Inexistence he first lays out the ontological
proof, proceeding from the problem of induction.
Is one order better than the other? If the proofs were truly independent, their
order would be superfluous. Most of Meillassoux’s commentators have followed
the order of After Finitude – beginning with the problem of the correlationist circle or ontological solipsism – but here we will follow the order of Divine Inexistence – beginning with the problem of induction – to test whether the proofs are
truly independent. When in doubt, is best to keep our sights on Meillassoux’s
own idea of philosophy:
Philosophy is the invention of strange forms of argumentation, necessarily bordering on
sophistry, which remains its dark structural double. To philosophize is always to develop
6 Cf. René Descartes, Meditationes de prima philosophia, in: Œuvres (Paris: Vrin, 1964–
1974), vol. 7; Principia philosophiae, in: Œuvres, vol. 8.1.
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an idea whose elaboration and defense require a novel kind of argumentation, the model
for which lies neither in positive science – not even in logic – nor in some supposedly innate faculty for proper reasoning.7

§ 2.2. The Ontological Proof
Hume’s problem or the problem of induction, as Karl Popper christened it, is
an epistemological problem: is it possible to induce from experience – which by
definition informs us about the present and the past – scientific theories which
will be necessarily true in the future? Popper’s answer is no: scientific theories
are not necessary truths induced from experience, but provisional and speculative hypotheses from which we derive future empirical predictions, which do
not verify the truth of a theory but do refute those that are false. As he writes in
Objective Knowledge, the hypothesis that the sun rises every twenty four hours is
never verified for all of space and time, no matter how many sunrises one manages to accurately predict, since there are experimental conditions where said
predictions would be false (a polar night, for instance, which can last up to 179
days).8
But the ontological problem laid out by Hume in A Treatise on Human Nature goes beyond the epistemological problem solved by Popper. In his reformulation of Hume’s problem, Popper assumes that the same experimental conditions will always create the same phenomenological results. Were this not the
case, no hypothesis would ever be refuted by an incorrect empirical prediction.
In the case of a polar night (the same experimental conditions), sometimes the
sun would rise every twenty-four hours and sometimes it would not (different
phenomenological results). But this is precisely Hume’s ontological problem: Do
the same experimental conditions necessarily produce the same phenomenological results? Or, in other words, are natural laws necessary?9
Against this ontological problem, Meillassoux acknowledges three possible
solutions: 1) Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz’s metaphysical solution, which purports to demonstrate the necessity of natural laws in a direct and unconditioned manner from an absolute principle (the existence of God), from which he
then deduces a second absolute principle – the ontological or moral necessity
that God has of preserving his own natural laws); 2) Hume’s skeptical solution,
which refuses to answer the question about the necessity of natural laws and instead answers the question about the psychological origin of our idea of natural
law (namely: habit or custom); and 3) Immanuel Kant’s transcendental solution,
7
8

Quentin Meillassoux, After Finitude, p. 101.
Cf. Karl Popper, Objective Knowledge: An Evolutionary Approach (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1972).
9 Cf. David Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1975).
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which purports to demonstrate, in an indirect and conditional manner, the necessity of natural law, reducing the opposite thesis to the absurd. Facing these
options, Meillassoux rejects the metaphysical and transcendental solutions, and
reinterprets the skeptic’s refusal to answer as the only valid response possible.
Let us start with the metaphysical solution. In a long footnote from Divine
Inexistence, Meillassoux analyzes one of Leibniz’s ambiguities. Natural laws, he
claims, are necessary in the double sense that they cannot be different in the
past – God had the ontological or moral obligation of choosing the best of possible worlds – that is, the world with the largest amount of natural facts subject
to the least amount of natural laws; and they cannot be different in the future,
since God will have the ontological or moral reason of not contradicting his own
elections. Now, what is the difference between ontological and moral necessity?
In other words: what is the relationship between omnipotence and perfection?
If God is omnipotent because he is perfect, then he might choose anything, not
only the best of possible worlds; and if he is perfect because he is omnipotent,
anything he chooses will be perfect, and there will be no sufficient reason to
discriminate between better and worse worlds. As Meillasoux puts it: “God is
either omnipotent because he is perfect, and then there is no need to distinguish
between metaphysical and moral necessity; or perfect because he is omnipotent, and thus the principle of reason is false.”10 In both cases, natural laws can
change.
As for the transcendental solution, its chief argument in favor of the necessity
of natural laws could be paraphrased as follows: if natural laws were contingent,
meaning that they could constantly change, then it would be very probable that
they would change frequently; but we can empirically prove that they do not
and we can theoretically demonstrate that they cannot, because if natural laws
changed often everything would be chaos and there would be no experience;
hence, the antithesis to the necessity of natural laws is empirically improbable
and theoretically absurd.
Meillasoux’s critique of this “probabilistic argument” questions the relationship of logical implication that exists between the possibility of change (that natural laws can change) and the frequency of change (that natural laws tend to
change). Estimating the probability that all natural laws have been or might be
different would entail calculating the ratio between the finite set of all natural
laws and the infinite set of all possible laws. This final set would be something
like Anselm of Canterbury’s God: greater than any thinkable set, since it would
contain all sets. However, set theory tells us that this set does not exist: for all
sets, finite or infinite, there is always a greater set; namely, its “power set” (the
set of all of its subsets).11 Thus, we cannot calculate the set of all possible laws
10
11

Quentin Meillassoux, “L’inexistence divine,” p. 104. Translation ours.
Cf. Patrick Suppes, Axiomatic Set Theory (New York: Dover, 1972).
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and, hence, we cannot estimate the probability that all natural laws have been or
will be different. In short, we cannot demonstrate that the possibility of change
implies frequency of change. Natural laws can change, though they do not tend
to.
The transcendental philosopher would retort that, for this probabilistic argument to be correct, it is not necessary to calculate the probability that each
and every natural law has been or might be different; it is enough to calculate
the probability that one natural law has been or might be different and then generalize from that instance. Let us take a single law – the law of gravitational attraction – and let us limit the set of all alternative and possible laws to a single
element – for instance, a hypothetical law of gravitational repulsion – as if they
were two sides of the same cosmic coin, and then let us calculate the probability of always landing on the same side of the coin, keeping in mind that the coin
is being flipped. The probability is zero. Perhaps we can formalize this thought
experiment for the set of all natural laws, but it is not hard to intuit that, if the
probability of a single, constant result between two possible alternatives is zero,
then this can only be greater for a finite number of constant results between an
infinite set of possible alternatives.
We should note, however, that Meillassoux has set out to produce a system
modeled after non-Euclidean geometry: a speculative possibility which rejects a
traditionally accepted but unverifiable postulate – in this particular case, the logical implication between the possibility of change and its frequency. Thus, what
was a problem for Hume, becomes a speculative truth for Meillassoux: natural
laws are not necessary but contingent; that is, they can change.
Having said this, we should expound on the three interpretations of contingency distinguished in Divine Inexistence: legal, representative, and rational contingency. The legal interpretation argues that natural laws not only can
change but, moreover, must change. This interpretation subordinates the change
of contingent laws to a kind of law of necessary change. This is an interpretation
of “subordinated contingency” that belongs to metaphysics, understood by Meillassoux as that speculative philosophy which absolutizes the principle of sufficient reason and, thus, believes in the existence of real necessities; that is, in the
existence of some kind of necessary entity. If all entities have a reason to be then
either all of them are necessary or all of them are contingent, except for one – the
God of ontotheology, who is his own principle of sufficient reason and the principle of necessary reason for everything else.
Unfortunately, on this point Meillassoux makes two conflations: first, he conflates the principle of sufficient reason with the principle of necessary reason;
secondly, he conflates substantial and relational necessity. Regarding the first
problem, an entity can have a sufficient reason without having a necessary reason and vice versa. If a cigarette causes a fire, that cigarette is the sufficient but
not the necessary reason for that fire. The fire could have been started by any
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other means. The opposite is also true: to have a fire it is necessary, but not sufficient, to have a certain level of oxygen or dryness in its surroundings. This line
of argumentation spurred John L. Mackie to postulate his so-called “INUS analysis” of causality in his book The Cement of the Universe: A Study of Causation.
“INUS” is an acronym which summarizes his method: a cause is an Insufficient
but not a Necessary part of an Unnecessary but Sufficient set with conditions to
produce an effect.12 Returning to Meillassoux, we can easily intuit that every entity requiring a sufficient reason to exist need not imply that this reason is necessary for its existence; it could have existed for any other reason.
Regarding the second conflation, absolute and relative reasons are not the
same. An entity is absolutely necessary if it cannot not be, and it is relatively
necessary if another entity cannot be if the first entity is not. A being can be absolutely necessary without being also relatively necessary, and vice versa. Aristotle’s God is absolutely necessary – as a being of pure actuality, it cannot not
be – but is not relatively so – since he has not created the world and it only knows
himself.13 In contrast, Schelling’s God is relatively necessary – since he has created the world – but not absolutely necessary – since he exists thanks to an act
of will that might have not taken place.14 This is why it is rather misleading to
speak, in broad terms, of the God of ontotheology: the God of metaphysics is
not one but many. As shown by Schelling’s example, there are metaphysics that
absolutize the principle of sufficient reason without supporting real and absolute necessities; that is, without bestowing substantial necessity upon any entity.
Be that as it may, Divine Inexistence makes a distinction between metaphysical rationality, which is immanent and subordinates contingency to necessity,
and hypothetical rationalism, which is transcendent and subordinates necessity
to contingency. We should briefly elucidate Meillassoux’s idiosyncratic definitions of “immanence” and “transcendence”: immanent is that which can be explained rationally, transcendent is that which cannot. Metaphysical rationality,
inasmuch as it purports to explain the reality according to the principle of sufficient reason, subordinates contingency to necessity and is thus immanent. Conversely, hypothetical rationality, by presupposing contingent postulates which it
does not purport to explain by rational means, subordinates necessity to contingency and is thus transcendent.
We should note that hypothetical rationalism is tied to a “representative interpretation” of contingency: contingent is that which can be represented in a different way. There is a strong and a weak version of this interpretation, depending
on our understanding of representation. In the strong version, what is representable is that which can be thought; in the weak one, it is what can be perceived.
12
13

Cf. John L. Mackie, The Cement of the Universe (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1974).
Cf. Aristotle, Metaphysics, 1072b.
14 Cf. Friedrich W. J. Schelling, Weltalter, in: Sämtliche Werke (Stuttgart: Cotta, 1856–
1861), vol. 7.
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According to the stronger version, Euclidean geometry is contingent given that
its tenets can be thought of without contradiction; according to the weak version, Euclidean geometry is necessary, since space is not perceptible without violating the boundaries of the imaginable. For the strong version, the limit of the
representable is contradiction; for the weak one, imagination.
What does Meillassoux make of these two versions of representative interpretation? With regards to the weak version, Divine Inexistence states that imagination is superior to sensibility as an intellectual faculty – an expression of the
rational potential of human beings. Against the illusion of necessity induced by
the sensible stability of natural laws, imagination generates “the spontaneous intuition of a potentiality without law in our world”;15 that is, a “fright” (effroi) or
a “dread” ( frayeur).
In Metaphysics and Fictions about the Worlds Beyond Science, Meillassoux analyzes these flights and frights of the imagination in greater detail. He starts by
making a distinction between science fiction and extro-science fiction: the first
imagines worlds where science and technology have developed in surprising
ways, whereas the second imagines a world where the science is so impossible
that it is not clear whether science is possible or not (or whether there is even a
science about the ignorance of the sciences). Meillassoux’s example of science
fiction is “The Billiard Ball,” a short story by Isaac Asimov where science and
technology are so developed that it is possible to arrest gravity by way of a highintensity magnetic field.16 His example of extro-science fiction is Destruction, a
novel by René Barjavel where electricity suddenly disappears without any clues
as to whether it can be recovered or not.17 Extro-science fiction can be distinguished from heroic fantasy and literary nonsense of the Lewis Carroll variety
in that these two literary subgenres imagine worlds where scientific logic is substituted for another type of equally argumentative logic, such as magic or paradox. In contrast, extro-science fiction “lacks this ‘heterodox continuity’: it does
not have a coherence of change at its disposal and instead finds itself forced to
tear at the tissue of its own frames through unjustified ruptures, while having to
compose a story with such tears.”18 But even when there is no science or heterodoxical continuities, the worlds of extro-science fiction must be regular enough
for characters or consciousness to steer narration.
These fiction genres allow Meillassoux to differentiate between three types of
worlds depending on whether their irregularities abolish the possibility of science and consciousness: the first type of world is the archetypical science fiction
15

Meillassoux, “L’inexistence divine,” p. 226. Translation ours.
Cf. Isaac Asimov, “The Billiard Ball,” in: The Complete Stories (New York: Doubleday,
1990–1992), vol. 2, § 26.
17 Cf. René Barjavel, Ravage (Paris: Éditions Denoël, 1943).
18 Quentin Meillassoux, Science Fiction and Extro-Science Fiction, (trans.) Alyosha Edlebi
(Minneapolis: Univocal, 2015), p. 45.
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one, where irregularities do not cancel out the sciences or consciousness; the
second type is archetypical of extro-science fiction, where instability eliminates
science but not consciousness; the third one is a world unknown to any genre
of fiction, where the irregularities abolish both sciences and consciousness, leaving, thus, nothing to narrate about it. Meillassoux is not explicit on this point,
but he seems to suggest that our world could belong to the second category, so
that what we take as natural laws could, in fact, be statistical patterns applied to
reality. In his own words:
In an extro-science world, we could thus always imagine a hidden law existing beneath
the apparent disorder of natural chronicles. But in that world, those who persist in seeking such a secret law behind the absurd variations of nature would seem just as eccentric
or vain as those who still try, in our own world, to find a quantitative law capable of explaining and predicting the course of human history.19

Meillassoux, thus, seems to approve the weak version of the representative interpretation of contingency, because it shows how a world where natural laws are
not necessary can be perceptually indiscernible from a world such as ours. Yet
he sides even more strongly with the thesis according to which contingency is
everything that, within the boundaries of the principle of non-contradiction,
can be thought of in a different manner. This is a thesis shared both by the strong
version of the representative interpretation and by the rational interpretation
of contingency. The latter can be further divided into the rational-transcendent
interpretation, which argues that everything is contingent and nothing is necessary, and the rational-immanent interpretation, which argues that only contingency is necessary.
Meillassoux’s opts for the immanent-rational interpretation. He supports it
by offering the so-called “non-reduplication argument,” a reductio ad absurdum
of the transcendent-rational interpretation. If everything is contingent and nothing is necessary, then contingency itself might be both necessary or contingent:
if necessary, we hit a contradiction; if contingent, we again face the same contradiction at the next level of contingency. A much less long-winded alternative to
arguing for the infinite regress of contingent contingencies is to state that everything is contingent but contingency itself. This is what we have termed as the
“ontological proof ” of the principle of factiality or unreason.
In Divine Inexistence, Meillassoux distinguishes between necessity and contingency in terms similar to Heidegger’s distinction between being (Sein) and
entity – an ontological distinction forgotten by the philosophical tradition which
identifies necessity (being) with the properties of certain entities (certain contingencies).20 For Meillassoux, the “ontological difference” between necessity
19

Meillassoux, Science Fiction, p. 37.
Of course, Heidegger’s influence on Meillassoux is not confined to this ontological difference between being and entity (or between contingency and factuality, in the terms of the
20
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and contingency resides in the “ontic autodifferentiation” of contingency with
regards to itself; that is, in the fact that contingency cannot be reduplicated and
that it identifies with time. Time, according to Meillassoux, is pure becoming
that can change everything, but need not do it, since it does not submit to the
principle of sufficient reason. Following this temporal dimension of contingency, he distinguishes between necessity and restriction: necessity is tantamount
to contingency and is eternal – that is, to that which can change across time –
whereas restriction is tantamount to what escapes human control and is sempiternal – that is, to that which can change across time, but has not changed yet.
Natural laws, Meillassoux claims, are not necessary but restrictive, and they are
not eternal but sempiternal: they are not valid for an infinite but for an indefinite time.
This last point has elicited a rather interesting objection and an alternative
theory from Martin Hägglund. The objection underscores that eternity and
sempiternity are empirically indiscernible, so that Meillassoux has no criteria
with which to decide whether natural laws are necessary or restrictive. The conception of contingency that Meillassoux is working with is virtually noumenal – something that need not manifest itself phenomenologically.21 This is what
Mehdi B. Kacem has ingeniously called “Meillassoux’s ghost problem.” One
could argue against Meillassoux’s theory of contingency following Aristotle’s
objection to Plato’s theory of ideas, which states that ideas are an unnecessary
reduplication of things, by saying that his quasi-noumenal contingency is an unnecessary reduplication of a phenomenological necessity.22
Hägglund’s alternative theory, expounded in his text Radical Atheism, consists in a systematic development of Jacques Derrida’s thesis about time as différance: time is a process through which things differ with regards to themselves,
so that in each present instant things are no longer what they were in the past
and are beginning to be what they will be in the future. This thesis has two implications which markedly clash with Meillassoux’s concept of time: firstly, time
cannot change everything, since it cannot change its own direction, moving
from past and towards the present (what Hägglund calls “the arch-materiality
of time”); secondly, all things are destined to change and, in fact, all things are
already changing, being and no longer being in each instant (what Hägglund
terms “the notion of radical destructibility”).23
French philosopher). Meillassoux’s factiality shares many traits with Heidegger’s facticity. To
begin with, both forms of being are closely tied to finitude and death. Regarding the Heideggerian concept of facticity, cf. Paloma Martínez, “La dinámica de la facticidad,” Revista de filosofía, vol. 30, n. 2 (2005): 89–118.
21 Cf. Martin Hägglund, “Radical Atheist Materialism: A Critique of Meillassoux,” in: The
Speculative Turn: Continental Materialism and Realism, p. 21.
22 Cf. Mehdi B. Kacem, “L’effet Meillassoux” (unpublished manuscript, 2013).
23 Cf. Martin Hägglund, Radical Atheism: Derrida and the Time of Life (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 2008).
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Meillassoux has not responded either to this objection or to Hägglund’s alternative theory, but we can find the makings of a possible answer in his work. The
objection that the eternal and the sempiternal are not discernible seems to support rather than undermine Meillassoux’s theory, since it allows him to explain
the apparent eternity of natural laws without presupposing a non-demonstrable
necessity. And against Hägglund’s alternative theory, Meillassoux could respond
that any formulation of time as a constant transition between past and future
states must first deal with the following dilemma: it must either do away with the
concept of change or with the principle of sufficient reason. Either all the states
a thing will change through are already present in its first instant, which would
mean that there is no change since that thing is already what it was and what it
will be; or at least some of those states emerge ex nihilo in future instants, which
would entail a violation of the principle of sufficient reason, reformulated by
Meillassoux as a principle according to which there is more reality in the whole
than in the part, more potential in the cause than in the effect, more states in the
past than in the present. This principle does not provide for the possibility of advent ex nihilo – everything created builds upon a logically and temporally previous reason (in a reality, a potential, or a state). Moreover, this concept of time
violates the principle of non-contradiction – in the same instant, a thing is and
no longer is in the same state.
Against this maze of arguments, Meillassoux opts to reject the principle of
sufficient reason, accept the possibility of advent ex nihilo, and absolutize the
principle of non-contradiction. The present is not a contradictory state of transition between the past and the future, but a fully congruous instant, in itself
atemporal, which will then be followed by another instant, different or not, without there being any reason either for permanence or change. Graham Harman
has labeled this position as “godless occasionalism.” As we have seen in the introduction, occasionalists claim that certain apparently continuous, substantial,
and natural processes are, in fact, composed of discrete and accidental occasions
open to supernatural intervention. Depending on the orthodoxy of the occasionalist under study, they are likely to claim that God intervenes either momentarily,
to ensure the interaction between the body and soul in human beings (this is
Louis de Forge and Arnold Geulincx’s position), or continuously, to ensure that
the principle of continuity and of causality is followed across the cosmos (this is
Géraud de Cordemoy and Nicolas Malebranche’s position). According to Harman, Meillassoux is such a radical occasionalist that he does not even posit the
existence of God: nothing and nobody can ensure either the change or the permanence between two instants.24

24 Cf. Graham Harman, “Quentin Meillassoux: A New French Philosopher,” Philosophy
Today, no. 51 (2007): 104–17.
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Meillassoux regards his position as an “inversion of Platonism” – a Meillasouxian inversion which, differently from Nietzsche’s “reversal,” does not uphold the becoming of the sensible world over the unchangeability of ideas, thus
turning this dichotomy upside down and problematizing Plato’s identification
between becoming and the sensible, and between unchangeability an ideas.
Meillassoux inverts the terms: empirically, in sensible terms, natural laws do
not become; but theoretically, in eidetic terms, they can. This is why he terms
the knowledge of the principle of factiality or unreason as “intellectual intuition” – because it is an immediate speculative knowledge that does not need
to be derived from any empirical justification. But this is Meillassoux after all
and so, in characteristic fashion, he draws a distinction between himself and
tradition:
Against hypothetical reason and its appended empiricism, we argue that reason can proceed from a necessary and unpostulated principle; against platonism, we argue that this
necessity is not that of an entity (or of several) but that of every entity’s contingency;
against Kantianism, we argue that this necessity is a necessity in itself, and not simply
for us; and, finally, against Hegelianism, we argue that this power of thinking, capable of
attaining a necessary and absolute thinking, does not identify thinking and being, but
rather acts as guarantor of their radical difference.25

§ 2.3. The Epistemological Proof
What we have termed the “epistemological proof ” of the principle of factiality or unreason derives from two empirical findings: we know facts that have
taken place before our birth and will take place after our death as individuals or
as species. After Finitude uses the term “ancestral” for all reality previous to the
birth of the human species (or, even, of life in the planet) and the “arche-fossil”
for the materials that indicate the existence of ancestral realities (such as, for instance, the Cosmic Microwave Background, christened by Meillassoux as the
“cosmological footprint” of the Big Bang). The problem of the arche-fossil is the
following: how is it possible for an ancestral reality to have existed and how can
we have access to it?
The naïve realist finds no difficulty in positing the existence and knowledge of
a reality independent of us. But this naïve realism has become an untenable position after post-Kantian philosophers debunked the notion of the thing in itself
in the early nineteenth century. “Correlationist circle” is Meillassoux’s term for
the most notable of these critiques: the naïve realist commits a pragmatic contradiction when he endeavors to think about a reality without moreover thinking about the process of thinking that thinks that reality. Correlationism (called
25

Meillassoux, “L’inexistence divine,” p. 63. Translation ours.
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“ontological solipsism” in Divine Inexistence) is the mainstream position of postKantian philosophy, whose chief thesis is that we only have access to the correlation between subject and object, and not to any of these two terms separately.
The “correlationist two-step,” as Meillassoux scoffingly puts it, is the belief in the
ontological primacy of the correlation over the correlated terms (a belief which
is concocted and conveyed by way of heavily hyphenated and quotation-marked
words such as “co-determination” or “now-forever,” the laboratory formulae of
post-Kantian chemistry).
These are the definitions found in After Finitude. In “Iteration, Reiteration,
Repetition,” Meillassoux distinguishes between correlationism proper, and subjectalism. The two positions assert that we only have access to the correlation between subject and object, but the first position thinks that the subject is not absolute, whereas the second does. Both positions developed during the so-called
“age of correlation,” which has its origin in George Berkeley, the first subjectalist. Within subjectalism we can differentiate between two schools depending on
the subjective attribute that is generalized to the rest of reality: either idealism,
which absolutizes thinking, or vitalism, which absolutizes life. Thus, the true antagonist of the age of correlation is not merely realism, since some idealists and
most vitalists are realists in that they believe in the existence of a thinking and
living reality independently of us. The true antagonist of this age of correlation is
materialist realism or speculative materialism, which supports the existence of a
material reality without thought or life. A reality independent of us, but yet cognizable by us.26
All in all, Meillassoux describes his speculative realism as “strange (non-classic)” and “not intrusive (non-dogmatic)”; it is strange and non-classic because it
does not affirm that all of reality is composed of a single, specific type of matter,
and it is not intrusive or non-dogmatic because it does not attempt to meddle
with the sciences. Abandoning the principle of sufficient reason, accepting advent ex nihilo and the possibility of a radical discontinuity between each temporal instant justifies the plurality of sciences and puts into question the metaphysical project of a “theory of everything.” From the point of view of speculative
materialism, subjectalism is a “hyperphysical theory”; that is, a theory which
postulates a different reality from that which is studied by the sciences by way
of a heuristic account of the components of a world that is, in itself, contingent.
Against this hyperphysics Meillassoux makes the following pronouncement:
On the contrary, what we need are dualisms everywhere […]. The heterogeneous turned
against the intensive, difference in nature turned against difference in degree; the eternally
26
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possible polydualism of Hyperchaos against the pseudonecessary monopluralism of Chaosmos. […] The world is infinitely richer, more absurd, more cracked and dualized everywhere, than is dreamt of in the philosophies of subjectalist hyperphysicists or metaphysicians […] The extraordinary unforeseeability of sciences and arts will very probably
always put an end to the substantial or processual syntheses of metaphysicians, by unearthing some devastating counterexample that destroys every overgeneralized picture of
the real. Such is the work of the heterogeneous.27

Unlike the naïve realist, the age of correlation has a hard time answering the
problem of the arche-fossil. How is it possible for an object to have existed before a subject, or a reality to have existed before life and thinking, and how can
we know such an object in itself ? The subjectalist can explain the existence of the
ancestral; the correlationist, the knowledge of the arche-fossil. But neither the
former nor the latter can fully answer both parts of the question. The subjectalist
can answer the first part by postulating a form of life or thinking at the beginning
of time, an “ancestral witness” who would guarantee the existence of the reality
that precedes us, but cannot answer the second part, the question regarding our
knowledge of what precedes us. The correlationist, in turn, cannot answer the
first part of the question regarding the existence of what precedes us, but can answer the second part under two provisos, or “codicils,” which Meillassoux calls
“semantic doubling” and “logical-temporal retrojection.”
The semantic doubling consists in specifying that statements made about the
arche-fossil – the “ancestral statements” – have two meanings: an apparent and
realist meaning, and a genuine and correlational meaning. The realist meaning
apparently refers to a reality prior to us and the correlational meaning genuinely qualifies that said reality is prior for us – meaning that it is us who project
towards the past, towards the Big Bang, realities that we know in the present,
such as Cosmic Microwave Background. This is the structure of logical-temporal retrojection, which consists in making clear that, though the past is prior in
the temporal order, the present is prior in the logical order, since it is from the
present that we know the past.
These two correlationist remarks are based on a concept of truth that is not
merely adequationist: truth is not the mere adequation of thought to experience,
since all experiences correlate with some thought, and vice versa – all thoughts
are adequate for some experience, but not all thoughts can be true. As an alternative, we have a universalist and characteristically post-Kantian conception of
truth: thought is true if it corresponds to a universalizing experience; that is, to
an experience which, in theory, can be adequate for any thought, but which, in
practice, is only adequate for some thoughts (those that belong, for instance, to
science). Thus, this universalist conception of truth tends to entail a consensualist conception of truths in particular. According to this notion, truth for a spe27

Meillassoux, “Iteration, Reiteration, Repetition,” p. 132.
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cific science would be the scientific consensus within that discipline about experiences that can only be evaluated in the present. Rejected by Meillassoux, this
intersubjective solipsism of the age of correlation can be formulated by amending Descartes famous dictum: cogitamus ergo est ([we] think, therefore [reality]
exists). The problem of this theory is that it does not do justice to the purpose
of the sciences; scientists do not merely strive to agree about the present, but to
study reality independently of us – what Meillassoux calls the “Great Outdoors.”
In contrast, correlationism offers a “cloistral outdoors” where, as Francis Wolff
puts it, “everything is outside, but you can’t get out.”28 Or as Meillassoux puts it:
But then it is as if the distinction between transcendental idealism – the idealism that is
(so to speak) urbane, civilized, and reasonable – and speculative or even subjective idealism – the idealism that is wild, uncouth, and rather extravagant – it is as if this distinction which we had been taught to draw – and which separates Kant from Berkeley – became blurred and dissolved in light of the fossil-matter. Confronted with the arche-fossil,
every variety of idealism converges and becomes equally extraordinary – every variety of
correlationism is exposed as an extreme idealism, one that is incapable of admitting that
what science tells us about these occurrences of matter independent of humanity effectively
occurred as described by science.29

Against the impossibility of knowing the thing itself, Meillassoux differentiates
between weak correlationists such as Kant, who presupposes the existence of the
thing itself and postulate that it can be thought without contradiction; and strong
correlationists such as Heidegger or Wittgenstein, who reject these two Kantian
presuppositions after acknowledging the objections put forth by speculative idealists such as Hegel, who deny the existence of the thing itself and question the
principle of non-contradiction. Strong correlationism appropriates this thesis by
way of two philosophical “decisions”: 1) by giving primacy to the unseparated
(we cannot say whether there is something outside of the correlation); and 2) by
absolutizing the correlation (we cannot say if what is outside of the correlation
operates within the principle of non-contradiction). Two decisions masterfully
summarized by the most famous thesis from the Tractatus logico-philosophicus:
1) “There is indeed the inexpressible. This shows itself; it is the mystical”; and
2) “Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent.”30
Strong correlationism thus provides a philosophical justification both for
skepticism (which does not believe in unknown or contradictory beings) and
fideism (which does believe in them precisely because they are unknown and
contradictory). According to Meillassoux, skepticism and fideism are the two
faces of modernity, understood as the historical process of de-absolutizing, re28 Francis Wolff, Dire le monde (Paris, Presses Universitaires de France, 1997), p. 11. Translation ours.
29 Meillassoux, After Finitude, pp. 17–18.
30 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tractatus logico-philosophicus, in: Werkausgabe (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1984), vol. 1, § 6.522 and 7.
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ligionizing, and “totalterizing” of reason. Abandoning metaphysical rationality
in favor of a hypothetical rationality goes hand in hand with the substitution of
ideological dogmatism, which grants itself absolute reason, for religious fanaticism, which basks in clashing against any manner of reason. In the words of our
author:
It then becomes clear that this trajectory culminates in the disappearance of the pretension to think any absolutes, but not in the disappearance of absolutes; since in discovering
itself to be marked by an irremediable limitation, correlational reason thereby legitimates
all those discourses that claim to access an absolute, the only proviso being that nothing
in these discourses resembles a rational justification of their validity. […] The end of metaphysics, understood as the “de-absolutization of thought,” is thereby seen to consist in the
rational legitimation of any and every variety of religious (or “poetico-religious”) belief in
the absolute.31

How can we then fight religious fanaticism while avoiding ideological dogmatism? Divine Inexistence distinguishes between Michel de Montaigne’s essential
fideism, which justifies religion by enumerating the imperfections of reason, and
the arche-fideism of Friedrich H. Jacobi, who thought that reason was perfect but
led to atheism – a problem which was to be bridged by a leap of faith. Meillassoux’s goal in making this distinction is to show that all forms of skeptical fideism are arche-fideist at heart. For this purpose he revives the project of metaphysical rationality, which consists in explaining reality immanently, without
stumbling upon its errors (positing the existence of transworlds, absolutizing the
principle of sufficient reason, and subordinating contingency to necessity). The
first of these errors, positing the existence of transworlds, is the point of departure for hypothetical rationalism, which proceeds from transcendence and ends
with the de-absolutizing of the principle of sufficient reason and the subordination of necessity to contingency. Meillassoux thinks that hypothetical rationality
is mistaken in its point of departure but not in its point of arrival, contrary to
metaphysical rationality. Consequently, the project which he calls “factial ontology” in Divine Inexistence, later termed “speculative materialism” in After Finitude, is to engage in a sort of reverse philosophical engineering: find a way back
from the point of arrival of correlationism or hypothetical rationality – the deabsolutizing of the principle of sufficient reason and the subordination of necessity to contingency – to reach the point of departure of naïve realism or metaphysical rationality (the immanent explanation of reality).
To rephrase this using the terminology of After Finitude: Meillassoux sets out
to escape to the Great Outdoors from inside the correlationist circle. The second empirical verification, which we have termed as the “epistemological demonstration” of the principle of factiality of unreason, now comes into play: we
know facts which are going to take place after our death as individuals or as spe31
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cies. This is another connotation of the book’s title: the finitude that Meillassoux
refers to is not only the fact that we were born once and will eventually die, and
that there was a moment when we were not yet and there will be a moment when
we are no longer; he is moreover referring to our facticity – that is, to the fact
that that we do not know if we could have never been, at any point. Here, too, lies
the difference between contingency and facticity: the first implies knowledge regarding the possibility of something not being, whereas the second implies lack
of knowledge regarding whether something is contingent or necessary. Natural
laws are factical, meaning both that they cannot be deduced a priori as if they
were necessary, and that they have to be described a posteriori as if they were
contingent; or, to put it another way, their necessity and contingency are empirically indiscernible.
The way to the Great Outdoors from inside the correlationist circle consists in
showing how facticity is, for the hard correlationist, neither a form of ignorance
nor a fact, but rather a knowledge and a principle: knowledge that we were once
born and will eventually die, and the principle that only facticity cannot be factical. The epistemological proof of the principle of factiality or unreason amounts
to the rather Socratic gesture of transforming self-conscious ignorance in the
primary form of philosophical knowledge. This Meillassouxian proof has been
found to be lacking, as Peter Hallward objects:
Genuine conquest of the correlationist fortress would require not a reference to objects
older than thought but to processes of thinking that proceed without thinking, or objects
that are somehow presentable in the absence of any objective presence or evidence – in
other words, processes and objects proscribed by Meillassoux’s own insistence on the
principle of non-contradiction. This is the problem with using a correlationist strategy
(the principle of factuality) to break out of the correlationist circle: until Meillassoux can
show that we know things exist not only independently of our thought but independently
of our thinking them so, the correlationist has little to worry about.32

§ 2.4. The Figures of Factiality
After laying out the ontological proof (only contingency cannot be contingent)
and the epistemological proof (only facticity cannot be factical) of the principle
of factiality or unreason, Meillassoux proceeds to unfold the rest of his philosophical system. Given that this system begins at the end, with the point of arrival of hypothetical rationality, it evidently shares some theses with this principle. To begin with, it shares a common empiricism – the thesis that knowledge
must base itself on empirical evidence. If all beings are necessarily contingent,
their existence can only be known from empirical facts. “My only disagreement
32 Peter Hallward, “Anything is Possible: A Reading of Quentin Meillassoux’s After Finitude,” in: The Speculative Turn: Continental Materialism and Realism, p. 138.
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with the true empiricist,” quips Meillassoux, “is that I affirm that he is absolutely
correct.”33
The second thesis that Meillassoux’s system shares with hypothetical rationality is logicism – the thesis that knowledge must adopt certain logical principles
which are not verifiable – with the substantial difference that factial ontology
views them as verifiable. Meillassoux describes his principle of factiality or unreason as “anhypothetical,” meaning that it cannot be directly deduced from any
kind of more elemental principle because it constitutes the first principle of his
philosophical system. But, he notes, this is not a hypothesis or a postulate, but
rather a theory that can be demonstrated indirectly, in the same way that Aristotle demonstrated the principle of non-contradiction: by arguing that the truth
of the principle cannot be criticized unless we take it to be true. All this being
said, we are still waiting for Meillassoux to provide a convincing indirect demonstration of this principle of factiality or unreason.
§ 2.4.1. The Canonical Question
Nevertheless, Meillassoux proceeds from this aforementioned principle to tackle the four questions which, according to Divine Inexistence, all ontology should
tackle: 1) the question of quoddity (what is being?); 2) the question of quiddity
(what are entities?); 3) the question of entityhood (what is the being of the entity?); and 4) the canonical question (why is there something rather than nothing?). The Meillassouxian answer to the first three questions can be summarized
as 1) being is factiality or unreason (quoddity); 2) entities are facts (quiddity);
and, 3) the being of the entity is facticity (entityhood). The answer to the fourth
question, known as the “canonical question,” requires a more detailed exposition. This question has received two broad answers: the metaphysical solution,
which arbitrarily proceeds from the principle of sufficient reason and arrives at
the existence of a necessary entity or at the perfection of being over non-being;
and the antimetaphysical solution, which mockingly states that philosophy is
neither capable nor willing to answer a question which belongs to pararational
discourses such as poetry or religion. Meillassoux’s alternative lies in “undramatizing this question,” providing a “deflationary solution,” and supporting a “prosaic treatment”:
Thus the question must be resolved, since claims that it is insoluble or meaningless are
just another way of legitimating its continuing exaltation. But instead of elevating us to
the eminence of a first cause, its resolution should serve rather as a reminder of the latter’s
eternal absence. We must free ourselves of the question – but this requires not just that we
resolve it, but that we formulate an answer to it which is necessarily disappointing, so that
this disappointment becomes its most instructive aspect.34
33
34

Meillassoux, “Iteration, Reiteration, Repetition,” p. 144.
Meillassoux, After Finitude, p. 72. Translation ours.
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In the article “Canonical Question and Facticity,” Meillassoux opens by weighing the problem’s relevance, beginning with Henry Bergson’s analysis of its ontological negation. According to Bergson, a valid ontological negation can be paraphrased in terms of a variation or substitution. Thus, the question: “Why does
this exist rather than not exist?”35 can be paraphrased as “Why does this exist
and not that?” Meillassoux labels the latter as the “question of being-thus” [êtreainsi]. At first glance, the canonical question seems to be a generalization of the
question of being-thus, but, if we analyze it in greater detail, we come to realize
that nothingness cannot be paraphrased by variation or substitution. Nothingness is invariable and unsubstitutable; nothingness is unthinkable. The canonical question is not coherent if it is interpreted as a generalization of the question
of being-thus, but is coherent if it is interpreted as a question regarding whether
the unthinkable is impossible.36
To answer this question, Meillassoux distinguishes between a strong and a
weak interpretation of the principle of factiality or unreason: the first claims that
it is necessary for something to be contingent, whereas the second argues that
it is contingent for something to be contingent. Given that the weak interpretation commits the error of reduplication of contingency, we can only support
the strong interpretation. It is unclear if this commits Meillassoux to supporting
the existence of something from eternity. In After Finitude, he presents the objection that contingency applies to positive and existing facts (“It is sunny today”)
as well as to negative and non-existing facts (“It is not rainy today”), and that it
is not contrary to the hard interpretation of the principle of factiality to claim
that, at some moment in the past or the future, there has only been or might be
negative or non-existent facts (the universe as something negative and non-existent before the Big Bang and after the Big Rip?). Meillassoux replies that absolute negation and non-existence are not conceivable – that we can only conceive
of a determinate negation and non-existence, which are paraphrasable in terms
of concrete variations or substitutions. However, as we will see later on, advent
ex nihilo is perfectly compatible with factial ontology. Meillassoux has not only
failed to demonstrate that the unthinkable is impossible; he has also not proven
that nothingness is unthinkable. The canonical question remains unanswered in
the following version: “Why is there something existent rather than something
non-existent?”

35 Cf. Henri Bergson, The Creative Mind, (trans.) Mabelle L. Andison (New York: The Citadel Press, 1946).
36 Cf. Quentin Meillassoux, “Question canonique et facticité,” in: Francis Wolff (ed.),
Pourquoi y a-t-il quelque chose plutôt que rien? (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 2007),
pp. 137–56.
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§ 2.4.2. The Principle of Non-Contradiction
We should hasten to note that Meillassoux’s demonstration of the impossibility
of the unthinkable is not founded upon his strong interpretation of the principle
of factuality, but rather in his demonstration of the principle of non-contradiction. If the unthinkable par excellence is the contradictory, then what we have
to demonstrate is why a contradictory entity cannot exist. This is what Meillassoux endeavors to do by demonstrating that the existence of a contradictory entity would be incompatible with the principle of factiality. A contradictory entity would simultaneously be p and not-p – “a black hole of differences,” since
it would have a property (being tall) and all the properties other than that one
(being small, being white, being black, etc). Thus, a contradictory entity would
not be able to become, because it would be everything that it could become; and
neither would it stop being, because it would already be and not be all the things
at the same time. Consequently, a contradictory entity would be a necessary entity. Note that, in Hegel’s system, only contradiction is necessary, but this is precisely what turns out to be incompatible with the principle of factiality. This is
why, for Meillassoux’s philosophical system, the unthinkable is impossible; because, if the unthinkable existed, it would be necessary. As we have already noted
in our exposition of Meillassoux and Hägglund’s debate, it is the fact that each
instant is not contradictory, but identical to itself and in itself atemporal, that allows for becoming to exist.
This demonstration of the principle of non-contradiction is based on the socalled “principle of explosion” (“ex falso quodlibet”: “from falsehood, anything”),
and on an indeterminate conception of negation – that is, as the set of all things
which are not the negated thing. When we say that something cannot be p and
not-p at the same time, we are not saying that something cannot have various
properties at the same time (that something cannot be tall and white at the same
time), but rather that something cannot have various opposite properties at the
same time (that something cannot be tall and small at the same time). The Meillasouxian concept of negation seems to lead to the absurd thesis that something
can have only one property at a time. In contrast, the Hegelian notion of contradiction is based on a determinate concept of negation. In the same way, paraconscious logics formalize determinate contradictions which do not inevitably lead
to the principle of explosion.37 A round square is not a necessary entity; the impossibility of its existence is not deduced from the principle of factiality, but from
the principle of noncontradiction. As Raphaël Millière has pointed out, even if
we accept that there are only indeterminate contradictions and that contradictory entities have all properties, these entities could still become and be contingent
37 Cf. José A. Pardo Oláguez and Paniel O. Reyes Cárdenas, “El comportamiento lógico de
la doble negación en la lógica hegeliana,” Pensamiento. Papeles de Filosofía, no. 3 (2016): 63–87.
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upon losing one of their properties.38 The fact that Meillassoux has not contemplated this possibility – becoming as the subtraction of properties – reveals an
ontologically progressive and cumulative concept of time, which we will analyze
in further detail in our ethical discussion of Divine Inexistence.
The existence of something and the principle of non-contradiction are the
two figures of factial ontology. By “figures” Meillassoux means the conditions
deduced from the principle of factiality; the figures are an “autolimitation of Hyperchaos,” and an “autoabolition of contingency.” Everything is contingent, but
not everything is possible; to begin with, nothingness and contradictory entities
are not. How many figures are there and what is the order of their deduction? Divine Inexistence deduces five figures, and, given that the non-being of the Whole
counts among them, Meillassoux relinquishes the attempt of totalizing the entity – that is, of giving a fixed number and order to his figures. Factial ontology
does not have a hypothetical-deductive structure, and, hence, one can deduce
any number of figures and in whatever order. As Meillassoux says,
the impossibility of knowing the closure of the system brings us back to the essential disorder of the system, which, no longer “directed” by an order of reasons, cannot orient itself towards an eventual “wrapping up” of these figures at the “endpoint” of a deduction
comparable, for instance, with Hegel’s absolute idea.39

Taking the same liberties as Meillassoux himself takes, we are going to reduce the
five figures of Divine Inexistence to four, and we are going to put forth the two
remaining ones – since, again, what we have said about the canonical question
and the principle of non-contradiction belongs to the discussion of the figures of
factiality – in this order: first the principle of identity, and then, the non-being
of the Whole.
§ 2.4.3. The Principle of Identity
In “Iteration, Reiteration, Repetition,” Meillassoux distinguished between
primo-absolute properties, which are absolute in the speculative meaning of the
term – that is, they are necessary figures of factiality for any entity – and deuteroabsolute properties, which are absolute in the quasi-etymological meaning of the
term – that is, they are restrictions independent of us. Divine Inexistence argues
that the principle of identity and the non-being of the Whole are primo-absolute
properties, whereas in After Finitude and later works he proves that they are, at
best, deutero-absolute; that is, only necessary for formal languages. Since Meillassoux has promised to demonstrate the necessity of these two principles for all
38

Cf. Raphaël Millière, “Principle of Non-Contradiction,” in: Peter Gratton and Paul
J. Ennis (eds.), The Meillassoux Dictionary (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2015),
pp. 139–41.
39 Meillassoux, “L’inexistence divine,” p. 194.
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entities, we are going to synthesize – as we have been doing up to this point – the
ambitions of the unpublished thesis with the same degree of attention we paid
to the published one.
Meillassoux deals with the problem of identity in the realm of signs. The identity of signs is not merely one of empirical similarity between its “tokens,” but
one that takes place between its tokens and its “types.” The debate regarding the
relationship between tokens and types is but the linguistic equivalent of both
the epistemological debate about the knowledge of universals, and of the ontological debate about the existence of mathematical entities. There are two classic approaches to this second debate: the Platonic approach, which claims that
mathematics refers to an objective reality, and the constructivist approach, which
claims that mathematics operates with signs without meaning. Meillassoux
blends both interpretations: mathematics refers to an objective reality because it
operates with signs without meaning. Using this argument as a foundation, After
Finitude recovers the Cartesian-Lockean distinction between primary and secondary qualities; primary qualities (wavelength, temperature, etc) are objective
and studied by mathematics, whereas secondary qualities (color, warmth, etc)
are subjective and experienced by the senses.
Hallward has presented an objection against Meillassoux’s recovery of this
distinction, arguing that there is nothing more subjective than mathematics,
which is the product of human thinking and exists often without reference to
the external world.40 But for Meillassoux, and for most contemporary mathematicians, the objectivity of mathematics does not lie in its referents but in its operations. The difference between the axioms of Euclidean geometry and those
of contemporary mathematics is that, in Euclidean geometry, the terms are defined before the axioms by way of extramathematical meanings and referents;
whereas, in contemporary mathematics, the terms are defined before the axioms
by way of intramathematical operations and theorems. Thus, in set theory, the
series of ordinal numbers are retrieved by way of empty set operations which
have no referents. Meillassoux has coined the term “kenotype” (from the Greek
“kenos,” meaning “void”) to speak of the types which guarantee the identity between the tokens of the empty set.
According to Meillassoux, semiotics (the study of signs) is independent from
semantics (the study of meaning). Signs are characterized by their arbitrariness,
not only in Ferdinand de Saussure’s sense that the relationship between the signifier and signified is contingent, but moreover in the sense that the relationship between tokens and types is also contingent.41 The immaterial identity of
types is not the same as the empirical resemblance of tokens. If somebody says
40

Cf. Peter Hallward, “Anything is Possible.”
Cf. Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General Linguistics, (ed.) Charles Bally/Albert Sechehaye, (trans.) Roy Harris (Illinois: Open Court. 1983).
41
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or writes a sign several times, what one listens to or writes, from an immaterial
point of view, is an identity between types; whereas what one hears or sees, from
an empirical point of view, is the dissimilarity between the tokens: even if each
one is empirically indiscernible, the repetition generates a difference. This subject has been studied in great depth by both Henri Bergson and Gilles Deleuze.42
In a concert, to take both philosophers’s favorite example, it is not the same,
from the point of view of tokens, to hear the same musical note one or several
times; whereas, from the point of view of types, it is indeed the same to listen to
a musical note one or several times. From the immaterial point of view of types,
a C is a C; whereas, from the empirical point of view of tokens, a C on a dodecaphonic scale is not the same as a C on a diminished scale of fifths. As Meillassou
concludes:
The question, then, is: how can we assert that we are repeating the same word? Or, again:
how can we count the occurrences of a word? Or, again: how can we speak and not sing?
How can we write and not draw? How can it be possible for a language not to be a pure
melody or a simple visual motif ?43

Meillassoux can only answer this question with regards to formal languages. For
that purpose, he distinguishes between repetition, which is a differential and finite recurrence; iteration, which is a non-identical and undefined recurrence;
and reiteration, which is a differential and infinite recurrence. We will deal with
the difference between undefined and infinite in the following pages, but for the
time being it is enough to give an example of each type of recurrence. An example of repetition would be the recurrence of the same musical note; an example
of iteration would be the recurrence of a mathematical sum; and, reiteration
would be the recurrence of the results of said mathematical sum. Meillassoux
provides a graphic illustration of the close connection relationship between iteration and reiteration:
Reiteration: 0		1		2		3		4
Iteration: 		 +1		+1		+1		+1
Formal languages are constructed from kenotypes – signs without meaning
which are arbitrary, iterable, and inseparable from their empirical bases. According to Meillassoux, there are two forms of intuiting a reality: as a contingent
thing (the ordinary method of seeing things and events as facts) or as a vehicle
for eternal contingency (the speculative method of seeing necessity in the contingency of all entities). This is what Meillassoux calls the “banality of the eternal.” An empirical basis is iterable if and only if it is thought of as a sign of its con42

Cf. Henri Bergson, Matter and Memory, (trans.) N. M. Paul/W. S. Palmer (New York:
Zone Books, 1994); Gilles Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, (trans.) Paul Patton (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1994).
43 Quentin Meillassoux, “L’inexistence divine,” p. 121. Translation ours.
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tingency. Kenotypes not only refer to the contingency of their arbitrariness, as
the rest of signs do, but also to the arbitrariness of their contingency. This is what
he means by identity: the contingency identical to all things at the same time
(which allows us to retrieve the identity of meaning), and, at the same time, specific to each thing (which allows us to retrieve an indefinite multiplicity of meanings). In short, for Meillassoux the principle of identity is not a logical principle
but an ontological one, which appeals to the eternal contingency of the sign.
After retrieving the principle of identity and the principle of non-contradiction, Divine Inexistence proceeds to analyze a logical formula which unites
both principles: “not-(p and not-p).” Each one of the negations of the formula
receives a different nomenclature: the mediating negation inside the parenthesis
is the “nothingness” (rien); the immediate negation outside the parenthesis is the
“void” (néant). Nothingness here stands for becoming in general – the necessity
of contingency – whereas void stands for a specific becoming – the contingency of specific particulars. According to Divine Inexistence, Hegel and Heidegger
were right in equating being with nothingness, but they made the mistake of not
differentiating it from void. Hegel reduced nothingness to void, which led to
the thesis that there are necessary laws of becoming, as well as to the notion of
contradiction as the determinate negation of opposing pairs of forms of being;
whereas Heidegger reduced void to nothingness, which led to the thesis of the
contingency and finitude of becoming, since there is time only as long as there is
Dasein. Meillassoux’s thesis, on the other hand, is that the void expresses a necessity, and nothingness, a contingency.
What kind of answer, then, can we give to the canonical question? Should
we say that there is something, and, at the same time, nothing – the possibility
that what exists has never existed and vice versa? Meillassoux illustrates his answer in Divine Inexistence by way of a truth table with the formula “not-(p and
not-p),” where he also elucidates his argument that the ontological distinction
between necessity and contingency is identical to the ontic self-differentiation of
contingency. In a truth table, simple or atomic statements are necessarily contingent, meaning that they can always be either true or false; only certain complex
or molecular propositions can be necessarily true or false – namely, tautologies
and contradictions. Divine Inexistence sets out to demonstrate that the necessary
truth of the internal negation (nothingness: the ontological difference between
necessity and contingency) is already contained in the contingent truth or falsehood of the external negation (nothing: the ontic self-differentiation of contingency) by virtue of what Meillassoux terms the “pivot of tabular variability.” Let
us take a look at the notorious table:
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Internal Negation (nothingness: the ontinc self-differentiation of contingency)

Not-p
P
T
T
F
F
(contingently true or false)

External negation (nothing: the ontic
self-differentiation of contingency)

p and not-p
F
F
(necessarily false)

not-(p and not-p)
T
T
(necessarily true)

§ 2.4.4. The Non-Being of the Whole
The last figure of factiality is the Non-Being of the Whole, which Meillassoux
demonstrates for the case of set theory. As we have seen, for all sets, finite or infinite, there is always a bigger set, namely its power set (the set of all its subsets).
Building on this Non-Being of the Whole, Divine Inexistence distinguishes between the indefinite and the infinite; that is, between an indefinite series of ordinals, which does not have a maximum value, and the series of infinite ordinals,
which are not successive in relation to any infinite ordinal. Since the relation
of succession is a form of iteration – that is, an identical and undefined recurrence – the non-succession between finite ordinals and infinite ordinals entails a
violation of the logic of identity and undefinition. Infinite ordinals represent an
advent ex nihilo, understood as the negation of nothingness – the fact that there
is more reality in the part than in the whole, more potentiality in the effect than
in the cause. Infinity, according to Divine Inexistence, is an “interruption of the
void.”
In his article “Potentiality and Virtuality,” Meillassoux goes deeper into the
concept of advent ex nihilo, providing the following definitions:
Potentialities are the non-actualised cases of an indexed set of possibilities under the condition of a given law (whether aleatory or not). Chance is every actualisation of a potentiality for which there is no univocal instance of determination on the basis of the initial
given conditions. Therefore I will call contingency the property of an indexed set of cases
(not of a case belonging to an indexed set) of not itself being a case of a set of sets of cases;
and virtuality the property of every set of cases of emerging within a becoming which is
not dominated by any pre-constituted totality of possibilities.44

From these definitions, Meillassoux establishes a distinction between potentialism and virtualism. Potentialism support the thesis that time is an actualization
of an indexed set of possibilities, independently of whether the order of actualization is preestablished or random. This doctrine is compatible with a “caged
freedom,” with a “metaphysics of chance,” which would suspend the principle of
44 Quentin Meillassoux, “Potentiality and Virtuality,” (trans.) Robin Mackay, Collapse,
vol. 2 (2012): 71–72.
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reason when applied to facts but not when applied to natural laws. In contrast,
virtualism suspends the principle of sufficient reason both for facts and natural
laws.
We must make a distinction here between the Universes – the sets of cases
indexed by natural laws – and the universe – the set of all Universes. If we follow set theory, we would reject the existence of the latter set. The reason why
Meillassoux writes “Universes” in uppercase and “universe” with lowercase is
because, according to the logic of advent ex nihilo, there is more reality in the
part than in the whole, more potentiality in the effect than in the cause. In this
regard Meillassoux is close to Markus Gabriel’s positions in Why the World Does
Not Exist.45 In a footnote, Meillassoux points out that the distinction between
potentiality and virtuality is not ontological but gnoseological; that is, it does
not refer to a difference in reality, but to a difference in our knowledge about it.
We know that in the past there have been certain potentialities and certain Universes, but we do not know if, in the future, these will transform themselves into
pure virtuality and pure universe. “Ultimately,” writes Meillassoux, “potentiality
is identified with a virtual repetition of the law, since the fixedness of a Universe
is identifiable with the reemergence of the same Universe against the backdrop
of non-totality.”46
This position brands Meillassoux as a radical adventist – as one who thinks
that time can actualize any possibility without a sufficient reason. This radical
adventism is opposed to both creationism and to the anthropic principle (or
what we could baptize as “anthropism”: the belief that the universe is created
with the end or teleology of having humans in it). Both these explanations of
the origin of the universe make up what Meillassoux terms the “finalist pincer.”
Creationism claims that natural laws do not explain the origin of life, postulating God as a final transcendent cause. Anthropism supports the opposite claim;
namely, that natural laws do explain the origin of life, but that the fine adjustment of said laws can only be explained by appealing to human beings as the
final immanent cause. Natural laws are finely adjusted so that life can exist – if
this were not the case, we would not be here in the first place. Both explanations
take the necessity of natural laws and the improbability of life to then reach the
conclusion that some kind of “finalist miracle” must have taken place. Meillassoux, on the other hand, believes, plain and simple, in the existence of miracles,
without the need for a finality of any kind whatsoever.47
45 Cf. Markus Gabriel, Why the World Does Not Exist, (trans.) Gregory Moss (Cambridge:
Polity, 2017).
46 Quentin Meillassoux, “Potentialité et virtualité,” Failles, n. 2 (2006), p. 119. Translation
ours.
47 Cf. Quentin Meillassoux, “La finalité aujourd’hui” (lecture, École normale supérieure,
Paris, 2008).
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§ 2.5. Divine Irreligion
In the third and last part of Divine Inexistence, Meillassoux retrieves the practical conclusions of his factial ontology. One of the goals of his philosophy, he tells
us, is to demonstrate that these values – especially the value of good – are not
a human invention, but an objective reality which can be immanently revealed
by way of reason. The philosopher is thus opposed both to the sophist, who believes that values are a human invention, and to the priest, who believes that they
are objective realities which, despite their objectivity, cannot be discovered in
any other way but transcendentally, by way of faith. Against the despair and obscurantism of these two figures, the philosopher provides a “fervor,” defined by
Meillassoux as the joy of inscribing value on to being. In his own words:
The problem of philosophy, from this perspective, is not that of knowing what justice is,
but rather what the point is of being just: it does not confront the man who is ignorant of
what justice is, but that other man, who knows very well, but sees no reason to risk anything against his own interests in its name […]. It opposes not the ignorant man, but the
desperate.48

To promote this fervor, the philosopher resorts to symbols. In Archaic Greece,
the word “symbolon” designated the amulet which renovated the bonds of hospitality – a bone, a piece of ceramic, or any other material that could be broken
in two, so that each part would be in the respective ownership of host and guest,
who would be able to recognize each other whenever they or their descendants
met again. In similar fashion, the philosopher restores the bonds of hospitality
between being and the good, between the world and the human being, by way
of philosophical symbols.
There have been three great symbols in the history of philosophy. The first –
invoked by Socrates, established by Plato, and accomplished by Aristotle – was
the cosmological symbol, which renovated the bonds of hospitality between “nature” (physis) and “law” (nomos). In Archaic Greece, nature was already studied
scientifically – using the logos of geometry and astronomy – but law was still
molded by tradition and myth. In this context, philosophers challenged both
the sophists, who wanted to separate nature from law by way of logos, and the
poets, who wanted to subordinate nature to law by way of myth. Classical philosophers did not so much substitute myth for logos, as most philosophical cant
has unendingly repeated, but rather unified nature and law into a single cosmology, articulating a division of reality between the sublunary and the supralunary
realm. In the sublunary world, movements could be straight and violent; in the
supralunary world, these could be circular and harmonious. Aside from explaining physical phenomena, this cosmology metaphorically embodied the idea that
48
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the injustices of this inferior world were somehow compensated for in the superior world. In this fashion, the cosmological symbol inscribed value into matter.
The philosophical symbol was discredited by modern science as soon as Galileo, Kepler, and Newton proved the existence of physical continuity between the
sublunary and supralunary worlds. Such discrediting brought in a new wave of
priests and sophists, which Meillassoux classifies in the figures of the fideists and
the libertines. The philosophical answer was the naturalist or romantic symbol,
launched by Jean-Jacques Rousseau in his contrast between nature and culture:
man is free and equal in nature, but culture corrupts him, chains him and makes
him unequal. In this fashion, the naturalist or romantic symbol inscribed value
into life.
The naturalist or romantic symbol was, in its turn, discredited by natural and
social sciences, and, in particular by biology and sociology, which proved the existence of social-biological continuity between nature and culture. Meillassoux,
however, does not delineate who made up the ensuing generation of priests and
sophists. Perhaps the nihilists and the positivists? Whoever it may have been, the
philosophical answer was formulated as a historical symbol, launched by Hegel,
who inscribed value into thinking.49 The historical symbol established a historical and economic teleology of the good, appropriated both by socialism and liberalism: it entails a history of continuous progress for capitalist liberals, whereas socialists take it as a history of continuous alienation, but both share a will to
redeem the evils of the past and the present by way of future good. To Meillassoux’s judgment, the historical symbol was discredited by the world wars and
the totalitaristic regimes of the twentieth century, which revealed the limitations
of Prometheism, understood as the revolutionary sacrifice of present generations for the sake of future ones.
These three philosophical symbols are characterized by their transcendence:
dialectics cannot access the Platonic good; Rousseau’s interior emotion is based
on faith; and Hegelian speculation establishes a chasm between the absolute
point of departure of the Science of Logic and the limited point of departure of
the Phenomenology of the Spirit. Meillassoux wants to create a fourth philosophical symbol, an immanent one, derived from the three realities upon which the
three previous symbols inscribed their value: matter, life, and thinking. Each
one of these realities constitutes a “World” (uppercase) which has emerged ex
nihilo from the “world” (lowercase), which does not exist and cannot exist. As
we can now see, the Worlds of the practical part of Meillassoux’s philosophical
system correspond to the Universes of his theoretical part. Here, we once again
tackle the problem of whether matter (the first of Worlds or Universes) is some49 For a different reading of Hegel, one which sidesteps all the inherited panlogicist and
historicist truisms and reconnects him to the classical tradition, cf. Valerio Rocco Lozano, La
vieja Roma en el Joven Hegel (Madrid: Maia, 2011).
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thing eternal, or if there was any point in time when there was nothing in the
universe at all. Or, in keeping with our reformulation of the canonical question:
why is there something existent rather than something non-existent?
Hägglund has advanced a similar objection to the thesis advent ex nihilo of
life. Meillassoux is right to claim that the origin of life is contingent, that it could
have not taken place, but he is mistaken in saying that contingency actualizes itself in an instant. The origin of life was not instantaneous, but rather processual,
and we can only pin down a specific moment in retrospect, taking for granted
certain forms of life and tracing back to their respective biological ancestors.
Meillassoux is not that far off from an intelligent design argument, which evaluates the existence of discontinuities between certain forms of matter and certain forms of life, and concludes that there must be an irreducibility – that is, a
gap between matter and life, which can only be bridged by a kind of miracle.50
We should stress that Meillassoux’s adventism is hardly polemical when compared with his philosophical symbol. This symbol affirms that, after the advent
of the third World, the only genuinely rupturing event that can happen is the
resurrection or rebirth of all dead human beings. The ontological privilege that
human beings have about the rest of entities is that we have access to the absolute by way of thinking and, thus, we are the “ultimate reality,” the “unsurpassable effect” of advent ex nihilo. All human beings are equal before the absolute
necessity of contingency, independently of “biological accidents” such as being
dead or alive. Would the extinction of the human species, then, not entail a genuinely rupturing event? Meillassoux’s ontologically progressive and cumulative
understanding of time cannot contemplate this possibility. Thus, the fourth and
definitive World, that of justice, would not consist in the appearance of a new reality nor would it entail the extinction of an older reality, but a recapitulation and
restarting of the three previous Worlds.
I think we can rehearse at least three objections against Meillassoux’s fourth
World thesis. If the Worlds make up a finite, indexed, and predictable set of cases,
then they would not be a virtuality but a potentiality and, consequently, they
would not be true Worlds. How can Meillassoux’s philosophical system provide
a fixed number and order of Worlds when it does not provide a fixed number
and order of figures? Secondly, if the biological accident of being dead or alive is
indifferent with regards to the absolute necessity of contingency, then the fourth
World would not only bring the resurrection of the dead, but the birth of a virtually infinite set of those who have not been born – which is ridiculous. Thirdly,
if what makes us equal and unsurpassable is our capacity to think the absolute,
does this mean that those with neurodiversity will not be reborn in the fourth
World? Or will they come back with “enhanced” intellectual faculties? If that
is the case, why not nonhuman animals? Would they not be reborn with aug50
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mented cognitive capabilities? Meillassoux’s millenarist and irredentist egalitarianism reveals itself to be a form of cognitive speciesism, which becomes evident
in overt anthropocentric pronouncements such as this:
It is time for man to relearn the admirable character of the power of thinking. Man is not
merely a skillful and fruitful inventor, an astute animal, superior to the beaver because of
the variety and elaborateness of his constructions. […] The factial, like any other philosophy strange to religious humility, supports this loving pride of thinking. Man is capable of
the eternal and must, moreover, be conscious of the unsurpassable character of his condition as a bearer of such eternity (even and especially for a god). This means that the
absolute value of the human does not come from his technical power, but from his access
to the eternal of a truth, and from his capacity to be worthy of such a truth; namely, that
what is logically thinkable is really possible.51

This is the foundation upon which Meillassoux builds his “divine irreligion”
which opposes both religion and atheism. In “Mourning to Come, God to
Come” and in “The Immanence of the World Beyond,” Meillassoux formulates a
“spectral dilemma” to define the positions of the religious believer and the atheist. What is the essential specter? The dead who reclaim a mourning that cannot
be fulfilled. It is the tens of millions of harrowing and untimely deaths that have
taken place across the twentieth century. Against this kind of death, Meillassoux
offers the following dilemma: either God does not exist, and mourning the essential specters is impossible; or God exists, and he tolerates the millions of pilfering deaths. On this subject Meillassoux composes a formidable dialogue between a believer and an atheist. According to the believer, believing in God does
not derive from egoism, from the individual aspiration to live eternally, but from
altruism, the certainty that without God there will be no justice for the dead as
for the living. This concept of religion elicits a peculiar observation about twentieth century communism, one that deserves to be quoted in full:
In this sense I believe that communism has sinned through moderation, that its crimes
and disasters are due not to an excessive conception of equality but, on the contrary, to
a woefully limited one. […] To make those presently living the means and the material
for the happiness of future generations, and ever more to become – on top of an already
technical and totalitarian vision – a kind of Prometheanism teaching an absolute inequality between people before emancipation and those afterwards: all this was, I believe, the
result of an acceptance of a primordial denial of the hubristic equality towards every man,
past, present and future. […] This disaster thus proceeds from the criminogenic nature of
the modesty of modern humanity, ferociously turned against the infinite and legitimate
excess of universal justice. Against this we must revive the extreme hope of eschatology
in order resolutely to act – and right away – in view of an unconditional equality for all
people whose ultimate realization no longer depends on us but on an omnipotent God
who guarantees “the soundness of our folly.”52
51
52
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The atheist answers that what natural theology calls “divine love” is nothing but
sacred violence and “state secrets ” (arcana imperii). In this sense, twentieth century dictators have been but vain imitators of God. As for the key theological issues, the existence of God is not only highly improbable and fully contradictory,
but, more importantly, were he to exist, this would not guarantee universal justice: he would not be able to be, at the same time, omnipotent and omnibenevolent. Were he omnibenevolent, he would then be powerless against the squandering of meaningless death; and were he omnipotent, then:
To live under the reign of such a perverse being, who corrupts the most noble words –
love, justice – with his odious practices: isn’t this a good definition of hell? […] This is a
promise of a spiritual death infinitely worse than a merely bodily death: in the presence of
God, I will cease to love the Good, for He would have the power to make me love Evil as if
it were Good. […] To this hell you wish for them, I prefer, for them as for myself, nothingness, which will leave them in peace and conserve their dignity, rather than putting them
at the mercy of the omnipotence of your pitiless Demiurge.53

Meillassoux’s solution to this spectral dilemma combines the believer’s solution
(the dead must be reborn for there to be universal justice) and the atheist’s solution (God does not exist, because if he did, he would be unjust), introducing
the factors of time and contingency: God has not existed in the past, but he
might exist in the future and can, moreover, bring the dead back to life. This is
the backbone of what Meillassoux calls divinology, and these are the two meanings of his mysteriously titled PhD thesis: 1) God does not exist yet; for now he
is non-existent; 2) his inexistence is divine because it is not stained by the catastrophes of the past. The difference between prometheism or esoterism and divinology is that the latter does not posit the existence of a technological capacity
or a hidden law in the process of divinizing the world. The birth of God and the
rebirth of the dead brought by the fourth World will not be determined by any
reality that currently exists.
This indetermination of the fourth World ladens Meillassoux’s system with
the same despair that the inevitability of communism tends to have in the most
deterministic or economic-driven versions of Marxism. If communism or the
fourth World is going to come, independently of our actions, then the canonical Marxist-Lenninist-Meillasouxist question would not be, “What is to be
done?” but rather, “Why should we do something rather than nothing?” According to Meillassoux, there is indeed something that we can do so that the
fourth World can be truly a World of justice: desire it fervently. If the rebirth of
the dead took place without anybody wanting it, it would be a punishment and
not an instrument of justice. Meillassoux interprets Nietzsche’s eternal return
Jr./Adrian Pabst/Aaron Riches, in: Peter M. Candler and Conor Cunningham (eds.), The Grandeur of Reason: Religion, Tradition and Universalism (London: SCM Press, 2010), pp. 453–54.
53 Quentin Meillassoux, “Spectral Dilemma,” (trans.) Robin Mackay, Collapse, vol. 4
(2008): 265.
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as a proof of faith that would separate the “vectorial subject” from the nihilist:
against the alternative of living the same life time and again, or dying once and
for all, the vectorial subject would chose the former, the nihilist the latter. The
nihilist hates or fears life so much that an ipso facto death is a better option than
eternal life.
Nihilism presents two objections to the idea of the fourth World: on the one
hand, the notion is contradictory, because eternal life contradicts the absolute
necessity of contingency; and, on the other, it is undesirable, because definitive
universal justice would create a world without any altruistic cause to fight for, so
that individuals would engage in the vilest forms of egoism and life would lose
all hope for a better future. In answer to the first objection, Meillassoux distinguishes between contingency and precarity. In the fourth World, life would still
be contingent, because it could cease to exist at any point, but it would no longer
be precarious, because it would not cease to exist at a precise but rather at an uncertain moment. In fact, we would only be able to stop living by voluntary and
conscious action, by way of “philosophical suicide”:
To allow for the free exercise of human liberty and to avoid this endless life becoming
for some a sentence to live, we must not allow death to remain except as the possibility of
philosophical suicide – the fully concious suicide of him who does not wish to live but in
that beyond of the hereafter, which is the abolished life.54

Against the second objection, Meillassoux distinguishes between misery, disquiet, and suffering. Miseries are the quasi-animal penuries of human beings
(hunger, disease, death, etc); disquiets are the penuries specific to human beings
(solitude, disappointment, frustration, etc); and sufferings are a combination
of miseries and disquiets. The most fundamental of sufferings is humiliation,
which is our awareness of inequality – unbecoming to our nature as thinking beings – between the poor, who suffer miseries, and the rich, who have the means
to alleviate the sufferings of the rest, but no will or intention to do so. In the
fourth World, all miseries will be abolished but disquiets will endure, and with
them the possibility of assuaging them by way of personal growth or by means
of our relationship to other individuals. Altruistic causes will not disappear, only
the fight for political justice. In the fourth World there will be a “communist life”;
that is, in Meillassoux’s terms, a life without the sacrifices of politics. In Meillassoux’s somewhat maudlin words:
However, a politics of emancipation does not seek the happiness of people but rather seeks
universal disquiet. In other words, a life emancipated from misery is not necessarily a
happy life because it has to be embraced with its own proper part of negativity, whether
we call that part distrust, death instinct, mediocrity, torment, etc. To embrace the possibility of an emancipated life dedicated to love, friendship and thought is to embrace the
54
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full possibility of betrayal in love, poor and sordid human relationships, inventive sterility, etc.55

In short: there is a chasm between ethics in the present and in the future. The
vectorial subject must elude the embrace of desperation and nihilism. The desperate desires something, but does not think it achievable; the nihilist thinks
this something is achievable, but does not desire it. Nihilists for Meillassoux are
those who believe in the possibility of achieving the fourth World but do not
desire it, because they are incapable of bearing their own disquiets or perhaps
because they are afraid that the abolishment of political struggles will mean the
abolishment of altruistic struggles. Nihilists, then, are not those who have nothing to fight for, but those who would rather fight and lose than win and be left
without a cause to keep on fighting for. “Certain militants activists,” writes Meillassoux, “portray their existence as made up of sacrifice, but in truth they do not
sacrifice anything at all: they are nihilists who love the war, ruse and violence
which are intrinsic to political struggle. ”56
Meillassoux solves this ethical gap by way of a theory of liberty based on giving up power. Here “power” refers both to potentiality – the capacity of doing
something – as well as to potestas – the capacity to make other people do something. A free human being is one who renounces his individual capacities in the
name of the universal. The universal is the equality of all human beings before
the thought of the absolute, and it is opposed to the general, which is a “delirious
identification” between an individual and its group, the hypostasis of collective
identity into unchangeable essences. The model for Meillassoux’s free human
being is Plato’s philosopher king, who sacrifices his intellectual capacities and,
against his will, dedicates his efforts to politics. In the same manner, vectorial
subjects must fight for justice knowing that this fight is a means and not an end,
and that this fight alone will not bring universal justice. Meillassoux compares
the fight for justice with a game of dice: it is not certain that we will win, but
playing makes it possible.
The archetype of freedom is the God to come. Meillassoux describes him
as a child who knows the becoming of all human beings, who has the power to
bring the resurrection of the dead, and is guided by universal good – an omniscient, omnipotent, and omnibenevolent God, who will renounce his powers
after resurrecting the dead, joining the human community as one among equals.
This God, who is a “human mediator,” is very much like Jesus Christ – Meillassoux himself has acknowledged that he is, indeed, providing an immanent
interpretation of Christianism. The difference between the transcendent interpretation (the theologues’ Christ) and the immanent interpretation (the philosophers’ Christ) is that theology conceives of humanity or finitude (the Son) as
55
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the middle term that bridges two forms of divinity or infinitude (the Father and
the Holy Spirit); whereas the philosopher conceives of God or infinitude (the
child) as a middle term bridging two forms of humanity or finitude (the third
World and the Fourth World).
The Theologues’ Christ
Infinite – finite – infinite
God – man – God

The Philosophers’ Christ
finite – infinite – finite
man – God – man

To conclude: against the desperate’s religious ethics, which treats its goals as ultimately unreachable, and against the atheist’s demonic ethics, which treats its
goals as ultimately undesirable, the vectorial subject’s divine ethics considers its
goals to be both reachable and desirable. God has not existed, but he might come
to exist. Commitment to this possibility means subordinating becoming to justice, the eternal to the universal, the absolute to the ultimate; and, in terms of
Meillassoux’s factial ontology, subordinating its theoretical part to its practical
part. In his own words:
The ethical fault par excellence, a fault against the universal and against truth,
consists, conversely, in founding the end upon the beginning, denying that the
effect surpasses the cause, that the contingent thought of the eternal surpasses
the eternal, that the human being surpasses the being of being. The fault is always that of missing the only thing that matters – that which emerges (surgi),
and not the emergence (surgissement). All thought of transcendence, in positing
value in the origin, in identifying the end with the creative power, is the example
itself of this inversion which consists, in Aristotelian terms, in subordinating the
final cause (the desirable Good) to the efficient cause (the originating potency).57
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§ 3. Ray Brassier
If “scientism” simply means refusing the obligatory subordination of empirical science to transcendental philosophy, then by our lights, there is not nearly enough “scientism” in contemporary philosophy. 
Ray Brassier1

§ 3.1. Somewhere In La Manche
Of all practicing philosophers, the best candidate for the “postcontintental” label
is Ray Brassier. Born of a French father and Scottish mother, Brassier has always
been – biographically and intellectually – somewhere in La Manche, in a place
whose name I care not to remember. He has published texts both in English
and French, and has taught for years at the American University of Beirut – an
English-speaking institution in a partially Francophone city. He has translated
multiple books from Descartes’s tongue into David Hume’s, among them contemporary classics such as Alain Badiou’s Saint Paul or Quentin Meillassoux’s
After Finitude. To make the situation even more bilingual, the two authors who
have influenced his work the most happen to be French (François Laruelle) and
American (Wilfrid Sellars). But Brassier’s most salient feature, the one that qualifies him as the postcontinental philosopher par excellence, is his mixture of analytic scientism and continental esoterism.2
Faithful to his postcontinental creed, Brassier’s work overcomes and breaks
away from the legacy of continental philosophy while simultaneously maintaining some of the intellectual crutches and tics of his European predecessors. One
of them is his incapacity to formulate original philosophical arguments without
first providing a commentary on the classics. We can divide Brassier’s intellectual career into three periods depending on the philosophical vedette who influenced him the most at the time. We have the initial period under the tutelage
of François Laruelle, an author that could be called a postcontinental avant la
lettre, inasmuch as his work blends the trite and obscure language of the continent with a vindication of the sciences unheard of within that same school of
thought. We have, then, Brassier’s Alain Badiou period, whose chief character1

Ray Brassier, “Alien Theory: The Decline of Materialism in the Name of Matter” (PhD
thesis, University of Warwick, 2001).
2 Cf. Alain Badiou, Saint Paul: The Foundation of Universalism, (trans.) Ray Brassier (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2003); Meillassoux, After Finitude.
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istic is, again, a mixture of scientific vindication and linguistic abstruseness, with
the addition of a left-wing political orientation. Finally, we have Wilfrid Sellars,
an orthodox analytic philosopher whose disciples were key figures in the development of postmodern philosophy (Richard Rorty) or in the epistemological revival of German idealism (Robert Brandom).
Thus, we can deem Brassier’s position as being either postcontinental or postanalytic. A trait shared by these two movements is a certain esteem for the scientific, which, in Brassier, appears in somewhat virulent terms:
Basically, I think that people who accuse science of reducing and attenuating what they
consider to be life’s richness and complexity are completely mistaken: it’s quite the opposite: our conception of reality has been immeasurably enriched by scientific understanding and it’s rather our subjective experience of the world that is reductive and impoverished in comparison.3

This regard towards the scientific takes a different shape across Brassier’s works:
in Alien Theory, his doctoral thesis, it takes the shape of a critique against phenomenology’s antiscientism; in Nihil Unbound, his only published book to date,
it comes in the shape of a rationalist nihilism that is enchanted to disenchant the
world; and, in recent articles, it is conveyed by way of an attempt to reconcile the
scientific and the manifest image which, according to Sellars, make up our vision
of the world. Let’s take it apart piece by piece.

§ 3.2. Non-Philosophy
Brassier is the first and certainly the main English-speaking savant on François
Laruelle’s work. After the Deleuzian vogue of the nineties, quickly followed by
the Badiouist fever dream of the 2000’s, Laruelle became the next-to-last battlecry of the 2010s, exported from Paris to the Anglosphere and from there to the
world. Yet, around the time that Brassier was defending his PhD thesis in 2001,
no book of Laruelle’s had been translated into English. Brassier was, in fact, the
first to translate his books and to write a handful of cryptic papers about them.
In the last two decades, there have been a number of studies and introductions
written about Laruelle, but none has been able to overcome the clarity and depth
of Brassier’s piecemeal originals. His works remain the best companion to Laruelle’s – an abstruse and difficult author – as Brassier himself has conceded:
Those deliciously “substantial” titbits with which it is customary for the philosopher to
placate the publicʼs appetite for “concretion” are entirely lacking in his work. “Show me an
example of an example, and I renounce this book,” Laruelle once quipped.4
3

Bram Ieven and Ray Brassier, “Against an Aesthetics of Noise,” nY, no. 2 (2006).
Ray Brassier, “Axiomatic Heresy: The Non-Philosophy of François Laruelle,” Radical Philosophy, no. 121 (2003): 24.
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The first piece of information worth knowing about Laruelle is that he divides
his career into periods: Philosophy I (1971–1978), Philosophy II (1981–1992),
Philosophy III (1995–2000), Philosophy IV (2002–2007), and Philosophy V
(2008–). Philosophy I is the formative period in which he wrote his first books
under the shadow of the philosophical tradition of his country. We need only
read the title of his second published work, Textual Machines: Deconstruction
and Libido of Writing to perceive the influence of Gilles Deluze and Jacques Derrida. With Paul Ricoeur as his advisor, Laruelle wrote his PhD thesis about Félix
Ravaisson-Mollien, a nineteenth-century spiritualist philosopher who was little-known then and has now been altogether forgotten. In his most important
work, Of Habit, Ravaisson affirms that space is the dimension of permanence,
necessity, and matter, whereas time is the dimension of change, freedom, and
life. At the crossroads of both dimensions he places habits, which combine the
mechanism of matter and the finality of life, constituting a “second nature” upon
which the inherent ends of human beings – the good and the beauty as symbols
of God – can unfold.5 It is important to keep Laruelle’s spiritualist backdrop in
mind in order to fully understand later accusations of mysticism and humanism
that have been made against Brassier.
Philosophy II is a period of detachment vis-à-vis all philosophical traditions,
not only those that marked his youth. In Philosophies of Difference: A Critical Introduction to Non-Philosophy, Laruelle identifies a petitio principii plaguing all
philosophers, a kind of mechanism of autopostulation which he calls “the decision” or “the principle of sufficient philosophy.” This philosophical decision is
composed of three key moments: an initial step, where reality is divided into
a dyad (the archetype of the philosophical dyad is the distinction between immanence and transcendence, which – as we have seen in the previous chapter – plays an important role in Meillassoux’s philosophy); a second step, where
the two terms of the dyad are hybridized, blending them in such a way that one
of them appears, deceptively, twice (note, for instance, the appearance of immanence as data a posteriori and as factum a priori in Kant, for whom both the
facts or data of the senses and the fact or factum of duties are immanent, notwithstanding that the former are perceived a posteriori and the latter are grasped
a priori); and a third step, where the two terms of the dyad are synthesized by
way of some kind of transcendental procedure, which serves to justify, in specular fashion, philosophy itself, and which quickly becomes the self-appointed and
monopolized position of each philosopher in their battles against other philosophical systems. There are a plethora of examples of this third step: determinate
negation as a mediation between substance and subject in Hegel; Dasein as me5

Cf. François Laruelle, Machines textuelles: Déconstruction et libido d’écriture (Paris:
Seuil, 1976); Phénomène et Différence. Essai sur l’ontologie de Ravaisson (Paris: Klincksieck,
1971); Félix Ravaisson, Of Habit, (trans.) Clare Carlisle/Mark Sinclair (London/New York:
Continuum, 2008).
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diation between being and entity in Heidegger; indifferentiation as mediation
between the virtual and the actual in Deleuze, etc. All philosophers, Laruelle tells
us, do nothing but claim that they are the only ones to have become aware of the
existence of a dyad, which their philosophical systems are then meant to broadcast to the world like televangelists.6
The goal of Laruelle’s non-philosophy is to “suspend” the principle of sufficient philosophy by way of rehearsing the “force-(of )-thought,” so that there
may be no reason to “choose” between a philosophical system to the detriment
of the rest, which would make for a philosophical arena that is more pacific and
democratic, and less warlike and authoritarian. We should note that non-philosophy is not the same as antiphilosophy. On the contrary: Laruelle has defined it by comparison to non-Euclidean geometry, which does not set out to negate Euclidean geometry, but rather explore new mathematical fields that omit
his parallel postulate. In the same way, non-philosophy does not seek to reject
philosophy, but rather to explore new intellectual domains without the need to
make a philosophical decision. During his Philosophy II period, this comparison strove to be something more than a mere shelter for ignorance – something
more than a parallelism for dummies. In Philosophy and Non-Philosophy, Laruelle remarked that non-philosophy aspires to be a meta-philosophical science,
and that science is superior to philosophy because it has a direct apprehension
of “the Real.”7
In order to explain the meaning of this immediate apprehension, we must
briefly indulge in Laruelle’s imprecise and nebulous rhetoric, much closer to
Neoplatonic mysticism than twenty-first century science. In his book As One,
Laruelle proclaims that science has a “vision-in-One” of the Real because it operates axiomatically – proceeding from principles which are taken to be true
without justifying them – as opposed to philosophy, which seeks to justify its
own principles by act of reflection, thus inevitably committing the petitio principii of philosophical decision. Having reached this point, Laruelle takes off in
Plotinian fashion – the One is beyond being, it cannot be thought and “determinates-in-the-last-instance” all of reality. The only difference between Plotinus and Laruelle is that the former regards the One as absolute transcendence,
whereas the second regards it as “radical immanence.” The first treats the One
from the point of arrival – the goal of philosophical reflection – whereas the second treats the One from the point of departure – the origin of scientific axioms.
The sciences have a vision-in-One of the Real, not because they treat the One
as their object of study, but because they operate in analogous manner to how
the One determines reality: unilaterally (axiomatically, scientifically) and not re6

Cf. François Laruelle, Philosophies of Difference: A Critical Introduction to Non-Philosophy, (trans.) Rocco Gangle (London/New York: Continuum, 2011).
7 Cf. François Laruelle, Philosophy and Non-Philosophy, (trans.) Taylor Adkins (Minneapolis: Univocal Press, 2013).
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ciprocally (reflexively, philosophically). Or, to put in Laruellian jargon: sciences
have a “non-thetic representation” of the Real and they perform an “adequationwithout-correspondence” to the One.8
Does this mean that the One is many and divisible, just as the axioms of the
sciences are many and divisible? In his Philosophy III period, these kinds of
questions led Laruelle to abandon the scientistic assumption that the sciences
are superior to philosophical reflection. In Principles of Non-Philosophy, Laruelle places a transcendental instance (a “radical duality”) between the radical
immanence of the Real-One and the relative transcendence of philosophy-asscience, so that the second is unilaterally determined by the first. This radical
duality is described as a “clone” of the Real-One “carried out” by philosophy-asscience. In other words: this transcendental instance is found, on the one hand,
in a unilateral relationship with radical immanence and, on the other, in a reciprocal relationship with relative transcendence.9 Or, to diagram it:
Radical Immanence (the Real/One) ⇒ transcendental instance (radical duality) ⇔ relative transcendence (philosophy/science).

The key objection we could put forth against this diagram is that it replicates
the steps of the philosophical decision: in the first place, reality is divided into
a dyad (radical immanence and relative transcendence); in the second place,
the two terms of the dyad are hybridized so that one of them appears, deceptively, twice (radicality is predicated both of immanence as of duality); finally,
the terms are synthesized through a kind of transcendental procedure – called
“force-(of )-thought” – which non-philosophy purports to monopolize in its battles against other philosophical systems. We should note that at this point in
his philosophical career, Laruelle no longer opposed the philosophical decision.
Once we abandon the scientistic assumption that science is superior to philosophy, non-philosophy no longer seeks to be a pacifying and democratizing force
in the philosophical arena – capable of exploring new intellectual possibilities
by doing away with the principle of sufficient reason – but rather appoints itself
as a “heretical” and “rigorous” method with which to tackle old philosophical
problems. This was Laruelle’s enterprise throughout his Philosophy IV period:
to tackle politics, ethics, religion and the arts from a non-philosophical point of
view.

8

Cf. François Laruelle, En tant qu’un: La non-philosophie expliquée au philosophes (Paris:
Aubier, 1991).
9 Cf. François Laruelle, Principles of Non-Philosophy, (trans.) Nicola Rubczak/Anthony
P. Smith (New York: Bloomsbury Publishing, 2013).
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§ 3.3. Non-Materialism
Brassier defended his doctoral thesis right around the time when Laruelle was
transitioning from Philosophy III to Philosophy IV. Alien Theory can be regarded, in fact, as one of the first non-philosophical attempts to tackle an age-old
philosophical problem: materialism. By “materialism” Brassier means the thesis according to which science formulates transcendental truths. Unsurprisingly,
his key reference here is a book from Laruelle’s strongly scientistic Philosophy
II period: The Minority Principle.10 According to Brassier, twenty-first century
science is about to formulate “the theory of everything.” String theory, one of
the candidates for this title, is an example of science which, instead of reducing
reality, augments it: some versions of string theory postulate physical states that
contain eleven dimensions. Science is reductionist, eliminative and subtractive
with regards to – if anything – the perceptive limitations and the popular prejudices that phenomenology has elevated to the condition of academic philosophy. In his own words:
Perhaps not least among the many startling philosophical consequences of superstring
theory is the way in which it seems to provide a rigorously physicalist vindication of Plato:
phenomenological perception would seem to be akin to that of the prisoner in the cave
who mistakes flickering shadows for “the things themselves.”11

As shown by this excerpt from the introduction, Alien Theory is one of the most
vehemently antiphenomenological manifestos of the twenty-first century thus
far. In a footnote, Brassier quotes a phrase attributed to Lenin: “A philosophy
which teaches that physical nature itself is a [psychical] product, is a philosophy
of the priests, pure and simple”; and proceeds to qualify it as “a salutary corrective to the Jesuitical sophistries propounded by his phenomenological contemporaries.”12 According to Brassier, to carry out the project of phenomenological
ontology, we need two things: a non-intuitive definition of individuation and a
non-sensorial definition of apparition. Lacking these:
Belief in the phenomenological mysteries, in the transcendental sovereignty of intentional consciousness, or in the irreducible reality of such denizens of the intentional realm
as “eidetic intuitions” or “qualia,” are now the contemporary philosophical equivalents
of faith in the immortality of the soul or confidence in the ubiquity of phlogiston. “Consciousness,” we might say paraphrasing Deleuze, “did not survive God.”13

Few pages in the history of philosophy have conveyed with such vehemence the
clash between naturalistic materialism and phenomenological idealism:
10
11
12
13

Cf. François Laruelle, Le principe de minorité (Paris: Aubier, 1981).
Brassier, “Alien Theory,” p. 21.
Brassier, “Alien Theory,” p. 28.
Brassier, “Alien Theory,” p. 37.
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The choice with which we are confronted is as clear as it is unavoidable: either Darwin or
Husserl. To continue to persist on the course initiated by the latter is to plunge headlong
into intellectual disaster and the ruin of philosophy as a credible theoretical enterprise.
The future vouchsafed to philosophy by phenomenology is too dismal to contemplate:
a terminally infantile, pathologically narcissistic anthropocentrism. The situation is too
grave, the stakes too high to allow for equivocation or compromise.14

What Brassier means here by equivocation or compromise is the recent attempt
to construct a neurophenomenology which would counter both the skepticism
of poststructuralist critiques against Husserlian subjectivity, and the behaviorism
of post-Wittgensteinian critiques to the authority of first-person discourse.15
Against this double attempt, Brassier sets out to radicalize two materialists
theses: the thesis of ontological univocity (being is “untotalizable” and does not
know differences of type; it is many and not one), and the naturalist thesis (as
opposed to science, “philosophy can permit itself neither the privilege of legitimation nor the luxury of indifference.”).16 The consequences of said radicalization promise to be explosive:
That task can be achieved by exposing the entirely contingent, conventional character
of the phenomenological self-image promulgated through the myth of subjective interiority; by denouncing the hallucinatory character of privileged access; and by inveighing
against the illusory authority of the first-person perspective; myths which, whether taken
separately or in combination, serve to shore up the subjectivist ideology through which
liberal democratic capitalism convinces a stupefied population of consumers that they are
sovereign individuals, naturally endowed with freedom of choice, and that the interests of
subjective freedom coincide with the interests of a free market economy.17

Unfortunately, the rest of Alien Theory does not quite satisfy the expectations
stirred by these exhortations. This is a perfect instance of the dramatic structure
that we encounter in nearly all of Brassier’s texts: an enthusiastic introduction,
where he promises a justification for a number of groundbreaking theses; followed by a doxographic middle, where he comments upon an arbitrarily chosen
set of philosophical works; and closing with an unforeseen denouement, where
our author concludes something different from what had been argued throughout the whole text. It is somewhat amusing for a student of his work that, for
Brassier, the congruence between the theory and praxis of non-philosophy can
be summarized as “do as you say and say as you do,” since his texts say and do
diametrically opposed things. Take Alien Theory: the introduction promises a
radicalization of materialism, a refutation of phenomenology, and a critique of
14

Brassier, “Alien Theory,” p. 28.
Cf. Bernard Andrieu, “Brains in the Flesh: Prospects for a Neurophenomenology,” Janus
Head, no. 9 (2006): 135–155; Norman Malcolm, “Wittgenstein’s Conception of First Person
Psychological Sentences as ‘Expressions,’” Philosophical Exchange, vol. 9, no. 1 (1978): 59–72.
16 Brassier, “Alien Theory,” p. 33.
17 Brassier, “Alien Theory,” pp. 35–6.
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capitalism; the middle provides an analysis of Michel Henry and Gilles Deleuze,
as well as an introduction to Laruelle’s system, substituting the term “non-philosophy” for that of “non-materialism”; the critique of capitalism is conspicuous in its absence until the denouement where, the hoodwinked reader finds
out that, as per the author’s own words, the previous four-hundred pages were
superfluous:
In the final analysis, isn’t the non-materialist theory we have been labouring to formulate
a sterile, fruitless, and ultimately pointless intellectual indulgence? […] Non-philosophy
is rigorously pointless, sterile, useless, and everything else which philosophical teleology
deems reprehensible.18

Alien Theory is, however, a much better work than its author would have us believe. Among its pages we find a brilliant distinction between materialism and
“materiology” by way of three amphibologies: 1) materialism favors immanence
over transcendence, whereas materiology confuses ontic or real immanence
with ontological or ideal immanence; 2) materialism favors the real over the
ideal, whereas materiology conflates unilateral or irreversible determination of
the ideal towards the real with a bilateral or reversible correspondence between
the real and the ideal; 3) materialism acknowledges the exteriority of being with
regards to thinking, whereas materiology conflates being in itself (tel quel) with
being as such (comme tel). Being itself is the “unobjectifiable immanence” of an
entity or a phenomenon; being as such is the “unobjectifiable transcendence” of
being or of the phenomenality of that entity or phenomenon. Against existential
and phenomenological ontology, Brassier counters that being or phenomenality
is not the only reality that cannot be reduced to the condition of object. The entity or the phenomenon cannot be reduced in this fashion either. We must differentiate between the unthinkable exteriority of being itself (of the entity, of phenomenon; that is, of the immanent) and the unthinkable exteriority of being as
such (of being, of phenomenality; in short, of transcendence).
The implications of this thesis become clearer if we give the example of “gavagai.” This is what Brassier does in a chapter of Alien Theory, originally written
and published as a separate article. “Gavagai” is an example of the ambiguities
of translation made famous by Willard V. O. Quine in his book Word and Object: no matter how many times we hear this word in connection to a rabbit, we
will never know the exact translation of the term. There will always be at least
two possible translations of “gavagai”: “rabbit” (the entity, the phenomenon)
and “rabbitness” (the being, phenomenality). Quine suggests that both “rabbit”
and “rabbitness” can work as possible and interchangeable translations of gavagai. The meaning of words, Quine argues, is not only determined by its semantic reference, but also by the pragmatic behavior of its speakers, and in this
18
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context “rabbit” and “rabbitness” are indiscernible.19 Yet, as Brassier points out,
this pragmatic solution commits the third materiological amphibology; that is,
the confusion between being itself and being as such. Brassier’s alternative solution is that of translation “gavagai” as “non-rabbit.” What exactly does this
mean? Brassier clarifies: “It is a dispersive singularity: the transcendental coincidence of a phenomenon that no longer presupposes an individuating logos,
and a matter that is no longer posited on the basis of an individuated concept.”20
Right, that’s what I thought.
“Matter without concept” and “phenomenon without logos” are the two key
expressions of Alien Theory’s non-materialism. Brassier sets out to build two
things: 1) an ontology where material reality does not become a conceptual idea,
and 2) an epistemology where phenomenological appearance is not reduced to
logical thinking. With regards to constructing said ontology, Brassier states that
the “first-name” of matter itself is “radical hyle,” which here plays the same role
as the One in non-philosophy. Radical hyle is defined as the-already-given, thealready-inscribed, the-already-apprehended, the-already-acquired, the-already-inherent, the-already-undivided, the-already-full, and the-already-achieved.
To make things even simpler, Brassier tells us that radical hyle has four aspects,
which we can reduce to two. The first is a performative and axiomatic aspect,
whereby the radical hyle corresponds to matter itself in the same way that scientific axioms correspond to the One – that is, in a non-intuitive and non-conceptual manner. The second is a phenomenological and subjective aspect, whereby
the radical hyle is realized by way of the operations of the “Stranger-subject” or
“Alien-subject.”
The “Stranger” is Laruelle’s term for the transcendental subject of non-philosophy: the “Name-of-Man.” Alien Theory similarly distinguishes between the
human, Man, and humanity. The human is within “the parameters of the ontologically problematic,” whereas Man is “the unproblematisable par excellence,”
namely: “a ‘humanity’ devoid of all recognizably human characteristics,” so that
“the more radical the instance of humanity, the more radically non-anthropomorphic and non-anthropocentric the possibilities of thought.”21 To avoid misinterpretations, Brassier favors the term “Alien” to refer to the transcendental subject
of his non-materialism; a subject which is “unenvisageable as an ethical enigma
for phenomenological consciousness”; something which “remains ‘unfigurable’
even as a monstrous, trans-categorial hybridization of terrestrial predicates.”22
The basis for non-materialist epistemology is the Alien-subject, understood
as “Identity-without-unity” and as the “Duality-without-difference” of theory
and praxis. What does he mean by this? That the relationship between the theo19
20
21
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retical and the practical is the same as that between transcendental instance and
relative transcendence in Laruelle: the two terms stand in reciprocal relationship (Duality-without-difference) and one of them is in a unilateral relationship
(Identity-without-unity) with matter itself. Brassier’s terms for matter itself vary
depending on the discipline discussed: “radical hyle” for ontology, “noise” for
epistemology. And although no passage from Alien Theory clearly states that it is
theory, and not praxis, which is in a unilateral relationship with noise, Brassier’s
blatant theoreticism and his calls for a “relative autonomy” of the pragmatic leave
no room for doubt. On this basis, we can sketch a diagram of relationships between immanent, transcendental, and transcendent in the epistemological field:
Radical immanence (noise) ⇒ transcendental instance (theory) ⇔ relative
transcendence (praxis)

To fully grasp the meaning of this “noise” we must turn to his discussion of the
cognitive philosopher Paul Churchland. In the last chapter of Scientific Realism
and the Plasticity of Mind, Churchland provides a definition of knowledge which
is simultaneously naturalist and “independent of the substrata” (that is, valid for
a plurality of entities, not only for the brain): the theory of epistemic engines.
According to this theory, knowledge is the application of a recursive function
which progressively filters information out from noise. The function’s recursiveness, and that it can be applied indefinitely to already filtered information, accounts for one of the key aspects of knowledge: its autoreferential refinement.
What is information at a certain level might be noise at a superior one. Thus,
philosophy and/or science can identify what seems to be information at the level
of intuition or prejudice as noise. Churchland’s neurocomputational model discriminates phenomenology of consciousness as noise which, to his judgment, is
nothing but the philosophical translation of “folk psychology.”23
According to Brassier, the theory of epistemic engines commits the characteristic fallacy of the philosophical decision: Churchland divides reality into a dyad
(information/noise), proceeds to hybridate or blend both terms so that one of
them appears, deceptively, twice (information at one level, noise at another), and
synthesizes them by way of a transcendental procedure which can justify, in specular fashion, Churchland’s neurocomputational model of the mind in its battles
against the phenomenology of consciousness. To cancel out this philosophical
decision, Brassier formulates the notion of “Noise-without-information,” carried
out by a kind of “epistemic function” – also called “gnosis” – which is defined
as the theoretical and practical relationships that the Alien-subject has with the
noise-without-information. Gnosis is “an-archic” both from a theoretical and a
practical perspective: from the point of view of theory, gnosis unilaterally du23 Cf. Paul Churchland, Scientific Realism and the Plasticity of Mind (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979): ch. 5.
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plicates any arkhe or first principle; from the point of view of praxis, gnosis encrypts the empirical organization into a transcendental chaos. Non-materialism
is, to put it in a sentence, a “gnostic skepticism” that ciphers the information of
the world so that it is intelligible for the codes of the “World-Capital” and its
“principle of sufficient economy.” In a word, Brassier’s contribution to the critique of capitalism is this: making noise.24

§ 3.4. From Mysticism to Nihilism
Brassier was the first to acknowledge this by formulating the most important objection one can formulate against the pragmatic program of Alien Theory: “for all
its putative ‘radicality,’ non-materialism amounts to nothing more than an impotent contemplative mysticism; a reactionary and terminally self-indulgent theoreticism […] merely another form of solipsistic quietism.”25 Against this breed
of objection, Laruelle’s chief concern during his Philosophy IV period was to
demonstrate that non-philosophy had something to say about politics, ethics,
religion, and the arts, which is not to say that he had not treated some of these
subjects in his previous periods. In Nietzsche against Heidegger: Theses for a Nietzschean Politics, a work from his Philosophy I period, he defined the gamut of
political possibilities from the parameters of authority, rebellion, fascism, and
resistance; and praised Nietzsche as a “political machine” who “assumed the fascism within history in order to better fight against it.”26 In Biography of Ordinary
Man, from his Philosophy II period, he challenges politics of authority and articulates a form of minority politics based on the principle that “man is a mystical
living being [un vivant mystique] condemned to action, a contemplative being
doomed to practice, though he does not know why this is the case.”27 We see,
then, that Laruelle’s writings contained a political program way before Brassier
even began to contemplate the possibility of formulating one.
But it was not until Philosophy III, with Introduction to Non-Marxism, that
Laruelle connected his political bent with his ambition of pacifying and democratizing the field of philosophy. Or, to provide his own definition, “the democra24 Incidentally, Gustavo Bueno contrasted the political spread of philosophical consciousness to its gnostic spread. The latter consists, among other things, in the belief on the part of
some philosophers that it is possible to “save the world” or “save humanity” exclusively through
knowledge – yet another form of false consciousness of reality which is not altogether alien
to Brassier theoreticism. Cf. Gustavo Bueno, Ensayos materialistas (Madrid: Taurus, 1972):
pp. 235–63.
25 Ray Brassier, “Alien Theory,” p. 435.
26 François Laruelle, Nietzsche contre Heidegger: Thèses pour une politique nietzschéenne
(Paris: Payot, 1977), p. 15.
27 François Laruelle, A Biography of the Ordinary Man: Of Authorities and Minorities,
(trans.) Jessie Hock/Alex Dubilet (Malden: Polity Press, 2018).
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cy of-the-last-instance could after all be called ‘communism’ […] if communism
was understood as the generic constant of history.”28 In The Stranger’s Ethic and
General Theory of Victims, Laruelle annexed an ethics of the victim as Strangersubject to his heterodoxal style of communism. Victims are unilaterally determined by the crime which is done unto them and, in this sense, they correspond
to the generic essence of Man as first-name of the Real. According to Laruelle,
when it comes down to it, the source of revolt is not heroism but victimhood.
Thus, “for us the-Gnostics and us-the-generics, this is the role of the intellectual: to help victims in this uprising, to imitate and prolong this uprising in the
human dimensions of thought.”29
In the Philosophy IV period, the term “gnosis” lost the epistemic and political
meaning which Brassier attributed to it, developing a religious dimension. In Laruelle’s Future Christ, non-philosophy appears as a heresy whose main doctrine
is that the existence of the world is an error and that the salvation of humanity
can be achieved by means of a knowledge capable of disempowering philosophy.
As Laruelle puts it: “We are the new Gnostics who think that there is a salvation
even for evil. Philosophy, form of the World, is our prison.”30 The plot thickens:
in Non-Philosophical Mystique For Contemporary Use, Laruelle equates the literary style of non-philosophy with hesychasm, an ascetic Christian ritual which
consists in mantra-like repetition of meaningless phrases. In this text he also distinguishes between mysticism and mystical: the former seeks unity with a transcendental alterity; the second, seeks unity with immanent sameness – in the
words of Meister Eckhart: “God engenders himself as myself.”31 As one would
expect, non-philosophy sides with the mystical.
While Laruelle was busy mystifying, Brassier turned to nihilism. In “Solar
Catastrophe,” a 2003 article which was repurposed as the final chapter of Nihil
Unbound in 2007, Brassier formulates three questions: 1) Can we think without
body? 2) What will happen to thinking once the Earth ceases to exist? 3) Could
thinking continue to exist without a horizon of reference? The first question is
the title of the second essay compiled in The Inhuman – Jean-François Lyotard’s
book where he examines whether humanity will be able to survive the extinction
of the sun. This problem is the pretext upon which Lyotard stages a dialogue between a HE (a spiritualist and transhumanist scientist who believes in the possibility of downloading the software of the human mind into the hardware of
a quantum computer) and a SHE (a materialist and feminist philosopher for
28 Quoted in Anthony P. Smith, Laurelle: A Stranger Thought p. 74 François Laruelle, Introduction aux sciences génériques (Paris: Pétra, 2008).
29 François Laruelle, General Theory of Victims, (trans.) Jessie Hock/Alex Dubilet, (Mal
den: Polity Press, 2015).
30 François Laruelle, Future Christ: A Lesson in Heresy, (trans.) Anthony Paul Smith (New
York: Continuum 2010).
31 Cf. François Laruelle, Mystique non-philosophique à l’usage des contemporains (Paris:
L’Harmattan, 2007).
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whom certain aspects of humanity – notably gender differences – cannot be separated from our bodily reality).32
What Brassier took from The Inhuman for his 2007 book was the notion of
extinction as an insurmountable limit for humanity. In contrast to Heideggerian
finitude, which entails an anxiety regarding one’s own future death – an emotional state which can be overcome by following an authentic existence – the
solar catastrophe cannot be overcome because it has already taken place: the
sun will stop existing in about 5,000 million years, just as it did not exist some
5,000 million years ago; its extinction is a thing both of the future and of the
past. Brassier contemplates life as a present limited by two deaths: one prior and
the other to come. Said cosmic extinction functions as the kind of fact on top of
which to build a transcendental realism, detached both from idealism and from
empiricism: the death of the human species is a transcendental but not ideal factum, because it conditions all possible experience; it is a real but not empirical
fact, because it eludes all possible experience.
Yet, in his 2003 article, Brassier’s interest in The Inhuman was in the possibility of combining Lyotard’s extinction with Freud’s death drive. The result is
a non-philosophical conception of psychoanalytical desublimation which identifies three phases in this process: “unidentification,” “unilateralisation,” and “excarnation.” Unidentification is defined as the distinction between thinking and
death effectuated by the “subject-(of )-death” who, in Brassier words, “is death of
the death” and “the life of thought.” Unilateralization is, in its turn, defined as the
abolition of gender differences: the subject-(of )-death is not a HE or a SHE, but
an IT. Excarnation is defined as the unconscious experience of reality by a deaf,
dumb, and blind IT. The conclusion of this prolonged gobbledygook is nevertheless straightforward:
Thought can and must abandon the earth, the better to gain access to the universal. And
thought effectuates the universal when it becomes capable of intelligibly uttering that
which has always been the philosophical absurdity par excellence: “I am death.”33

Brassier’s nihilism was bound to clash with Laruelle’s mysticism. This conflict
broke out in 2005, upon publication of a book compiled and coauthored by
a group of disciples and practitioners of non-philosophy. In the space of two
pages, Brassier debunked the chief spiritualist flaw of his master: favoring the
use of Name-of-Man to refer to the Real, and arguing that human beings “know
themselves” to be radical immanence, which postulates the existence of a transcendental intuition that turns reality into a phenomenological experience, and
leads non-philosophy down the cul-de-sac of the philosophical decision, based
32

Cf. Jean-François Lyotard, The Inhuman: Reflections on Time, (trans.) Geoffrey Bennington/Rachel Bowlby (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1991).
33 Ray Brassier, “Solar Catastrophe: Lyotard, Freud, and the Death-Drive,” Philosophy
Today, vol. 47 (2003): 422.
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on the reflective consciousness of human beings. Contra Laruelle’s irrationalist
antihumanism, Brassier sketches a rational antihumanism whose final goal is
to “obliterate man to liberate intelligence: such is the hyperspeculative program
that will destroy everything that slows down the dissolution of mammal idiocy.
Against Reason, Sense, and Life, against the apology of the human that supports
it, hyperspeculation must mobilize the non-individual, the impersonal, the void,
the multiple, the meaningless, the real-nothing.”34
In his dismissal of Laruelle, Brassier drew closer to Badiou. Despite sharing a
number of philosophical positions, such as their vindication of sciences or their
shared thesis that the One has no being, Laruelle and Badiou continue to put
on the most exciting Punch-and-Judy show of contemporary French philosophy. Badiou has dismissed Laruelle as an acolyte of Heidegger’s cult of unintelligibility, and has insinuated that his recent religious turn is another instance of
his philosophical ineptitude.35 Laruelle has provided a three-hundred-page response to these accusations titled Anti-Badiou, where the mathematical ontology
of his Maoist antagonist is snubbed as a “forced labor camp.” According to Laruelle, Badiou wants to indoctrinate philosophy into the personality cult of the
philosopher and its related Truth-seeking (in uppercase) cult.36 Notwithstanding this philosophical crossfire, the real difference between Laruelle and Badiou
lies in their understanding of science. Whereas Laruelle understands science in
axiomatic terms, Badiou understands it in terms of substraction, meaning that
the function of science is not to create new possibilities, but to destroy old ideologies.
Brassier has written several articles on the opposition between science and
ideology, which calls to mind, in the French philosophical context, Gaston Bachelard and his “epistemological break.”37 This thesis, supported by Louis Althusser to justify the scientific pretensions of historical materialism, asserts that
there is no continuity between science and ideology. The sciences, according to
this thesis, arise in the ruptures or breaks with ideology. This is what Marx did
to the Hegelian dialectic, “putting it back on its feet” and thus discovering, in
Althusser’s words, the “scientific continent of History.”38 Badiou’s chief innovation within this epistemological tradition is to have pointed out that this break
34 Ray Brassier, »Liquidate Man Once and for All,« In/Appearance (blog), November 3,
2009, https://inappearance.wordpress.com/2009/11/03/liquidate-man-once-and-for-all [May
9, 2022].
35 Cf. Ben Woodward and Alain Badiou, “Badiou on Speculative Realism,” Speculative
Heresy (blog), August 21, 2009, https://speculativeheresy.wordpress.com/2009/08/21/badiouon-speculative-realism [May 9, 2022].
36 Cf. François Laruelle, Anti-Badiou: The Introduction of Maoism in Philosophy, (trans.)
Robin Mackay (London/New York: Bloomsbury Publishing, 2013).
37 Cf. Gaston Bachelard, The Formation of the Scientific Mind, (trans.) Mary M. Jones
(Manchester: Clinamen Press, 2002).
38 Cf. Louis Althusser, Pour Marx (Paris: François Maspero, 1965).
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has not yet taken place: science and ideology are engaged in a constant process
of rupture and intermingling, a process he calls “philosophy.” In Badiou’s terminology, (philosophical) categories are the battlefields, the “impossible relation”
between (scientific) concepts and (ideological) notions.
Taking this position as a starting point, the goal of materialist philosophy is
to scientifically shatter the amalgamation produced by idealistic philosophies. To
Brassier’s estimation, the two mainstream traditions of twentieth-century philosophy – analytic and continental philosophy – are idealistic from head to toe,
albeit for opposite reasons: the former because of its positivist conception of
immanence; the second for its obscurantist conception of transcendence. This
is the key to Badiou’s groundbreaking approach, as described by Brassier: “a
non-positivistic (antiempiricist) conception of immanence and an antiobscurantist (rationalist) understanding of transcendence, rooted in the post-Kantian
distinction between what is and what is knowable.”39 To be precise, Badiou’s science of choice – designed to part ways with twentieth-century ideology, and so
bridge the gap between being and thinking – is mathematics.
Badiou privileges mathematics and not biology – dismissed as pseudoscience – because the former’s productivity is isomorphous to reality. By way
of stringing together, forming, and deriving symbols, mathematics is able to
produce a differentiated strata of multiplicities, resulting in the same structure
as reality. What is really at stake in this concept of mathematics is the absence of
the object and, above all else, the absence of the scientific subject. As Badiou puts
it, science is “the movement where we never risk encountering this detestable
figure of Man: the sign of nothing.”40 As we have already seen, this is the meeting ground between Badiou and Laruelle. They both consider that the sciences’
capacity to bridge the gap between being and thinking does not lie in any representative faculty, but in a reproductive or recreative one. The sciences produce
or create thought following the same method through which reality produces
being. This is the source of Brassier’s first objection to Badiou’s concept of science: if the sciences are many and objective, it is rather incongruent for Badiou
to praise mathematics as the only pure and serious science, and to dismiss biology as a pseudoscience, particularly when the latter is the discipline most capable
of bridging the gap between being and thinking. In Brassier’s own words:
It becomes difficult to reconcile insistence on the autonomy of the sciences as discrete registers of cognitive production with an unqualified disdain for the one scientific discourse
that is in a position to mediate between natural and cognitive production, or phusys and
praxis. For is it not precisely the appeal to an absolute (theological) cleavage between two
39 Ray Brassier, “Science,” in: Adam J. Bartlett and Justin Clemens (eds.), Alain Badiou:
Key Concepts (Durham: Acumen, 2010), p. 63.
40 Alain Badiou, “Mark and Lack: On Zero,” (trans.) Ray Brassier and Zachary L. Fraser,
in: Peter Hallward and Christian Kerslake (eds.), Concept and Form: The Cahiers pour l’Analyse and Contemporary French Thought (London: Verso, 2010), p. 174.
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fundamentally different kinds of history, natural history and cultural history, or hyletic
history and noetic history, that Darwin revoked?41

In political terms, the shift from Laruelleism to Badiouism entailed a volte-face
from a critical position against capitalism to an eminently positive reappraisal of
it. Despite his greater anticapitalist militancy – particularly when compared to
Laruelle’s – or perhaps because of it, Badiou has given greater historical weight
to capitalism than his intellectual opponent. In fact, the goal of philosophy is to
think with the same degree of nihilistic power as capitalism and science, which
have simultaneously revealed that, upon final analysis, being is nothingness. Not
incidentally, Brassier’s first usage of the term “nihil unbound” took place in an
article about Badiou where he stated that “capital functions as the real condition
through which philosophy simultaneously identifies the void of being, abjures
its ontological pretensions, and becomes the harbinger of truths.”42 It is at this
point that we must transition from the anticapitalist noise of Alien Theory to the
postcapitalist accelerationism of Nihil Unbound.

§ 3.5. The Extinction of the Human Species
Nihil Unbound – Brassier’s only published book to date – is an anthology containing all manner of texts. Chapter one, five, and six are recycled from his PhD
thesis; chapters two, three, four, and seven are articles which had been previously
published. No section of the book was original or unpublished when the book
went to print in 2007 and its structure, as we have seen previously, follows the pattern of Brassier’s work: an enthusiastic introduction, followed by a doxographic middle, and closed by an unforeseen denouement. The difference here is that
there is no concluding chapter, properly speaking, and so the reader must retrieve
the theoretical results of each given section by evaluating the cross-references
found in the rest. Some segments, like the one dedicated to Meillassoux, are textbook-worthy for their sheer rundimentariness and blatant lionization of his fellow Frenchman; other sections, like Laruelle’s, are so convoluted that they seem
to have been written in a freshly minted language whose chief purpose is intimidation. The results are mixed and uneven – a work that shows Brassier’s analytic
finesse and his unwillingness (or incapacity) to articulate his own theses without
exchanging intellectual blows with his philosophical influences. Notwithstanding these flaws, Nihil Unbound makes for a stimulating read thanks to passages
like this one, where Brassier summarizes the second premise of the book:
41 Ray Brassier, “Badiou’s Materialist Epistemology of Mathematics,” Angelaki, vol. 10, no.
2 (2005):140.
42 Ray Brassier, “Nihil Unbound: Remarks on Subtractive Ontology and Thinking Capitalism,” in: Peter Hallward (ed.), Think Again: Alain Badiou and the Future of Philosophy (London/New York: Continuum, 2004), p. 58.
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Nihilism is not, as Jacobi and so many other philosophers since have insisted, a pathological exacerbation of subjectivism, which annuls the world and reduces reality to a correlate
of the absolute ego, but on the contrary, the unavoidable corollary of the realist conviction
that there is a mind-independent reality, which, despite the presumptions of human narcissism, is indifferent to our existence and oblivious to the “values” and “meanings” which
we would drape over it in order to make it more hospitable. […] Philosophers would
do well to desist from issuing any further injunctions about the need to re-establish the
meaningfulness of existence, the purposefulness of life, or mend the shattered concord
between man and nature. Philosophy should be more than a sop to the pathetic twinge
of human self-esteem. Nihilism is not an existential quandary but a speculative opportunity.43

This conception of nihilism sets Brassier on a collision course with Friedrich
Nietzsche and Martin Heidegger. His confrontation with the latter is total: the
author of Being and Time regards nihilism as deriving from death as an existential anxiety, which transforms the human being into someone (a subject);
whereas the author of Nihil Unbound regards nihilism as deriving from solar
extinction, which transforms the human being into something (an object). His
agon with Nietzsche is more subtle, since both of them interpret nihilism as the
consequence of applying reason’s critical power back onto itself; and both have
a reiterative concept of time (the idea that extinction has already happened and
will happen again, which operates in Brassier’s system as the equivalent of Nietzche’s eternal return). The main disagreement between these two authors is that
Nietzsche privileges will, and intends to transvaluate all values; whereas Brassier gives greater weight to understanding, and intends to transvaluate all values
except one: truth. As per his own confession: “I am a nihilist because I still believe in truth.”44
The first of Nihil Unbound’s premises is that nihilism is a product of the Enlightenment. Given that this premise challenges Theodor W. Adorno and Max
Horkheimer’s thesis in the Dialectic of Enlightenment, it should not surprise the
reader, given Brassier’s doxographic zeal, to know that he devotes a chapter to
them. What is strange is that, instead of discussing the thesis that the enlightened disenchantment of the world dialectically produces its own mythological
reenchantment, Brassier centers the debate on a minor point: the distinction
between mimesis and “mimetism” (Mimikry) as made by the Frankfurt School.
According to Brassier’s reading, Adorno and Horkheimer dealt with these two
concepts in different registers of connotation: a negative one in the case of mimetism, as if this were a form of biological adaptation or social conformism, and a
positive one in the case of mimesis, as if it were a kind of knowledge by similitude
which observes the non-identical within the thing itself. However, the term “Mi43

Ray Brassier, Nihil Unbound (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), p. XI.
Marcin Rychter and Ray Brassier, “I am a nihilist because I still believe in truth,” Kronos,
no. 2 (2011).
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mikry” only appears four times in the Dialectic of Enlightenment, and always as
a synonym of “Mimesis,” which is not always treated in a positive manner. The
proof is in the pudding:
The purpose of the fascist cult of formulae, the ritualized discipline, the uniforms, and the
whole allegedly irrational apparatus, is to make possible mimetic [mimetisches] behavior. The elaborate symbols proper to every counterrevolutionary movement, the death’s
heads and masquerades, the barbaric drumming, the monotonous repetition of words
and gestures, are so many organized imitations [Nachahmung] of magical practices, the
mimesis of mimesis.45

Despite this ostensible misunderstanding, Brassier provides a good summary of
the role of mimesis in the Dialectic of Enlightenment and its relationship to sacrifice. According to Adorno and Horkheimer, the sacrificial dialectic has three
moments. An initial biological moment, where the organic is differentiated from
the inorganic by way of sacrificing the part of its own body which separates the
interior from the exterior. In this sense, we can say that what is alive imitates what
is dead, so as to differentiate itself. This is followed by a second sociological moment, where human beings sacrifice animals to communicate with the principle
of animation (the Gods). This is the form of communication that paves the way
for the system of universal equivalences that is money. Finally, a third psychological moment, where subject and culture differentiate themselves from the object
and nature by way of sacrificing subjective natural spontaneity in the name of objective cultural norms. Again, this imitation has differentiation as its goal: it is the
subject who spontaneously transforms herself into the object of her own norms.
The subversion or substitution of ends for means sets in from here on out. Instead of being an end in herself, the subject uses herself as a means to treat the
rest as ends in themselves. This results in damaged lives, and is the origin of the
capitalist cultural industry, of Soviet totalitarianism, and of Nazi concentration
camps (“To write poetry after Auschwitz is barbaric,” in Adorno’s famous and
widely misinterpreted words).46 The Frankfurt School’s alternative to this sacrifice of nature at the hands of culture is, indeed, culture itself, qualified in their
writings as a kind of “second nature” that redeems the past by way of art. Brassier’s apposite, albeit predictable, counter reads:
This philosophical pining for second nature betrays nothing less than a desire to revoke
spirit’s estrangement from matter, to reforge the broken “chain of being,” and ultimately
to repudiate the labor of disenchantment initiated by Galileo in the physical realm, continued by Darwin in the biological sphere, and currently being extended by cognitive science to the domain of mind.47
45 Theodor W. Adorno and Max Horkheimer, Dialectic of Enlightenment, (trans.) Edmund
Jephcott (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2002), p. 152.
46 Theodor W. Adorno, Prisms, (trans.) Samuel Weber and Shierry Weber Nicholsen
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1981), p. 34.
47 Brassier, Nihil Unbound, p. 40.
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Cognitive sciences are, incidentally, the subject of that Alien Theory remix which
is Nihil Unbound’s first chapter. Here, Brassier returns to Churchland’s neurocomputational model, passing no comment on his theory of epistemic engines
and focusing instead on the paradoxes of eliminative materialism. This doctrine
seeks to reduce the mind to the brain, thus sweeping away all entities postulated
by folk psychology (beliefs, intentions, desires, etc.). Most critics have pointed
out that this is a self-refuting statement. The chief tenet of eliminative materialism is the belief that beliefs do not exist: if this belief is true, then it does not
exist; and if does exist, then it is a false belief. As a rejoinder, Churchland clarified that his intention was not to deny the existence of beliefs, which would certainly be stupid and self-refuting, but merely to debunk the interpretation that
folk psychology makes of beliefs. Whereas folk psychology explains beliefs by
way of private mental entities – such as propositions and inferences – eliminative
materialism explains them by way of public entities, such as neuronal population
and population vectors.
Yet this response does not fully dispel the problem of self-nullification; it
merely elevates it to a superior level. If eliminative materialism is true and folk
psychology is false, then neither of these two poles are true or false, since sentences and inferences are true or false, whereas neuronal population and population vectors are not. Churchland ducks the main article of contention by arguing that the philosophical superiority of eliminative materialism, as opposed to
folk psychology, lies in the brain’s inherent “epistemic virtues,” such as simplicity
and coherence. This claim requires further explanation: in what way are these
virtues inherent to the brain? If they are inherent in an exclusive sense, then
Churchland is postulating an idealistic discontinuity between the brain (simple
and coherent) and the rest of reality (complex and incoherent); and if they are
inherent in a non-exclusive sense, then he is postulating a metaphysical continuity between the brain and the rest of reality. Notwithstanding this conundrum,
Brassier douses Churchland’s theory with a fair bit of irony, saying that, if it were
true or more simple and coherent than other alternative theories,
then a conceptual framework as baroque, as obfuscatory, and as allegedly incoherent as
FP [folk psychology] would have been eliminated as a matter of evolutionary routine, and
Churchland would have been spared the trouble of militating so brilliantly for its displacement.48

In other words: if Churchland’s theory made sense, it would make sense for
everybody. If a neurocomputational model were simpler and more coherent
than folk psychology, then it would have taken the place of folk psychology. But
we are still waiting.
Halfway between discontinuous idealism and continuist metaphysics, embedded in this problem of the relationship between being and thinking, we have
48
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Quentin Meillassoux. Brassier is of the opinion that Meillassoux’s idealism is
evinced by the privilege that he gives to time over space. Let us recall the “argument of the arche-fossil” from After Finitude: if correlationism was right, and
if there were such correlation that no object could exist without a subject, then
arche-fossils would not exist; that is, there would be no objects preceding the existence of any subject; but science tells us that arche-fossils exist, and so the correlational thesis is mistaken.49
Brassier’s answer to this argument consists in pointing out that correlationism does not posit either the omnipresence or omniscience of the subject. The
existence of objects that are temporally prior to any subject (say, the Big Bang)
is no harder to conceptualize than the existence of objects that are spatially removed from any subject (say, the farthest known galaxy: GN-z11), or the existence of objects that are near in space and time but altogether not known by the
subject (say, the exact functionings of our brain). These things are not objects
until they enter into a correlation with a subject. Meillassoux has not been able
to demonstrate the existence of objects outside the correlation; he has merely
demonstrated that the correlation is not complete – that it has some gaps.
Meillassoux’s rejoinder distinguishes between the ordinary time of correlation, and the ancestral time of the arche-fossil. Ordinary time takes place during subjects’ existence, and comprises the past and the future. Ancestral time, on
the other hand, is previous to all past. In its equivalence of ordinary spatial or
temporal distance with ancestral temporal distance, correlationism is conflating
a gap within the correlation – which does not pose great philosophical difficulties – with a gap outside the correlation – which does. Even so, Brassier’s accusation of Meillasoux’s idealistic discontinuism remains:
[To] insist that it is only the ancestral dimension that transcends correlational constitution, is to imply that the emergence of consciousness marks some sort of fundamental
ontological rupture, shattering the autonomy and consistency of reality, such that once
consciousness has emerged on the scene, nothing can pursue an independent existence
any more.50

The accusation of metaphysical continuism is derived from Meillassoux’s doctrine of intellectual intuition. As noted earlier, Meillassoux reinstates the seventeenth-century distinction between primary and secondary qualities: the
former are the object of mathematics, whereas the latter of the senses. This recovery implies that mathematics has privileged access to reality, which Meillassoux calls “intellectual intuition.” It goes without saying that this designation is
ladened with time-honored metaphysical connotations. For a great swath of the
philosophical tradition, only God has intellectual intuitions since He necessarily
creates the objects of his thought by the mere act of thinking them. Meillas49
50
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soux somewhat deflates these metaphysical connotations by asserting that the
object of intellectual intuition is not necessity, but “absolute contingency”: the
only thing that we know through intellectual intuition is that everything is contingent. But, as noted by Brassier, this is a self-nullifying proposition. If everything is contingent, is the meaning of this statement contingent, too? The solution to this paradox is the principle of factiality: everything is contingent, except
contingency itself, which is the only necessity. This reasoning does not seem to
exonerate Meillassoux who, according to Brassier, “cannot maintain that being
is mathematical without lapsing into Pythagorean idealism; but this relapse
into Pythagoreanism is precluded only at the cost of the idealism which renders
being the correlate of intellectual intuition.”51
Another author who, to Brassier’s judgment, has conflated being and thinking is Alain Badiou. According to Badiou, there are four fields where truth “eventualizes itself ”: politics, science, the arts, and love. Philosophical subjects have
to commit to one of the truths that happen in those fields – in Being and Event,
Badiou pledges his allegiance to set theory. This allegiance leads him to postulate
that being is not one but many, since all sets have a cardinality which is inferior
to its power set (the set of all its subsets); or, to put it in plain, Dunstable terms:
the Whole is always inferior to the sum of its parts. This is because the empty
set (Ø) is included in all power sets. Thus, the set with cardinality of 1 (A = {x})
casts a power set with cardinality of 2 (P(A) = {Ø, X}). This omnipresence of
the empty set leads Badiou to the conclusion that being is equal to nothing. But
this puts him in the unenviable position of differentiating between, on the one
hand, being from nothing, and, on the other, the non-being of the One. Because
if nothingness is the same as non-being, then the One is and, at the same time,
is not.52
The solution to this “ruin of the One” lies in the distinction between the ontic,
the ontological, and the metaontological – or, in other words, between presence,
presentation, and “re-presentation.” In the ontic plane of experience, things are
perceived as one and not many (the presence of my desk is one and not many). In
the ontological plane of set theory, things are presented via enumeration – what
Badiou terms the “count-as-one” (in A = {x, y, z}, the subsets {x}, {y} and {z}
present themselves by enumeration). In the metaontological plane of philosophy,
things are re-presented as the One by way of truths that occur in science, politics,
the arts, and love. Thus, the One is and is not depending on which plane of this
hierarchically ordered scale we are dealing with. The metaontological plane is
primary because reality is transformed by way of the events of truth. Brassier’s
objection to this hierarchy is that Badiou “simply stipulates an isomorphy between discourse and reality, logical consequences and material causes, thinking
51
52
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and being. Thinking is sufficient to change the world: such is the ultimate import
of Badiou’s idealism.”53
Brassier’s alternative to this “noocentrism” consists in combining Badiou’s
notion of the void as the name of being/nothing with some of Laruelle’s theories.
This return to non-philosophy is certainly surprising, particularly when we take
in account that Nihil Unbound labels Laruelle as a “renegade Kantian” and snubs
his thinking as “an aggravation of deconstruction compounded by an overdose
of phenomenological solipsism.”54 And what happened to the attack on philosophical authoritarianism, purportedly launched by non-philosophy? “Laruelle
ventriloquizes philosophy and then expresses distaste for the authoritarian pretensions which he has put in its mouth.”55 Brassier pulls no punches:
This ultimately arbitrary identification of the real with the human individual threatens
to reduce Laruelle’s vaunted non-philosophical radicalism to a transcendental individualism wherein each human self becomes the ultimate determinant of philosophy; a position which is all too redolent of Fichtean solipsism to be convincingly described as nonphilosophical.56

And the final coup de grâce: “after 36 years and 18 books, Laruelle’s writings
have yet to inspire anything beyond uncritical emulation or exasperated dismissal.”57
Despite this outrageous settling of scores, staged – much like in the best religious or philosophical conversions – against his former self and his former
master, Brassier thinks that non-philosophy has sufficient conceptual resources
to demonstrate that we were never inside the correlationist circle that Meillassoux wants us to escape from. To begin with, the non-philosophical concept of
determination-in-the-last-instance allows us to think of the “non-relation” between real and ideal, between being and thinking, as if it were the relation between a necessary and absolute cause (the immanent determinant) and a sufficient and occasional cause (the transcendental determinable). Secondly, the
non-philosophical concept of unilateral duality allows us to make a non-correlational distinction between unobjectualizable immanence and objectualizable
transcendence. Here we can see a change in Brassier’s understanding of nonphilosophy: whereas in Alien Theory he postulated the unobjectuality of both
immanence and transcendence, in Nihil Unbound he only supports the thesis
for immanence. What Brassier is ultimately suggesting is that human beings
can be objectualized and that, in fact, they will be when cosmic extinction takes
place. Determination-in-the-last-instance and unilateral duality are, when all is
53
54
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said and done, a “surgical intervention upon the body of transcendental synthesis, severing terms from relations, amputating reciprocity, and sharpening onesidedness.”58
If the goal of Nihil Unbound is to “define the rudiments of a speculative realism,”59 Brassier has already sketched these out: the void as the name of beingnothing, extinction as the ne plus ultra of thinking, and determination-in-thelast-instance and the unilateral duality as non-relationship between being and
thinking. What do we mean by “speculative realism” when discussing Brassier’s
system? By realism we mean the theory that postulates the existence of a reality
that exists independent of the mind; or, to put it in the terms of non-philosophy, an immanent being which is the necessary and absolute cause against transcendent thinking, which is, in turn, merely a sufficient and occasional cause.
By speculative we mean the theory that postulates that the mind gains access to
that independent reality through a complex intellectual process which involves
science and philosophy, and not by way of experience. We might rightly ask ourselves at this point, having reached speculative realism’s square one, whether it
was ever necessary for us to have walked in the seven-league boots of Brassier’s
terminology for such a short journey.

§ 3.6. The Two Images of Brassellars
One of the ambiguities of Nihil Unbound is Brassier’s position regarding Wilfrid Sellars’s two visions of the world. According to this theory, our cosmovision is split between a manifest image of the world and a scientific image of the
world. The manifest image is not simply the pretheoretical experience of reality,
but rather a more sophisticated, explicative – and, crucially, normative – theory about human behavior. In Empiricism and the Philosophy of Mind, Sellars
recounts a tale about the historical origin of the image, the so-called “myth of
Jones.” Once upon a time, “our Rylean ancestors” were wont to explain human
behavior by exclusive reference to public and observable traits (like Gilbert Ryle
in The Concept of Mind).60 Enter “Jones,” a genius who postulated the existence
of a “ghost in the machine” – that is, of a set of private and unobservable traits
which function as a better explanation of human behavior. This was the historical origin of folk psychology or the “manifest image,” which gained ground
over other competing theories, not so much because of its explanatory capacity
but rather because of its normative compromises. The manifest image cannot
be replaced by the scientific one, because the first is necessary to understand
58
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ourselves as members of a community of subjects with beliefs and intentions,
even when speaking about a community of subjects dedicated to science. If the
scientific image were to destroy the manifest image, it would eradicate the normative grounding which makes science possible in the first place. According to
Sellars, the manifest image and the scientific image stand as equals: the former
has practical primacy over the latter, and the latter has theoretical primacy over
the former.61
But, what is Nihil Unbound’s position on this subject? At the beginning of the
book, Brassier announces that
the philosophical consummation of Enlightenment consists in expediting science’s demolition of the manifest image by kicking away whatever pseudo-transcendental props are
being used to shore it up or otherwise inhibit the corrosive potency of science’s metaphysical subtractions.62

At the end of the book, however, he nuances his previous statement, saying that
philosophy should resist the temptation to install itself within one of the rival images, just
as it should refuse the forced choice between the reactionary authoritarianism of manifest normativism, and the metaphysical conservatism of scientific naturalism. Rather, it
should exploit the mobility that is one of the rare advantages of abstraction in order to
shuttle back and forth between images, establishing conditions of transposition, rather
than synthesis, between the speculative anomalies thrown up within the order of phenomenal manifestation, and the metaphysical quandaries generated by the sciences’ challenge to the manifest order.63

Which one should we pick?
Brassier’s work after Nihil Unbound has definitely adopted the second option, reappropriating Sellars’s and some of his disciples’ philosophical system. In
keeping with this group’s style, this philosophical system overcomes the twentieth-century split between analytic and continental traditions. Take the case of
Robert Brandom, one of Sellars key disciples, who produced a somewhat analytic interpretation of Georg W. F. Hegel – one of continental philosophy’s mainstays.64 In fact, it is not for nothing that the term “postanalytic” was originally
coined to refer to Richard Rorty, the most postmodern of Sellars’s disciples.65
Brassier’s appropriation and redigestion of Sellars’s philosophical language has
reached such extremes that we could go as far as to coin the term Brassellars to
61

Cf. Wilfrid Sellars, “Philosophy and the Scientific Image of Man,” in: Robert Colodny
(ed.), Frontiers of Science and Philosophy (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1962),
pp. 35–78.
62 Brassier, Nihil Unbound, p. 26.
63 Ray Brassier, Nihil Unbound, p. 231.
64 Cf. Paul Redding, Analytic Philosophy and the Return of Hegelian Thought (Cambridge:
Cambridge: University Press, 2007).
65 Cf. John Rajchman and Cornel West (eds.), Post-Analytic Philosophy (New York: Columbia University Press, 1985).
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speak of the fusion of both authors’ systems, just as the term “Kripkenstein” was
once used in reference to the idiosyncratic interpretation that Saul Kripke made
of Ludwig Wittgenstein’s work.66 To date, Brassier continues to fall short of his
promise, touted for years, to publish a book titled Reasons, Patrons and Process:
The Transcendental Naturalism of Sellars, whose content we can nevertheless anticipate based on the papers published by Brassier throughout the last decade.67
Sellars’s philosophical system, as Brassier’s title correctly terms it, is a transcendental naturalism. It sets out to combine Kant’s foundationalist project with
the image of human beings provided by the existing natural sciences, particularly that of biology. Grounding his argument in the randomness of natural phenomena such as genetic mutations, Sellars points out that nature is not governed
by rules or reasons, but rather by patterns or causes. This is the basis for Kant’s
distinction between the practical and the theoretical use of reason, or, in Sellars’s
terms, between the manifest and the scientific image of the world. The former obeys reason – that is, universalizable rules; whereas the latter applies concepts to objects – or, to put it in Kant’s terminology, applies categories of the understanding to intuitions of sensibility. This distinction between intelligible and
sensible is reformulated in Sellars’s system following an all-out critique of the
“myth of the given.”68 This myth states that categories are already given to us by
intuitions, and that it is enough to perceive an object to understand its concept,
as if concepts were singular terms that were instantaneously applied to objects.
On the contrary, concepts are judgments which are temporally applied through
a process that Kant terms “schematism.”69
In Making It Explicit, Brandom reformulates the Kantian notion of schematism using terms more friendly to contemporary philosophers. The temporal
process of applying concepts to objects consists in making explicit the implicit
commitments that exist within any judgment. The judgment “The King of France
is bald,” to use Bertrand Russell’s canonical example, is committed to other implicit judgments about the existence of a State (France), of a capillary problem
(baldness), and of a political regime (monarchy). We need not be experts on
geography, politics, or haircare – or vague logic, since baldness is one of the canonical examples of the sorites paradox: how many hairs does one need to have
to begin to qualify as bald? – nor do we need to be a hairdresser or have a postgraduate degree in political science to know that it takes a long time to make ex66 Cf. Saul Kripke, Wittgenstein on Rules and Private Language (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1982).
67 Cf. Anthony Morgan and Ray Brassier, “Transcendental Realism,” in: Anthony Morgan
(ed.), The Kantian Catastrophe? Conversations on Finitude and the Limits of Philosophy (Newcastle: Bigg Books, 2017), ch. 15.
68 Cf. Wilfrid Sellars, Empiricism and the Philosophy of Mind (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1997).
69 Cf. Immanuel Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunft, A 137/B 176 and ff.
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plicit all the judgments contained in the sentence: “The King of France is bald.”70
Brandom’s inferentialism claims, then, that to understand something is not only
to retrieve the sensorial information about that something; it is, moreover, to
engage in the temporal process of making explicit the judgments that we assume
to be true. And what happens if said judgments are false? This is where the author deploys Hegel’s historization of Kant’s philosophical system, rephrased by
Brandom in the following terms: falsehood is a necessary moment of truth; or,
in less dialectic terms, we only learn through trial and error. According to Brandom, the history of humanity is the temporal process where what is implicit is
made explicit, and where our understanding corrects itself in an evolution from
the know how (the practical use of reason) to the know what (the theoretical use
of reason).71 Brassier, formerly wary about dialectical discussions, raises a toast
to the astuteness of reason:
Hegel the thinker who preemptively supersedes the opposition between Enlightenment
optimism and postmodern pessimism, or between hope and despair: we are rationally
compelled to recognize that the history that subjects us is also the history that sets us free
as subjects; but free only to recognize what must be borne in order for us to be free. Hegel
is a sphinx: what is is really wrong; but only what is really wrong can be retrospectively
acknowledged as what was really right.72

Sellars’s transcendental naturalism works, moreover, as an alternative to Meillassoux’s modal theory. As noted before, Meillassoux’s thesis that everything is
contingent is self-nullifying. Brassellars’s alternative consists in distinguishing
between conceptual and objective modality. Conceptual modality has pragmatic rather than semantic content; that is, it does not refer to the world but to our
discourse. To state that “A is necessarily B” does not imply anything about A or
about B; it simply implies that we must infer “This is B” from “This is A.” Conceptual necessity and contingency are “inference tickets.” Objective modality, on
the other hand, speaks about the universal and the particular more than it does
about the necessary or the contingent: something is necessarily objective when
it is universal – that is, when it does not accept exceptions. What is the relationship between conceptual and objective modality? The same that exists between
upholding a judgment and making its commitments explicit. If we declare that
“Animals with a heart are necessarily animals with kidneys,” then we must make
explicit the commitments of said statements, verifying if it is universal or has exceptions, before inferring the statement “This is an animal with kidneys” from
the statement “This is an animal with a heart.”73
70 Cf. Linda Claire Burns, Vagueness: An Investigation into Natural Languages and the Sorites Paradox (Dordrecht: Kluwer, 1991).
71 Cf. Robert Brandom, Making It Explicit: Reasoning, Representing, and Discursive Commitment (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1994).
72 Ray Brassier, “Dialectics Between Suspicion and Trust,” Stasis, vol. 4, no. 2 (2017): 112.
73 Cf. Ray Brassier, “Correlation, Speculation and the Modal Kant-Sellars Thesis,” in: Fabio
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Backed by this transcendental naturalism, Brassier has criticized two philosophical systems which, to his estimation, conflate objects (sensibility) and concepts (understanding): object-oriented ontology (OOO), which reduces the latter
to the former, and postmodernism, which performs the inverse reduction. Oddly
enough, instead of launching an all-out confrontation against Graham Harman,
his chief intellectual opponent, he targets OOO’s cannon fodder: Bruno Latour’s irreductionism. This widely known theory opposes the scientific reduction of an entity to another because, according to Latour’s concept of the actornetwork, all entities – be they conceptual, or objectual – are found on the same
ontological plane.74 According to Brassier, this irreductionism is, in fact, rather
reductionist, given that it reduces reason to free will, science to custom, knowledge to manipulation, and truth to power. Latour is the portrait of “nec plus ultra
sophistry,” a style of hucksterism which denies its own sophistry by denying any
distinction between dialectic and eristic, between logic and rhetoric. Brassier
pulls out all his demotives against this substitution of philosophy for poetry:
Given that issues of epistemic veracity and validity are irrelevant to Latour, there is nothing to prevent the cynic from concluding that Latour’s politics (neo-liberal) and his religion (Roman Catholic) provide the most telling indices of those forces ultimately motivating his antipathy towards rationality, critique, and revolution.75

What about postmodernism? Fredric Jameson is the postmodernist about whom
Brassier has written the most, and not always to censure him. In one article about
time, history, and utopia, Brassier in fact rehearses Jameson’s definition of these
three terms: time as the process of differentiation between a thing with itself,
history as the process of totalizing these differences, and utopia as the complete
and total negation of the current totality that is history. The only nuance Brassier brings to these notions consists in pointing out that the distinction between
actual and virtual is not ontological but epistemological – that is, that it has more
to say about being than about thinking. As opposed to the actuality of history,
the virtuality of utopia has nothing to do with what is not yet, but with what is not
thinkable yet. In other words, utopia does not convey an imaginary future, but
rather our limitations when it comes to imagining it. This is precisely the practical character of utopia: “What prevents the unrepresentable from becoming hypostasized as a transcendent thing is the very act of conceiving it as a fissure for
us, which condenses into an obligation for us to do something.”76
Gironi (ed.), The Legacy of Kant in Sellars and Meillassoux: Analytic and Continental Kantianism (London/New York: Routledge, 2017), ch. 3.
74 Cf. Bruno Latour, The Pasteurization of France, (trans.) A. Sheridan/J. Law (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1988).
75 Ray Brassier, “Concepts and Objects,” in: The Speculative Turn: Continental Materialism and Realism, p. 53.
76 Ray Brassier, “Jameson on Making History Appear,” in: Angela Harutyunyan and Nat
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The main point of disagreement between Brassier and Jameson centers on the
definition of dialectics. Brassier regards dialectics as a form of argumentation that
is halfway between the theoretical and practical use of reason, between causebased explanation and reason-based argumentation. These are the kinds of explanations and arguments which were penned by the “masters of suspicion”: Karl
Marx, Sigmund Freud, and Friedrich Nietzsche. These three played a role in the
unmasking of consciousness as a false consciousness of reality – in the identification of the forces that deceive us about our beliefs. This is in no way an original thesis within the history of philosophy or the social sciences. What is original
about the masters of suspicion is that the forces they spoke of were not merely
subjective (moral philosophy) or purely objective (social sciences), but a mixture.
This is why historical materialism, psychoanalysis, and the genealogy of values
are halfway between philosophy and science, between reasons and causes. It is
this blend which gives us the class struggle, the unconscious, and the will to power.
Brassier makes a distinction within this group between Marx and Freud, on
the one hand, who want to unmask the false consciousness of reality to reach the
true one, and Nietzsche, on the other, who wants to unmask the distinction between truth and falsehood. Marx and Freud criticized rationality and its systems
for the sake of what they regarded as superior reasons and systems, whereas Nietzsche altogether dismissed the notion of reason and system. This is Jameson’s
classic interpretation of dialectics: the business of postmodern critical theory is
to undermine the claims of truth and totality of philosophical systems by appealing to a kind of praxis which is not subservient to any criteria of rationality – a justice which must not and cannot justify itself. Dialectics, which operate as modern
philosophy’s mechanism for rationalizing oppression, becomes, in the hands of
postmodern critical theory, a pararational tool (on the fringes of reason) for empowerment and emancipation. Brassier’s objection to this concept of postmodern dialectics is that it falls into the same theological errors that postmodernity
identifies in modern philosophical systems: the praxis of postmodern theory, that
justice which must not and would rather not justify itself, cannot be human, but
at best divine. Postmodernism ends up being an ontotheology by other means.
Even so, Brassier’s main objection is that postmodernism reduces objects
(sensibility) to concepts (understanding). This reduction can be found in Richard Rorty’s Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature, where he amplifies and radically expands the critique of the myth of the given; since we can only know
objects through concepts, we cannot know for certain if there is a reality independent of the mind.77 Sellars himself was among those who warned his disciples against this brand of idealist argumentation:
Muller (eds.), This is the Time. This is the Record of the Time (Beirut: American University of
Beirut Press, 2017), p. 39.
77 Cf. Richard Rorty, Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1979).
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Idealism is notorious for the fallacy of concluding that because there must be minds in the
world in order for us to have reason to make statements about the world, therefore there
is no sense to the idea of a world which does not include minds.78

Indeed, Rorty stumbles into the fallacy of “the gem,” as termed by David Stove,
whereby an argument conflates the trivial dependency of concepts in relation to
the mind with the problematic dependency of its referents – that is, with objects
themselves. “Saturn,” the concept, does depend on the mind; Saturn, the object,
does not. In Brasselars rephrasing of this fallacy: between “Saturn” and Saturn
there is a concept of difference, even if there is not a difference of concept.79
However, this very same argument could be formulated against Brassellars’s
philosophical monster. In “Transcendental Logic and True Representings,”
Brassier insinuates that space and time are “conceptual intuitions” for Sellars.
Quite a bold statement for an expression that does not appear even once in his
work. In fact, within Sellars’s philosophical system, the very notion of “conceptual intuition” is an contradictio in adjecto much like “fried snow.” But let us take
a look at Brassier’s argumentation anyway: space and time cannot be sensible intuitions; if they were, there would be sensible knowledge without the mediation
of concepts (our knowledge of objects within a certain space and time); but that
would rehash the myth of the given, so that we must conclude that space and
time are conceptual intuitions. The difference between sensible and conceptual
intuitions is the same as the difference between the “sense of something,” which
does not involve the understanding, and the “sense as something,” which does.
This distinction leads him to differentiate between feeling something as red and
understanding that something is red. In the former case, we are not dealing with
an object, but rather with a multiplicity of sensible intuitions; in the second, we
are dealing with an object, which emerges once the understanding unifies the
multiplicity of intuitions under a concept.80 What is the difference, then, between the world (the object) and the mind (the concept)?
Our author does not give a clear answer. In “Nominalism, Naturalism, and
Materialism,” he tells us that the world is made up of things and not facts, since
facts have a propositional form and propositions are conceptual things (“propositional form is tantamount to intelligible order”)81; but later on he retracts his
argument, saying that the world is not made up of things but of process, and
78 Wilfrid Sellars, “Counterfactuals, Dispositions, and the Causal Modalities,” in: Herbert
Feigl, Michael Scriven, and Grover Maxwell (eds.), Minnesota Studies in the Philosophy of Science (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1958), vol. 2: 301.
79 Cf. David Stove, The Plato Cult and Other Philosophical Follies (Oxford: Blackwell,
1991).
80 Cf. Ray Brassier, “Transcendental Logic and True Representings,” Glass Bead Journal,
no. 0 (2016).
81 Ray Brassier, “Nominalism, Naturalism, and Materialism: Sellars’s Critical Ontology,”
in: Bana Bashour and Hans D. Muller (eds.), Contemporary Philosophical Naturalism and its
Implications (London/New York: Routledge, 2013), p. 103.
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that nonhuman animals are capable of understanding “non-conceptual propositions” (“propositional form is prelinguistic and more fundamental than logical or conceptual form”).82 Which one is it, doc? What is the difference between
facts and processes? Search me. We will have to wait for the publication of Reasons, Patterns and Process.

82

Brassier, “Nominalism, Naturalism, and Materialism,” p. 110.

§ 4. Graham Harman
We need to find the equivalent of “philosophy installations,”
whatever that might be. There are too many calls in philosophy for clear writing, but rarely any calls for vivid writing.
Graham Harman1

§ 4.1. Readiness-To-Hand and Presence-At-Hand
In 2002, Graham Harman published his PhD thesis titled Tool-Being, where he
interpreted Martin Heidegger’s philosophy from a realist point of view.2 It was
an original and bold interpretation, particularly considering that Being and Time
dismisses the “problem of reality” – whether the existence of the external world
is demonstrable or not – as an unsolvable problem. According to Heidegger, it is
futile to demonstrate the existence of the external world because the only thing
that exists, properly speaking, is “being-there” (Dasein), and its existence consists precisely in “being-in-the-world” (In-der-Welt-sein). The world is not a reality which exists “out there,” but a form of being characteristic of human beings;
what one must unravel, within this framework, is not its existence, but our uncertainty about it. As Heidegger puts it:
To have faith in the Reality of the “external world,” whether rightly or wrongly; to “prove”
this Reality for it, whether adequately or inadequately; to presuppose it, whether explicitly
or not – attempts such as these which have not mastered their own basis with full transparency, presuppose a subject which is proximally worldless or unsure of its world, and
which must, at bottom, first assure itself of a world. […] Our task is not to prove that an
“external world” is present-at-hand [vorhanden] or to show how it is present-at-hand, but
to point out why Dasein, as Being-in-the-world, has the tendency to bury the “external
world” in nullity “epistemologically” before going on to prove it. The reason for this lies
in Dasein’s falling and in the way in which the primary understanding of Being has been
diverted to Being as presence-at-hand [Vorhandenheit] – a diversion which is motivated
by that falling itself.3

1 Graham Harman, “Interview with Graham Harman,” interview by Tom Beckett, Ask/
Tell (October 23, 2011).
2 Cf. Graham Harman, Tool-Being: Heidegger and the Metaphysics of Objects (Chicago:
Open Court, 2002).
3 Martin Heidegger, Being and Time, (trans.) John Macquarrie/Edward Robinson (Oxford: Blackwell, 1962), p. 250.
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Having said this, it is obvious that Heidegger grants ontological supremacy
to human beings over the rest of all beings. In The Fundamental Concepts of
Metaphysics, Heidegger distinguishes between the stone, which is “worldless”
or world-lacking (weltlos); the animal, which is “poor in world” (weltarm); and
human beings, that are “world-forming” (weltbild).4 This three-part distinction is drawn from the biologist Jakov Johann von Uexküll’s work, according to
whom the essential difference between human beings and the rest of animals is
that the former have colonized the world and can, thus, perceive reality objectively, whereas the former have confined themselves to their ecological niches,
and thus only perceive those phenomena which are useful for their survival.
Human beings have “world” (Welt), whereas the rest of animals only have the
environment or “environing world” (Umwelt).5 To put it in Heidegger’s lexicon,
human beings perform actions and are in “the open,” whereas animals behave
according to and are confined by the “disinhibiting ring.” Heidegger is among
the “modern,” in Bruno Latour’s sense of the term: a Westerner who sets out to
purify the distinction between human beings and the rest of beings.6 He is also
a “philosopher of human access,” to use Graham Harman’s appellation, since he
believes that the mode through which human beings have access to reality plays
a transcendental role in the constitution of said reality.
Now, we must point out that Heidegger does acknowledge that things have a
certain degree of independence in relation to us. As he writes in Being and Time:
Entities are quite independently of the experience by which they are disclosed, the acquaintance in which they are discovered, and the grasping in which their nature is ascertained. […] But the fact that Reality is ontologically grounded in the Being of Dasein,
does not signify that only when Dasein exists and as long as Dasein exists, can the Real
be as that which in itself it is.7

Or, to make a long story short: the fact that reality is only for human beings
does not mean that there would be nothing real without human beings. This is
precisely the distinction, later developed by Jacques Lacan, between reality and
the real.8 Heidegger holds that there would be no being without human beings,
since being is the way human beings open themselves up to the world; but there
would, indeed, be entities, even if the question of their being cannot be posited
independently of us. As he argues:
4

Cf. Martin Heidegger, Die Grundbegriffe der Metaphysik, in Gesamtausgabe, vol. 29–30.
Cf. Jakob Johann von Uexküll and Georg Kriszat, Streifzüge durch die Umwelten von Tieren und Menschen: Ein Bilderbuch unsichtbarer Welten (Berlin: Springer, 1934).
6 Cf. Bruno Latour, We Have Never Been Modern, (trans.) Katherine Porter (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1993).
7 Heidegger, Being and Time, pp. 228 and 255.
8 Cf. Jacques Lacan, Seminaire XXII: R. S.I (unpublished, 1974–1975); Gérard Pommier,
“Qu’est-ce que le ‘Réel’?” (Paris: Erès, 2004).
5
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When Dasein does not exist, “independence” “is” not either, nor “is” the “in-itself.” […]
In such a case even entities within-the-world can neither be discovered nor lie hidden.
In such a case it cannot be said that entities are, nor can it be said that they are not. But
now, as long as there is an understanding of Being and therefore an understanding of
presence-at-hand [Vorhandenheit], it can indeed be said that in this case entities will still
continue to be.9

This passage seems to suggest that things in themselves are presence-at-hand.
However, in a previous passage he proclaims that “readiness-to-hand [Zuhandenheit] is the way in which entities as they are ‘in themselves’ are defined ontologico-categorially.”10 Here we begin to approach the problem of establishing
which one of these two – readiness-to-hand or presence-at-hand – has priority; a subject which has been at the center of most recent Anglo-Saxon interpretations of Heidegger’s philosophy, including Harman’s.11 Readiness-to-hand
and presence-at-hand are two modes of being of objects which correspond to
their practical and theoretical understanding by human beings. Practical understanding of objects consists in their mode of being as tools within a network of
functions and finalities in which human beings operate, guided by unreflective
circumspection. The famous hammer from paragraph fifteen of Being and Time
is not only in the world, but in a state of permanent reference to other equipment
(nails, anvils, sickles, etc.) with which it can be combined to perform a certain
work (nail a wood, forge metals, put together the shield of arms of the Soviet
Union, etc).
Readiness-to-hand is the primary mode of being of objects, both from the
etymological point of view – “pragmata” in Greek, “objecta” in Latin, “Gegenstande” in German; all etymological roots suggest that objects are things which
“object to us,” which present some practical resistance to our actions – and, from
the existential point of view, we only theorize and interrogate the essence or eidos
of the hammer when it breaks. Prior to our surprise when faced with the useless tool, we were unable to notice it, circumspect and absorbed as we are by the
work to which the hammer is subordinated as a means to an end. Moreover, the
work had a composition and a goal, an out of what and a for what, which project
us from the “domestic world of the workshop” to the “public world” which is
“accessible to anyone.” There are moments in Being and Time that strike one
as coming from a treatise on political economy, where the subject of discussion
is the movement from the artisan’s workshop to the capitalist factory, from the
sphere of production to the circulation of commodities. But Heidegger is quick
to turn our attention back to the problems of readiness-to-hand and presence-athand with such puzzling statements as these:
9 Heidegger, Being and Time, p. 255.
10 Heidegger, Being and Time, p. 101.

11 Cf. Denis McManus, Heidegger and the Measure of Truth (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2012).
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That the world does not “consist” of the ready-to-hand shows itself in the fact (among
others) that whenever the world is lit up in the modes of concern which we have been
interpreting, the ready-to-hand becomes deprived of its worldhood so that Being-justpresent-at-hand comes to the fore. […] If it is to be possible for the ready-to-hand not to
emerge from its inconspicuousness, the world must not announce itself. And it is in this
that the Being-in-itself of entities which are ready-to-hand has its phenomenal structure
constituted.12

To summarize, the world is a place where things are ready to hand, but this mode
of being is concealed to itself and to our mode of being in the world; and it is
only when what is ready-to-hand is no longer useful, thus becoming present-athand, that they reveal said modes of being. In other words, practice has priority
over, and is more important than, theory, but it is only through theory that we
realize this priority and importance. As one of Harman’s critics has written, with
an ever-so-slight touch of irony: “I cannot fully have an idea of what a heart does
until it no longer does what it is meant to, namely, when it stops beating in my
chest.”13
We should not be surprised, then, that most English-speaking interpretations
of Heidegger have tried to connect him with John Dewey’s pragmatism, which
stressed the importance of problems as the source and foundation of theoretical
investigations. This is the case of Hubert Dreyfus, who has been critical of the
strong AI hypothesis from a Heideggerian-Deweyian point of view. To make a
long story short, this program purports to explain consciousness in computational terms. According to Dreyfus, the hypothesis is based on four mistaken
assumptions: 1) the biological assumption, whereby the brain processes information in a discrete and non-continuous manner; 2) the psychological assumptions, whereby the mind works by applying formal rules to cognitive symbols; 3)
the ontological assumption, whereby the world is exclusively composed of facts
which can be represented in a symbolic manner; and 4) the epistemological assumption, whereby all forms of knowledge are formalizable. Dreyfus refutes
the last three assumptions by way of the distinction between “know-how” and
“know-what” – his idiosyncratic translation of Heidegger’s “readiness-to-hand”
and “presence-at-hand.” The strong AI hypothesis is wrong because our form
of being in the world is primarily practical, guided by values and attitudes, and
relying on a background knowledge which operates intuitively and cannot be
made completely explicit. We cannot, Dreyfus concludes, reduce consciousness
to facts, symbols, and rules.14
12

Heidegger, Being and Time, p. 106.
Michael Austin, “To Exist is to Change: A Friendly Disagreement with Graham Harman on Why Things Happen,” Speculations: A Journal of Speculative Realism, no. 1 (2010): 71.
14 Cf. Hubert Dreyfus, What Computers Can’t Do: The Limits of Artificial Intelligence (New
York: Harper & Row, 1979; Hubert Dreyfus, Being-in-the-World: A Commentary on Heidegger’s Being and Time, Division I [Cambridge: MIT Press, 1991]).
13
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Another English-speaking philosopher who has interpreted Heidegger from
a similarly pragmatic perspective is Mark Okrent. In Heidegger’s Pragmatism,
Okrent argues that, according to Being and Time, the knowledge of the world is
uninterrupted practical knowledge. “Heidegger,” affirms Okrent, “doesn’t claim
that there can be no intention directed toward a thing unless we understand it.
Rather, he asserts that one can’t intend oneself, and that one can’t intend anything else unless one understands oneself.”15 This does not strike Okrent as a
particularly original argument:
With the possible exception of the emphasis on temporality, the principal doctrines of the
early Heidegger concerning the primarily practical character of intentionality are hardly
unique in the twentieth century. A whole series of philosophers, including John Dewey,
the late Wittgenstein, and the contemporary American neo-pragmatists […] have made
very similar points.16

It is precisely against these pragmatic interpretations that Harman wrote ToolBeing. The book’s central thesis is that both the know-what and the know-how
distort objects without grasping their deeper essence. Such essence consists in its
own concealment, its withdrawal from presence, its half-manifestation. This is
Harman’s interpretation of Heidegger’s distinction between readiness-to-hand
and presence-at-hand: it is not a distinction between practice and theory, but
one between concealment and presence. This is grounded in a passage from
Being and Time where Heidegger writes that “the ready-to-hand is not grasped
theoretically at all, nor is it itself the sort of thing that circumspection takes
proximally as a circumspective theme.”17
This quotation, however, is taken out of context. A closer look at the paragraphs surrounding this line reveals that Heidegger is, in fact, speaking about
our lack of attention towards things in themselves, which remain inconspicuous
as long as we use them to carry out some kind of work. Nevertheless, it is true
that, for Heidegger, things are not exhausted by theory or by practice. As he puts
it somewhat poetically just a few paragraphs after Harman’s choice quotation:
Here, however, “Nature” is not to be understood as that which is just present-at-hand, nor
as the power of Nature. The wood is a forest of timber, the mountain a quarry of rock; the
river is water-power, the wind is wind “in the sails.” […] If its kind of Being as ready-tohand is disregarded, this ‘Nature’ itself can be discovered and defined simply in its pure
presence-at-hand. But when this happens, the Nature which “stirs and strives,” which assails us and enthralls us as landscape, remains hidden. The botanist’s plants are not the
flowers of the hedgerow; the “source” which the geographer establishes for a river is not
the “springhead in the dale.”18
15 Mark Okrent, Heidegger’s Pragmatism: Understanding, Being, and the Critique of Metaphysics (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1988), p 31.
16 Okrent, Heidegger’s Pragmatism, p. 24.
17 Heidegger, Being and Time, p. 99.
18 Heidegger, Being and Time, p. 100.
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This passage anticipates the later Heidegger, whose works are rife with rural images, poetical effusiveness, and “commemorative thinking” (Andenken), understood as a theoretical and practical alternative to Western metaphysics – a field
which, in Heidegger’s estimation, has been oblivious to being. In this second
phase Heidegger regards readiness-to-hand and presence-at-hand as modes of
being that are inauthentic to things. As he says in his conference “On Time and
Being”, with a note of disquiet:
Things of nature [Vorhandenheit] and artifacts [Zuhandenheit] are both modes of presencing. The vast reach of presencing shows itself most oppressively when we consider
that absence, too, indeed absence most particularly, remains determined by a presenting
which at times reaches uncanny proportions.19

§ 4.2. The Question Concerning the Thing
Although Harman pretends to base his interpretation of Heidegger on the analyses of equipment found in Being and Time, the fact is that his idea of toolbeing is completely based on the works from Heidegger’s later period, particularly the course The Question Concerning the Thing, and the conference – whose
title certainly cuts to the chase – “The Thing.” Heidegger begins this course by
distinguishing between three definitions of the term “thing”: the first, a somewhat limited definition, is that things are presence-at-hand (a hammer, a mountain, etc); the second, somewhat more expansive definition is that things are
also facts or events (a storm, a revolution, etc); and, according to the third and
even wider definition, a thing is everything which is something and not nothing (numbers, emotions, etc). These three definitions share an understanding of
things as something which is found in a certain space and time, as a “here-nowthing” and an “in-each-case-thisness” (je dieses).
What does he mean by this “thingness” (“Jediesheit,” a neologism coined by
Heidegger in imitation of Duns Scotus’s “haecceitas”)? It cannot be the space
and time where the thing is, since these change and the thing remains. As for
the attempt to understand reality in purely deictic terms (“this,” “here,” “now,”
etc.), Heidegger provides the same objection as Hegel did in the first chapter of
the Phenomenology of Spirit.20 If we write “This is a piece of chalk” on a sheet
of paper placed right next to a piece of chalk, it is enough for the wind to blow
the paper away for the proposition to no longer be true. “Remarkable,” jests Heidegger, “that a truth depends upon a gust of wind. The philosophers usually tell
19

Martin Heidegger, Time and Being, (trans.) Joan Stambaugh (Chicago/London: University of Chicago Press, 2002), p. 7.
20 Georg W. F. Hegel, Phenomenology of Spirit, (trans.) Terry Pinkard (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017).
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themselves that the truth is something valid in itself, above time, and eternal,
and woe to him who says that truth is not eternal.”21
The natural form of understanding the thing – any thing – is to take it as what
endures through change, as the unity of sensible multiplicity, a substance with
attributes or a bearer of properties. This is a natural conception of things because
it corresponds with the deeper structure of our assertions about them. Heidegger
distinguishes between four definitions of the verb “assert” (aussagen): 1) to assert x (to utter a proposition); 2) to assert concerning x (to convey information);
3) to assert to x (to communicate with somebody); and 4) to assert oneself (to
express oneself reflexively). Assertions, according to the first definition of the
verb, have a propositional structure from which to derive the natural conclusion
that things are logical subjects of which certain attributes are predicated. But the
natural, observes Heiddeger, is also historical. This notion of things has its origin
in Plato and Aristotle. It is not for nothing that subject and substance share the
same word in Greek – “hypokeimenon” – which, as noted in the introduction, literally means “what is under.”22 To tackle the question of the being of things, we
must, then, challenge or “confront” (Auseinandersetzung) philosophical tradition itself, beginning with Ancient Greece.
The Ancient Greeks had different words to designate things, depending on
their characteristics: physical things (ta physika), things produced by hand (ta
poioumena), things that can be used (ta khremata), things that can be known
(ta mathemata), and things in general (ta pragmata). Conflating or misinterpreting any of these four words is a good way to kick off a myriad of philosophical
misreadings. Thus, when Protagoras proclaims that “man is the measure of all
things [khrematon],”23 he is not talking about things in general, but strictly those
that can be used – that is, equipment, readiness-to-hand, etc. Protagoras’s declaration is not an anthropocentric pronouncement, but merely a statement concerning the centrality of human beings within a purely practical vision of reality.
This is what we basically mean by that ill-named notion of “classical humanism.”
According to Heidegger, modern science and philosophy conflate the various
definitions of things and reduce them to one: things that can be known. The
chief characteristic of modern science and philosophy is not that they exclusively
21 Martin Heidegger, The Question Concerning the Thing: On Kant’s Doctrine of the Transcendental Principles, (trans.) James D. Reid/Benjamin D. Crowe (London/New York: Rowman & Littlefield, 2018), p. 19.
22 This statement is not completely true. As we have seen in the introduction, the Romans
translated “ousia” as “substantia,” and at times as “subjectum,” though it would have been much
more accurate, in our judgment, to translate it as “entitas.” Thus it would have been possible to
translate “hypostasis” as “substantia” and “hypokeimenon” as “subjectum.” Though, of course,
this would have probably precluded the debates which led to our current idea of person, substance, essence …. In philosophy, the worst of translations is the one that tends to be the one
that provides the most food for thought.
23 Diogenes Laertius, Lives of the Eminent Philosopher, IX, § 51.
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deal with empirical facts, given that they also deploy abstract principles and resort to unobservable entities (Descartes’s perpetual motion, Maxwell’s demon,
Einstein’s mental experiments, etc.); nor is it that they revolutionarily use the
experimental method, since trial and error within controlled, repeatable, and
testable conditions was something already practiced by prescientific artisanship;
nor that they make a generous use of mathematics, since ancient astronomy used
it in spades. Rather, what characterizes them is that they set out to reduce everything that is real to mathesis – to, as Heidegger would put it, presence-at-hand.
In Plato, mathesis consists in learning by way of recollection. One learns by appropriating the knowledge that was stored, unbeknownst to us, inside one’s soul.
Galileo Galilei’s principle of inertia similarly argued that the perpetuum mobile
is an idea, fashioned by the mind, that finds no realization anywhere in space
and time. Modern sciences do not regard things as entities in the here and now,
but rather as concepts which are projected by consciousness onto reality with
the goal of comprehending it via approximation. Nature is no longer the principle of change which is endogenous and internal to human beings (Aristotle’s
physis), but a field where to apply certain laws of mechanics (Newton’s natura).
Things begin to be understood in terms of what Heidegger describes as “anticipated apprehensions” (Vorausgriffen): concepts which anticipate things from
the outside. Descartes laid the groundwork for this reduction of reality to knowledge, this aspiration to a mathesis universalis, by restricting the idea of subject to
human consciousness and reducing the rest of things to the condition of intentional objects. In the scholastic tradition, intentional objects are not objective –
they are not out there, in the world – but rather in here, in the mind. This is why
Heidegger rejects the notion of things as mere objects – because this would imply
that the only subject, the only substance, the only substrate is the human being,
and that things only are inasmuch as that they can be known to the human being.
Descartes opens up a new era in the history of philosophy with his cogito ergo
sum, which Heidegger renames “the principle of the I.” This principle should
not be interpreted as a deduction of being from thinking, but as an intellectual intuition concerning the identity that the subject has with regards to itself.
Thus, Cartesian philosophy is based on the principle of identity, understood as
a “mathematical principle” (A = A); whereas subsequent philosophy gives greater weight to the principle of non-contradiction, and the principle of sufficient
reason coined by Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz. This second principle is the seed
of modern ontotheology – that branch of metaphysics which conflates being in
general with the most perfect and eminent being. Everything has a sufficient
reason, according to this ontology – which is, at the same time, a theology – because the contrary position questions the perfection and eminence of God. The
division of modern metaphysics into cosmology, theology, and psychology arises
from these three principles: non-contradiction as a modal principle (“Something
is possible if it is not contradictory” and “Something is necessary if its opposite
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is contradictory”); sufficient reason as a theological principle (“Everything has
a reason and God is the reason for everything”); and identity as a psycho-mathematical principle (“I am who I am,” “A = A”). We could argue that the relationship between the last two principles, the theological and the psycho-mathematical, is the same as that which exists between the form and matter of knowledge.
We could say that the matter of knowledge are the entities created by God, and
that its form is human consciousness. And we could also invert the terms and
argue that divine creation inscribes a kind of causal form over the mode through
which we know, and that human beings are the privileged matter of that knowledge. The latter assertion can be found lurking behind Kant’s motto, according
to which the content of his three Critiques could be summarized and formulated
as a question: “What is man?”
Kant was responsible for transforming modern metaphysics by severing the
ties between the principle of non-contradiction and the modal categories. For
something to be conceivable, it cannot be contradictory; but, moreover, to be
possible, its concept and its intuition must correspond to the conditions of experience. A 3,300-feet-tall skyscraper is conceivable and is not contradictory; but,
according to the laws regarding the resistance of materials currently used to construct buildings, it is impossible. Thus, Kant provides a more autonomous and, at
the same time, more mathematical understanding of things. On the one hand, he
asserts the existence of the thing in itself, independent of us, and underscores the
soul’s receptivity with regards to sensible intuitions. On the other hand, he conceptualizes the quantitative, qualitative, relative, and modal properties of things
as if they were categories of the understanding, which are articulated or mediated
by physical-mathematical sciences. This ambivalence stems from the three expressions used by Kant to refer to entities: “thing” (Ding), “object” (Gegenstand),
and the Latin term which we could translate as “objet” (Objekt).
For German scholastics of the Leibnizian-Wolffian variety, the term “thing”
designates entities which are possible and, thus, the objects of study of metaphysics. For Kant, this term designates the thing in itself, the noumenon which
is behind phenomena, the transcendental object as the limit of all possible experience. As for objects, they are understood as entities which correspond to the
conditions of experience and, consequently, exist; meaning that they are logically placed and postulated as subjects of certain, real predicates. Let us recall
that, for Kant, existence is not a real predicate, but a logical position or postulation of the subject of that kind of predicates. Finally, objets are objects which
not only have “existence” (Dasein) but also “actuality” (Wirklichkeit), inasmuch
as they corresponds to the conditions of possibility of knowledge – that is, that
they synthesize a plurality of intuitions and concepts in the unity of transcendental apperception. Kant distinguishes, in short, between three kinds of being
for entities: the postulation of things, the existence of objects, and the actuality of
objects. These three modes of being have in common their being defined in re-
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lation to our understanding. In this sense, Kant remains firmly within that Western metaphysical tradition which conceives the being of things in relation to our
way of knowing the world.24
According to Heidegger, this conceptualization of things obliterates their essence. In the conference titled “The Thing,” he begins by analyzing the essence
of a jug from the phenomenological point of view. It would appear that the essence of a jug consists in its being a vessel. It is not defined by its shape or material, but rather by its function. What defines a jug in the “lifeworld,” in our runof-the-mill daily life, is that void that allows us to store liquids inside of it. But,
from a scientific point of view, this void does not exist. When the jug is not storing liquid, this interior cavity is not empty, but rather full of elemental particles
that make up the surrounding air. Ultimately, the material that makes up the jug
is also a composite of the same elemental particles. Thus, this metaphysical and
scientific concept of things obliterates their worldly and ordinary essence in as
efficient a manner as a nuclear World War would. Heidegger made this comparison in 1949, the year when the Soviet Union produced its first atomic bomb.
His apocalyptic words have the ring of a prophecy issued from the Black Forest:
Science’s knowledge, which is compelling within its own sphere, the sphere of objects, already had annihilated things as things long before the atom bomb exploded. The bomb’s
explosion is only the grossest of all gross confirmations of the long-since-accomplished annihilation of the thing: the confirmation that the thing as a thing remains nil. The
thingness of the thing remains concealed, forgotten. The nature of the thing never comes
to light, that is, it never gets a hearing. […] That annihilation is so weird because it carries
before it a twofold delusion: first, the notion that science is superior to all other experience in reaching the real in its reality, and second, the illusion that, notwithstanding the
scientific investigation of reality, things could still be things, which would presuppose that
they had once been in full possession of their thinghood.25

Heidegger’s contention against Western metaphysics and modern science is not
that they have reduced the jug of the lifeworld to the elemental particles of science, but rather that they presuppose that things have an essence that can be
brought to light. The being of things precisely consists in their concealment. In
a way, metaphysics bears testimony to the truth of being by being oblivious to
it; and science bears testimony to the truth of things by annihilating them. Heidegger’s critique is – sotto voce, almost unbeknownst to him – an eulogy.
In The Question Concerning the Thing, Heidegger quotes Arthur Eddington’s
theory of the two tables. First introduced in the 1927 Gifford Lectures, this theory posits that each and every thing can be understood from two different points
of view. On the one hand, there is the everyday table, which has certain attrib24

480.

Cf. Martin Heidegger, “Kant These über das Sein,” in Gesamtausgabe, vol. 9, pp. 445–

25 Martin Heidegger, “The Thing,” in: Poetry, Language, and Thought, (trans.) Albert Hofstadter (New York: Harper Perennial, 2001), p. 168.
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utes: color, touch, sound, etc.; then, there is the scientific table, which has none
of these secondary properties.26 Which one of the two tables, Heidegger asks, is
the authentic, genuine, and true one? If the answer is both, we then may have to
postulate the existence of a third – a tertium quid – which would synthesize the
two tables. This is, at heart, the source of Harman’s interpretation of Heidegger’s
thought: the everyday and the scientific table are caricatures of a third, hidden,
or veiled table. Indeed, Harman has often made reference to Edington’s conference to explain his own object-oriented philosophy, allegedly based on an interpretation of Being and Time.27
From the standpoint of his solution to the problem of Eddington’s two tables –
which, by the way, could have been a conceptual artwork by Joseph Kosuth, renowned for his installation One and Three Chairs – Harman has made a number
of polemical assertions about Heidegger. Contrary to his reputation as a worthy
historian of philosophy, Harman finds Heidegger to be a tiresome philosopher,
bent on finding in his predecessors’ work a similar contraposition between hidden and manifest which is found in his own. Somewhat more polemically, Harman holds that Heidegger’s notion of time shares nothing with Bergson’s. These
two authors opposed the same quantitative concept of time as a sequence of instants, but for altogether different reasons. The problematic term for Bergson is
instants: the idea that time can be divided into discrete and extensive units. Bergsonian time is a continuous and intensive magnitude.28 The problematic term
for Heidegger, on the contrary, is sequence: the idea that time can be understood
from any other point of view but the now. Heideggerian time is not made up of
a succession of moments, but by the existential dimensions opened up in each
present instant. Past and future are not instants that come before and after a fixed
temporal sequence, but a retrospective projection cast over collective tradition,
and a prospective anticipation about individual death. Heidegger is a philosopher of the instant – of the Augenblick (literally: “an eye glimpse”). In making
this distinction, Harman interprets Heidegger’s concept of time in occasionalist
terms – as a philosophy which makes an ontological isolation of each temporal
moment in relation to the one that precedes and follows it.

§ 4.3. Intention and Consciousness
But Heidegger is only another philosopher within a well-hallowed tradition of
phenomenologists who, from Franz Brentano onwards, have influenced Harman. Indeed, Brentano was the first to use the term “phenomenology” with the
26
27

Cf. Arthur Eddington, The Nature of the Physical World (London: Macmillan, 1928).
Cf. Graham Harman, “The Third Table,” in: Katrin Sauerländer (ed.), Documenta:100
Notes–100 Thoughts (Kassel: Documenta, 2012), no. 85.
28 Cf. Pedro Chacón, Bergson o el tiempo del espíritu (Madrid: Cincel, 1988).
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meaning it has gained throughout the twentieth and twenty-first century. In his
work, this term functions as a synonym of “descriptive or empirical psychology,”
a discipline which studies the mind a priori, with a holistic approach, from a
first-person perspective, and with the aim of being a “strict science” on par with
mathematics. It is opposed to “genetical or analytic psychology,” which studies
the mind a posteriori, with an atomistic approach, and from a third-person perspective. According to Brentano’s descriptive psychology, the mind is an indivisible unit, which is primarily directed towards objects and indirectly towards
itself. Thus, when someone perceives a tree, that mind is primarily directed towards the tree and indirectly towards itself in the act of perceiving the tree. The
mind cannot perceive itself directly because it would then violate its indivisible
unity by splitting into a mind that perceives and a mind that is perceived. In his
work Psychology from the Empirical Point of View, Brentano uses the term “intentional” to refer to the primary objects of consciousness, thus resuscitating an
old-fashioned word from the scholastic tradition:
Every mental phenomenon is characterized by what the Scholastics of the Middle Ages
called the intentional (or mental) inexistence of an object, and what we might call, though
not wholly unambiguously, reference to a content, direction toward an object (which is
not to be understood here as meaning a thing), or immanent objectivity.29

“Inexistence,” as it is used in this passage, should not be understood as “nonexistence” – as an absolute and total absence of all existence –, but rather as an
immanent, endogenous, interior existing within the mind. According to Brentano, there are three types of mental phenomena: representations, which place
objects in the mind and are the basis for the rest of mental phenomena; judgments, which assert or deny the existence of these objects; and emotions, which
provide positive (love) or negative (hate) evaluation of these objects. One of the
disadvantages of this immanentist approach is that, if we presuppose that all the
objects exist inside the mind, then judgments that assert the existence of an object are redundant, and those that deny their existence are contradictory. The
situation gets even more convoluted if we differentiate between objects that are
internal and external to the mind. This theoretical alternative presents us with
two options: either immanent objects are different from transcendental objects,
and then we face the problem of solipsism (two people thinking about Madrid
would not be thinking about the same city, but rather about different representations of it); or immanent objects are identical to transcendental objects, and
then we must resolve the problem of the existence of fictional or contradictory
objects. Are we meant to believe that unicorns and regular decahedrons do exist,
inside and outside the mind, just because we can think them?
29 Franz Brentano, Psychology from an Empirical Standpoint, (trans.) Antos C. Rancurello/
Dailey B. Terrell/Linda McAlister (London: Routledge, 1973), p. 68.
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We can group Brentano’s disciples according to their responses to this dilemma. On the one hand, we have those who took the second option, postulating
that fictional and contradictory objects have some kind of existence. This is the
case of Alexius Meinong, who argued that unicorns and regular decahedrons do
not exist, but “subsist” (bestehen).30 For this group, fictional and contradictory objects do not ex-ist (they are not out there, in the external world), but they
do in-sist (they are here, in the mind). On the other hand, we have those who
sided with the first option, and assumed a certain degree of solipsism. Such is the
case of Kazimierz Twardowski and his distinction between object and content of
representation. The object is what is perceived, and the content is that through
which we perceive.31 It is a distinction that calls to mind Gottlob Frege’s division
between the sense and reference of a linguistic term.32 Several contents (or sense)
can be applied to the same object (or reference). To give an example, Aristotle is
the object or reference of the contents or senses conveyed in definitive descriptions such as “the author of Nicomachean Ethics,” “Plato’s disciple,” or “tutor of
Alexander the Great.” When we make a negative existential judgment, what we
are denying is the existence of the object or the reference, but not of its contents
or senses. Twardowski’s small dose of solipsism derives from his argument that
the content or sense of our judgements is intrinsically dependent on our degree
of knowledge about reality. In short, regular decahedrons can exist for those who
have absolutely no clue about geometry.
This conclusion was not to Edmund Husserl’s liking, who went on to write
his Logical Investigations partly as a response to Twardowski. To this end, he distinguishes between three definitions of the term “consciousness”: consciousness
as in Wilhelm Wundt’s experimental psychology, as a continuous flow of experiences; consciousness as in Paul Natorp’s neo-Kantian philosophy, as a pure ego
subject to internal intuition; and consciousness as subjective pole of mental acts.
In the first edition of Logical Investigations, Husserl retains the last definition
and rejects the other two by way of Humean arguments concerning the impossibility of intuiting the pure ego, and the uninterruptedness of the flow of experience: Am I myself when I sleep? Is there a freshly dead and freshly born self
every time I go to bed and wake up? Or, in the words of Billie Eilish: WHEN WE
ALL FALL ASLEEP, WHERE DO WE GO? Husserl’s reply is that we do not go anywhere. Since we – or rather, our consciousness is not a pure ego or a continuous
flow of experience, but the subjective pole of each of our mental acts, dreams included.
30 Cf. Alexius Meinong, Über Gegenstandstheorie. Selbstdarstellung (Hamburg: Felix
Meiner, 1988).
31 Cf. Kazimierz Twardowski, On the Content and Object of Presentations: A Psychological
Investigation, (trans.) Reinhardt Grossmann (The Hague: Nijhoff, 1977).
32 Cf. Gottlob Frege, On sense and reference, in: Translations from the philosophical writings of Gottlob Frege, (ed. and trans.) Peter Geach/Max Black, (Oxford: Blackwell, 1952).
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From this definition of consciousness, Husserl establishes a distinction, in his
fifth logical investigation, between objectifying mental acts and those that do not
objectify anything at all. The former are mental acts which refer to objects or
states of things. Consciousness transcends itself through these acts, pointing outside of itself by way of intentions that reality may or may not satisfy. States of
things satisfy propositions and they can be synthesized in objects by way of what
Husserl terms “nominal acts.” Thus, the state of things “the table is white,” can be
synthesized in the object or nominal act of “white table.” As for objectifying acts,
Husserls distinguishes between positing acts, which commit to the existence of objects, and those which posit nothing, thus not committing to any existence. Perception and memory are examples of the former; fantasy and desire of the latter.33
We should point out, however, that there is an essential difference between
the concepts of perception and memory. In perception, objects are in propria
persona, here and now. Husserl was critical of those philosophical theories according to which objects are given to perception as sense data or judicative acts.
In his Logical Investigations, he argues that we intentionally refer to objects in a
complete manner, even if on each occasion we perceive only some, and not all,
of its profiles, aspects or “adumbrations” (Abschattungen). When I see a polyhedron, what immediately appears in my perception is a complete polyhedron,
even if I do not see all of its faces at once, even if one of them is hidden from my
point of view. The complete object is the immediate horizon of all of its adumbrations. Perception is, then, the paradigm of an intuition which, once it is satisfied, generates an evidence with its present and presence.
In memory, on the contrary, objects are present as things that have been in
the past. Memory, obviously, shapes our consciousness of time. In On the Phenomenology of the Consciousness of Internal Time, Husserls distinguishes between three temporal aspects: objective time, which is the sequence of instants
measured by watches; pre-empirical time, which is the flow of experiences; and
absolute time, which is something like the constant present of subjectivity. In its
primary form, memory is tied to the flow of experiences, composed by the “retention” of the past, the “protention” of the future, and the “primal impressions”
of the present. Contra Brentano, who understands retention and protentions as
imaginary experiences, Husserl believes that they participate in the process of
perception and, thus, take part in our mode of knowing reality. To give Husserl’s
favorite example – which, as we saw in the previous chapter of this book, is also
Bergson’s and Deleuze’s example of choice –: when we listen to a musical note
in a concert, we are not listening to it in an isolated manner, but in relation to
the previous (retention) and the following (protentions) one. In this sense, re33 Cf. Edmund Husserl, Logische Untersuchungen. Zweiter Band: Untersuchungen zur
Phänomenologie und Theorie der Erkenntnis, in Husserliana (The Hague/Boston: Martinus
Nijhoff, 1950), vol. 19.
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tention is the fresh or primary form of memory. The difference between primary
and secondary memory is that the later not only retains the most striking and
outstanding aspects of the object in relation to the current experience, but also
brings it up to consciousness in its wholeness, as a “representation” (Vergegenwärtigung).34 Now, what is the essence of the object?
In his Ideas on Pure Phenomenology, Husserl deploys the term “eidos,” and
describes phenomenology as a “new eidetics” to designate the universal and necessary predicates that determine the essence of that pole of identity which is the
object. The process for grasping an essence or eidos is the “free or imaginative
variation,” which consists in varying the characteristics of an object by way of
imagination until we reach its invariable properties without which the object
would not be itself. There are at least two obvious hurdles that this process must
clear. If I do not know the essence of the object prior to my performing an imaginative variation, then I will not know when the object is no longer itself. I cannot
perform imaginative variations upon a table if I do not previously know that its
essence does not lie in its color, height, number of legs, or board inclination. If
I am already aware of this, there is no need for imaginative variation given that
I already grasp the object’s essence.35 One is reminded of Gustavo Bueno’s definition of this object: “The table is the floor of the hands,” the surface where the
operations of the whole of human existence take place. These kinds of essential
definitions are beyond the reach of imaginative variation.36
Secondly, in positing imaginative variation as the most apt process to grasp
the essence of things, Husserl ties them to fantasy, to a kind of mental act which
does not postulate anything and is not committed to the existence of the objects
to which it refers. Thus, the paradox of Husserl’s idealist turn in his last period: it subscribes to the same solipsistic errors he had denounced in his penultimate period. If his Logical Investigations understood phenomenology as an elucidation of the concepts of logic and epistemology without proceeding from any
presupposition (phenomenology “poses no questions, attempts no definitions,
makes no hypotheses”),37 from Ideas I onwards, Husserl understands phenomenology as a science of pure consciousness, which must put the objects it refers
to between brackets. Husserl’s intellectual opponent is no longer psychologism
but the “natural attitude,” that Urdoxa whose chief thesis is that the world is “out
there,” as something actual and “at hand” (vorhanden) to us. The natural attitude is divided into the personalist attitude, which is the non-theoretical way in
which we relate to people, and the naturalist attitude, which is the way in which
34 Cf. Edmund Husserl, Zur Phänomenologie des inneren Zeitbewusstseins, in: Husserliana, vol. 10.
35 Cf. Edmund Husserl, Ideen zu eine reinen Phänomenologie, in Husserliana, vol.3.
36 Cf. Gustavo Bueno, “La mesa,” El Europeo, no. 47 (1993): 85.
37 Edmund Husserl, Early Writings in the Philosophy of Logic and Mathematics, (trans.)
Dallas Willard (Dordrecht: Springer, 2005), p. 251.
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sciences objectify and absolutize the world, leaving out the subjects that populate it. The naturalist attitude, in its turn, comes in the shape of psychologism,
materialism, or monism depending on whether it reduces reality to its psychic or
physical components, or to a psychophysical continuum capable of synthesizing
both types of components (take, for instance, the so-called “neutral monism” of
beginning of the twentieth century).
Husserl counters these naturalist reductions with his own brand of reduction,
which is no less reductive by being philosophical. Experts are still hard at work
seeking to establish the number of reductions postulated by Husserl, since we
are dealing with numberless formulations (“philosophical reduction,” “positivist reduction,” “universal reduction,” “psychological reduction,” “epistemological reduction,” “phenomenological reduction,” “transcendental reduction,” etc.)
which may or may not be the same thing under a different name. To make things
even more complicated, Husserl tells us that there are several ways to carry out
the reduction (the “Cartesian way,” the “psychological way,” the “way of the critique of natural sciences,” the “way of ontology as critique of pure logic,” the
“way of the lifeworld,” etc.). A good old mess, basically. To avoid confusion, we
are going to follow the conventional explanation of his doctrine, which identifies three moments in Husserl’s reduction: a phenomenological moment, which
consists in putting the existence of objects between brackets – “epoché” is the
Ancient Greek term, dear to the Skeptics, that Husserl uses to describe this –;
an eidetic moment, which consists in retrieving the essence of objects by way of
imaginative variation; and a transcendental moment, which consists in reaching
the understanding that any form of objectivity is, upon final analysis, an achievement, a product, and an artifact of the pure ego. In Cartesian Meditations, reduction is rendered in its most subjectivist phrasing, becoming a “the radical and
universal method by which I apprehend myself purely: as Ego, and with my own
pure conscious life, in and by which the entire Objective world exists for me and
is precisely as it is for me.”38
In this fashion, the transcendental conception of consciousness as a thing
which points outside of itself becomes an immanent analysis according to which
reality is identical to – the very picture of – how it appears before us. We should
not be surprised to find in Ideas I that consciousness is described as “transcendence in immanence.”39 What ever happened to that first edition of the Logical
Investigations, where Husserl protested and demonstrated that it was not possible to find pure ego or a continuous flow of experiences? In the second edition,
he is courteous enough to add a note asserting that yes, that indeed it is possible. Cartesian Meditations opens with an instance of methodological solipsism
38 Edmund Husserl, Cartesian Meditations, (trans.) Dorion Cairns (The Hague: Martinus
Nijhoff Publishers, 1965), p. 21.
39 Cf. Edmund Husserl, Ideen zu eine reinen Phänomenologie, in Husserliana, vol. 3, § 51.
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which consists in presupposing the existence of nothing but the cogito, and deriving everything else from that statement. Husserl renames his philosophy of
“egology or monadology.” The crucial difference with Leibniz’s original monadology is that Husserl’s monads have doors and windows to the outside: the
empathy, sympathy, or compassion that each monad feels for the rest.
The term “empathy” (Einfühlung) had been initially employed by a number
of nineteenth-century German psychologists and philosophers to designate the
process of trial and error through which we infer the presence of another, external
subjectivity. Most theoreticians of empathy around Husserl’s time were in agreement that this experience is intuitive and immediate. When we see somebody
laughing, we do not hypothesize about the meaning of their facial gestures, but
rather we directly interpret the joy, the mockery or the nervousness in their face.
The point of contention between German psychologists and philosophers was
another: the exact definition of this intuitive and immediate experience. According to Theodor Lipps, empathy consists in the fusion with another subjectivity by
way of imitating their behavior.40 Max Scheller countered this interpretation with
the example that we can sympathize with a dog wagging its tail even if human
beings have no tail, and thus are unable to properly imitate the dog’s behavior.41
Husserl, in turn, understands empathy as the process through which I recognize
another subject as “analogous to my interiority,” as an alter ego. Empathy grounds
the harmonic community of monads, which, in an ethical plane, make up the
“lifeworld” (Lebenswelt), and, on the political scale, conforms humanity or what
Husserl vindicated in The Crisis of European Sciences as “responsible Europe.”42
In what way has Husserl influenced Harman? Harman has labeled Husserl
an “object-oriented idealist,” on account of his doctrine that there is an a priori
correlation between the quality and the content of mental acts. Or, to put it in
the jargon of Husserl’s penultimate period, between noesis and noema. According to Ideas I, all subjects are subjects vis-à-vis an object, and every object is an
object vis-à-vis a subject. The content of a mental act or noema encompasses the
intended object as well as the mode of that intention. When I imagine a white
horse, the content or noema is not only a white horse, but also the white horse
being imagined by me. Husserl, moreover, speaks of the “noematic core” of that
x, of the unknown which underpins all the different adumbrations of intended
things. In this manner, Husserl predates the distinction between the real moment and the sensible moment of objects which we later find in the object-oriented philosophy of Harman.
40

491.
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Cf. Theodor Lipps, “Zur Einfühlung,” Psychologische Untersuchungen, no. 2 (1913): 11–

Cf. Max Scheler, Wesen und Formen der Sympathie, in: Gesammelte Werke (Bern:
Francke, 1971–1997), vol. 7.
42 Cf. Edmund Husserl, The Crisis of European Sciences and Transcendental Phenomenology, (trans.) David Carr (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1970).
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In greater detail: there are two different ways in which Harman adopts Husserl’s doctrine that the eidos of a thing can be obtained by way of an imaginative
variation of its properties. First, Harman adopts it as the kind of relation that
takes place between a sensible object and its real qualities. This is a peculiar reformulation of Husserl’s notion of objects and, tangentially, of Plato’s theory of
ideas. The Platonic-Husserlian eidoi are not, according to Harman, real unities
that underpin the multiplicity of the sensible, but the opposite. What lies behind
the sensible unity of the object is the real multiplicity of ideas which determines
its essence. The only difference between these ideas and Harman’s real qualities
is that the latter are not universal but particular, belonging to each object (that
which analytic philosophers call “tropos”).43
Secondly, Harman adopts the Husserlian doctrine of imaginative variation
as a model for how theorizing should be practiced in philosophy. In Harman’s
work we find the same ideas, subject to multiple rhetorical spins and variations,
across the stretch of hundreds of pages – and, at times, dozens of books. This
Harmanian yarn that keeps on giving has exhausted some of his critics’ patience.
One such fatigued reader is Nathan Brown:
A rhetorical strategy frequently adopted by Harman: the deployment of a style so effusive, so strenuously goofy and flippant, that anyone who engages the work closely enough
to criticize it will (hopefully) appear stuffy and obtuse: such pedantic critics will seem to
have missed out on all the anxiously projected fun.44

Another one is Ray Brassier:
Unquestioning deference to “common-sense,” of the kind exemplified by 1950s “ordinary
language” philosophy, is as debilitating for philosophy as the cultivation of heterodox or
counter-intuitive claims for their own sake, which at its worst culminates in the attempt
to turn a word like “weird” into a term of philosophical approbation – a move as vacuous
as it is idiotic.45

§ 4.4. Undermine, Overmine, and Duomine
Having accepted Husserl’s doctrine of imaginative variation by two different
channels, Harman proceeds to distinguish between good and bad essentialism.
Both postulate that things have an essence, but they are differentiated in that its
bad version asserts that essence can be known directly, whereas its good version
43 Cf. Douglas Ehring, Tropes: Properties, Objects, and Mental Causation (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2011).
44 Nathan Brown, “The Nadir of OOO: From Graham Harman’s Tool Being to Timothy
Morton’s Realist Magic: Objects, Ontology, Causality,” Parrhesia: A Journal of Critical Philosophy, no. 17 (2013): 64.
45 Marcin Rychter and Ray Brassier “I am a nihilist because I still believe in truth,” Kronos,
no. 2 (2011).
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postulates that it can only be known indirectly. The benevolence or malignity
of both these essentialisms become significantly more palpable when applied to
sociopolitical problems. According to Harman, one might validly postulate that
there is an essence for a sex or a race as long as we do not postulate that we have
direct access to it. Sexism or racism start when somebody invests a certain cognoscitive assumption to certain positive or negative values. Against this spurious
project, Harman argues that essences can be known indirectly, by way of rhetorical or poetical allusion.
Now, we must note that Harman’s ontologico-epistemological argument
against bad essentialism is as simple as it is false. We cannot know anything directly, he warns us, because in order to know in such a fashion our conception
of the thing must be identical to it. Yet, our conception of a tree will never be the
tree itself. As he puts it:
In this sense, it cannot even be true that God is omniscient, since an omniscient entity
would not just need to know all things, but to be all things. And even if he were capable
of being all things, introspection is no more exhaustive than knowledge gained from the
outside, and hence God cannot even fully understand himself.46

There is a large “but” hampering this argument, which is Harman’s conflation of
the several meanings of “identical.” When we say that the conception of a thing
has to be identical to it to understand it, we are not saying that the thought is
identical to the thing in all respects, but only in those that are relevant to the conceptual comprehension of the thing. In other words: thought need not transform
itself into reality, but only correspond to it. The mind of an individual does not
need to grow branches, dig roots, and bloom in spring to know anything about
trees. The formula of sodium chloride (NaCl) need not be salty to function as a
correct representation of the chemical elements that make up table salt.
An example of good essentialism in the semantic field is Saul Kripke’s theory of reference. According to Kripe, proper nouns are not mere abbreviations of
wider defined descriptions, as Bertrand Russell would have it. “Donald Trump” is
not simply an abbreviation of defined descriptions like “the current president of
the United States” or “the ex-host of The Apprentice.” That proper noun would still
refer to the same individual even if he had not won the 2016 presidential election
and even if he had never in his life been placed in front of a TV camera. But would
this proper noun have the same referent had Donald Trump not been born? Or
if he were not a human being? Proper nouns are “rigid designators” which refer
to certain individuals by virtue of their essential properties, which need not be
in the mind of the speakers in the exact moment when they are referring to said
individuals.47 Harman’s sole objection against this theory of reference, amplified
46

p. 105.
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Graham Harman, The Quadruple Object (Winchester/Washington: Zero Books, 2011),
Cf. Saul Kripke, Naming and Necessity (Oxford: Blackwell, 1980).
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by Hilary Putnam to common names such as “water = H2O” or “energy = mc2,” is
that they assume that the essence of individuals is their natural kind, and that this
is established by experts or scientists, which nefariously falls back into bad essentialism, whose chief sociopolitical fault is intellectual elitism.48
Proceeding, then, from good essentialism, Harman interprets the origins of
philosophy in Classical Greece as a form of recognizing our own limitations
when it comes to knowing things. This is the key, according to Harman, to Socrates’s solution to “Meno’s paradox.” In the dialogue that bears his name, Meno
questions whether the search for knowledge is pertinent, arguing that if we do
not know something, then we cannot know where to begin to look for it; and if
we know it already, then the search is superfluous. Socrates’s solution consists
in establishing a middle term between wisdom and ignorance, to wit: philosophy understood as the love of wisdom. A wisdom that lies in knowing that one
knows nothing.
From this time-honored definition of philosophy, Harman puts forth one of
his objections against Meillassoux’s “correlationism” and what he calls “philosophies of human access”: both movements strive to shape philosophy into a geometry of ideas where the arguments can be measured more on the basis of their
logical congruence than on their capacity to persuade. Harman criticizes this
project from a rhetorical and aesthetic understanding of philosophy. Here, “aesthetic” does not refer to the discipline that studies the visual arts or the meaning
of the beauty and the sublime, but to the theory of sensible knowledge. Harman’s
point is that any kind of knowledge of reality is always mediated by secondary
properties – which, indeed, has a lot to do with correlationism.
One of the main correlational arguments is that there is nothing outside of
thought because we cannot think about anything without, by the very act of
thinking, thinking it in our thoughts. Harman has not only refused to criticize
said arguments, but has moreover claimed that his object-oriented philosophy
democratizes said “weak correlationism” for all objects. When a piece of cotton
goes up in flames, the flames and the cotton interact not only in a direct manner,
but also indirectly, through secondary properties such as temperature or flammability. In this sense, far from being an anti-Kantian, Harman is a hyper-Kantian who wants to expand the transcendental analysis of the Critique of Pure
Reason to the form with which all objects relate to their environment. Many have
questioned whether this hyper-Kantianism leads to a form of panpsychism according to which all things have consciousness. Harman has answered this question by labeling his theory as “polypsychism.” What this term means is that object-oriented ontology does not affirm that all things have consciousness, but it
does not reject the possibility either. Differently from Jane Bennett, who believes
48 Cf. Hilary Putnam, Mind, Language and Reality (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1975).
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that cognitive anthropomorphism is an inevitable and, to a certain extent, desirable consequence of abandoning and opposing cognitive anthropomorphism,
Harman holds that we do not need to accept the idea that all things think like us
(the anthropomorphic thesis) as a consequence of rejecting the idea that we are
the only ones who think (the anthropocentric thesis). In the hypothetical case
that things were to have consciousness, it would not follow that all things would
have to think like us. Harman is, thus, equally opposed to anthropocentrism as
he is to anthropomorphism.49
A different matter is to argue, as strong correlationism does, that the existence
of reality depends on our thinking it, a thesis which, in David Stone’s remark,
is the “gem” of philosophical foolishness.50 Harman does not even bother to rebuke this argument, under the belief that the history of philosophy is a pendular back-and-forth where philosophical movements gain notoriety, not because
their arguments debunk or overcome their predecessors, but rather because the
younger generation of practitioners grows weary and disenchanted with them.
As Alfred N. Whitehead puts it – from whom Harman has adopted the conviction that it is more important to promulgate new intellectual alternatives than to
criticize existing philosophical systems:
It has been remarked that a system of philosophy is never refuted, it is only abandoned.
The reason is that logical contradictions, except as temporary slips of the mind – plentiful, though temporary – are the most gratuitous of errors, and usually they are trivial.51

Despite his alleged non-confrontationalism, Harman has actually tried to refute
some of his philosophical adversaries. Thus, when he makes the case for objects as the primordial ontological unit, Harman tries to refute those philosophies which either reduce objects to smaller units or integrate them into larger
ones – what Harman has termed “undermining” and “overmining.” There are
two types of undermining philosophies: radical monism, which reduces objects
to its components, just as the Presocratics were bent on reducing everything to
water, air or fire; and radical pluralism, which reduces objects to a plurality of
components, in the manner of British empiricists, who conceived of objects as
a set of sensible impressions. The problem with these philosophical positions is
that, in their monist rendering, they struggle to account for the multiplicity of
objects; and, in their pluralistic rendering, they struggle to account for the unity
of each object. There are, moreover, redundant etiological processes where different causes have the same object as an effect, which indicates that said object is
something more than the sum of its causal factors.
49 Cf. Jane Bennett, Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010).
50 Cf. David Stove, The Plato Cult and Other Philosophical Follies (Oxford: Blackwell,
1991).
51 Alfred N. Whitehead, Process and Reality (New York: Free Press, 1978), p. 6.
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As for overmining philosophies, Harman distinguishes between two types:
dynamism, which integrates objects into the dynamics they take part in, just like
Gilles Deleuze’s transcendental empiricism, for whom all things are in a constant becoming; and relationism, which integrates objects into the relations they
are a part of, as in Bruno Latour’s actor-network, which defines objects in terms
of their victories, defeats, and other alliances with other objetual entities. Drawing on this distinction, Harman opposes Steven Shaviro and Isabelle Stengers’s
attempt to elaborate a “processual philosophy” that would be capable of blending Deleuze and Latour into a single philosophical movement.52 To Harman’s
estimation, the only thing these two authors have in common is their underhanded overmining of objects. The problem of these philosophical positions is
that, in their dynamist rendering, they struggle to account for the unity of objects through change; and, in their relationalist rendering, they struggle to account for change itself: if all things suddenly moved twenty feet to the right, the
relationist would not register any movement since spatial relationships would
not have changed at all.
Undermining and overmining are, however, exceptions to the rule. Most philosophies that think against the objects combine these two methodologies in
what Harman terms “duomining.” This is the case of Parmenides, who, on the
one hand, integrates objects into an immutable being which cancels the possibility of change, and, on the other, reduces the experience of that change and
of the multiplicity of objects to the mere opinion or doxa of mortals. It should
go without saying that this is not a particularly faithful or precise description of
Parmenides’s philosophy. Bringing the debate to the present, we could argue that
contemporary physics-based philosophies duomine objects in that they reduce
them to their elemental particles and define them by way of field equations, thus
amalgamating them to a higher order of relationships and dynamics. This is precisely Harman’s critique of James Ladyman and Don Ross, whose book Every
Thing Must Go is advertised as a treatise on “metaphysics naturalized,” which
purports to do away with objects understood as ontologically privileged entities – when what it does, in fact, is undermine objects to their elemental particles
and overmine elemental particles to their field equations, thus performing a perfectly neat and inefficient duomining.53
To summarize Harman’s fundamental tenet, his basic ontological unit is the
object and anything can be an object as long as it has a certain unity and as long
52 Cf. Isabelle Stengers, Penser avec Whitehead: Une libre et sauvage création de concepts
(Paris: Seuil, 2002); Steven Shaviro, The Universe of Things: On Speculative Realism (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2014).
53 Cf. James Ladyman and Don Ross, Every Thing Must Go: Metaphysics Naturalized
(London/New York: Oxford University Press, 2007); Graham Harman, “I am Also of the Opinion That Materialism Must Be Destroyed,” Environment and Planning, vol. 28, no. 5 (2010):
772–790.
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as it cannot be reduced to the parts that make it up or the groups that it belongs
to. The parts of the object and the groups of objects are also objects, only of an
inferior or superior level. According to Harman, there is an infinite regress of objects downwards, meaning that every object is composed of objects of an even
inferior level, so that we will never reach an atomic micro-object level without
objectual parts. There is, however, no infinite progress of objects upwards; that is,
objects do not indefinitely group themselves into objects of a higher level. Harman justifies this position by arguing that this infinite upward progress of objects
would join onto a cosmic super-object, thus leading straight into the postulations
of traditional metaphysics, which would overmine them without return. This is
perhaps one of the weakest points of Harman’s object-oriented philosophy.
Contra Harman, we could argue that the indefinite grouping of objects in increasingly higher levels – as in game theory, so commonly deployed by critics of
metaphysics, among which we can count the very postcontinental philosophers
this book deals with – is precisely why objects cannot be overmined, because
they can always be part of new groups. Indeed, by establishing an arbitrary limit
to the upward progress of objects, Harman rehabilitates the antiquated metaphysical notion of the world as an unbreachable limit. The extent to which this
metaphysical outlook has penetrated Harman’s thought can be gleaned from his
choice of metaphors: “If we imagine the universe as an ocean, it would be an
ocean without a floor, but with a turbulent surface of objects and nothing but
empty sky above.”54 Can there be anything more metaphysical, indeed mythological, than this recuperation of the image of a world without base (like a flat
Earth laid out on the back of an elephant, in its turn laying on top of a turtle
swimming across the universe, like in a Terry Pratchett’s fantasy novel)?55

§ 4.5. The Quadruple Object
But let us grant general amnesty to Harman’s argumentative slip-ups for the time
being. The most solid exposition of his object-oriented philosophy is to be found
in The Quadruple Object. The title of this book is a reference to Heidegger’s
“fourfold,” which he first discussed in the conference “Insight Into What Is,”
from 1949. The thesis of this conference, redolent of Heidegger’s late and poetic language, is that the world consists in the originary community or game of
mirrors between four elements: earth, sky, divinities, and mortals. Each one of
them refers to the rest and cannot be conceived of in isolation. The earth represents the source of fertility and vitality; the sky is understood as a polarity of
values associated to good and evil (“the light and dusk of day, the gloom and
54
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glow of night, the clemency and inclemency of the weather”56); divinities are not
the gods, but rather the manifestation and concealment of what is divine in the
world; and mortals are us, human beings. Against the metaphysical definition of
human beings as rational animals, which defines us as animate beings capable
of understanding reality, Heidegger defines us by our capacity to face death: that
altogether incomprehensible form of non-being which precedes as, and, above
all else, succeeds us. The elegiac words of the onetime rector of the University of
Freiburg are better than any paraphrase:
Only man dies. The animal perishes. It has death neither ahead of itself nor behind it.
Death is the shrine of Nothing, that is, of that which in every respect is never something
that merely exists, but which nevertheless presences, even as the mystery of Being itself.
As the shrine of Nothing, death harbors within itself the presencing of Being.57

But we must not limit ourselves to this mystical and nihilistic interpretation. The
“earth” can also be understood, as Heidegger does in “The Origin of the Work of
Art,” as the opposite of the “world.” In this text, written between 1935 and 1936,
he asserts that the main function of the work of art is to “set up a world,” introducing itself within a tradition by way of form, and to “set forth the earth,” to reveal the depth to which things withdraw by way of materials. “The world,” wrote
Heidegger, right in the midst of the Third Reich,
is the self-disclosing openness of the broad paths of the simple and essential decisions
in the destiny of an historical people. The earth is the spontaneous forthcoming of that
which is continually self-secluding and to that extent sheltering and concealing.58

But we must also not limit ourselves to this pastoral-cum-nazi interpretation.
Fourfold can be interpreted as the contrast between the cisworld (the earth and
the mortals) and the transworld (the sky and the divinities); between the one
(the earth and the sky) and the many (the divinities and the mortals); or between the manifest (the sky and the mortals) and the hidden (the earth and the
divinities). Harman blends these two last interpretations and establishes a correspondence between Heidegger’s fourfold and object-oriented fourfold. In the
latter, mortals become the sensible object, what Husserl terms noema or content
of a mental act; the earth becomes the real object, the thing whose being, according to Heidegger, consists in concealing itself; the sky becomes the sensible
qualities, the impressions that the British empiricists spoke of; and the divinities
become the real qualities, the pseudo-Platonic eidoi, reached by way of some
rhetoric or imaginative variation. As we can see, this fourfold crosses or blends
the dichotomy between the one (the object) and the many (the qualities), with
the dichotomy between the manifest (the sensible) and the hidden (the real).
56
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The only difference is that Harman regards the sky as the many and mortals as
the one – even if one word is singular and the other plural – because mortals are
not defined by death, but rather, and somewhat paradoxically, by their capacity
to conceive of the world as a single unity. Harman is strenuous and stertorous in
defending that his definition of mortals is less anthropocentric than Heidegger’s,
but one might indeed ask: what is more exclusive and unique to human beings –
the anxious anticipation of death or the conception of the world as a single unit?
Having laid out the terms of the fourfold, all that remains is to analyze their
relations. One of the most salient aspects of Harman’s theory of relations, brilliantly presented in Guerrilla Metaphysics, is that he does not believe that they
exist in reality. Relations cannot be a real part of objects because, properly speaking, objects are units without parts and, if we were to define them by their relations, we would do nothing but overmine them. “But,” writes Harman, “if every
object can also be considered as a set of relations between its parts or qualities,
it is equally true that any relation must count as a substance.”59 Harman’s critics have spoken gospel truth by objecting that he is incapable of making a distinction between relations and objects. His definition of “object” alone is poor
enough as it is: “simply whatever unifies notes, creating a private inner reality
that no other object ever exhausts.”60 The problem of this theory of objects and
relations is that, in refusing to distinguish between the two of them, it commits
the kind of infinite regression evidenced by the third man argument. A position
which, as we saw in the introduction, was rehearsed by Plato in Parmenides as an
argument against his own theory of ideas, was picked up by Aristotle in his Sophistical Refutations, and was systematized by Bradley in Appearance and Reality: if we need a third object to establish a relation between two objects, then we
need also a fourth object to establish a relation between the first and the third,
and a fifth that establishes a relation between the third and the second, and so
on ad infinitum.61
This would not be such an embarrassing position to hold if Harman did not
also adhere to an occasionalist theory of causality. As previously discussed, occasionalism is the philosophical tradition which understands entities as instants
without spatiotemporal continuity, so that an external force has to constantly
intervene to preserve their existence or to ensure their mutual interaction. The
origin of this tradition is found in the work of the Muslim theologue Al-Ash’ari,
whose interpretation of some passages from the Quran yielded the conclusion
that there is no relation of cause and effect that is not mediated by Allah. We
should not be surprised to find that this doctrine has intermittently afflicted philosophers of a theological bent, such as the Cartesians Jean-Louis de Cordemoy
59
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or Nicolas Malebranche, who tried to solve the problem of interaction between
res extensa and res cogitans by appealing to God’s occasional intercession.62
Harman, in turn, provides a detheologized and updated version of this philosophical tradition. His occasionalism consists in the mere assertion that two objects cannot causally relate without the mediation of a third one. This can work
as a summary of his theory of “vicarious causality”: against most analyses concerning etiological phenomena, Harman argues that the relation between cause
and effect is, at heart, neither reciprocal nor transitive. This theory takes aim at
firmly attested physical principles – against the principle of action and reaction,
it asserts that a real object can causally affect a sensible object without this, in
turn, being reciprocal; and, against the principle of conservation of energy, it asserts that an object can causally affect another, and this one can affect a third,
without the first transitively affecting the third.
Harman goes a step further by characterizing most philosophers as adherents
of occasionalism, to varying degrees. Latour is a crypto-occasionalist in that he
conceives of objects as actor-networks in constant modification; Meillassoux is
an hyper-occasionalist because, according to his theory of absolute contingency,
there is no ontological continuation between two instants whatsoever; and British empiricism is an inverted occasionalism because – in Harman’s twisted interpretation – if occasionalists assert the existence of substances at the same time as
they deny the reality of their relations (including the relation of a substance with
itself throughout time), British empiricists make the inverse argument, asserting
the existence of relations (of impression, contiguity, and succession), while simultaneously denying the reality of substances. If for fish everything is water, for
the philosopher, in our case Harman, everything is occasionalism – in the positive or negative sense of the term.
Having established his new fourfold and his theory of relations, Harman proceeds to develop an “ontography,” that is, a geography of changes experienced by
objects and their qualities. First, he distinguishes between two types of change:
fusion and fission. This distinction is predicated upon the notion that sensible
objects are ordinarily fused or united to their qualities, independently of whether
they are sensible or real, just as real objects are ordinarily fissioned or separated
from their qualities, be they sensible or real. Thus, the changes under study, precisely because of their extraordinary nature, are either fissions of sensible objects
or fusions of real objects with their respective sensible or real qualities. Because
Harman establishes that objects do not change or immediately relate to other objects but by way of the mediation of their properties – and vice versa – qualities
do not change or immediately relate to other qualities but by mediation of their
62 Cf. Dominik Perler and Ulrich Rudolph, Occasionalismus: Theorien der Kausalität im
arabisch-islamischen und im europäischen Denken (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht,
2000).
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objects, which results in four types of relations or changes: 1) the relation (eidos)
and change (theory) between sensible objects and their real qualities; 2) the relation (essence) and change (causation) between real objects and their real qualities; 3) the relation (time) and change (confrontation) between sensible objects
and sensible qualities; and, 4) the relation (space) and change (allure) between
real objects and sensible qualities.
Let us expound these four types in further detail:
1) Harman’s term for the relation between the sensible object and its real qualities is “eidos” – a reference to Husserl. As we have seen, the Platonic-Husserlian eidoi are not real unities which underlie sensible multiplicities, but, on
the contrary, are real multiplicities that underlie the sensible unities, which
is precisely what Harman is analyzing. Sensible objects and real qualities are
ordinarily fused, and to separate them – to fission them – it is necessary to
resort to rhetorical or imaginative variation. It is for this reason that Harman
uses the term “theory” to designate the change between the sensible object
and real qualities.
2) The relation between the real object and its qualities receives the appellation
of “essence.” The difference between the eidoi and essence is that the former can be known directly through imaginative variation, whereas the second
can only be known indirectly, through allusion and metaphor, as sanctioned
by the guidelines of Harman’s good essentialism. Real objects and their real
qualities are ordinarily separated and fissioned, and, to unite them – to fuse
them – it is necessary for a change – which Harman calls “causation” – to take
place. This causation has nothing to do with vicarious causality: the latter is
not reciprocal or transitive, whereas the former is both things. If a real object
is fused with real qualities, this fusion must be reciprocal (if x is fused with
y, y is fused with x) and transitive (if x is fused with y and y is fused with z,
x is fused with z). One could argue that causation and vicarious causality
are partial definitions of a vaster idea of causality. Harman is not very helpful on this point. All he says is that the choice of the term “causation” was
inspired by reading Francisco Suárez’s Metaphysical Disputations, a text in
which the Spanish Jesuit asserts that all causal relations between two substances take place between their accidents. In Harman’s translation of the
scholastic philosopher, “substance” is “real object,” and “accidents” are “real
qualities.” Causation becomes, thus, a mysterious process of fusion between
realities that have no sensible manifestation. This terminological arbitrariness – which any serious and responsible philosopher would have shunned –
obscures the causal processes that Harman ostensibly seeks to elucidate.
3) Harman defines time as the relation between a sensible object and its sensible
qualities. This identification has a deceptive air of ingeniousness – to regard
time as the mode in which the properties of an entity change, when analyzed
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from the point of view of its manifestation – until we combine it with Harman’s understanding of the relations between objects and qualities. This, he
tells us, is a reversible relation. Objects relate to their qualities in a manner
that is reciprocal or reversible to how qualities relate to their objects. But time
is not reversible. This is no slip-up, though. Harman is fully aware of the implications of his thesis: time, he argues, can extraordinarily move from the
future to the past just as it ordinarily moves from the past to the future. Moreover, the kind of change that Harman ascribes to the relation between sensible objects and sensible qualities has nothing to do with time as we usually
understand it. Since we are dealing with a process of fission, Harman could
have described the mode by which sensible objects separate from their qualities throughout time by means of corruption, decay, or death. Instead, he
chooses to bring two new terms into his system – “confrontation” and “recognition” – both of them understood as a shift in the spectator’s attention, be it
human or not.
This can happen in at least two ways. Perhaps we identify something differently all of
a sudden: we find that the tree was in fact a gallows, so that its surface qualities now
shift into a far more sinister key. Or perhaps we shift our attention from a sensual object to its neighbors: from a strawberry to its seeds, or perhaps to the strawberry patch
as a whole.63

What does this have to do with time? Good question.
4) Finally, Harman identifies the relation between the real object and the sensible qualities with space. Space is the depth into which things withdraw in
their concealment. But space is also, says Harman, in a distinctly Hegelian
fashion, the relation between relation and no relation. When we state that
Madrid is 373 miles from Barcelona, we are placing these two cities in a kind
of relation within a certain system of distances and measurements; and, at the
same time, we are stating that they are not related, meaning that they are not
contiguous in space – that they are not right next to each other. Now, Harman’s concept of space has the same problems as his concept of time. Space,
as we usually conceive it, is reversible. We can come and go from Madrid to
Barcelona, returning to the same places that we were in the past, traversing the
distance between the two cities in either direction. However, the relation between a real object and its sensible qualities is not reversible. Thus, Harman’s
ontography contemplates time, and not space, to be reversible. You won’t step
in the same lake twice, says Harman echoing Heraclitus, and not because the
passage of time and water makes this impossible (we are dealing with a lake
whose volume stays the same) but because the spatial relation between this
lake and the rest of reality will have, mysteriously, changed. Of course, this is a
direct contradiction of Harman’s idea that there are no real relations. Harman
63
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makes things even worse by associating space with a process of change which
he terms “allure” and which is defined as “a special and intermittent experience in which the intimate bond between a thing’s unity and its plurality of
[specific qualities] somehow partially disintegrates.”64 Again, one struggles to
find a connection between what Harman says and the theme that he is supposedly dealing with – in this case, space.
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Of all of Harman’s philosophical extravagances, the one that takes the cake is
his argument that, among the four types of relations and changes, two are ordinarily experienced and the other two are extraordinarily experienced. Instead of
following most of philosophical tradition, which grants ordinary perception to
space and time, his distinction between fusion and fission forces him to argue
that ordinary experience is made up of the relations between time and the eidos,
and of the changes of confrontation and theory, and that extraordinary experience is made up of the relations of space and essence, as well as of the changes
of allure and causation. Allow me to prove the absurdity of this classification by
testing the intuition of the reader: When was the last time that you bumped into
the Platonic-Husserlian eidos? On an ordinary day, how many times do you en64
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gage in theory? Does space and causation seem an extraordinary phenomena
occurring every once in a blue moon? Harman not only fails to answer these
simple questions, but moreover raises further questions which threaten to debunk his whole philosophical system:
It remains unclear how sensual qualities differ from sensual objects, given that there no
longer seems to be any purely given sense data in experience, since qualities are always
siphoned from objects. If I turn my attention to the supposed qualities of an object, what
I find are further objects, not raw qualia. […] And finally, if it is true that all experienced
qualities are laden with theories about the objects around which they orbit, we need to
know if there is really any difference between sensual qualities and real ones. […] We have
already said why two real objects cannot touch directly: because they cannot encounter
each other in anything but proxy form. But there remains the question of why a real object
touches a sensual one at all.65

Despite his multiple gaucheries, Harman’s ontographic ambitions remain undeterred as he maps out the relations between the objects or qualities of a certain kind with objects or qualities of the same kind. Harman’s more coherent
term for the relation between real objects is “disjunction” or “retraction,” which
matches his theory of vicarious causality, according to which real objects never
come into contact. But he is incoherent in his use of the term “contiguity” to refer
to the relation between sensible objects, since contiguity is a spatial relation, and
space has been previously defined as the relation between a real object and its
sensible qualities. Not even Harman can abide by his own arbitrary definitions.
As for sensible qualities, he initially rehearses the idea that the only possible relation between them is due to the spectator – be it human or not – which perceives
them externally. Ultimately, he reaches the conclusion that there is an internal
relation to sensible qualities, which he names “emanation” in imitation of the
process that, according to the Neoplatonists, creates reality at a distance without contact and without the One losing its essence. Finally, Harman’s moniker
for the relation between real qualities is “contradiction” – the expression used by
Nicholas of Cusa to designate how created and finite beings are a compressed
version of God, the uncreated and infinite.
Though real objects do not directly relate to sensible objects, much like how
real qualities do not relate to sensible qualities, Harman’s ontography proceeds
to map out these “pseudorelations.” He calls the pseudorelation between real and
sensible qualities “duplicity” (perhaps an unconscious acknowledgment that the
distinction between the real and the sensible entails an unnecessary duplication
of reality?) and terms the pseudorelation between real and sensual objects “sincerity.” This is probably Harman’s most wayward and vacuous conceptual coinage. Let us close by way of quoting the only thing approaching a definition that
Harman has offered about this peculiar pseudorelation:
65
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The only thing that can be done to sincerity is simply to end it: replacing it with a new
sincerity or even with nothing, as in the cases of sleep or outright death. When sincerity
ceases, no mediator is present to experience this event, and hence it merely vanishes from
the cosmos.66

No more questions, Your Honor.

66
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§ 5. Iain Hamilton Grant
Everything is real, so long as you do not take it for more
than it is.
Bernard Bosanquet1

§ 5.1. It Is Easier to Imagine the End of the World
Than the End of Postmodernism
The reader of these lines has probably already guessed that most of the authors
under the microscope converted from postmodernism to postcontinental realism some time in the 2000’s. In the case of Iain Hamilton Grant, however, more
than a conversion, his was a progressive evolution. Despite being the Englishlanguage translator of both Jean-François Lyotard – who popularized the notion
of postmodern politics understood as the crisis of Western metanarratives, and
Jean Baudrillard – who thought that reality had been substituted by simulacra –
Grant’s positions were always closer to Gilles Deleuze’s transcendental empiricism.2 Indeed, one of Grant’s first written and published texts, dating from 1997,
is a chapter in an anthology titled Deleuze and Philosophy. The chapter in question is an indigestible pabulum on “The Demonology of the New Earth and the
Politics of Becoming,” whose few intelligible passages suggest that Grant does
not believe that reality or politics have been hijacked by Baudrillardian simulacra and Lyotardian metanarratives. “With all this deterritorialization,” writes
Grant, “just ‘Who Does the Earth Think it is?’ Nature or artifice? A geological
question. So is the geology of the Thousand Plateaus natural or cultural?”3 The
answer – last time we checked Deleuze and Guattari’s Thousand Plateaus – is
both. Notwithstanding its thick, obscure diction, Grant’s 1997 chapter contains
some of the themes he has returned to with greater clarity in later texts, such
as the relationship between nature and culture – themes which are also dear
to the the postcontinental-friendly “demonologist” and horror philosopher, Eu1 Bernard Bosanquet, The Principle of Individuality and Value (London: Macmillan,
1912), p. 240.
2 Cf. Jean Baudrillard, Symbolic Exchange and Death, (trans.) Iain Hamilton Grant (London: Sage, 1993); Jean-François Lyotard, Libidinal Economy, (trans.) Iain Hamilton Grant
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1993).
3 Iain H. Grant, “‘At the Mountains of Madness’: The Demonology of the New Earth and
the Politics of Becoming,” in: Keith A. Pearson (ed.), Deleuze and Philosophy: the Difference
Engineer (London/New York: Routledge, 1997), p. 95.
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gene Thacker.4 Unfortunately, the Deleuzian slang exuberantly deployed in that
chapter is so impenetrable that we are unable to say anything else about it.
Infinitely more understandable is Grant’s contribution to Crash Cultures,
edited alongside Jane Arthurs. The book was published in 2002, after 9/11 and
the dot com crash, but it was actually written before these events, in the context of the paranoia surrounding the the y2k problem, in the wake of Lady Diana’s car accident, and around the time of the release of Crash – an adaptation of
J. G. Ballard’s famous science fiction novel, directed with David Cronenberg’s
signature crudity. In their discussion of these themes, Grant and Arthurs bring
a quintessentially postmodern approach, with their blend of Marxism and psychoanalysis. According to a time-honored comparison between these two traditions, Marxism analyzes and criticizes capitalism through the prism of its crises,
just as psychoanalysis studies and cures the sane through the prism of the insane, taking crisis and insanity not as accidental deviations from the system – be
it capitalism or sanity – but as an essential moment which points at the limits of
systemic rationality. What separates classic psychoanalysis and marxism from
their postmodern variant is that the latter has no systematic or rational project;
it does not intend to rationalize the psychiatric or capitalist systems, let alone replace them with a more rational or systematic one, as they contemplate any kind
of reason or system as being part of the “modernity’s totalitarian ambitions,”5
as Arthurs and Grant write in the prologue of Crash Cultures. We should not be
surprised to find out that this book dwells more than it perhaps should on the
trope of the crash as a necessary but simultaneously subversive result of the rational and systematic project of Western modernity.
In his solo chapter, Grant graces us with sentences so absurd when taken out
of context that they would have not survived the scrutiny of a line editor: “If
Freud made us engines, he did so at the cost of the invention of death, since the
primitives knew that the transport of spirits promised the eternity of the closed
cycle.”6 What a guy, this Freud – he turned us into engines and invented death,
no less! And what about these primitives with their closed death cycle and all?
Jokes aside, and despite Grant’s hyperbolic style, he deserves praise for his comparison between contemporary car culture and primitive or ancient animist culture. Both are, in their own right, cultures of death. The first chariots produced
in antiquity had clear funerary purposes; they were chariots which led the dead
through paradise or hell, in the same way that accidents today are one – if not
among the first – causes of unnatural death in the West. Drawing from this com4 Cf. Eugene Thacker, In the Dust of this Planet, in: Horror of Philosophy (Winchester: Zero
Books, 2011–2015), vol. 1, ch. 1.
5 Jane Arthurs and Iain H. Grant (eds.), Crash Cultures: modernity, mediation and the material (Bristol/Portland: Intellect Books, 2002), p. 3.
6 Iain H. Grant, “Spirit in Crashes: Animist Machines and the Power of Number,” in: Crash
Cultures, p. 114.
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parison, Grant analyzes the endurance of certain aspects of animist culture in
our current car culture. One such example can be extracted from the Sunday
Times headline published after Lady Diana’s infamous car crash: “The demons
that drove Diana’s chauffeur” – referring to the drugs taken by the driver the
night before. Grant argues that the chemical and mythological explanation of
an accident – any accident – are equally misleading, because both endeavor to
rationalize a singular, hazardous, and unrepeatable event. The explanations that
we can provide about accidents tend to oscillate between two poles: “too much
magic, and we’re back on the roundabout of cyclical time; too little, and the mere
fact of the crash remains a stubborn and ineradicable affront to our rational mastery.”7
Grant’s analysis goes beyond the notion of crash, showing how our conceptions of space and time are a matter of speed – that is, the capacity of means of
transportation to traverse certain spaces within a certain time – and how our
conception of said space and time have been inverted with the progression from
the primitive or ancient age to the modern period. A number of primitive or ancient peoples believed that the Earth was flat and time was cyclical, whereas in
the West – even before the spread of Christianity and its ecumenic and escathological sense of religion – the opposite has been true: the Earth is spherical and
time unrepeatable. Building on this dichotomy, Grant writes brilliantly about the
non-linear growth of capitalism and the relationships of dependence between
freedom and technology. This text contains sections which, both in their form
and content, have an accelerationist ring to them (as we have noted before in
this book, accelerationism can be understood as the political branch of postcontinental realism). Take this passage:
Enlightenment modernity is no longer a straight road, but the endless ramification of exit
ramps, diversions and slip-roads. With respect, however, to the quantizing methods of
technological progress, the road now forks dramatically, preparing an ironic agonism between technology and freedom, insofar as the former was the first condition of the latter.8

Finally, Grant establishes a contrast between primitive or ancient people’s arithmetic capacity – some of which did not have numerals over three or four – and
the geometric progression with which capitalism has grown, concluding that
the passage from animist primitivism to automobile modernity entails the
transfer of potency from thought to reproduction, and as the machines, massproduced, self-moving systems, multiply at a geometric rate, the omnipotence of
thought (animism), materialized (industrial mass-production), robs us even of
the capacity to reproduce.9
7
8
9

Grant, “Spirit in Crashes,” p. 112.
Grant, “Spirit in Crashes,” p. 108.
Grant, “Spirit in Crashes,” p. 114.
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§ 5.2. Beyond the Sokal Scandal
How and when did this postmodern philosopher, who was once a firm believer in technology as the condition of possibility of freedom and who wrote so
blithely about the “omnipotence of thought,” become such a turncoat realist?
The answer is to be found in the Sokal scandal. In 1996, the American physicist Alan Sokal managed to slip past the editorial guard of Social Text, one of
the most prestigious critical theory journals in the world, and publish an article
where he made the outrageous argument that quantum gravity perhaps amounted to a social construct. The article was written in a parodic-postmodern style,
bespattered with prefixes, parenthesis, inverted commas, incomplete sentences,
cheap neologisms, forged etymologies, authority arguments, missing subjectverb agreement, endless subordinations, etc.10 A year later, Sokal and the Belgian physicists Jean Bricmont published a pamphlet titled Fashionable Nonsense,
where they denounced the illegitimate use of certain scientific concepts by a
number of French philosophers, among which they listed some of the harbingers
and intellectual godfathers of postcontinental realism, such as Gilles Deleuze or
Bruno Latour. Deleuze was criticized for his devenir-heavy and difference-laden
interpretation of differential calculus; Latour was lambasted for his boutade that
one cannot die of an illness until the cause of the disease has been discovered by
science. Latour specifically made the provocative argument that Ramses II, who
died around 1213 a. C., could not have died of tuberculosis, because the bacillus
causing the diseases was not scientifically discovered until 1882.11
Needless to say, there is a genuine philosophical debate here between scientific realists – such as Sokal and Bricmont – who believe that the world exists
independently of us, and that we can have access to it by way of science without substantially modifying its essence, and scientific constructivists, such as Latour, who believe nothing of the sort. This debate is, unfortunately, absent from
Sokal and Bricmont’s book, and none of their readers saw fit to raise the debate.
Their outrage was particularly directed against such intellectual impostures as
Lacan’s definition of the phallus: i = √(–1) – that is, an imaginary number which,
multiplied by itself, produces a real number with a positive or negative value depending on the number of times the operation is carried out. An intellectual imposture which, to anybody mildly aware of Lacanian psychoanalysis and/or the
universal small-dick complex that afflicts most men, can easily lead to the conclusion that this is no intellectual imposture, but rather an amusing and accurate
metaphor of mathematical origin. But, dicks aside, most readers of Fashionable
Nonsense, Grant included, felt no need to engage with the debate.
10

Cf. Alan Sokal, “Transgressing the Boundaries: Towards a Transformative Hermeneutics of Quantum Gravity,” Social Text, nos. 46–47 (1996): 217–52.
11 Cf. Alan Sokal and Jean Bricmont, Impostures intellectuelles (París: Odile Jacob, 1997),
ch.5 and 8.
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The year after the release of Fashionable Nonsense saw the publication of a
dictionary on postmodern thought where Grant was given the task of writing
the entry on the relationship between postmodernism and technoscience. There
is no mention of Sokal, but its influence pervades the text both in its content –
where Grant’s shift towards realism becomes palpable – and in its form. These
are, indeed, the most clear and succinct pages written by this ex-postmodern author. He opens by establishing three moments in the relationship between postmodernism and technoscience: the first moment, defined by sociology and the
externalist history of science, strongly influenced by Thomas Kuhn’s The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, and its doctrine on the incommensurability of scientific paradigms, which parts ways with the image of science as a continuous,
uniform, and cumulative process;12 a second moment, defined by the feminist
critique against the androcentric approach of certain disciplines such as obstetrics, where the doctor has normally played the role of active subject and the patient that of passive object; and a third moment, defined by postmodern science
proper, which is not so much concerned with finding the truth in the singular,
but to simulate a reality among many others, in the plural, as in the case of AI,
which need not be a part of a preestablished, capital-n Nature. Grant is aware
that “science has always been subjugated to rule from outside, whether the state
banning Galileo’s hypotheses, thermodynamics co-opted by industrial capital or
nuclear physics by the military,”13 but he insists that science is currently more
entangled with technology than ever before in history, and, thus, committed to
the production of new forms of reality:
In the late twentieth century, however, science occupies a crucial post in the formation
of the postmodern condition. This is less because of the content of scientific ideas than it
is due to the increasingly powerful economic situation it enjoys under a capitalism that
has become wedded to technological advance. Science can no longer afford to be the disinterested quest for the truth about nature, since its economic survival is bound up with
the production of new technologies: science cannot simply desire to know, it must perform.14

The centrality of science and technology for the postmodern condition is often
forgotten by commentators. When Jean-François Lyotard read the death sentence for metanarratives in 1979, he emphasized that their demise was a consequence of the victory of scientific rationality over its time-honored enemy:
discursive rationality. According to Lyotard, science is justified by tomorrow,
meaning by the correct empirical predictions that they project towards the future, as opposed to discourse, justified by yesterday and by an apt reconstruction
12 Cf. Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1970).
13 Iain H. Grant, “Postmodernism and Science and Technology,” in: Stuart Sim (ed.), The
Routledge Companion to Postmodernism (London/New York: Routledge, 2001), p. 76.
14 Grant, “Postmodernism and Science and Technology,” pp. 75–76.
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of the motives as to why certain events happened in the past. Thus, postmodernity is the moment when scientific rationality triumphs in an implacable and
all-encompassing manner over discursive rationality, going as far as to undermine the discourses which had legitimized their existence up to that point. In the
postmodern condition, science can only justify itself by its performance – by the
technological benefits we get out of it.15
The problem with some postmodern commentators, such as the post-Marxist
Fredric Jameson, is that they have neglected the study of technology as an element of transition between the base and the superstructure of the current economic system, interpreting postmodernity in reductionist culturalist terms, as if
it were nothing but the cultural logic of late capitalism. This has allowed Jameson to produce brilliant studies about the artistic avenues of nostalgia and the
cultural pastisches of the Glorious Thirty, but even within his field of expertise
(critical theory and cultural studies), this reductionist notion of postmodernism
has hampered his understanding of futurist cultural movements, such as cyberpunk, that are clearly inspired by the thrust of technological advancement.16 We
could go as far as to say that the futures imagined by cyberpunk are not as bold
as the future actualized by capitalism and the current technological possibilities.
To rephrase Jameson’s famous dictum: it is not that it is easier to imagine the end
of the world than the end of capitalism, but rather that the capitalist world (or
the world-capital) is always reaching its end and restarting itself, time and again,
by way of the creative destruction of the already existing. Jameson’s culturalism,
whichever way we slice it, is not the answer to this problem.
This is why Grant, in his article on postmodernism, distances himself from
textualist and constructivist social positions – which believe that reality, including of course scientific and technological reality, is a text or a social construct that can be modified at will – and toys with a “hybrid” concept of science and technology as the point of contact between nature and culture, where
“non-human agents” can also interact.17 Grant highlights the contribution of a
number of feminist primatologists – among them Jane Goodall, Dian Fossey
and Donna Haraway – to the struggle for establishing a less-aggressive relationship between human and nonhuman animals by way of ethological study. Here,
15 Cf. Jean-François Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge, (trans.)
Geoff Bennington/Brian Massumi (Minneapolis: Minnesota University Press, 1984).
16 Cf. Fredric Jameson, Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (Durham:
Duke University Press, 1991); Fredric Jameson and David Sánchez Usanos, Reflexiones sobre la
postmodernidad (Madrid: Abada, 2010); David Sánchez Usanos, A tres versos del final: filosofía
y literatura (Madrid: Akal, 2018). Still, we must acknowledge Friedric Jameson’s interesting interpretation of cyberpunk literature and science fiction in general in the second part of his Archeologies. Cf. Fredric Jameson, Archaeologies of the Future (London/New York: Verso, 2005).
17 This is a position that has been explored by object-oriented ontology. Cf. Graham Harman, Object-Oriented Ontology: A New Theory of Everything (London/New York: Penguin,
2018).
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Grant anticipates a crucial theme of his later philosophical investigations: the
fight against Kantian epistemological dualism. In his own words:
Modern science, then, “objectifies” nature, regarding it as something to be turned at will
to the purposes of active subjects. With this bipolar split, science posed itself the insoluble
problem of bridging the gulf between the subject’s alleged knowledge and the actual constitution of the object in itself.18

§ 5.3. The Post-Kantian Nature-cide
This was not to be the last time that Grant obliquely confronted the Sokal scandal. In 2003, he took part in a conference in the University of Warwick where he
tried to whitewash the image of continental philosophy for scientific inspection.
The objective was to show that continental philosophers had not only turned
scientific concepts into metaphors of dubious taste, but had moreover contributed to the development of some scientific disciplines. The very definition of
“continental philosophy” was at stake. Was not Gottlob Frege, the father of contemporary mathematical logic, a continental philosopher just because he had
developed most of his academic career in the continent and not in the British
Isles? Of course not. But, as we have seen in the introduction, the terms of the
continental/analytic dichotomy already presuppose that the analytic tradition
was born in Great Britain – much like Pallas Athena, armored and ready to write
a philosophy paper, unbesmirched by any trace of French, Italian, or German
ancestry.
On the contrary. Three of the philosophical movements that led to analytic
philosophy had their nineteenth-century origins in the European continent: positivism, with Auguste Comte in France; neo-Kantianism, with Hermann Cohen
in Germany; and empirio-criticism, with Ernst Mach in Austria-Hungary. Given
the historical connection between these philosophical movements and scientific disciplines such as sociology, psychology, or contemporary physics, it is not
surprising that the participants of that 2003 conference in Warwick proposed a
definition of continental philosophy which included said philosophical currents
and disciplines. “Continental philosophy,” according to their definition, is a synonym of “post-Kantian philosophy.”19
“Post-Kantian philosophers” does not simply and squarely extend to include
those who lived after Kant, which would make the definition trivial and inane;
nor does it strictly refer to those who continued Kant’s program, which would
exclude a long list of anti-Kantian philosophers that are as relevant and central
to the development of logic and mathematics as Bernard Bolzano. Rather, post18
19
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Kantian philosophy is understood to include those who treated the same problems that Kant dealt with, particularly the question of the conditions of possibility of scientific knowledge. Thus, the origin of continental philosophy is not to be
found in the twentieth century with Martin Heidegger, an author most often regarded as technophobic and antiscientific, but rather in the nineteenth century,
with scientists-philosophers such as the Austrian Ludwig Boltzmann, the German Hermann von Helmholtz, and the French Henri Poincaré.20 Moreover, according to this interpretation, Kant’s theory about a priori knowledge, originally
formulated with the aim of providing an epistemological grounding for Euclidean geometry and Newtonian mechanics, was not rebutted by non-Euclidean
geometry and the special theory of relativity, but actually confirmed by them,
since these theories were originated by way of “mental experiments” (Gedankenexperimente), which are the closest thing to Kant’s a priori synthetic judgments
that we can find in contemporary science. As Kant says in the Critique of Pure
Reason, foretelling the development of elliptical geometry:
Thus in the concept of a figure that is enclosed between two straight lines there is no contradiction, for the concepts of two straight lines and their intersection contain no negation of a figure; rather the impossibility rests not on the concept in itself, but on its construction in space, i. e., on the conditions of space and its determinations.21

Let us all take a deep breath now that we know that continental philosophy is
not antiscientific.
Rather than arguing in favor of this thesis, Grant’s contribution to the procontinental 2003 conference in Warwick consisted in outlining why large swaths
of said tradition are, indeed, antiscientific. The problem of continental philosophers, says Grant in a plea that sounds like a mea culpa, is that they are “so busy
making speeches about ethics and politics” that they fail “to philosophize on the
sheer scale of so-called Idealism, precisely because of our ignorance of physics (in the extended sense of the term).”22 By “physics” Grant means a peculiar
dynamic and holistic concept of nature, one that has been defended by philosophers such as Plato, Friedrich W. J. Schelling, and Alfred N. Whitehead, and is
tightly connected to certain sciences and scientists (Schelling, for instance, was
connected to Antoine Lavoisier’s chemistry, Michael Faraday’s physics, and Carl
August von Eschenmayer’s physiology). The enemies of this concept of physics
are anathematized as members of “somatism” and “ethicism,” by which Grant
means that they reduce nature to a set of bodies that are disposed by practical
human behavior. Under this umbrella term, Grant groups three philosophers
20 Though, as seen in this book’s section § 4.2., Martin Heidegger’s critique of modern
technoscience can also be interpreted as a eulogy, along the lines of the nihilist conception of
science defended by Alain Badiou and Ray Brassier (§ 3.4.).
21 Immanuel Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunft, A220–221/B268.
22 Iain H. Grant, “The ‘Eternal and Necessary Bond between Philosophy and Physics,’”
Angelakai, vol. 10, no. 1 (2005): 45.
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who are normally regarded as antagonistic: Aristotle, Immanuel Kant, and Martin Heidegger. The three are guilty of “nature-cide” – that is, of having murdered
nature at the hands of a philosophy which puts metaphysics before physics (Aristotle), ethics before philosophy of nature (Kant), and existential hermeneutics
before “physicalism” (Heidegger).
In his conference, Grant gives Heidegger quite a beating:
The extent to which Heideggerianisms remain possible – the extent, that is, to which morality is “crudely extolled as the only reality” – is the extent to which our philosophical
culture is the victim of an Idealism it has invented to disguise the physicalism on whose
rejection its metaphysics is in fact grounded.23

This imprecation is both true or false, depending on how you interpret it. If
Grant’s argument here is that the dichotomy between existentialism and physicalism – between an authentic mode of life as opposed to an inauthentic one – is
spurious, and that Heidegger is only rehearsing this dichotomy to make his position more attractive and persuasive, then he is probably right. But if he is taking
a decontextualized and incomplete quotation, without indicating where it comes
from, to argue that, for Heidegger, only moral reality exists, then he is clearly off
the mark. We could argue that Heidegger is, ultimately, an ethicist in that the
point of departure for his philosophy is the human being, even if he conceals
his foundations behind the façade of “being-there” or language as the “house of
being.” In fact, even when Heidegger is bestowing a certain autonomy to nonhuman reality with his notion of the unveiling of being or the God to come,
he always approaches reality from an anthropocentric point of view – from the
point of view of human serenity and waiting. But Heidegger is in no way guilty
of somatism, even less so if we consider that the goal of his ontological difference between being and entity is to contend against the reduction of reality to its
merely entity-based, objectual, and corporeal dimension.24
The utmost exponent of somatism and ethicism is Johann Gottlieb Fichte –
the most influential philosopher of the post-Kantian period, in Grant’s judgment. His influence is such that many contemporary philosophers who have
tried to revive the legacy of Schelling – such as Slavoj Žižek – have instead resorted to a distorted Fichtean interpretation of his work, just as many contemporary philosophers who have tried to revive Plato – such as Alain Badiou –
have turned to a misleading Aristotelian interpretation of his work. This is the
meeting point between, on the one hand, Grant’s evolution from postmodernism to realism in the context of the Sokal scandal, and, on the other, his studies
on Plato and Schelling – always in polemics against Aristotle and Fichte, as well
as against his current epigons (Badiou and Žižek) – all of which is brilliantly
outlined in Philosophies of Nature After Schelling, and in the collective work Ide23
24

Grant, “The ‘Eternal and Necessary Bond,’” p. 43.
Cf. Heidegger, Sein und Zeit, vol. 2, ch. 1.
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alism: The History of a Philosophy.25 Let us first take stock of his Platonian gigantomachy.

§ 5.4. Animal or Number?
What is this Badiouian rehabilitation of Plato that Grant finds so unsound?
In Badiou’s interpretation, Plato’s ideas are, ultimately, mathematical entities.
Platonism would entail, then, a metaphysical dualism and numerism that believes in the existence of a “separation” (khorismos) between ideas and things.
This metaphysical dualism and numerism can be also found in Badiou’s philosophical system. Take his distinction between the logic of being from Being and
Event – grounded in set theory – and the logic of appearance from Logics of the
Worlds – grounded in topological language.26 Badiou extends his distaste for biology to Ancient times, and argues that Plato’s philosophy opposes Aristotle’s;
an opposition that can be summarized as: “either the number (Plato) or the animal (Aristotle).” This is why Badiou cannot accept Plato’s references to the “cosmic animal” and the “soul of the world” found in the Timaeus other than as the
vagaries of “a text that is yet again a novel, a fabulous and eccentric narration.”27
Truth be told, the thesis that the ideas are mathematical entities is not found
in any of Plato’s dialogues. At best they can be found in the unwritten doctrines
of the Academy, retrieved by modern philology from the traces and critiques
of Aristotle and Sextus Empiricus, alongside other isolated fragments from antiquity.28 It seems that the Academy identified ideas with the essence of whole
numbers (unity, duality, etc), and deduced them from two principles: the One
and the indefinite dyad. The One was associated with the essence of unity, but it
was also regarded as such an elevated idea that, as Plato writes in the Republic,
“transcends every entity [epekeina tes ousias] in dignity and surpassing power.”29
The term “indefinite dyad” had already been used by the Pythagorians to refer
to the dialectic between the “definite” (peras) and the “indefinite” (apeiron) from
which all numbers spring. The Platonists, in their turn, took the undefined dyad
to be composed of the Great and the Small. This difference between the two
schools likely stems from their different understanding of irrational numbers.
Whereas the Pythagoreans had a metaphysical conception of mathematics and
25

Cf. Iain H. Grant, Philosophies of Nature after Schelling (London/New York: Continuum, 2006); Jeremy Dunham, Iain H. Grant, and Susan Watson, Idealism: The History of a Philosophy (London/New York: Routledge, 2011).
26 Cf. Alain Badiou, L’être et l’événement, ch. 1 and 2; Alain Badiou, Logiques des mondes:
L’être et l’événement, 2 (Paris: Seuil, 2006), IV, sec. 3.
27 Alain Badiou, Deleuze: The Clamor of Being (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 1994), p. 70.
28 Cf. Giovanni Reale, Per una nuova interpretazione di Platone (Milan: Bompiani, 2010).
29 Plato, Republic, 509b.
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could not conceive of irrationals other than as the absolutely indefinite, Platonists had an operational conception of these numbers and knew that one could
approach an irrational number by adding and subtracting series of fractions –
some of which are higher or lower than the irrational number in question – so
that, in a sense, these series were increasingly bigger and smaller than the irrational number they were approaching.30 Within this mathematizing tradition,
Badiou has extracted similar ontological conclusions from set theory and its
axiom of choice, one of whose theorems is the Banach-Tarski paradox. According to this paradox, to put it plainly, a sphere can be decomposed and recomposed in two identical spheres that are, in turn, identical to the original sphere.
Banach-Tarksi’s sphere is, for Badiou, what the irrational numbers were for the
Platonists – simultaneously greater and smaller than itself. But this interpretation, once again, is not found anywhere in Plato’s dialogues.31
As for the thesis concerning the separation of ideas and things, it is almost
exclusively based on the Phaedon, the dialogue in which Plato first lays out the
theory of ideas in connection with doctrines such as knowledge by recollection,
the “transmigration of the souls” (metempsychosis), and the “body” (soma) as
“tomb” (sema) of the soul.32 The connection between these doctrines is the following: if the body is the tomb of the soul, and philosophy is a preparation for
death – understood as the separation between the soul and the body – then there
must be “some place” where the soul travels after its separation with the body;
and if the souls are immortal and reincarnate in successive bodies, then there
must be “some place” for the soul to inhabit for the duration of time between
each death and each resurrection – unless this transmigration is instantaneous;
and if we cannot access ideas from the things – as the aporetic dialogues of his
youth conclude – and if we know because we recall – as the servant in the Meno
who had forgotten that he already knew geometry – then we must have made
previous contact with the ideas “some place.”33 The traditional interpretation of
Plato reads all those “places” to be one and the same: the world of ideas that is
ontologically separate from the world of things.
But, as Grant aptly points out, in Plato we are not dealing with “a formal or
moralizing two-worlds metaphysics, but a one-world physics.”34 In the Phaedon,
the ideas and the souls of the dead do not lie in a transworld, but in the most elevated and noble realm of this cisworld.35 The myth narrated at the end of this
dialogue inverts the preexisting conception of Hades, asserting that the dead live
30 Cf. Alfred E. Taylor, “Forms and Numbers: A Study in Platonic Metaphysics (I),” Mind,
vol. 35, no. 140 (1926): 419–440; “Forms and Numbers: A Study in Platonic Metaphysics (II),”
Mind, vol. 36, no. 141 (1927): 12–33.
31 Cf. Alain Badiou, L’être et l’événement, ch. 5, sec. 22.
32 Cf. Plato, Phaedo, 70c–77c.
33 Cf. Plato, Meno, 80d–86d.
34 Grant, Philosophies of Nature after Schelling, p. 41.
35 Cf. Plato, Phaedo, 107b–118c.
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on top of the Earth and the living within it, so that the celestial sphere is the crust
of the planet as seen from its hollow interior. If bodies are things, and souls are
the ideas that make up the human being, we have the same doctrine which is laid
out in the allegory of the cave in the Republic – not a rupture, but a continuity
between ideas and things. Ideas are neither here nor beyond; they are not of this
world or the other. As Plato writes in the Symposium about the beautiful, ideas
do not appear either “in the guise of a face or hands or anything else that belongs
to the body. It will not appear to him as one idea or one kind of knowledge. It is
not anywhere in another thing, as in an animal, or in earth, or in heaven, or in
anything else.”36
As for the thesis that ideas are mathematical entities, independently of what
we can glean from reconstructions of the Academy’s unwritten doctrines, in Plato’s dialogues one actually finds the opposite thesis. According to the analogy of
the divided line from the Republic, mathematical entities are not the object of
the supreme form of knowledge – the noesis of philosophy, which proceeds from
first principles through dialectics “doing away with hypotheses [tas hypothesis
anairousa].”37 On the contrary, mathematical entities are objects of the second,
most elevated form of knowledge – namely, the diaonia of mathematics which
proceeds from hypothesis, such as “the odd and the even, the various figures, the
three kinds of angles,”38 not to reach the first principles, but to descend to the
conclusions. This is why Aristotle interpreted that, for Plato, mathematical objects are not eidetic forms or sensible things, but intermediate entities:
Further, besides sensible things and Forms he [Plato] says there are the objects of mathematics, which occupy an intermediate position, differing from sensible things in being
eternal and unchangeable, from Forms in that there are many alike, while the Form itself
is in each case unique.39

According to Grant, the alleged dualism and numerism of Plato is nothing but
an extension of Aristotle’s genuine dualism and physical formalism. It is not accidental that Peripatetic philosophy divides the physical world into a sublunary
sphere and a series of supralunary spheres (depending on the calculation, we
require forty-nine or fifty-five spheres to explain the trajectory of planets from
the particular geocentric point of view that the Stagirite adopted). According to
Physics and On the Heavens, the sublunary sphere is made up of the four elements, subject to generation, corruption and straight movement, while in the
supralunary spheres there is no change except circular movement, as is the case
with ether, which is the fifth element that makes up celestial bodies. Grant opines
that this dualism and physical formalism is apparent in the Aristotelian theo36
37
38
39

Plato, Symposium, 21a.
Plato, Republic, 533c.
Plato, Republic, 510c.
Aristotle, Metaphysics, 987b.
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ry of substance. According to Metaphysics, substance is composed of two elements: the “formula” (logos) and the “compound” (sunolon), divisible, in turn,
into matter and form. The formula would be the subject of first philosophy or
metaphysics, and the compound of the second philosophy or physics, whose
subject is not so much matter as form. According to Grant, Aristotle’s metaphysics is, in short, a formal ontology, and its physics an “empirical morphology or
phenomenology.” In this context, “phenomenology” means the reduction of nature to what is perceptible.40
The somatist bent of Aristotle’s physics – Grant asserts – is palpable in his
theory of movement. According to Aristotle, act precedes potency and everything that is moved is moved by some mover – be it by itself, as in natural movement, or by something else, as is the case with artificial or violent movement.
Ultimately, everything is moved by the unmoved mover – pure act, pure unity,
the thought that thinks itself (noesis noeseos). The ontological priority of act over
potency implies that the bodies do not move because they have a certain strength
or potentiality, but because they are already in a given state or act. The arrow
does not diverge from a given trajectory because the archer impells it with a
certain potential or strength, but because the act or state of the archer has conveyed itself to the air particles that surround the arrow in its trajectory. To put it
succinctly, for Aristotle, it is not the arrow but the air around it that moves. This
is where we find Aristotle’s refutation of the principle of inertia, and its attached
conception of nature as inert.
Now, we must acknowledge, as anybody familiar with Aristotle’s physics
would allow, that Grant’s account of the Stagirite’s doctrines is quite unsatisfactory. To begin with, the subject of first philosophy is not “logos,” twistedly
translated by Grant as “formula,” but rather being itself. Furthermore, Aristotle’s
naturalism and organicism are a far cry from an inert understanding of nature.
Still, Grant’s position regarding Aristotle’s critique of Plato’s theory of ideas is
correct. It is true that the theory of ideas does not posit the existence of a transworld. It is also true that Aristotle projects his own philosophy onto his critique
of Plato, identifying ideas with substances, and interpreting the relationship between ideas and things as one between cause and effect. Take this passage from
the Metaphysics:
Though philosophy seeks the cause of perceptible things, we have given this up (for we
say nothing of the cause from which change takes its start), but while we fancy we are
stating the substance of perceptible things, we assert the existence of a second class of
substances, while our account of the way in which they are the substances of perceptible
things is empty talk.41

The italics are mine, of course.
40
41

Cf. Grant, Philosophies of Nature after Schelling, p. 34.
Aristotle, Metaphysics, 987b.
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§ 5.5. The Physics of Everything
According to Grant’s interpretation, Plato does not postulate a separation between ideas and things – it is ideas that are separate among themselves. Things
and ideas stand in a dynamic relationship where the first approach the second.
Matter is not opposed to ideas, but rather is a special type of idea. Platonic physics is a “physics of everything,” as opposed to Aristotle’s “physics of every thing.”
And this is because Plato does not take things as the ultimate constitutive entities
of the real; on the contrary, he asserts that everything emerges from underlying
and more elemental potentialities.
Grant is basing his argument on an admittedly idiosyncratic interpretation
of Plato’s Sophist and Timaeus. In a famous passage from the Sophist there is
mention of a “Battle of Gods and Giants for the entity [gigantomkhia peri tes ousias]”42 between materialism and idealism. Materialists state that everything that
is has potentiality. Plato acknowledges that vital and mental phenomena cannot
be explained without the potential for acting and suffering, and asks whether
ideas can be perfect without having some kind of potentiality: “Are we going to
be convinced that it’s true that change, life, soul, and intelligence are not present
in that which wholly is, and that it neither lives nor thinks, but stays changeless,
solemn, and holy, without any understanding?”43 Grant takes this to be the definitive position of the dialogue on this question – supporting a completely dynamic theory of reality – and so fails to note that, only a couple paragraphs later,
Plato writes that everything cannot be at rest – because then there would be no
thought – but everything cannot also be becoming – because then there would
be no being. Grant is right, however, when he underscores that, for Plato, the
potentiality of thinking is part of the dynamism of reality.
From the Sophist Grant also derives a theory according to which Plato does
not contemplate ideas to be completely separate from things. This dialogue introduces the theory of the “interweaving” (symploke), which argues that all ideas
cannot be related to all other ideas, because that would lead to an absolute monism that would refute the possibility of change, since all things would have to
change for one thing to change; and, equally, all ideas cannot be unrelated to all
other ideas, because that would lead to a radical pluralism that would deny the
possibility of thinking, since to think is to relate two or more ideas. The theory
of symploke or interweaving solves this problem by arguing that some ideas are
and others are not in relationship with each other. This markedly contrasts with
Parmenides’s clear-cut distinction between being and not-being, because notbeing does not stop being: if an idea does not relate to another, then the being
of that idea is the not-being of another. Not-being should not be understood as
42
43
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the indeterminate negation of all forms of being, as what does not exists, but as
the determined denial of a certain form of being, as what is different or distinct
from another thing. Grant’s thesis is not that ideas are completely separate from
things, but rather that it is the ideas themselves that are relatively separate between each other; and it is their interweaving, their relative separation and proximity, that creates the possibility of knowledge and change:
In other words the Sophist does not concede that the separateness of the Ideas constitutes
“another world”, as popular Platonism has it, but is rather of a piece with the world of becomings, or nature. The Idea in Platonism is a problem solved by intelligence but also by
nature: intelligence investigates the precise complexion of the Idea at issue, just as nature
resolves the problem of endless becoming by approximation to the Ideas.44

Of all of Plato’s works, it is the Timaeus, brilliantly analyzed in Friedrich
W. J. Schelling’s 1794 commentary – when he was barely nineteen years of age –
that Grant draws the most from for his peculiar interpretation. In Schelling’s
early work, we still perceive the limits of his Kantian background, which bounds
him to an epistemological reading of Plato. Thus, he equated the Kantian distinction between sensibility and understanding with the following Platonic pair:
1) what is always becoming and never is (matter); 2) what is always and is never
becoming (ideas). Beyond these superficial parallels, in this text Schelling touched upon some of the key themes that would recur in his later philosophy, such
as the relation between finite and infinite, the impossibility of creation ex nihilo,
and the existence (or lack of ) the soul of the world. Against this facile creationist
interpretations of the Timaeus, Schelling remarked that space and time are regarded in this dialogue as existing prior to their being ordered by the Demiurge
or the Craftsman, and, hence,
the world must also have had its own original principle of motion, independently of God,
which, as a principle that inheres in matter, contradicts all regularity and lawfulness, and
is first brought within the bounds of lawfulness through the form (peras) that the divine
understanding gave to it.45

This principle of movement of matter cannot be identical to that of ideas, Grant
argues, because otherwise the Demiurge’s “setting into order” would be superfluous; but it cannot be alien to them, otherwise it would not be possible. In
keeping with the arguments of the Sophist, the principle of the movement of
matter has to be made up of ideas in order to determinedly deny the ideas of
form. Thus, according to this peculiar reading of Plato, ideas are not opposed to
matter; rather, there are two kinds of ideas – those of matter and those of form –
which correspond to two opposite potentialities – the ordering and the disorder44

Dunham et al., Idealism, p. 22.
Friedrich W. J. Schelling, “Timaeus,” in Epoché: A Journal of the History of Philosophy,
vol. 12, no. 2 (2008): 210.
45
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ing one – from whose contrast there emerges the soul of the world, understood
as the synthesis of opposites and the internal principle of movement.
In conclusion, Grant’s interpretation is the same as Schelling’s, the philosopher Grant has most studied and written about, and under whose name he has
jettisoned a myriad of statements that are more faithful to the spirit of twentyfirst century postcontinental realism than to that of nineteenth century German
idealism. Be that as it may, Grant’s interpretation of Schelling cannot be fully
grasped outside the context of the critiques that Grant has made against the most
widespread interpretations of Schelling. Let us review, then, Grant’s beefs with
other Schellingian commentators.

§ 5.6. An Incomplete Dualism
Schelling’s philosophy tends to be divided into five periods: 1) a first period
(1794–1797), strongly influenced by Fichte’s subjective idealism, where Schelling states that “the unconditioned” (das Unbedingte) – the foundation for the
faculty of representation – cannot be “a thing” (ein Ding), but must rather be the
absolute I revealed in intellectual intuition; 2) a second period (1797–1800), devoted to the “philosophy of nature” (Naturphilosophie), where Schelling reaches the conclusion that it is possible to create a synthesis between being and
thinking, object and subject, nature and culture, so long as the second term of
this equation (thinking, subject, culture) is understood as a product of the first
(being, object, nature – understanding this third term as a hierarchy of antithetical forces which synthesize into increasingly higher levels, forming an ontological pyramid at the top of which stands art, as synthesis of reflection and the
unconscious); 3) a third period (1800–1807), that of identity philosophy, where
Schelling states that the universe in its totality is a relation of identity – understood as the indifference between the subject and the predicate of a sentence –
between the antecedent and consequent of a causal phenomenon, and that the
infinite subject or antecedent can be reached by way of negating all of its finite
predicates or finite consequences (the famous “night in which all cows are black”
mocked by Hegel in his prolog to The Phenomenology of the Spirit); 4) a fourth
period (1807–1830), signaled by Philosophical Investigations into the Essence of
Human Freedom [henceforth abbreviated as Essence of Human Freedom], where
Schelling states that being is “want” (wollen) and “will” (Wille), so that freedom
entails a “primal ground” (Urgrund) of reality, which is at the same time a “nonground” (Ungrund) and an “abyss” (Abgrund), since freedom presupposes the
existence of evil, not only as a possible choice among others – that is, as a reality
which depends on the detachment from and privation of the good – but as an already made choice, as an ontological reality independent of the good; 5) finally, a
fifth period (1830–1854), that of positive philosophy, where Schelling postulates
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that “existence” (Existenz) is prior to the fundament or the ground; and moreover, in The Ages of the World, he studies the evolution of myths and religions as
if they were the process of revelation of a personal God who makes and redeems
himself through History.46
Some commentators find no unity between these five periods, and all but
agree with Hegel’s jab that Schelling “carried on his philosophical education before the public.” With the same degree of derision, Nicolai Hartman has characterized Schelling as a kind of “incomplete Hegel,” and Karl Jaspers has echoed this sentiment, saying that “from the beginning there was a never resolved
antinomy in Schelling’s thought.”47 We have, then, a number of bad-faith commentators who reduce Schelling’s work to his Essence of Human Freedom and
The Ages of the World. The idealism of the absolute I and the identity philosophy
would, then, be the mere continuation and anticipation of themes that would
receive a more fruitful development in the works of Fichte and Hegel respectively. As for the philosophy of nature, it would seemingly amount to a brief
pseudo-scientific delirium whose interest is merely historical and doxographic. His philosophy of freedom and positive philosophy would, conversely, entail
some of the most systematic and avant la lettre formulations of the doctrines of
hermeneutics and existentialism, with their notions of freedom as non-ground
of the real, existence as the primary ontological fact, and the history of myths
and religions as fathomless source of theological-political speculations.
The author that has most insistently stressed this protoexistentialist and protohermeneutical side of Schelling is Martin Heidegger. Two of his seminars,
from 1936 and 1941 respectively, were devoted to Essence of Human Freedom –
a text which, he says, reveals that Schelling is still shackled to Western metaphysics, understood as ontotheology – the equivalence between the divine entity
and pure being, and thus oblivious to the ontological difference between being
and entity – in that Schelling understands being as sheer want and will – that
is, as subjective attributes belonging to God and man. Schelling’s “jointure of
being” (Seynsfuge) as ground and existing is halfway between, on the one hand,
the existentialism of Søren Kierkegaard and Karl Jaspers, and, on the other, the
scholastic distinction between essentia and existentia; but, Heidegger emphasizes, this should “be thought without any reference to the concept of existence
in ‘Being and Time.’”48 Still, Schelling paved the way for the question concerning the being of nothingness with his conception of evil as something more than
46 For a critical revision of this traditional periodization of Schelling’s philosophy, cf. Judith Norman and Alistair Welchman (eds.), The New Schelling (London/New York: Continuum, 2004).
47 Karl Jaspers, Schelling: Größe und Verhängnis (Munich: Piper, 1955), p. 110.
48 Martin Heidegger, Metaphysics of German Idealism: a New Interpretation of Schelling’s Philosophical Investigations into the Essence of Human Freedom and Matters, (trans.) Ian
A. Moore/Rodrigo Therezo (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2021), p. 75.
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a detachment from or privation of being, but rather as the foundation at once
primal and abysmal for freedom.49 In short, Schelling, “is the truly creative and
boldest thinker of this whole age of German philosophy,” who was bound to
“get stranded in his work,” but “whoever really knew the reason for this breakdown and could conquer it intelligently would have to become the founder of the
new beginning of Western philosophy,”50 writes Heidegger, referring to both the
demise of German idealism, and, with his signature lack of modesty, to himself.
Alongside this protoexistentialist and protohermeneutical interpretation,
there is the equally widespread psychoanalytic reading of Schelling. Indeed,
his doctrine of the “unprethinkability of being” (Unvordenklichkeit des Seins)
influenced the notion of the unconscious via the work of Eduard von Hartmann, whose attempt to reconcile Schelling, Hegel, and Schopenhauer was subsequently studied by Sigmund Freud.51 Along the same line, Žižek has tried to
connect the primal ground as non-ground and abyss in Schelling with the Real
in Lacan. Both philosophies posit the existence of an indetermination or incompletion that constitutes reality, which the Slovenian philosopher illustrates by
way of his trademark mental masturbations about quantum mechanics and Alfred Hitchcock. According to Žižek, the materialist profile of Schelling’s thought
is chiefly found in his departures from Hegel’s system. Whereas Hegel systematizes the whole of reality, Schelling states that there is something – whether this
be nature, freedom, or existence – that cannot be systematized. His materialism
is not to be understood, then, – in the folk-philosophical sense of the term – as
positing that everything is matter, but in its critical meaning, which presupposes
that matter is not Everything; that is, that even within a materialist system there
is an incomplete or indeterminate reality that ontologically overflows the material and the systematic.52
Against all of the aforementioned interpretations of Schelling’s work, Grant
puts forth his own. Against those who find no unity throughout his philosophical mutations, Grant promulgates the centrality of Naturphilosophie over each
and every one of his periods: in his absolute idealist phase Schelling reaches
the conclusion that the principle of philosophy is “outside of consciousness” (in
nature?); in his identity philosophy phase, he clarifies that “we understand by
nature absolute identity first and foremost”; in Essence of Human Freedom, he
49 Regarding the concept of evil in Essence of Human Freedom, cf. Ana Carrasco Conde,
La limpidez del mal: el mal y la historia o la otra odisea de la conciencia en la filosofía de F. W.
J. Schelling (Madrid: Plaza y Valdés, 2013).
50 Martin Heidegger, Schelling’s Treatise on the Essence of Human Freedom, (trans.) Joan
Stambaugh (London/Athens: Ohio University Press, 1985), pp. 3–4.
51 Cf. Ute Bunk, “Die Kategorie des Unbewußten in der Philosophie Eduard von Hartmanns und ihre Beziehungen zum Unbewußten bei Freud,” Deutschen Zeitschrift für Philosophie, vol. 39, no. 5 (1991): 492–99.
52 Cf. Slavoj Žižek, The Indivisible Remainder: On Schelling and Related Matters (London/
New York: Verso, 1996).
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specifies that the “point of view which is fully adequate to the task to be undertaken here can only be developed from the fundamental principles of a true
philosophy of nature”; and in his positive philosophy phase, he proclaims that
“science has once again become the recollection of nature and of its former
being one with it.”53 In conclusion, Schelling’s successive periods are but several successive attempts to respond to the same question: what is the nature of
nature?
Against this psychoanalytical appropriation of Schelling’s work, Grant argues
that the critical materialism that Žižek wishes to foist upon Schelling is, in fact,
an incomplete or indeterminate idealism – it is Fichte’s idealism, to be exact,
which postulates the indetermination or incompleteness of nature to then prescribe that nature must be determined or completed by practical action. Ultimately, Žižek finds Schelling’s primal ground not in nature, but in the human
being, thus concocting a parochial-style ontology which, for the sake of materialist subjectivity, reduces nature to the condition of a chance for practical action. But nature in Schelling is not indeterminate inasmuch as it is incomplete,
but rather in that it is uncontrollable, unpredictable. When Žižek interprets the
third – and never written – part of the Ages of the World as a kind of “Lacanian
cure” – that is, the moment when the subject becomes its own cause – he does
not seem to realize that Schelling did not write that part of the book concerning the future because, according to his own concept of reality, the future is unpredictable. Zizek’s critical materialism, jeers Grant, is an “idealism of subjective
projection. Perhaps this is why Žižek has himself inserted, as the explanation of
the implicit observer, into scenes of ‘perverse’ cinematic voyeurism.”54

§ 5.7. Graschelling’s Abyss of Forces
What, then, is this Naturphilosophie which Grant takes as the quintessence of
Schelling’s thought? First off, it is not an organicist’s conception of reality – an
argument most often subscribed to by those critics who equate Schelling’s philosophy of nature with the “life philosophy” (Lebensphilosophie) of other German writers within the Romantic continuum. Schellingian philosophy of nature
does not say that everything that is real is alive or that the truth of a philosophical system depends on the “vital utility” that we retrieve from it. The enterprise
of this nature philosophy is thus to provide a genetic answer to Kant’s question concerning the conditions of possibility of knowledge. “The entire world
is trapped in the net of reason,” writes Schelling, “now the very question is how
53

Jeremy Dunham et al., Idealism, pp. 131, 136, 139, and 140.
Iain H. Grant, “The insufficiency of ground: On Zizek’s Shellingianism,” in: Paul Bowman/Richard Stamp (eds.), The Truth of Zizek (London/New York: Continuum, 2007), p. 91.
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did it get trapped in that net?”55 His answer is that thinking can deduce the conditions of possibility of knowledge inasmuch as the transcendental potentiality
of thinking emerges and takes part in that larger set of forces and potentialities
called “nature.” Contra Kant, who thought that reality does not begin to organize
itself internally according to ends down to the inorganic strata, Schelling argues
that there is an organization and teleology in the inorganic.
The first thesis that Grant takes great pains to dig out of Schelling’s Naturephilosophie, with the aim of deploying it in his polemics against Graham Harman’s object-oriented philosophy, is the radically anti-Aristotelian stance according to which the potency or force is ontologically and temporally prior to
the act or object.56 If the opposite were true, and the act or object were prior to
the potency or force, then we would struggle to make sense of change – that is, to
explain the temporal process that is imbricated in every change from potentiality
to actuality. Why is it that acts or objects do not realize their forces or potencies
in an instantaneous manner? Why is it that we are not living in an eternal and
constantly actualized present? If we answer that spatially, temporally, and ontologically speaking, acts or objects are finite, then we also must explain the cause
of this finitude. And if we assert that said finitude is the necessary consequence
of any pluralist ontology worth its salt – since it would be contradictory to postulate a plurality of acts or objects that are also infinite – then we would need to
explain the existence of said plurality.
The second thesis of the philosophy of nature that Grant draws from Schelling is a conclusion derived from the first. It asserts that the only thing that can
explain said multiplicity of finite acts or objects is a multiplicity of potencies
or finite forces. This argument stems from, in its turn, from Schelling’s critique
of Spinoza. In the first pages of his Ethics, after defining attributes as “what the
intellect perceives of a substance, as constituting its essence,” and the finite as
that which “can be limited by another [thing] of the same nature,”57 Spinoza
concludes that there can be only one infinite substance; otherwise, were there a
multiplicity of finite substances, this would have to be a result of their limiting
each other. But, to limit each other they would have to have the same attribute,
thus being indiscernible to the understanding. They would have to be, in essence,
identical; attributively, the same substance; one and not many. Quod erat demonstrandum: there is only one substance and it is infinite. However, this axiom
presents a problem, namely the transference of infinite attributes to finite modes.
If modes are “the affections of a substance, or that which is in another through
55 Friedrich W. J. V. Schelling, Schelling, The Grounding of Positive Philosophy: The Berlin Lectures, (trans.) Bruce Matthews (New York: State University of New York, 2007), p. 179.
56 Cf. Graham Harman, “On the Undermining of Objects: Grant, Bruno, and Radical Philosophy,” in: Bryant et al. (eds.), The Speculative Turn, pp. 21–40; Iain H. Grant, “Mining Conditions: A Response to Harman,” in: Levi Bryant et al. (eds.), The Speculative Turn, pp. 41–46.
57 Baruch Spinoza, Ethica, I, def. 2 and 4.
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which it is also conceived,”58 in what other thing is the substance? Through what
means is it known? In short: what is it that affects it? Or, to use our terminology:
how can an infinite potency or force produce finite acts or objects?
Grant’s solution to this problem, based on his interpretation of Schelling’s
philosophy of nature, is to abandon the category of substance. If we think in
terms of forces or potencies – instead of Spinoza’s substance – then it is no longer
possible to reduce multiplicity to unity, like the Ethics would have it. Two forces
or potencies can limit each other and have the same attribute without being indiscernible and essentially identical to understanding, because they could be of
the opposite sign. Along this line of argument, in the First Outline of a System
of the Philosophy of Nature, Schelling explains that acts or objects emerge from
pairs of antithetical potencies or forces that are reconciled on a superior level,
following a process that anticipates Hegel’s dialectics. Thus, to give an example,
physical attraction is opposed to physical repulsion and, from this antithesis,
emerges the mass of bodies as a synthesis. Everything that exists emerges from
this dialectic of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis; or, as Schelling himself asks:
The abyss [Abgrund] of forces down into which we gaze here opens up with the single
question: in the first construction of our Earth, what can have been the ground of the fact
that no genesis of new individuals is possible upon it, otherwise than under the condition
of opposite powers?59

The third thesis of the philosophy of nature which Grant extracts from Schelling
is a qualification upon the preceding two. It holds that potencies or forces are
not exhausted in the acts or objects they produce. Grant reformulates this thesis
as an antithesis to Leibniz’s principle of sufficient reason. In its standard formulation, this principle states that everything that exists, exists for a reason or motive; in Grant’s reformulation, on the other hand, he postulates that potencies,
forces, or causes are exhausted in the acts, objects, or effects produced by them.
To understand this reformulation we must bear in mind that the principle of sufficient reason plays an essential role in Leibniz’s argument that we are living in
the best of possible worlds. If everything that exists exists for a reason, God must
have had a sufficient reason to actualize this world instead of another, and the
only possible sufficient reason is the greater perfection of this world over the rest.
The application of the principle of sufficient reason catalyzes a related problem:
to what extent could God have actualized a world different from ours, and how
are we to understand the freedom and omniscience of a God who can actualize
but one world? This question is the source of Grant’s reformulated principle of
sufficient reason as the exhaustion of potencies, forces, or causes in the acts, objects, or effects produced by them.
58
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The thesis that potencies, forces, or causes do not exhaust themselves in their
acts, objects, or effects is not to be understood to mean that there are non-actualized potencies, forces, or causes, but rather that each actualization is a creation –
the genesis of something new which does not exhaust, but rather increase, the
potencies, forces, or causes, which result in the production of said acts, objects,
or effects. As Grant puts it:
It is not that we may therefore affirm that nature is that which exceeds the concept or the
totality of conceptual possibilities, since nature only is nature to precisely the extent that
it is thus “exceeded” not only by the concept but by any of its consequents, from planets
to bacteria.60

Here lies Schelling’s genetic answer to Kant’s question concerning the conditions of possibility of knowledge. What subject and object, thinking and being,
have in common is their productivity. As we have seen in previous chapters, as
soon as we think about the Whole we produce something outside of it, namely,
a thought about the Whole that was not part of the whole before. What struck
Bertrand Russell as a paradox (the inconsistency of the set of all sets which does
not contain itself ), for Graschelling – our appellation for that curious blend of
Grant and Schelling’s ideas that we have outlined in the previous paragraphs – is
the formula for the productivity of nature. In the words of the original Schelling:
For what we want is not that Nature should coincide with the laws of our mind by chance
[…]; but that she herself, necessarily and originally, should not express, but even realize,
the laws of our mind, and that she is, and is called, Nature only insofar as she does so.61

§ 5.8. An Additional Idealism
Let’s cut to the chase: in what way is this updated, twenty-first-century version
of German idealism an expression of philosophical realism? According to Grant,
Schelling’s idealism falls within realism because he accounts for the reality of
thinking. That is, because it is not an eliminative realism, such as those that reduce reality to thinking, but rather an additional idealism, which regards that,
just like the rest of reality, thinking is also real. When thinking thinks the whole
of reality, it creates an additional reality: itself. Nevertheless, creativity is not an
exclusive attribute of thinking, but of the whole of reality. This system amounts
to, in short, an additional realism or “inflationary realism,” as Grant puts it:
What inflationary realism recommends therefore is not that realism seek to bridge a notional distance between reality and its concept, but rather that the conceiving is itself an
60

Iain H. Grant, “How nature came to be thought: Schelling’s paradox and the problem of
location,” Journal of the British Society for Phenomenology, vol. 44, no. 1 (2013): 25.
61 Friedrich W. J. Schelling, Ideas for a Philosophy of Nature, (trans.) Errol E. Harris/Peter
Heath (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), pp. 41–42.
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additional rearticulation of a reality that, far from being distant from it, is what is active
in it. If having an issuant source of ontology within an ontology qualifies a position as antirealist, realism consists in an ontology that issues in epistemic episodes, which episodes
in turn conceive priority in its consequents.62

This is all well and good, but if, as Grant says, to think is to think against someone, who is he thinking against? If every philosophical position is defined by
those it refutes, what systems are refuted by Grant’s additional idealism or inflationary realism? Grant has taken an aggressive stance against “transcendentalism,” defined as the philosophical system that seeks, in aprioristic fashion,
the conditions of possibility of knowledge – an endeavor that Grant regards as
obsolete and overcome by Schelling’s genetic answer. This aggressive stance has
brought him into the company of new realists such as Maurizio Ferraris or Markus Gabriel. Indeed, the English translation of Ferraris’s Introduction to New Realism bears a foreword by Grant, titled “Three Dogmas of Transcendentalism” –
calling to mind the famous article by Willard V. O. Quine against the empiricist
dogma inherited from the Vienna Circle.63
The three key dogmas of transcendentalism are the following: 1) only that
which is conceptually reconstructed can be, and be known; 2) practical philosophy takes primacy over theoretical philosophy; and 3) there is being because
there is thinking. These three dogmas can be found in the critiques against the
“myth of the given” carried out by some analytical philosophers (Wilfrid Sellars), as well as in the “prison-house of language” which kept continental philosophy under lock and key during the twentieth century (Fredric Jameson), and
in the “practical constructivism” which Ferraris attributes to “Foukant” – that
philosophical cocktail that blends one ounce of Michel Foucault and one ounce
of moonshine Immanuel Kant, currently the most sought-after beverage within
the philosophical profession. The first Foukantian principle or syllogism is that
“knowledge is constructed by knowledge [this is Kant for dummies], knowledge
is constructed by power [this is Foucault for n00bs], ergo reality is constructed
by power [this is Foukant for furrosophes].”64 Ferraris’s alternative – as we shall
62

Iain H. Grant, “Everything,” The Monist, vol. 98, no. 2 (2015): 166.
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64 Iain H. Grant, “Foreword: The three dogmas of transcendentalism,” in: Maurizio Ferraris (ed.), Introduction to New Realism, (trans.) Sarah de Sanctis (London/New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2014), p. XVI. Needless to say, all this sidelined, bracketed commentary is
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see in the next chapter – is to return to an “ingenuous physics” that is curiously
similar to Graschelling’s speculative physics.
We should note, however, that Grant’s proximity to some of the positions of
new realism does not merely stem from their having a common enemy. One of
the main conclusions of inflationary realism or additional idealism is that reality cannot be completely comprehended, because the very act of comprehending
generates a new reality – that comprehension itself – and thus the whole of reality always exists in the context of a more vast reality which, to put it in Schelling’s words, is “unprethinkable” (unvordenklich). As Grants puts it: “if it is true
that nature is that condition under which alone anything can exist does so, then
all that exists requires contextualization within a concept of nature that, by definition, cannot be exclusive or eliminative.”65 This is basically Gabriel’s thesis
about the non-existence of the universe. Thus, Grant’s inflationary realism or
additional idealism ends up being compatible with acosmist positions – which
deny the existence of the world or the cosmos – such as the two we will survey
in the following chapters.

paid to, despite being the second to have been published. Cf. Ernesto Castro, El trap: filosofía
millennial para la crisis en España (Madrid: Errata Naturae, 2019).
65 Leon Niemoczynski and Iain H. Grant, “‘Physics of the Idea’: An Interview with Ian
Hamilton Grant,” Cosmos and History: The Journal of Natural and Social Philosophy, vol. 9,
no. 2 (2013): 35.

§ 6. Maurizio Ferraris
The animal is certainly an anti-Cartesian, but also an antiKant avant la lettre and, obviously, also an anti-Quine and
an anti-Gadamer. The animals are, to put it briefly, the ones
that have taken me outside hermeneutics.
Maurizio Ferraris1

§ 6.1. Concerning the Italian Embezzlement of Continental Philosophy
It is not a particularly bold statement to say that the center of philosophical production moved from France to Italy in the mid 1980s. Throughout that decade,
the most notable members of the structuralist intelligentsia – the last Frenchoriginating school to have a genuine international impact – disappeared. In
1980, Roland Barthes was run over by a laundry van, and Louis Althusser was
admitted to a psychiatric hospital after strangling his wife during an alleged psychotic episode. Jacques Lacan died in 1981, not without first dissolving his psychoanalytic organization – L’École freudienne de Paris – and HIV took Michel
Foucault in 1984. Of the four structuralists that were once caricatured by Maurice
Henry on the 1967 cover of La Quinzaine Litteraire, only Claude Lévi-Strauss
remained by 1980 (and he, notably heedless to the siren’s song of postmodernism and poststructuralism, was the only one to continue researching and writing within a structuralist framework).2 As for the French poststructuralists and
postmodernists, intellectual globalization had dissolved their ties to the Hexagon. The political philosophy of Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari was better received by the Brazilian Worker’s Party than by the postcommunist left wing in
1

ours.

Maurizio Ferraris, Estetica razionale (Milan: Raffaello Cortina, 2011), p. 577. Translation

2 Cf. François Dosse, Histoire du structuralisme (Paris: La Découverte, 1991–1992), vol. 2,
ch. 35. Perhaps the reason why Claude Lévi-Strauss was able to resist the poststructuralist and
postmodern pandemic is that the discipline he was working in, anthropology, already contained the virus, and hence, the antidote against poststructuralism and postmodernism. We are
referring to the prototypical relativist conception of reality which we can trace back to Franz
Boas, one of the founding fathers of American anthropology, who claimed that all cultures are
equally valid. Incidentally, one of the most famous conferences of Lévi-Strauss is his second
address to the UNESCO, “Race and Culture,” from 1971, where the French anthropologist bemoaned the culture uniformity fostered by capitalist globalization and the resulting loss of artistic diversity or – to coin, in the seclusion of this footnote, a term he would have never used –
the resulting loss of “artiversity.” Cf. Claude Lévi-Strauss, Le regard éloigné (Paris: Plon, 1983).
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France.3 As for Jacques Derrida and Jean Braudillard, their work was – and still
is – more widely read across critical theory and literary theory departments in
the United States than in the philosophy departments of their home country.4 It
is therefore unsurprising that this state of affairs set the stage for an antistructuralist counterrevolution in France.
The year 1985 saw the publication of Luc Ferry and Alain Renaut’s French
Philosophy of the Sixties, where French (post)structuralists were dismissed as
mere epigones of previous German philosophers. Lacan was labeled an acolyte
of Freud, Foucault of Friedrich Nietzsche, Althusser of Karl Marx, and Derrida
of Husserl and Heidegger.5 Without the slightest attempt to undermine their stature, we can borrow this pattern of influences to understand the movement of the
hub of philosophical production from France to Italy – we can also say that Toni
Negri is an epigone of Althusser and Deleuze, Giorgio Agamben of Foucault, and
Gianni Vattimo of Derrida. This tracing of influences is meant, I insist, without
mockery or derision. Indeed, these Italian authors are the most original members
of the three main philosophical movements that took root in Italy in the 1980s:
postworkerism, biopolitics, and weak thought.6 It is against this last member of
the triad, against pensiero debole, that new realism has taken arms in Italy; thus,
we must first give a brief account of the former before treating the latter.

§ 6.2. Negative Thought and the Crisis of Reason
The term “weak thought” was coined by Vattimo in an article from the early
1980s where he avowed to “weaken metaphysics,” by both undermining its
claims to truth and renouncing violence – that is, embracing vulnerability as the
ethical virtue, par excellence. These two meanings of the term “weak” are clearly
embedded in the sociopolitical context and the intellectual framework in which
this article was published. The sociopolitical context was the end of the “years
of lead,” as the seventies in Italy were known, during which the Italian variant
of the Cold War took the form of hundreds of terrorists attacks – many of which
were false flag opperations – both from the radical left and from the extreme
right. As for the intellectual context, it was marked by the publication of Krisis,
Massimo Cacciari’s first book.
3

Cf. Félix Guattari and Suely Rolnik, Micropolítica. Cartografias do desejo (Petrópolis: Editora Vozes Ltda., 2005), ch. 5 and 9.
4 Cf. François Cusset, French Theory: Foucault, Derrida, Deleuze, & Cie et les mutations de
la vie intellectuelle aux États-Unis (Paris: La Découverte, 2003), ch. 2, 4 and 5.
5 Cf. Luc Ferry y Alain Renaut, La pensée 68. Essai sur l’anti-humanisme contemporain
(Paris: Gallimard, 1985), ch. 3–6.
6 Cf. Michael Hardt and Paolo Virno (eds.), Radical Thought in Italy: A Potential Politics
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1996); Lorenzo Chiesa and Alberto Toscano
(eds.), The Italian Difference: Between Nihilism and Biopolitics (Melbourne: re.press, 2009).
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Cacciari, who would later become a two-time Mayor of Venice, was then a
young intellectual and a thriving Member of Parliament for the Italian Communist Party (PCI). To make a long story short, his opera prima can be understood as a settling of accounts with the analytic tradition, and with The Destruction of Reason, the influential book by the continental Marxist György Lukács.7
If analytic philosophy had flirted with some Austrian philosophers (Ernst Mach,
Ludwig Wittgenstein, etc.) on the basis of their scientific and logico-formal contributions; and if Lukács had drawn a line of continuity between certain German philosophers of the will (Arthur Schopenhauer, Friedrich Nietzsche, etc)
and nazi-fascist ideology; Cacciari combined and subverted these two interpretations, showing the similarities between both these groups of philosophers, underscoring the irrationalism of the former, and the emancipatory project of the
second. For Cacciari, Wittgenstein was not only the father of logical neopositivism, but a mystic of ethics and aesthetics – understood as that about which
nothing can be “said” (sagen) but only “shown” (zeigen); and Nietzsche was not
only a prophet of the advent of the über-Mensch race, but also a critic of religion
and metaphysics in the name of individual creativity. In both cases, we are dealing with a “negative thought” which does not endeavor to solve contradictions,
in the manner of science or dialectics, but rather aspires to remain in a process
of constant crisis and “refoundation” – writes Cacciari – which gives birth to
multiple “dialects” and various “new orders,” instead of a single language and a
single new order.8
“Crisis,” “refoundation,” and “new order” were some of the buzzwords thrown
around and debated within the PCI from its Eurocommunist turn in the 1970s
to its dissolution after the fall of the Soviet Union. Indeed, we can take Cacciari as the Italian equivalent of France’s “new philosophers” (André Glucksmann, Bernard-Henry Lévy, etc.), since the work of their Italian peers presents
the same – but certainly better argued – critique against “totalitarian rationalism” in the twentieth; and his political career follows a similar conversion – although belatedly – towards increasingly right-wing positions: a textbook example of a late-twentieth-century ex-Marxist thinker, with his predictable evolution
from Maoism or neo-Trotskyism to Euro-Communism, and from there to social
liberalism (a political turncoatism which, in Italy, tends to be paired with a zeal
for eschatology and hagiography – take the texts of Agamben on Paul of Tarsus,
or Negri’s on Saint Francis of Assisi – which can only be explained by reason of
their geographical contiguity with the Vatican).9 Krisis already gave signs of the
7 Cf. György Lukács, Die Zerstörung der Vernunft (Budapest: Akadémiai Kiadó, 1954); Alfred J. Ayer, Logical Positivism (Glencoe: Free Press, 1959).
8 Cf. Massimo Cacciari, Krisis. saggio sulla crisi del pensiero negativo da Nietzsche a
Wittgenstein (Milan: Feltrinelli, 1977).
9 Cf. Didier Eribon, D’une révolution conservatrice et des ses effets sur la gauche française
(Paris: Leo Scheer, 2007); Antonio Negri and Michael Hardt, Empire (Cambridge: Harvard
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author’s future career: in his analysis of the internal consistency of Karl Marx’s
thought, Cacciari took the side of the liberal economist Eugen Böhm von Bawerk
against the social-democratic economist Rudolf Hilferding when it came to the
famous dispute about the relationship between values and prices.10 According
to Krisis, the contradiction between the labor theory of value in the first book of
Capital, and the analysis of capitalist transformation laid out in the third book,
only makes visible the cyclical and political nature of crises under capitalism.
As noted, this concept of crisis was making the rounds in the 1970s. In 1979
there was the anthology titled Crisis of Reason, edited by Aldo Gargani, which
included a critique of “classic rationality” and its claims to theoretical knowledge and practical control which, ultimately, “reflect the constellations of power
and the functions of control.”11 In fact, Vattimo coined the term “weak thought”
after one of the chapters in that book – Carlo Augusto Viano’s “Reason, Abundance, and Belief.” There, Viano analyzes the “eclipse of reason” in modern philosophy – that is, the rupture between rationality and the scientific field, and
its attachment to a set of greater or lesser normative beliefs. By way of conclusion, Viano asserts that “the theory of reason has sought to produce a knowledge
beyond positive knowledge, capable of imposing itself either by indicating the
ends or standing on its own foundations – a knowledge, in other words, tied to
force.”12 He distinguishes between historically-grounded strong theories; naturalistically-grounded less strong theories; and formally-grounded weak theories.
This last breed “indicates the conditions of acceptance of knowledge, and attributes to this a function within the processes of decision.”13 As we can see, there is a
misunderstanding in the very coining of the term “weak thought,” a creative misreading about the nature of this weakness: what was, for Viano, a scale for evaluating theories on the basis of their grounding and foundations, became, in Vattimo, a distinction between philosophies with a greater or lesser claim to power.

§ 6.3. Weak Thought and Negative Realism
The 1983 article where Vattimo first coined the term weak thought was published in a book of the same name coedited by him and Pier Aldo Rovatti. This publication brought together texts from all walks of life: Umberto Eco’s observations
on Porphyry’s tree; a confrontation between hermeneutics and deconstruction
University Press, 2000); Giorgio Agamben, Il regno e la gloria (Vicenza: Neri Pozza, 2007);
Massimo Cacciari, Il potere che frena (Milan: Adelphi, 2013).
10 Cf. Gilles Dostaler, Valeur et prix. Histoire d’un débat (Paris: François Maspero, 1978).
11 Aldo Gargani (ed.), Crisi della ragione: Nuovi modelli nel rapporto tra sapere e attività
umane (Turin: Einaudi, 1979), p. 40. Translation ours.
12 Carlo A. Viano, “La ragione, l’abbondanza e la credenza,” in: Crisi della ragione, p. 347.
Translation ours.
13 Viano, “La ragione,” p. 348.
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penned by Maurizio Ferraris; a commentary on a trivial remark by Wittgenstein
authored by Diego Marconi; and a Kafkian exegesis signed by somebody whose
name I care not to remember. The book was received as the foundational manifesto for a new philosophical movement, despite the fact that most chapters forgot to touch upon or mention “weak thought,” and that the only authors who
bothered to define it were the editors; though admittedly – let us draw a quick
curtain over Rovatti’s text – it was only Vattimo who did so with any semblance
of intelligibility.
As defined by Vattimo, weak thought is a continuation of the “dialectic dissolution,” allegedly launched by Jean-Paul Sartre, Ernst Bloch, and Walter Benjamin, and supposedly continued by the so-called “thinkers of difference” (Friedrich Nietzsche and Martin Heidegger). The anachronism of placing Jean-Paul
Sartre before Friedrich Nietzsche is ample proof of Vattimo’s mental imbroglio.
Sartre, Bloch, and Benjamin had, according to Vattimo, dissolved dialectics because they had not advanced the revolution towards the future but towards the
past; because they did not seek a synthesis of opposites in the Whole, but rather
regarded the Whole as the non-truth. This thesis presents two issues. Firstly,
his interpretation of Sartre as a philosopher who opposed totality clashes with
the goal of the first tome of Critique of Dialectical Reason, which is to ground “a
structural anthropology” that will be “the conditions of a directed, developing
totalisation.”14 Secondly, the first pages of The Principle of Hope contradict Vattimo’s interpretation of Bloch as a past-oriented revolutionary: “Primarily, everybody lives in the future, because they strive, past things only come later, and as
yet genuine present is almost never there at all.”15 The fact that Vattimo is compelled to adulterate the beliefs of a Christian thinker such as Bloch – whose positions couldn’t be further from his – instead of acknowledging his proximity to
a somewhat famous atheist philosopher named Theodor W. Adorno – father of
negative dialectics, and, in a way, of all philosophies of difference – goes a long
way to prove the closet Christianism, or rather the Christian closet, Vattimo was
trapped in up until the publication of Belief, a peccadillo parade peppered with
confessions such as:
I am aware that I have a preference for Nietzsche and Heidegger in part (or perhaps above
all) because, over against other philosophical projects that I have come across, their thesis, based on a given interpretation of their work, seems to be above all in harmony with a
specifically Christian religious substratum that has remained a living part of me.16

Fasten your seatbelts: two of the most Christ-remote philosophers in the history of Western philosophy, Heidegger and Nietzsche, are to be interpreted on
14 Jean-Paul Sartre, Critique of Dialectical Reason, (trans.) Alan Sheridan-Smith (London:
Verso, 1976), p. 69.
15 Ernst Bloch, The Principle of Hope (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1995), vol. 1, p. 4.
16 Gianni Vattimo, Belief, (trans.) Luca D’Isanto and David Webb (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999), p. 33.
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the basis of specifically Christian doctrines, if not under the prism of Apostolic
Roman Catholicism. According to this interpretation, the history of Heideggerian being would not consist in recollecting the origin forgotten by all Western
philosophers from Parmenides onwards, but rather being would lie in the ambivalent process of “oblivion” (lethe) and “disclosure,” “recollection,” or “truth” (aletheia), comparable to the equally ambivalent process of secularization and revelation of God throughout history. In the same way that the forgetting of being
brings forth its disclosure, recollection, or truth as that nothing which awakens
the anxiety before our own death, so too the secularization of God brings his
revelation as a human being who sacrifices himself for our eternal life. In both
cases, there is a weakening – be it the bewilderment of being which stops being
a perfection or a transcendent entity, or the kenosis of the sacred, the ontological
emptying of he who renounces the sacrificial violence in the same way that He
suffered it: Jesus on the cross.17
As for Nietzsche, Vattimo follows Heidegger’s wake in that he regards him as
the last contender to the title of “overcomer” of metaphysics; and, at the same
time, he follows the French interpretation of him as an anarchist and social
constructivist. The will of power, that force – half physical, half metaphysical –
which courses through all entities, dead or alive, is not taken as the core of Nietzschean philosophy. Vattimo gives greater importance to the posthumous fragment that reads: “there are no facts, only interpretations.”18 The Nietzschean
subject is interpreted as a series of layers – as an opening to the otherness within oneself – and not so much as a free spirit who imposes his will over the morality of the herd. According to this interpretation, the genealogy of Platonism
and of Judeo-Christian tradition as moral – and mortal – diseases of the West is
not developed with the purpose of reinstating some form of immoral – and immortal – atheistic health, but rather to allow us to acknowledge our bilious destiny by way of the doctrine of eternal return. The passage of the death of God
would, according to this interpretation, be about the impossibility of metaphysics as ontotheology more than about the nihilistic transvaluation of all values.19
Vattimo translates “Übermensch” as “otherman” (oltreuomo), instead of “overman” (superuomo), so as to emphasize that the ideal Nietzschean subject is not
“over” (super) good and “evil” (böse), but rather has “another” (alter) conception
of good and “wrong” (schlecht). And thus, we arrive at the chief exegetic accomplishment of weak thought: draping Nietzche in a cassock.20
17 Cf. René Girard, Des choses cachées depuis la fondation du monde (Paris: Grasset, 1978),
II, ch. 2.
18 Friedrich Nietzsche, Nachlass, in: Kritische Gesamtausgabe (Berlin/New York: Walter
de Gruyter, 1967-), vol. 12.7, p. 60. Translation ours.
19 Regarding Nietzsche’s transvaluation, cf. Mariano Rodríguez González (ed.), Nietzsche
y la transvaloración de la cultura (Madrid: Arena Libros, 2015).
20 Cf. Gianni Vattimo, Il soggetto e la maschera. Nietzsche e il problema della liberazione
(Milan: Bompiani, 1974).
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Another important influence on weak thought is hermeneutics, understood
as the “common language” (koine) of postmodernity – that is, of an age of cultural hybridization where mass media hampers any form of naïve or – in the terms
of the ultrarrationalist collective Homo Velamine – “preironic” relationship with
the external world.21 In this context, weak thought is an “ethics of interpretation”
that does not endeavor to “overcome” (überwinden) tradition, but only to “decline” (verwinden) and “transmit” it (überliefern) – that is, to have “compassion”
(pietas) towards the games of language, the monuments, and the “destiny” (Geschick) which we have historically inherited from our ancestors. Vattimo himself anticipates the chief objection against his own rhetorical concept of truth, so
thickly bespattered with a polyglot’s pedantries:
The absence of an authentic project of its own, the purely parasitical rethinking [ripercorrimento] of what has already been with a strong edifying and aestheticizing slant. It wants
to relive the past as past with the sole purpose of savoring the antiquarian.22

This were precisely the objections put forth by Viano – who had inspired the
term “weak thought” – against the “feeble” ( flebili): that they exaggerate the
complexity of the real so as to spare themselves the pain of analyzing it in detail; that they reduce the aspirations to truth of their theories to the point of
rendering them as infallible as they are empty; that they fail to treat the classics
of philosophy with the appropriate rigor, so that they end up cackling the same
philosophical clichés pro domo sua. Briefly put, the feeble are “inheritors of that
culture of consolation present in this failed enterprise,” yet another expression
of “the ancient Italian taste for recuperations and cultural blends.”23 Or in Paolo
Rossi’s characterization, we are dealing with
a form of traditionalism, which does nothing but say how things are, turning now and
then to aesthetics and literature, finding inspiration in the wise, nonplussed placidity
often found in those who are convalescent, and devoting itself to that hallowed function
of consolation. Weak thought, in the final analysis, is but a subspecies of strong counterEnlightenment.24

In the words of Alberto Cardín, one of the first Spanairds to examine this philosophical import:
21 Cf. Ismael Crespo Amine and José C. Cañizares Gaztelu, Ultrarracionalismo (Salamanca: Delirio, 2019).
22 Gianni Vattimo, “Dialectics, Difference, Weak Thought,” in: Gianni Vattimo and Pier
A. Rovatti (eds.), Weak Thought, (trans.) Peter Carravetta (Albany: State University of New
York Press, 2012), p. 48.
23 Carlo A. Viano, Va’ pensiero. Il carattere della filosofia italiana contemporanea (Turin:
Einaudi, 1985), p. 20 and 16.
24 Paolo Rossi, Paragone degli impegni moderni e postmoderni (Bologna: Il Mulino, 1989),
p. 23. Translation ours. For an evaluation of counter-Enlightenment and antimodernity, cf.
Juan C. Orejudo Pedrosa and Lucía Fernández Flórez, “Introducción: la actualidad de los antimodernos,” Eikasía, no. 45 (2012): pp. 7–36.
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The most unbearable feature of pensiero debole – particularly of his supreme master of
ceremonies – is its continuous attempt to reduce everything to a squat and narrow Heidegger-flavored scholastics, which imparts a liturgical quality to it all by effect of their judicious decision to never mention concrete historical realities and repeatable, or at least
communicable, experiential contents.25

Given their argumentative mishaps, it is not surprising that the most shrewd
thinkers of the movement were among the first to desert it. Such is the case of
Eco – the same writer who, from the publication of The Absent Structure in 1968
onwards, had defended the Piercean doctrine of “unlimited semiosis” (that every
sign remits to another sign, in an undefined semiotic chain, without running
into an extralinguistic reality), only to publish The Limits of Interpretation in
1990, where, against literary deconstruction, he argued that there are not infinite
possible readings of a text, and that all interpretations are not equally valid.26 His
realist turn was confirmed in 1997, with the publication of Kant and the Platypus, where he postulated that extralinguistic reality is a continuum which offers
certain lines of resistance against our unfolding in the world. “The appearance of
these Resistances,” writes Eco with a generous serving of capital letters,
is the nearest thing that can be found, before any First Philosophy or Theology, to the
idea of God or Law. Certainly it is a God who manifests Himself (if and when He manifests Himself ) as pure Negativity, pure Limit, pure No, that of which language cannot or
must not talk.27

We might never come to fully and positively know the essence of that “hard core
of being,” but we will know, negatively, which theories are completely mistaken
about it. In the practical realm, things have certain “dispositions” (affordances)
which habilitate certain activities instead of others. To give an example that was
discussed in an early 1990s debate between Richard Rorty and Umberto Eco, a
screwdriver can be used for many things: to screw a nail, to open up a package,
to kill somebody – but not to carefully clean the inside of one’s ear. This “negative realism,” however, is compatible with some versions of hermeneutics and
relativism, as Eco elegantly points out:
That being places limits on the discourse through which we establish ourselves in its horizon is not the negation of hermeneutic activity: instead it is the
condition for it. If we were to assume that everything can be said of being, the
adventure of continuously questioning it would no longer have any sense.28
25 Alberto Cardín, “Mejor lábil que débil,” in: Lo próximo y lo ajeno. Tientos etnológicos II
(Barcelona: Icaria, 1990), p. 44. Translation ours.
26 Cf. Umberto Eco, La struttura assente (Milan: Bompiani, 1968); I limiti dell’interpretazione (Milan: Bompiani, 1990), ch. 4, sec. 6.
27 Umberto Eco, Kant and the Platypus: Essays on Language and Cognition (New York:
Harcourt Brace, 2000), p. 54.
28 Eco, Kant and the Platypus, p. 50.
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§ 6.4. Rational Aesthetics and the Definitions of “Interpretation”
Ferraris, who coined the term “new realism,” had a conversion much like Eco’s.
After being a first-pew Derridian in the eighties, and having asserted in his chapter for Weak Thought that “grammatology radically sets between parentheses
the problem of ‘reference’ to reality,”29 Ferraris was blessed with an epiphany
in 1992: his road to Damascus took place in Naples, falling from the horse of
the linguistic turn while listening to a conference read by Hans-Georg Gadamer, during which he became aware of the utter falsehood of the hermeneutic
principle that “being that can be understood is language.”30 After his prolonged slumber under the dogma of deconstruction, Ferraris set out to compose an
aesthetics in Baumgarten’s meaning of the word – that is, a theory of sensible
knowledge – and of the “analogous to reason” (analogon rationis), with an aim
to give an account of the extralinguistic reality forgotten by most philosophy
throughout the twentieth century.
The result was Rational Aesthetics, “the greatest theoretical challenge of my
life, the point where all my intellectual capacities converged,” wrote Ferraris as a
prologue to the second edition in 2011, “and the source – I realize now, almost
fifteen years later – of everything I have done ever since.”31 If only it were true:
Rational Aesthetics is a usylessly umpteeth-page doxographic tome – as illegible
as Finnegans Wake – where one fails to differentiate between Ferraris’s position
and that of the authors he so painfully and sluggedly reviews. But let us try. What
is the anchoring thesis? That knowledge of extralinguistic reality is not immediate, but rather mediated by imagination. From Plato to Kant, the imagination has been conceived of as the faculty that mediates between the sensible and
the intelligible inasmuch as it has a passive character (sensible perceptions are
inscribed upon it) and an active character (intelligible concepts are abstracted
from it). Moreover, imagination is projected towards the past as memory, and
towards the future as anticipation.
According to Ferraris, aesthetics is not a minor philosophical field whose exclusive territory is the arts, the beauty, or the sublime, but rather it is the first philosophy par excellence.32 The unity of the aesthetic field is attested to by attributes such as clarity, which the philosophical tradition has associated with beauty
and certainty (see René Descartes’s epistemological privileging of clear and distinct ideas). Against the Gadamerian program that “aesthetics has to be absorb29
30

Maurizio Ferraris, “The Aging of the ‘School of Suspicion,’” in: Weak thought, p. 149.
Gadamer, Truth and Method, p. 474.
31 Maurizio Ferraris, Estetica razionale, p. XI. Translation ours.
32 Such an understanding of aesthetics brings to mind Helmuth Plessner’s aesthetiology.
Cf. Helmuth Plessner, Die Einheit der Sinne. Grundlinien einer Ästhesiologie des Geistes, in: Gesammelte Schriften (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1980–1985), vol. 3.
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ed into hermeneutics,”33 Ferraris subordinates the rest of philosophical fields to
aesthetics in hierarchical fashion: ontology, phenomenology, hermeneutics, and
“ichnology” (or theory of tracks and traces). This last discipline, founded and
baptized by Ferraris, deals with the eidetic or ideal entities, taking as reference
the early works by Derrida on the origin of geometry and the problem of the sign
in Husserl. According to ichnology, eidetic or ideal entities are not to be conceived as if they were abstract realities, because then we will be dealing with the
problem of the passage from abstract to concrete (to the abstract number 3 to
the concrete numeral “3”). Rather, eidetic or ideal entities are best conceived as
a series of particular and indefinitely iterable entities, such as the symbols of the
Latin alphabet or the Arabic numerals, which can repeat themselves to infinity.
About eidetic or ideal entities we can say that they are never completely present
nor totally absent, but rather that they are the presence of an absence: a track or
trace that comes from the past and points towards the future.34
The main problem with this realist restating of Derrida’s philosophy is that,
no matter how much he criticizes “logocentrism,” Derrida’s theory of writing
remains prey to the prison-house of language which he himself posited with the
famous dictum that “there is nothing outside of the text.”35 In a similar manner,
Ferraris cannot postulate the existence of a reality outside the text – he cannot
escape Gadamer’s maxim that being that can be understood is language – because his aesthetics still contemplates sensible knowledge in exclusively linguistic and textual terms. In his own words: “aesthetics, then, is not a science of sensation as such (the possibility of which, as we shall see, appears dubious and
contestable), but rather a science of retained and inscribed sensation; for example, in the mind or the imagination as tabula rasa.”36 To be a true realist, Ferraris
would need a criteria that would allow him to discriminate between reality and
appearance, but his aesthetic approach conflates these two fields in his choice
of imagination – Plato’s phantasia, Baltasar Gracián’s ingenio, and Immanuel
Kant’s Einbildungskraft – as the faculty of sensible knowledge par excellence.
Another and somewhat more revealing aspect about Ferraris’s realist turn
in the 1990s is his change of mind regarding Nietzsche’s philosophy. If, in 1989
with Nietzsche and the Philosophy of the 20th Century, Ferraris presented, in a
historical and dispassionate manner, the sundry interpretations, from Nazism to
May ’68, that had been made of the work of the Physician of Culture; in 1999,
exactly a decade later, in an anthology about Nietzsche, Ferraris harshly criticized all existing interpretations from the vantage point of Nietzsche’s biogra33

Gadamer, Truth and Method, p. 164.
Cf. Maurizio Ferraris, Estetica razionale, ch. 1 y 5; Edmund Husserl, L’origine de la géométrie, (trans.) Jacques Derrida (PUF: París, 1962); Jacques Derrida, La voix et le phénomène.
Introduction au problème du signe dans la phénoménologie de Husserl (Paris: PUF, 1967).
35 Derrida, Of Grammatology, p. 158.
36 Ferraris, Estetica razionale, p. 49. Translation ours.
34
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phy. Said biography gives us the portrait of a self-taught thinker who was highly
influenced by positivism, materialism, and neo-Kantianism – especially through
the work of Friedrich Albert Lange – and interested in the sciences of his age (the
doctrine of will to power and eternal return cannot be understood outside of the
chemistry and biology from the second half of the German nineteenth century).
In short, we must put an end to the myth of Nietzsche as “artist of himself,” “totalitarian irrationalist,” “inverter of metaphysics,” “Dionisian anarchist,” “master
of suspicion,” or “postmodern nihilist.” Though Vattimo is not quoted anywhere,
it is obvious that Ferraris is killing his own philosophical father in this attempt to
reinterpret Nietzsche in diametrically opposite terms.37
Alongside this revision of Nietzsche and his image, Ferraris also revised his
concept of hermeneutics. In 1988, with the publication of History of Hermeneutics, he made a chronological exposition – without classification or evaluation –
of the diverse definitions of “interpretation” (hermeneia). In 1998, also a decade
after stating his initial equanimous position, he published Hermeneutics, where
he classified and evaluated all these definitions and positions from a realist point
of view, that also campaigned against postmodern hermeneutics.38 According to
Ferraris, interpretation can be understood in seven different ways: 1) as a synonym of linguistic expression (this was the original meaning of Aristotle’s Peri
hermeneias, translated into Latin as De interpretatione); 2) as a real-time translation (the meaning normally attached to the word “interpreter” in the field of
translation); 3) as the execution of a piece of music; 4) as the deciphering of a
particularly confusing or obscure text; 5) as an empathetic understanding of past
historical periods (according to some philosophers of the sciences of the spirit
such as Schleiermacher, Dilthey, or Gadamer); 6) as an unmasking (such as the
one carried out by those Paul Ricoeur called “masters of suspicion”: Marx, Nietzsche, and Freud); and 7) as a synonym of hermeneutics (the philosophical discipline which, to put it briefly, believes that there are no facts but only interpretations).
What can we say about these definitions? The same that was said by Kant
about Aristotle’s categories: that it is a rhapsodic classification, a laundry list, a
grocery store receipt. The philosophical value of this list is best seen if we reduce
the seven classes to four and if we present them within a more systematic and
rigorous classification, one that would bring out the possible combinations between the general (the concept, discourse, etc.) and the particular (the word, the
person, etc) as both a point of departure (terminus a quo) and a point of arrival
(terminus ad quem) of interpretation.
37 Cfr. Maurizio Ferraris, Nietzsche e la filosofia del Novecento (Milan: Bompiani, 1989);
“Ontologia,” in: Maurizio Ferraris (ed.), Nietzsche: etica, politica, filologia, musica, teoria dell’interpretazione, ontologia, (Rome/Bari: Laterza, 1999), pp. 199–276.
38 Cf. Maurizio Ferraris, Storia dell’ermeneutica (Milan: Bompiani, 1988); L’ermeneutica
(Rome/Bari: Laterza, 1998), ch. 1.3.
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Point of arrival
(terminus ad quem)
Point of departure
(terminus a quo)

Class I

Class IV

General

Class III

Class II

Particular

Particular

General

Classification of the definitions of the term “interpretation”
I. The first kind, where interpretation begins from the general to reach the particular, corresponds to Aristotle’s definition of the term “interpretation” as a synonym of “linguistic expression” (Ferraris’s first definition); that is, as the manifestation of general concepts through particular symbols. This is the definition of
the term that is familiar to most people – the one that is used to refer to real-time
translations, where the general concepts expressed in a language function as the
point of departure, and the particular words of the target language function as
the point of arrival (Ferraris’s second definition), or corresponds to the execution of a piece of music – the written notes are the general, the heard notes are
the particular (Ferraris’s third definition).
II. The second class, where interpretation starts from the particular to reach
the general, corresponds to the philological definition of the term “interpretation” as a synonym of “deciphering” (Ferraris’s fourth definition) – that is,
as the search for a general code which would allow texts of particular obscurity
to be understood, since “clarity needs no interpretation” (in claris non fit interpretatio). In this definition of the term, particular cases are the point of departure and the general code is the point of arrival (much like the deciphering of
the grammar of the Egyptian language by way of the hieroglyphs in the Rosetta
stone).
III. The third class corresponds to the hermeneutical definition of the term
“interpretation” as synonym of “comprehension” (Verständniss), that is, as the
specific method of the “sciences of the spirit” (Geisteswissenschaften), which are
differentiated from natural sciences in that they do not seek natural laws to “elucidate” (erklären) certain repeatable nomothetic phenomena, but rather aspire
to walk in the shoes – historically, sociologically, psychologically – of certain
unrepeatable ideographic personalities.39 In this definition of the term, interpretation allows us to move from the particular to the particular, without the mediation of the general. This is the definition of “interpretation” that one finds in
Shcleiermacher, Dilthey, and Gadamer (Ferraris’s fifth definition), and also in
Marx, Nietzsche, and Freud (Ferraris’s sixth definition), who – as we have seen
39 Cf. Wilhelm Dilthey, Einleitung in die Geisteswissenschaften, in: Gesammelte Schriften
(Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2006), vol. 1.
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in previous chapters – rather than unmasking what is general in economy, morality, and psychology, unmasked what is particular to said disciplines – the class
struggle, the will to power, and the unconscious.40
IV. The fourth class corresponds to the postmodern definition of the term
“interpretation” or similar words which one finds in maxims such as “there are
no facts, only interpretations”; “being that can be understood is language”; “man
is a recent invention”; “there is nothing outside of the text” (Ferraris’s seventh
definition). All these examples deny the independence of particular entities with
regards to general structures (epistemes, dispositifs, constructs, etc.) which determine them. In this definition of the term, interpretation (or call it what you
will: semiology, archeology, deconstruction, etc.) goes from the general to the
general, without passing through the particular.
This systematic and exhaustive classification gives us a clearer view of Ferraris’s negative evaluation of hermeneutics and postmodernity. What he attempts
to do is to reject the possibility of passing from the same to the same (from the
particular to the particular, from the general to the general) without the mediation of its opposite. There are only interpretations that move from the particular
to the general, or vice versa.

§ 6.5. What’s Dead and What’s Alive in Kantian Philosophy?
Kant is another philosophical classic that has received the Ferraris treatment.
In 2004, on the bicentennial anniversary of his death, Ferraris published Good
Bye, Kant! Needless to say, the title is a reference to Wolfgang Becker’s film Good
Bye, Lenin!, where an elderly communist woman falls into a coma right before
the Fall of the Berlin Wall and wakes up half a year after the event, compelling
her family to act as if the Democratic German Republic still existed. There is an
interesting analogy in Ferraris’s title – one that goes beyond cinephilic intertextuality. A whole generation of philosophers embraced Kantianism much like a
whole generation of militants and activists embraced socialism: as an altogether
inoperative outlook which one must, nevertheless, presume to be functional.
Pure hauntology, as Mark Fisher would say.41
The goal of Ferraris’s book is to analyze what is dead and what is alive in
Kant’s philosophy. Among the living he identifies the phenomenon-noumenon
distinction and the search for a philosophy of facticity; that is, Kant’s rejection
of metaphysics as science of the possible – of the logically non-contradictory.
Against the interpretation of the Critique of Pure Reason as the consummation
40

Cf. Paul Ricoeur, De l’interprétation: Essai sur Sigmund Freud (Paris: Seuil, 1969).
Cf. Mark Fisher, Ghosts of My Life: Writings on Depression, Hauntology and Lost Futures
(Winchester: Zero Books, 2014).
41
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of Cartesian modernity and the obliteration of medieval metaphysics, Ferraris
underscores the continuity between Kant and “German scholastic philosophy”
(Schulphilosophie) in its Lebnizian-Wolffian varieties. From an argumentative
point of view, the Critique of Pure Reason is, in fact, profoundly anti-Cartesian:
the explanation of the method covers but a couple pages and comes after – not
before – the exposition of the elements. At the level of content, it is true that
the “Transcendental Dialectic” destroys a branch of metaphysics, that which
Christian Wolff baptized as “special metaphysics or ontology,” which deals with
entities and ideas such as the I (rational psychology), the world (rational cosmology), or God (rational theology). But it is also true that the transcendental
analytic rehabilitates the possibility of general metaphysics as the philosophy of
being, reconstructed as “theory of experience/knowledge” (Erkenntnistheorie).
This reconstruction of the philosophy of being as theory of experience/knowledge is precisely what Ferraris identifies as “dead” in Kant’s philosophy. Ferraris
accuses Kant of having fallen into a transcendental fallacy, that of conflating ontology (the theory of what exists) and epistemology (the theory of what we know
to exist), and of paving the way for the relativism, subjectivism, constructivism,
perspectivism, and nihilism of contemporary philosophy. Is this a valid accusation? It depends on how we interpret Kant’s noumenon. If we understand it as
the transcendental object – the correlate of the phenomenon, its conjugated concept, that x which is not the object of any intellectual intuition and can only be
the object of an intellectual intuition and whose possibility is dismissed in the
Critique of Pure Reason – then we are dealing with a limit concept upon which
we cannot predicate any existence. After all, existence is a modal category that
the understanding can only apply to sensible intuitions. Ferraris is right on this
point: independently of Kant’s contradictions when discussing the thing in itself, it is obvious that for his philosophical system only that which can be experienced or known exists.
Ferraris is, however, mistaken in proceeding from the thesis that the category
of existence can only be applied to our sensible intuition to then conclude that
everything which is sensibly intuited exists. Kant makes this very point in “The
Refutation of Idealism”:
From the fact that the existence of outer objects is required for the possibility of a determinate consciousness of our self it does not follow that every intuitive representation of
outer things includes at the same time their existence, for that may well be the mere effect
of the imagination (in dreams as well as in delusions).42

In Kant’s philosophy, “to exist” is not the same as “to be represented,” since there
can be representations which are not subsumed to any category and, hence, are
not objects of experience/knowledge. In the first edition of the Critique of Pure
42

Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunft, B278.
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Reason, Kant distinguishes between “appearances” (Erscheinungen) and “phenomenon” (Phänomena), which are “appearances, to the extent that as objects
they are thought in accordance with the unity of the categories.”43 In both editions, Kant distinguishes between representations with and without consciousness, but he only gives an account of the former, which he calls “perceptions” and
divides into subjective perceptions or sensations, and objective perceptions or
“cognitions” (cognitiones).44 Thus, what appeared at first glance to confirm Ferraris’s critique actually works against him: even within representations – that is,
the “the inner determinations of our mind in this or that temporal relation”45 –
Kantian philosophy acknowledges the “existence” (in the everyday sense of the
term) of things which are not objects of experience/knowledge.
If we moreover take in account all the remarks found in the Critique of Practical Reason about freedom as noumenon cause, and about the grasping of the
categorical imperative – “you must, ergo you can” – as a kind of intellectual intuition, then we must admit that Ferraris is clearly mistaken: apart from what can
be experienced or known, Kant acknowledges the existence of a moral sphere.
We should note that corroborating this theoretical-practical dualism (“the starry
heavens above me and the moral law within me”)46 is not an objection, but a confirmation, of Ferraris’s accusation against the Kantian tradition: Kant is not only
the source of epistemological perspectivism, but also of contemporary moral
voluntarism. Both philosophical movements share their reduction of reality to
the status of mere product, artifice, or consequence of human spontaneity. But
we should note that, even if the accusation stands for some post-Kantian adherents, in Kant’s philosophy the sensible intuitions are given to us by things; they
are not auto-affections of the mind, and sensibility is receptive and not spontaneous before them. Or to put in TED Talk terms: Kant does think that there is a
“reality” independently of us which can be “known” by us. Does this mean that
the father of idealism was, at the same time, a realist?
According to Ferraris, in the preface to the second edition of the Critique of
Pure Reason, where Kant first presented the hypothesis of the Kantian-Copernican revolution – according to which instead of knowledge corresponding to
objects, it is the objects that correspond to knowledge – he equivocally uses the
term “knowledge” to denote three different things at the same time:
“(a) the operations carried out, unbeknownst to us in the process of knowing the external
world, by our senses and our categories; (b) the form taken by our senses and our nervous
system as an architecture for knowledge; or (c) what we know as experts.”47
43
44

Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunft, A248.
Cf. Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunft, A320/B376.
45 Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunft, A197/B242.
46 Kant, Kritik der praktischen Vernunft, epilogue.
47 Maurizio Ferraris, Goodbye Kant! What Still Stands of the Critique of Pure Reason (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2013), p. 45.
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This is far from the truth. Kant uses the term “knowledge” with precision, as a
synonym of “objective perception,” and it can be easily proven that the three
meanings identified by Ferraris correspond to the use of three words used by
Kant, none of which is “knowledge.”
Meaning (a) broadly corresponds to Kant’s use of the term “schematism.”
Schematism is “a hidden art in the depths of the human soul, whose true operations we can divine from nature and lay unveiled before our eyes only with
difficulty.”48 Schematism can be enacted either mechanically, through the schemata of the determinant judgment, or analogically, through the symbols of the
reflective judgment. What these schemata do is to allow for the application of
concepts over intuitions by way of the temporalization of categories. The schema
of the category substance is, for instance, “the persistence of the real in time, i. e.,
the representation of the real as a substratum of empirical time-determination in
general, which therefore endures while everything else changes.”49
Meaning (b) broadly corresponds to Kant’s use of the term “mind” (Gemüt).
In Medieval German, Meister Eckhart translated the Latin terms “mens” and
“animus” as “Gemüt.” In modern German, Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz made use
of this word to refer to feeling as something contradistinct to the understanding.
For Kant, as he writes in the Critique of Judgment, “the mind itself is entirely life
(the principle of life itself ), and hindrances or promotions must be sought outside, though in the human being himself, hence in combination with his body.”50
Differently from the “soul” (Seele), which is an inexistent intellectual substance,
and the “spirit” (Geist), which is a vivifying principle of an aesthetic order, the
mind – writes Kant in his correspondence – is “the faculty of combining the
given representations and effectuating the unity of empirical apperception (animus),”51 and its two “fundamental sources” are sensibility and understanding,
united by an unknown “common root” which some commentators identify with
the transcendental imagination.
Meaning (c) broadly corresponds to Kant’s use of the term “knowledge”
(Wissen). At the end of the Critique of Pure Reason, Kant distinguishes between
three different forms of taking a judgment as true, depending on whether said
judgment is subjectively sufficient (if it produces any degree of conviction in one)
and objectively sufficient (if it produces certainty in all): opinion is insufficient
both subjectively and objectively (it does not produce neither conviction nor
certainty); belief is subjectively sufficient, but objectively not (it produces conviction but not certainty); and knowledge satisfies both cases (it produces con48

Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunft, A141/B181.
Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunft, A144/B183.
Immanuel Kant, Critique of the Power of Judgment, (trans.) Paul Guyer/Eric Matthews
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), p. 159.
51 Immanuel Kant, “From Soemmerring’s On the Organ of the Soul,” in: Anthropology, History, and Education (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), p. 223.
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viction and certainty).52 In the appendix to the Critique of the Power of Judgment
he adds that the objects of knowledge are the “facts (scibile),” among which are
not only the data a posteriori of experience/knowledge, but also the factum a
priori of freedom: “It is the only one among all ideas of pure reason whose object
is a fact and which must be counted among the scibilia.”53
This is the crux of Ferraris’s misunderstanding with regards to Kant. Ferraris
is of the opinion that the goal of the Critique of the Pure Reason is to refute two
types of skepticism, which we can baptize as “ontological or Cartesian skepticism” – which casts doubt upon the existence of the external world –, and “epistemological or Humean skepticism” – which casts doubt upon the reliability of
our senses. Kant refutes these positions by grounding the existence of the external world and the reliability of our senses on Euclidean geometry (transcendental aesthetics) and on Newtonian mechanics (transcendental analytics), reducing
everything that exists to the scientifically experenciable/knowable (transcendental dialectic). But this scientistic and pertinaciously theoretical interpretation
of Kant’s philosophy has no legs to stand on. Since, no matter how much Kant
contrasts his transcendental idealism (or empirical realism) to the empirical idealism (or transcendental realism) of his predecessors, the central goal of the Critique of Pure Reason is not to refute ontological or Cartesian skepticism – which
is held to be long dead and buried54 – or epistemological or Humean skepticism – whose doubts about the reliability of induction are taken for granted (“I
freely admit that the remembrance of David Hume was the very thing that many
years ago first interrupted my dogmatic slumber and gave a completely different
direction to my researches in the field of speculative philosophy”).55 The goal
of the Critique of Pure Reason, in light of Kant’s whole oeuvre, is to ground the
52

Cf. Immanuel Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunft, A822/B850.
Kant, Critique of the Power of Judgment, p. 468.
To be precise, Kant distinguishes in his “Refutation of Idealism” between two types of
idealism: the problematic (Descartes’s) and the dogmatic (Berkeley’s). The first believes that
it is not possible to demonstrate the existence of the external world (only that of the I, and, by
extension, that of God, ultimate guarantor of the reliability of memory and external senses),
whereas the second straightforwardly claims that the world does not exist (except as a correlate of the subject, be this human or divine; this is why, as noted, Meillassoux regards Berkeley as the father of the “age of correlation”). Kant says that dogmatic idealism is a natural consequence of the presupposition that time and space are objective realities – a presupposition
which, according to him, was dispatched and refuted enough in “Transcendental Aesthetic” to
give it any more space and time. This is why Kant’s refutation of idealism is exclusively focused
on problematic idealism. Against Descartes’s idea that it is possible to demonstrate the existence of the I by abstracting from the existence of the external world, Kant argues that the selfconsciousness of the internal sense of time is only possible through the experience of objects
in the external sense of space. In Kant’s own words: “Not only can we perceive all time-determination only through the change in outer relations (motion) relative to that which persists in
space […]; we do not even have anything persistent on which we could base the concept of substance, as intuition, except merely matter.” Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, B278.
55 Immanuel Kant, Prolegomena to Any Future Metaphysics: That Will Be Able to Come
53
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possibility of a priori synthetic judgments and to dispel the illusion of knowledge that is characteristic of the theoretical use of reason, thus leaving room for
its practical use. Kant’s refutations are not so much directed against theoretical
skepticism but rather against practical skepticism – what we could call “ethical or
Spinozian skepticism” – which denies the existence of free will.
Whatever the misunderstandings between Ferraris and Kant, Good Bye,
Kant! has the virtue of placing Kant in the wake of the scholastic tradition and at
the source of a great many of the philosophical commonplaces of the contemporary age. Just for this achievement, Ferraris’s book ought to be considered one of
the best titles published on the occasion of the two hundredth anniversary of the
death of “the Chinaman of Königsberg,” as Nietzsche dubbed him.

§ 6.6. Unamendability
After his face-off with Kant, Ferraris turned his attention to the criteria which
has allowed him to differentiate between reality and appearance ever since: “unamendability” (inenmendabilità). In his book Hysteresis, Ferraris attempts to
demonstrate that reality is not amendable. How? Through visual experiments
such as the contemplation of a sunrise or a sunset, experiences which, according to him, demonstrate the autonomy of aesthetics with regards to logic (in the
Kantian meaning of both terms). As we contemplate a sunrise or a sunset, our
understanding can categorically comprehend that it is the Earth which is turning over its axis, but our sensibility is helpless before the spatial and temporal intuition that it is the Sun which is orbiting around us. Ferraris thinks that there is
solid ground in these experiments to refute Kant’s maxim that “thoughts without content are empty, intuitions without concepts are blind,”56 since neither
heliocentric thinking is empty – though it lacks any sensible consent – nor is
geocentric intuition blind – even if it has no scientific basis. But, again, Ferraris’s
example is misleading. Heliocentric thinking does have sensible contents (the
solar ellipsis and the retrograde motion of the planets, among many other spatiotemporal phenomenon, which can be perceived from Earth; nevermind the
abundant experience brought about by space travel), and, indeed, geocentric intuition might not be blind from the perceptual point of view, but it is from the
epistemic point of view – in Kant’s terminology: geocentrism is an “appearance”
(Erscheinung), not a “phenomenon” (Phänomenon).
The disadvantage of these visual experiments is that what seems unamendable about them is not reality but appearance. We know that it is the Earth that
Forward as Science, (trans.) Gary Hatfield (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004),
p. 10.
56 Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunft, A51/B75.
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turns on its axis, because we have amended our physical, astronomic, and cosmological theories to increasingly correspond to reality, but we cannot amend
the appearance that it is the sun that orbits around the Earth. The problem here
is that the opposite of reality, for Ferraris, is not appearance but truth. In other
words, reality is not composed by the analytic truths which our mind grasps –
our small, internal world – but by the aesthetic experiences which open us up
to the Great Outdoors of the external world. This is the basis of Ferraris’s three
ontological distinctions which he derives from the criteria of unamendability: 1)
reality/truth; 2) external/interior world; 3) experience/science. Let us examine
them one by one.
The first ontological distinction, that which opposes reality and truth, is altogether incomprehensible from a no-nonsense correspondence-based conception of the relation that exists between the two. How can the truth that “the snow
is white” be more amendable than the reality that the snow is white? By way of a
processual theory according to which “the truth is not archaeologically founded
in reality, it is teleologically oriented towards it.”57 This convoluted definition of
truth compels Ferraris to teeter between a notion of truth as something unrectifiable (“a partial truth is never satisfactory, and a half truth is what is usually
known as a lie”)58 and a notion of truth as something rectifiable (“In experience,
things are true until the opposite is shown, which means that we live in a world
of certainties, which make up the pretheoretical background to our agency, and
only occasionally, when there is misunderstanding or perceptual mistake, are
we pushed to review our beliefs”).59 Both these options are equally problematic:
the first defines truth as something that is as unrectifiable, and unamendable as
reality, whereas the second is not a satisfactory theory of truth, as shown by the
very requirements of the first one, namely, that truths are either complete and
unrectifiable, or they are not truths at all. This second conception of truth can be
accepted, if anything, as a theory of conviction or certainty, of what an individual or all individuals take for truth.
Ferraris’s second ontological distinction, between the external and the internal world, is, again, incomprehensible when evaluated from a standard definition of both these terms. What does it mean, exactly, that the internal world
is more amendable than the external? Do we happen to have a lesser epistemic
authority over our private psychic states than over the public things around us?
Paradoxically, one of the examples mentioned by Ferraris seems to imply the
opposite: if you say that your head hurts “no-one, not even the greatest doctor
in the world could object that it is not true, unlike what happens when someone
57
58

Ferraris, Hysteresis.
Ferraris, Hysteresis.
59 Maurizio Ferraris, Documentalità: perché è necessario lasciar tracce (Rome/Bari: Laterza, 2009), ch. 2.1.2.2.
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says they have arthritis in the thigh.”60 That is, pain in the “interior world” of
the head is less amendable than arthritis in the “external world” of the leg. The
issue here is that Ferraris is, once again, making an extremely idiosyncratic use
of philosophical terms, in this case, “world.” The external world is not the ensemble and system of all physical objects, but rather any element which is external to our conceptual patterns and perceptive systems. Conceptual schemata are
theories with which we try to explain reality and which are evidently subject to
rectification and amendment; but, in what way can we deem our sense of sight,
hearing, smell, taste, and touch to be more amendable than that world which
is, allegedly, beyond perception and comprehension? Ferraris would be wise to
tread carefully over these questions least they make a mess of his rational aesthetics and his naïve physics, even if he has already lost hope in its ontological
and epistemological ambitions:
The latter does not tell us the truth about things, but merely gives us a powerful tool to
falsify the idea of an archaeological identity between science and experience; it doesn’t
give us an account of ontology, but indicates the layer in which ontological assumptions
take place.61

His third ontological distinction is better grounded, or – minor accomplishment – more detailed: science, as opposed to experience, is “an activity that is
linguistic (scientists talk), historical (the activity is cumulative), infinite (there is
no end to science) and teleological (it has a purpose).”62 Does this mean that, in
contrast, experience is an ineffable, ahistorical, captive, finite, and compassless
passivity? Nothing could be further from Ferraris’s philosophical project: “experiences display an intercultural constancy […]. I am referring not only to perception but […] also highly structured features, such as myths and basic family
relationships.”63 The problem of bringing culture into the field of experience is
not that it may fulfill some of the characteristics of science, since Ferraris could
always argue that it does not fulfill them all. Rather, the problem is that experience should be on the ontological side of reality and the external world, but, as
soon as we include myths within its field, then we inevitably place it on the epistemological side of truth and the internal world. What are myths but true conceptual schemata (unrectifiable truth) or schemata regarded as true (rectifiable
truth)?64
60
61

Ferraris, Documentalità, ch. 2.3.2.3.
Ferraris, Hysteresis.
62 Ferraris, Documentalità, ch. 2.2.3.1.
63 Ferraris, Documentalità, ch. 2.2.3.1.
64 One of the best definitions of myth that I have recently read can be found in Déborah
Danowski and Eduardo Viveiros de Castro’s The Ends of the World, which tackles a central
problem of our book (namely: the end of the world) both in the ecological, ontological, and
epistemological meaning of the term “world”: “‘The end of the world’ is one of those famous
types of problems of which Kant used to say human reason cannot solve, but cannot help pos-
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We now turn to how these three distinctions, which are relatively plausible
when taken separately, become inconsistent when taken together. Instead of establishing a break between ontology and epistemology, they conflate and blend
both these fields. Ferraris himself concedes that “there is no such thing as pure
ontology, just as there is no such thing as pure epistemology,” and that there is
an empirical dependence of ontology with regards to epistemology (in fact, we could
hardly get rid of however much science we have, and we will perhaps only be successful if
we deploying devices in the manner of the epistemological epoché).65

This late in the game, we might as well try to summarize Ferraris realism by
using his famous slipper experiment. Let us imagine a slipper which interacts
with several types of beings – a man, a dog, and a moth. Each one perceives the
slipper in a different manner: the man as something in which to stick his feet; the
dog as something to bring to the man; the moth as something that is difficult to
gnaw on. Ferraris tells us that, independently of the varied perceptions and interactions that different beings can have with the slipper, this object has a reality –
an existence, of its own “material slipper.” The purpose of Ferraris’s 2009 book,
Documentality – which is, in my estimation, his masterpiece – was precisely to
expand on that slipper.

§ 6.7. Documentality
In Documentality, Ferraris builds an ontology based on the distinction between
subjects and objects: subjects have representations, whereas objects leave traces.
In a footnote, Ferraris states that he could have composed a purely objectual
ontology (an “object-oriented ontology,” as we would call it today), and that he
could have begun by distinguishing between objects that have representations
and those that do not; but, he tells us, the distinction between subjects and objects “was clearer.”66 This is an overstatement twice the size of Texas. As we shall
see below, Ferraris needs to distinguish between subjects and objects in his theory of social objects, but cannot achieve this distinction via object-oriented ontoling at the same time either; and it does so necessarily in the form of mythical fabulation or, as it
is fashionable to say nowadays, of ‘narratives’ that orient and motivate us. The semiotic regime
of myth, perfectly indifferent to the empirical truth or falsity of its contents, comes into play
whenever the relation between humans as such and their most general conditions of existence
imposes itself as a problem for reason. And if it is true that all mythology could be described as
a schematization of certain transcendental conditions in empirical terms – a validating retroprojection of certain sufficient reasons in terms of certain efficient causes – then the present
impasse becomes all the more tragic, or ironic, given that such a problem of Reason has now
been given the stamp of the Understanding.” Deborah Danowski and Eduardo Viveiros de Castro, The Ends of the World (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2017), p. 6. Italics ours.
65 Ferraris, Documentalità, ch. 2.2.5.
66 Ferraris, Documentalità, ch. 1.1, n. 9.
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ogy, since no objectual theory of the mind allows for the distinction between representations (of subjects) and traces (of objects). As soon as we take the mind as a
tabula rasa – that is, as an object with traces – the only conclusion that follows is
that all objects have representations and vice versa – that all subjects have traces.
Be that as it may, Ferraris divides representations into perceptions and apperceptions. Perceptions are not accompanied by intentional consciousness. They
are not representations in the strictest sense of the term, but merely presentations: the kind of states one can find in an object. Apperceptions, on the contrary,
are indeed representations in the strictest sense of the term – that is, they are accompanied by intentional consciousness. It is unfortunate that Ferraris never defines what he means by “intentional consciousness” and that, in the only passage
of the book where the term is dealt with – in his discussion with John Searle –
he rejects the possibility of a collective, independent intentionality for social objects. Does individual intentionality risk the same fate?
For the time being, Ferraris is content with composing his ontology as a catalog of all things that exist in the world, following five rules: 1) classify/not construct; 2) objects/not subjects; 3) exemplify/not simplify; 4) describe/not prescribe; 5) experience/not science. These five rules are all directed towards the
same project: to develop a “neutral ontology.” Ferraris himself anticipates some
of the objections: 1) it is impossible to classify without having previously constructed or elaborated the instruments of classification; 2) it is meaningless to
speak of “objects” unless it is in contrast to “subjects” (see the opening of Ferraris’s own ontology); 3) any form of exemplification entails a simplification, unless
we intend to exemplify all the individuals that make up the world – including
the very act of exemplification – thus trapping us in Russell’s paradox; 4) to describe something we must first prescribe beforehand, that is, to select and discriminate the attributes that define it; and 5) see all the objections we have previously noted, in section § 6.6, against Ferraris’s distinction between science and
experience.
Strangely enough, instead of giving a minute answer to these objections, Ferraris proceeds to offer an example of the argumentative behavior which is a leitmotif all across Documentality: he begins by committing a fallacy – in this case,
an ad hominem fallacy: whoever formulates these objections either “he is living
in a different culture from ours or he is being to say the least bizarre”67 – and then
proceeds, heedlessly, with his tiresome cataloging. First he catalogs objects into
three classes: 1) ideal objects, which exist outside space and time independently
of subjects; 2) natural objects, which exist within space and time independently
of subjects; and 3) social objects, which exist in space and time and are dependent on subjects.68 Let us analyze them one by one.
67
68

Ferraris, Documentalità, ch. 1.1.3.
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By “ideal objects” Ferraris basically means mathematical entities. In Documentality he anticipates the objection that some aspects of mathematics do not
seem to be independent of subjects (would there be any game theory to speak of
if there were no subjects capable of playing games?), and that ideal objects are,
at best, the “aristocracy of social objects.”69 Ferraris, in characteristic fashion,
not only fails to respond to this objection, but also fails to anticipate another one
which can be derived from his Husserlian-Derridian nominalist conception of
mathematical entities as particular series of entities which are indefinitely iterable. Ferraris announces in Documentality that “just as in the case of zoological
and botanical catalogs, our ontology is not interested in abstract universals, outside space and time, but in their type-exemplars.”70 What can we make of this assertion that ideal objects are outside time and space?
One possible answer is found in that obscure section of Documentality devoted to the three forms of archetypes. An archetype is a “token” which makes up its
own “type” – an example which constitutes its own concept, a maxim that establishes its own law. The first form of the archetype, the Archetype1, is the eidetic
or ideal form. This particular numeral “3,” placed within the space of this page
and within the time that you take to read said page, can be taken as the archetype
of 3 in general, regardless of where it is placed in space or time. But here we run
into a problem: Ferraris regards archetypes as social objects and the only case of
Archetype1 he mentions in Documentality are promises. This, in turn, leads to a
much more significant problem: if promises are social objects, where and when
are they to be found?
Where? In what space? In the mind of the promisor or the promisee?
parameters: 1) their existence inside or outside of time and space; 2) their dependence or independence with regards to subjects. However, as soon as we intersect these parameters in
table-fashion, it becomes clear that Ferraris is not exhaustive, because he does not contemplate
the possibility of objects which, existing outside space and time, are dependent with regards to
subjects – what we could call “psychic objects.”
Existence inside or outside
of time and space?
Independence with regards
to subjects?

Natural objects

Ideal objects

Yes

Social objects

Psychic objects

No

Yes

No

69 A philosopher who has been able to grasp the anomalous scientific status of set theory is Gustavo Bueno, who, within his theory of categorical closure, has placed set theory in a
peculiar position between what is popularly known as natural and formal sciences (“α-operatory,” in Bueno’s jargon) and so-called human sciences (“β-operatory”). This “placement” of
set theory within the gnoseology of philosophical materialism has been critically revised in:
cf. David Alvargonzález, “Análisis gnoseológico del campo de la teoría de juegos,” El Basilisco,
vol. 2, n. 28 (2000): 17–36.
70 Ferraris, Documentalità, ch. 1.3.2.2.
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And when? In what time? Throughout the duration of its emission or until
its fulfillment?
In other words: we are faced with the problem of the existence of psychic objects. Given his previous distinction between ontology and epistemology, Ferraris is forced to assume that psychic entities exist independently of their being
known by other subjects (“While admiration, suffering and happiness can be
known only when they are made public, the epistemological fact of their being
made known should not be confused with the ontological fact of their existence”);71 however, given his distinction between social and ideal objects, which
relies on their dependence or independence with regards to subjects, Ferraris
cannot attribute an objectual status to apparently ideal entities which are, notwithstanding, completely dependent on subjects (“A merely psychological event
that is not communicated to anyone, such as a desire I had five minutes ago or
the dream I had the other night, is too unstable to count as an object; I could
convince myself that I did not have that desire or involuntarily change the dream
in my memory”);72 and so, he is forced to reduce psychic non-externalized entities to the level of subjective affections (“There are not really perceptions, representations or memories in the world, but only subjects that have perceptions,
apperceptions, memories, fantasies and thoughts, which become objects only
when they are expressed and are inscribed in the world.”).73
We can therefore see that the initial distinction between subjective and objective allows Ferraris to exclude from his catalog a type of object – the psychic
ones – whose existence is deduced from the premises of his theory but which
markedly contradicts its conclusions. Ferraris’s Sword of Damocles still hangs: if
he recognizes that a promise – which has been exclusively registered in the consciousness of both promisee and promisor – is a social object, then he must acknowledge that consciousness has its own space and time of registration. However, to do so, he requires a theory capable of making a distinction between
objective registrations and subjective affections. But this is exactly what Ferraris
lacks. All the confusions and obscurities of his position are made manifest in this
paragraph:
For a thought to count as an object, then, it must be distinguished from the mere psychological act of thinking, and from the specific manifestation that this act can take on in the
mind of an individual. It is nevertheless a fact that, considered as such, a thought presents
itself as something that points outside the subject. By means of simple psychological introspection, I know that the act is in my mind, as is its content. This is not how things
stand with the object.74
71
72
73
74

Ferraris, Documentalità, ch. 1.2.1.
Ferraris, Documentalità, ch. 1.2.4.
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This slaughtering of physical and ideal objects does not bode well for his second
class of objects – the natural ones. Fortunately, Ferraris does not seem to care
much about them. The only thing he says is that he initially considered calling
them “physical objects,” since they are found in space and time, but that he ultimately decided to label them as natural to differentiate them from social ones
which, in their own way, are also physical. The reader should bear in mind that
Ferraris’s concept of space is so obstinately corporealist that he goes as far as to
question whether the rainbow is a natural object or if, when pressed, it is an object at all. Does this mean that colors are not something objective and that they
are a product of our mind, as the theory of secondary quality would argue in the
seventeenth century? Ferraris gives no response. All in all, the truly undesirable
consequence of the “natural object” label is that the concept of nature entails a
scientific or metaphysical explanation of the origin of said objects, which surpasses the limits of experience as Documentality understands it. Ferraris takes
cover behind a narrow form of departmental gerrymandering: “I am neither
a physicist nor a biologist, and natural objects are of account in my ontology
in the first instance insofar as they play a role, as socialized objects, within the
world of human beings.”75 This scientific scorn is not such an advantageous position when we consider that the paradigm of socialized objects is the human
body: a natural object that enters society bearing such traces as gender, dress,
athleticism, etc. Ferraris is irrevocably headed towards a psychophysical dualism
about the human being: on the one hand, it is the subject of representations (the
mind); on the other, the traced and socialized object (the body).
Further revealing his anthropological and anthropocentric dualistic profile,
Ferraris has great difficulties when it comes to cataloging animals within his ontology. On the one hand, he admits that some animals form societies (“We can
imagine a society without language but not without writing, and this is already
a lesson we learn from animal societies, where there is no articulate speech, but
where there reign precise rituals and systems of territorial demarcation”);76 on
the other, he restricts his idea of culture to exclusively refer to human societies
(and thus he speaks of “the passage from the state of nature, in which animals
still find themselves for the most part, to what we call ‘culture,’ which is exclusive
to humans”);77 and, lastly, he denies the existence of a common society between
human beings and domestic animals (“a chair can have a social function, and
can even become a throne, but given that a cat can use it too, it is not necessarily
a social object”).78 The consequences of this anthropocentric dualism are devastating for Ferraris’s objectual ontology. According to his premises, even objects
produced by human beings with clear social ends are not social objects, but at
75
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Ferraris, Documentalità, ch. 1.3.1.1.
Ferraris, Documentalità, ch. 4.0.
Ferraris, Documentalità, ch. 4.2.2.
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best socialized ones, since they can be repurposed and utilized by other animal
species. What happened to that “material difference” which, according to Hysteresis, underlies the interactions that different animal species – human beings,
dogs, and moths – had with the undeservedly forgotten and by now derelict
slipper? Just as his maître à penser, Jacques Derrida, Ferraris is too busy having
arguments with John Searle to have time to answer these sorts of questions.

§ 6.8. Social Objects
For, indeed, who is it but Searle that Ferraris has constructed his theory of social
objects against? According to the definition used by his antagonist, a social object is a physical object, adopted by a collective intentionality in order to carry
out a specific function within a given social context. Thus, the formula of social objects is “x counts as y in c” (a specific printed piece of paper counts as a
five euro bill in the European Union), where x is the physical object (a specific
printed paper), y is the social object (a five euro bill) and c is the social context
(the European Union).79 Ferraris does not reject this formula, but rather, as we
shall see below, appropriates it for his own theory of social objects as applied
to the field of the arts. In a way, Ferraris does nothing but carry Searle’s theory
through to its final consequences. If Searle’s collective intentionality is basically
a translation of Hegel’s idea of the collective spirit into the terms of the Oxford
School of Ordinary Language – whose thesis, to make a long story short, is that
one takes part in a collective intentionality when one stops thinking in first person singular (I want, I do, I think) and begins to think in first person plural (we
want, we do, we think) – Ferraris retrieves the relevant Hegelian-Wittgensteinian conclusions: it is not enough to think collectively to take part in a collective
intentionality; we must, moreover, think publicly through public and objective
entities. Collective intentionality exists if and only if said public and objective
entities exist.
Ferraris christens his theory of social objects as “soft textualism,” since it is a
weakened version of Derrida’s grammatology, but not in the manner of pensiero
debole. Soft textualism does not undermine the claims to truth of grammatology,
but rather elevates them by restricting and systematizing the reach that Derrida had previously bestowed upon them. Thus, the dictum that “there is nothing
outside the text” – which is certainly paranoid and paradoxical when applied to
natural objects – becomes, in Ferraris, a quasi-tautological maxim: “there is no
social object outside the social text”; or, to put it more succinctly, “social object
= inscribed act.” This relation of equivalence should not be taken literally, since
Ferraris himself acknowledges that “the inscribed act is a necessary but not suf79

Cf. John Searle, The Construction of Social Reality (New York: Free Press, 1995).
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ficient condition for the object,”80 right after giving an example which suggests
that it is not even a necessary condition. Against his own prior statement, for
a factory to exist (social object) it is not necessary to have its name properly
spelled out on its façade (inscribed act). Thus, refuting his own theory, Ferraris
describes the expression of emotions as a “sterile act,” since to his judgment, they
do not produce any social object, even if they remain perfectly inscribed in reality. Ferraris would have us think that the name of two teenage lovers carved on
the bark of a tree is not a socially inscribed act, and hence, not a social object. Go
tell that to my fifteen-year-old self.
Let us try a different path: what does Documentality mean by “action” and
“inscription”? Given his furor taxonomicus, it is surprising to note that Ferraris
does not provide a rigorous definition of these terms, but rather would like their
meanings to grow out of the progress of classification, so that, by the end of the
book, we have been informed about the existence of numberless classes and subclasses of acts and inscriptions. But when it comes to acts in general, all we know
is that they take place “between two subjects,” and as for inscriptions in general, that they are “always directed to a form of public legibility”81 (which is like
defining the pot by calling the kettle black). This vague and slapdash definition
is no match for the counter-examples that we can track across the pages of Documentality itself: (a) there are social objects which do not take place between
two subjects and, thus, are not acts (a speeding ticket given by an automatized
machine); (b) there are social objects which are not publicly legible, and thus,
are not inscribed (a verbally communicated secret); and (a + b) there are social
objects which do not take place between two subjects and are not publicly legible
and, thus, are not inscribed acts (an algorithm that ciphers texts). Of course, Ferraris is fully aware that his multiple slip-ups originate in the problematic status
held by psychic objects within his theory:
After all, the whole social system of acts and inscriptions presupposes that behind those
acts there are intentions, which, in turn, have to do with memories and thoughts and not
with writing. And, weakening the claim, I were to allow that it is not necessary to conceive of the mind as a system of inscriptions, there would still be an enormous problem,
namely the fact that the inscribed acts that are “in the minds of persons,” which are a central and constitutive part of social reality, would be reduced to a simple metaphor. And,
at this point, the whole theory would at best boil down to a theory of bureaucracy (in a
complex society there are many documents), which is to say a special case of weak realism: there are certain Xs (pieces of paper) that count as Ys (documents) in a society C.82

Ferraris escapes this argumentative quagmire by making a distinction between
traces – the incisions that outline an object against a background – registers –
traces which are found in the mind understood as a tabula rasa – and inscrip80
81
82

Ferraris, Documentalità, ch. 3.2.4.1, n. 51.
Ferraris, Documentalità, ch. 3.3.3.
Ferraris, Documentalità, ch. 4.2.
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tions – the traces which can be accessed by at least two subjects. Inscriptions are
therefore what truly define social objects. It should go without saying that, once
again, we run into the problem of the existence of psychic objects and of the distinction between objects and subjects. Ferraris thinks that the mind is a tabula
rasa – not in an analogical or metaphorical sense, but in a literal one:
There are neurons that already respond, automatically, to shapes like those of T, of Y
and of L, to two circles one on top of the other like 8, to characters that recall Chinese
ideograms. Which is to say that our brains are already predisposed to recognize written
traces.83

These parascientific speculations fall within a theory of arcihwriting which, despite its promising name, is not as crazy as it sounds. According to this theory, oral language is not the main channel of communication between animals;
rather, there are other mechanisms of extra-auditory information transmission
(see, for instance, the pheromone communication between ants, tactile communication between bees, olfactory communication between dogs, and the gestural communication of human infants: all these modes of transmission of information is what Ferraris calls “archiwriting”). What is the difference, then,
between natural/animal and cultural/human? According to Ferraris, the passage
from nature to culture amounts to the passage from archiwriting to writing, – a
plain sailing passage from thinking to language which he effects without prefixes
or French philosophical references. Paradoxically, in his attempt to advance Derrida’s critique of logocentrism and speciesism, Ferraris ends up rehabilitating the
function of the logos – in the double meaning of “thinking” and “language” – as
the specific difference between human beings and the rest of animals.
As for the rest of it, Ferraris establishes the following pyramid of social objects, in ascending order: 1) things; 2) instruments (the things that make more
things); 3) works (the instruments that lack a finality extrinsic to themselves);
4) documents. This last category is further divided into strong documents, which
inscribe acts and, therefore, produce specific social objects (an active marriage
certificate, for instance); and weak documents, which only describe facts and,
hence, only communicate the preexistence of specific social objects (a marriage
certificate after a divorce, for instance). In the case of social objects, there is a
conflation of ontology and epistemology: the existence of this type of objects
intrinsically depends on the knowledge of its existence, be this registered in the
mind of subjects or inscribed in the trace of objects. This is, however, a peculiar
kind of knowledge, because Ferraris tells us that subjects learn to carry themselves in society by way of imitation. But then Ferraris also tells us that “mimesis
does not provide knowledge, but at the most a practical competence, we can explain why social reality appears so opaque to the actors in it.”84 What is, again,
83
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the difference between society and nature? There is hardly any difference whatsoever. Within society, only institutions like the State or science are – let us remember – linguistic, deliberate, historical, and amendable. But, lost as he is in
the morass of Documentality, the last person to remember his own gratuitous,
arbitrary, and random definitions is Ferraris himself:
As regards the polarity between the emendable and the unemendable [sic], it must be
understood in a lax way to allow for a relative revisability of the institutional, which proceeds bureaucratically with norms and rules, and a relative unrevisability of the social,
which proceeds by way of tradition, with “unwritten rules” that are hard to spell out and
hence to modify.85

§ 6.9. From the iPhone to the European Union
As we have shown throughout this exposition, the ontological foundations of
Ferraris’s theory of social objects are rather bland, but their application to specific social fields are, conversely, quite productive. One such field is tech, whose
artifacts – paradoxically though this may sound – do not primarily fulfill a communicative function, nor are they particularly artificial or artificious. Their chief
business is not communication; they are forms of writing, understood as the
fundamental technique of production of social objects by way of acts of inscription. They are not particularly artificial or artificious, because there is no human
nature against which we could contrast the artifice of technology. According to
Ferraris, it is technology itself that constructs this second nature which we call
“human being.”
From these premises, Ferraris questions the thesis that the emergence of mobile technologies entails a return to the real-oral, which had been repressed by
writing and the Gutenberg Galaxy. On the contrary – messaging services are expanding the field of the writable beyond the limits of orality, annexing the field of
non-verbal communication. Take emojis: how are we to pronounce them? How
many phonemes do they have? Is the stress on the first or second syllable? These
are clear examples of non-verbal communication which are being co-opted by
the tyranny of the written.86 Where Are You?, the book where Ferraris laid out
these arguments, was originally published in 2005, before the smartphone boom
and prior to the development of social networks and large-scale cyber-espionage – when mobile phones did little more than make calls, write text messages,
and play a run of Snake. A decade after this, in books such as Total Mobilization (2015) and Imbecility Is Serious Business (2016), Ferraris picked up on these
85
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and other related themes from an anthropological point of view. The conclusion
Ferraris draws in these two work is that new technologies have neither accelerated our world nor made us more stupid – they have simply amplified a typically human set of structures and dynamics. He reminds us that all technologies
for accounting and registering, from Mesopotamian Tablets to Whatsapp’s two
ticks, engender forms of responsibility (in the double meaning of “obligation”
and “answer”) which moreover entail forms of vocation (in the double meaning of “preference” and “calling”). Ferraris is also keen to remind us of the two
meanings of imbecility: those who have no technique (“imbecile” comes from
“im-baculum”: somebody without a staff ) and that of those who have true mastery of their technique but are pretentious in their deployment of it. As Jacques
Lacan said: it is not incidentally that “les noms du pères” (“the names of fathers”)
sounds exactly like “les non-dupes errent” (“the no-dupes err”). The source of
authority, concludes Ferraris, is also the seed of imbecility.87
The artistic field is yet another social field to which the Italian theoretician has
applied his theory of social objects. As suggested in the previous section, Ferraris
takes Searle equation for social objects (x counts as y in c), and transforms it into
a formula for works of art: a urinary (x) counts as Marcel Duchamp’s Fountain
(y) in a Contemporary Art Museum (c). There are, Ferraris tells us, two caveats.
First, not all things count as works of art. They have to be social objects or socialized natural objects. They cannot be either ideal objects or – hold on to your
hats – subjects. This first caveat places Ferraris in quite a pickle when it comes
to explaining the contemporary genres of performance, conceptual art, and BioArt – where subjects, ideal objects, and non-socialized natural objects coalesce.
Does Ferraris want us to think that Marina Abramović’s The Artist is Present,
Piero Manzoni’s The Base of the World, and Eduardo Kac’s Dawn are not works
of art? His second caveat is that social or socialized objects belonging to an artwork must have a spatial and temporal human scale: a sculpture of subatomic
dimensions or a piece of music extending throughout 693 years – the duration of
John Cage’s Organ2/ASLSP – are not, in Ferraris estimation, works of art.
In contrast both to exceptionalism, which claims that only the exception to
aesthetic norms can be a work of art, and extraordinarism, which claims that
only what is extraordinary in relation to aesthetic norms can be a work of art, in
The Automatic Betrothed, Ferraris propounds what he terms a normalist theory
of art, since it purports to “give an account of not only masterpieces but also outsider art and – let me emphasize this point – above all else, of the mass of middling works that populate our everyday life.”88 Within this theoretical frame,
Ferraris evaluates the role of the signature. He deems it to be a deviation from the
87 Cf. Maurizio Ferraris, Mobilitazione totale (Rome/Bari: Laterza, 2015); L’imbecillità è
una cosa seria (Bologna: Il Mulino, 2016).
88 Maurizio Ferraris, La fidanzata automatica, ch. 0.
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norm, an alteration over one’s own name, legally intransferible, calligraphically
replicable, and a paradigm of what Ferraris calls “language” – what belongs to the
individual itself. So far, so good. But then shit hits the fan. There is a page in The
Automatic Betrothed where Ferraris claims that artworks need not communicate
anything, since they are strong documents and not means of communication. In
the following page he retorts that, indeed, artworks must of necessity communicate feelings and emotions, because they are finalities in themselves and we experience them disinterestedly, as if they were subjects and not objects. Good old
foxy Ferraris, master of contradictions (do psychic objects exist? how can we justify, otherwise, the distinction between objects and subjects?), finds in art theory
another paradox to add to his already extended collection.
Finally, we make it to politics – the last social field to which Ferraris has applied his theory of social objects. This Italian philosopher would have us believe
that political power does not rely on physical force, but on documents. A superbly naïve statement from a compatriot of Niccolò Machiavelli. As an antidote to a crudely militaristic conception of political power, it is not a bad thing
to remember the role of jurisprudence and bureaucracy in the administration of
constituted power; but it would be idle to forget that during constituent or destituent periods, such as revolutions or invasions from third parties, most if not
all of those documents serve as little more than paper with which to wipe our
asses. The fact that illegal immigrants are called “undocumented” might elicit a number of elaborate reflections about the role of documents in our lives,
but there is a long stretch between this permissible style of extemporizing, and
claiming that the Yugoslav Wars were fought over differences in alphabetic scripture between Croatians and Serbians. Maurizio Ferraris’s theory of social objects
is, on final analysis, a sociological colossus whose aesthetic and ontological feet
are stuck in the mud.

§ 7. Markus Gabriel
“Exist,” of course, is itself extremely tricky. The word is a
verb, but it does not describe something that things do all
the time, like breathing, only quieter – ticking over, as it
were, in a metaphysical sort of way.
John L. Austin1

§ 7.1. A Pundit from Germany
Philosophy has always been very popular in Germany, but what has happened in
the last few years borders on the supernatural. Philosophers are regularly invited
to mainstream media channels, and sales for their mass-market publications are
inconceivably high when compared to those in any other country. Philosophie
Magazin, the country’s leading philosophy journal, aimed at a general audience,
has a bimonthly distribution of one hundred thousand copies, and the television
program “The Philosophical Quartet,” which was presented by Rüdiger Safraski
and Peter Sloterdijk for ten years (2002–2012), reached a viewership of over one
million spectators.2 Sloterdijk has, in fact, become the quintessential ultramediatic philosopher within today’s unified Germany: he has published around
half a hundred titles, and his right-wing Nietzscheanism has made him clash
with the heirs of the Frankfurt School on issues as diverse as the sociobiological
taming of the human species, or the duty to pay taxes. His Critique of Cynical
Reason, which has sold more than one hundred twenty thousand copies, is certainly one of the most successful philosophy books to have been published in
Germany since World War II.3 Prolific, polemic, and pedantic: Sloterdijk ticks
the three essential p’s that every European intellectual wannabe has been careful
to cultivate since the middle of the nineteenth century.
Of all periods in the history of German philosophy, the only one that bears
comparison to today’s unprecedented buoyancy is precisely the middle of the
nineteenth century. Both then and now, after the death of the last great Germanspeaking philosopher (then, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, † 1831; now, Mar1 John L. Austin, Sense and Sensibilia (Oxford/New York: Oxford University Press, 1962),
p. 68, n. 1.
2 Cf. Stuart Jeffries, “German Philosophy Has Finally Gone Viral. Will That Be Its Undoing?” in Foreign Policy, July 24, 2017.
https://foreignpolicy.com/2017/07/24/german-philosophy-has-finally-gone-viral-willthat-be-its-undoing-precht-habermas [May 9, 2022].
3 Cf. Peter Sloterdijk, Kritik der zynischen Vernunft (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1983).
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tin Heidegger, † 1976), their intellectual legacy has been subject to heavily politicized debates (then, the altercations about the role of rights and religion between
left-wing and right-wing Hegelians; now, about the ties between Heidegger and
Nazism). Both then and now, some “old masters” remain (then Friedrich Schelling and Arthur Schopenhauer; now, Jürgen Habermas and Peter Sloterdijk), but
the academy is hegemonized and dominated by a naturalist epistemology altogether alien to these debates (then, the psychologism of Friedrich Adolf Trendelenburg and Johann Friedrich Herbart; now, analytic and experimental philosophy). Both then and now, the university’s lack of involvement in public debates
has created a vacuum which has paved the way for mainstream philosophers,
halfway between pop science and self-help (then, Ludwig Büchner and Carl
Vogt; now, Byung-Chul Han and Richard David Precht).
Markus Gabriel occupies a hybrid position in this landscape. On the one
hand he ticks all the boxes like any other worldly philosopher worth his salt.
He has published a trilogy of books aimed at the general public (Why the World
Does Not Exist, I Am Not A Brain, and The Meaning of Thought), he has given
numerous TED Talks, and has been the subject of numberless interviews, in at
least half a dozen languages, on topics as varied as neurofetishism, the value of
democracy, or the migratory crisis in Europe.4 On the other hand, Gabriel’s academic status is widely celebrated – and rightfully so, having been awarded a position as a senior lecturer in 2009 at the age of twenty-nine, younger than Schelling himself, to whom Gabriel devoted his thesis. Given this mixture between
mainstream and academic, some journalists have compared Gabriel with Slavoj
Žižek; and though they have coauthored a book, this comparison illuminates
their differences more than their similarities.5 That is because the German philosopher is at the same time less mainstream and, paradoxically, less academic
than his Slovenian counterpart. Less mainstream because Žižek produces daring
and amusing interpretations of pop culture, whereas Gabriel provides the most
stereotypical and obvious interpretations of sociocultural events as ready-made,
didactic examples. And less academic because Žižek reconstructs the work and
thought of the philosophers he writes about with relative accuracy – and has
moreover touched upon most contemporary philosophical fields – whereas Gabriel often twists the words of the authors he discusses in order to shoehorn
them into the few philosophical fields he has dealt with – primarily epistemology, as practiced in the twentieth century.
An example of Gabriel’s paraphrastic distortions is his interpretation of the
Hegelian allegory of the lord and servant, first developed in the chapter from
4 Cf. Markus Gabriel, Warum es die Welt nicht gibt (Berlin: Ullstein, 2013); Ich ist nicht
Gehirn: Philosophie des Geistes für das 21. Jahrhundert (Berlin: Ullstein, 2015); Der Sinn des
Denkens (Berlin: Ullstein, 2018).
5 Cf. Markus Gabriel and Slavoj Žižek, Mythology Madness, and Laughter (London/New
York: Continuum, 2009).
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The Phenomenology of Spirit which deals with self-consciousness. According
to the most orthodox interpretations of this passage, Hegel’s thesis is that selfconsciousness does not merely consist in knowing oneself, but in the acknowledgment of others through the overcoming of inequality, borne of the fear of
death.6 The lord does not fear death and relates to objects through consumption
or enjoyment, whereas the servant does fear death and relates to objects through
work. “In contrast, work is desire held in check, it is vanishing staved off, or: work
cultivates and educates [bildet],”7 writes Hegel. In other words, the inequality
between the lord and servant is bound to disappear the moment the servant
overcomes their fears and controls their desires by way of obedience and the discipline of work. Orthodox interpretations are split here between the left-wing
version, which emphasizes the role of the oppressed in social progress, and the
right-wing version, which highlights the importance of hierarchy for individual
growth. Both interpretations, however, agree that Hegel is discussing the relation
between power and desire, which can be translated into psychoanalytic terms
as “transference” and to Marxist ones as “class struggle.” Against these interpretations, Gabriel advances a “very heterodox” and “maximally deflationary” reading, according to which,
all theories of life, desire, or social recognition that take themselves to be grounded in
Hegel’s views are only grounded in Hegel’s metaphors. […] In contradiction to orthodox
interpretations, Hegel is not speaking here about the success conditions of recognition,
socially mediated self-awareness in human beings, the structure of the gaze of the other,
the desire to make the other’s desire one’s own desire, or anything of this sort. Rather, he
is saying why self-consciousness as an overall model for a unified theory of intentionality
fails. He presents this as the conclusion of an experience, as the peak of self-consciousness’ failure and not as the celebratory moment of mutual recognition, or even as the
class-free society of some utopian theorists.8

According to Gabriel, The Phenomenology of the Spirit is not so much a work
on the philosophy of history but on epistemology; the aim of the book is to
find a unified theory for intentional consciousness. For that purpose, Hegel establishes three conditions. In the first place, intentional consciousness must be
objective – it must refer to objects which can exist independently of whether
somebody refers to them. If this were not the case, we would not know if consciousness is intentional or not – that is, if it refers to something or not. Secondly,
intentional consciousness must be fallible – it must be able to believe in things
which are false. One of the characteristics of our consciousness as humans is our
6

Cf. Alexandre Kojève, Introduction à la lecture de Hegel (Paris: Gallimard, 1947).
Georg W. F. Hegel, Phenomenology of Spirit (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2018), p. 115.
8 Markus Gabriel, “A Very Heterodox Reading of the Lord-Servant-Allegory in Hegel’s
Phenomenology of Spirit,” in: Markus Gabriel and Anders M. Rasmussen (eds.), German Idealism Today (Berlin/Boston: Walter de Gruyter, 2017), sec. 2, § 1.
7
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capacity to err, to contradict ourselves, and to revise our beliefs and intentions.
Thirdly, intentional consciousness has to be thematically neutral – that is, it has
to refer to all its objects equally, independently of their properties. Otherwise,
we would not have a unified theory of consciousness, but one that would divide
and classify consciousnesses according to the properties of its objects, similarly
to the theory of the faculties of the soul which Kant inherited from the scholastic tradition. This is precisely what Hegel is trying to overcome. Instead of sensibility, understanding, reason, and will as disjointed psychological faculties, consciousness is a unified mental and spiritual phenomenon.
Thus, the allegory of the lord and servant shows how theories that purport
to derive intentional consciousness from self-consciousness fail to comply with
these three allegedly Hegelian conditions of objectivity, fallibility, and thematic
neutrality. The so-called “theory of the lord” fails to fulfill the condition of objectivity because it does not refer to objects that can exist independently of whether
somebody refers to them. On the contrary, it refers to objects through the mediation of desire or enjoyment, after they have been referred to or worked on by
the servant. This is why Hegel states that the lord is appearance, and the servant
the truth of recognition – because the objectivity of the first depends on that of
the second. What Gabriel calls “theory of the servant” also fails when it comes
to fulfilling one of these supposedly crypto-Hegelian conditions: thematic neutrality. Because the servant refers to objects by way of work, they specialize in
the properties of objects and cannot give an account of their own self-consciousness. Their self-consciousness comes, as it were, from the outside – from their
relationship to the lord. In this sense, the recognition between the lord and the
servant resembles the relationship between metalanguage and language-object:
the truth or objectivity of the first depends on that of the second, and the thematic self-consciousness or neutrality of the second depends on the first. Be that
as it may, in both cases we are dealing with an incomplete theory of intentional
consciousness.
Of course, to reach this conclusion Gabriel has been forced to twist Hegel’s
vocabulary to match today’s epistemology. With some degree of terminological
effrontery, he has translated “recognition” as “contrast between two alternative
theories”; “experience” as “discovering that a theory does not fulfill some of the
conditions”; and “determined negation” as “substitution of a theory of change
into another alternative.” Is this too free and twisted a decodification of Hegel?
Gabriel has argued, as a response to this very question, that one of the main
tasks of philosophers is that of translating philosophical terminology across disciplines, and retrieving persuasive arguments – regardless of what philosophical
doctrine one subscribes to. According to Gabriel, philosophy is a normative science, much like logic, which – as noted throughout this book – does not teach
us about how we form arguments but rather how we should form arguments.
Needless to say, Gabriel’s philosophy is as postcontinental as it is postanalytic. In
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contrast to the theoretical habits of most members of the continental tradition,
Gabriel thinks that philosophers have to contribute to the illustration of society
by evaluating the rationality of arguments circulating in the public sphere. This
is a far cry from the kind of postromantic poetry devoid of any trace of logic
which many continental philosophers have spoiled us with. In slight divergence
from the signature practice that has come to define analytic philosophers, Gabriel thinks that philosophy should deal with facts directly and not dedicate itself to the mere systematization of the intuitions of common sense (that sensus
communis which has been the backbone of English-language philosophy from
Thomas Hobbes to Joshua Knobe). Given his conception of philosophy, it is
not surprising to see Gabriel blending the insights of continental philosophy
with the debates between current analytic philosophers – often in conversation
with the members of the Pittsburgh School (Robert Pippin, John McDowell, and
Robert Brandom) – who have also attempted to translate the language of German idealism into a less-esoteric and more spick-and-span language. In the introduction to a conference series on Schelling, Gabriel explains his approach:
My interest here is not at all antiquarian or archeological. I do not intend to dig out a hidden letter from a forgotten interlocutor of some giant from the past that serves as a real
clue to their otherness, nor do I plan to correct contemporary readings of Schelling or
Hegel in light of their official statements of their doctrines. My interest is the interest of
the living, the eternal interest to let the dead bury their dead.9

§ 7.2. German Idealism for Postanalytic Philosophers
Spurred on – we assume – by his commendable interest in living things, Gabriel
wrote his PhD thesis on German idealism and his habilitation thesis on Ancient
Skepticism.10 These two traditions have more in common than one would think.
As we saw in the introduction, Ancient Skepticism was broadly divided into two
schools: the academic, which claims that nothing can be known, and the phyrronic, which argues that there is an argumentative isosthenia behind every debatable question, meaning that both the case for and against a position can be
argued, without there being a compelling reason to side with one or the other.
This ex dissensus argument is one of Agrippa’s five tropes which were laid out by
9

Markus Gabriel, “Aarhus Lectures. Schelling and Contemporary Philosophy. First Lecture: Schelling on Why There is Something Rather than Nothing in the Original Version (Urfassung) of the Philosophy of Revelation,” SATS-Northern European Journal of Philosophy,
vol. 1, no. 14 (2013) p. 73.
10 Cf. Markus Gabriel, Das Absolute und die Welt in Schelling Freiheitsschrift (Bonn: Bonn
University Press, 2006); Der Mensch im Mythos. Untersuchungen über Ontotheologie, Anthropologie und Selbsbewusstseinsgeschichte, in Schellings Philosophie der Mythologie (Berlin/Boston: de Gruyter, 2006); Antike und moderne Skepsis zur Einführung (Hamburg: Junius, 2008);
Skeptizismus und Idealismus in der Antike (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 2009).
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Sextus Empiricus in his Outline of Pyrrhonism. Agrippa is the founding father of
the Münchhausen trilemma – a thought experiment rehearsed in Rudolf Erich
Raspe’s novel, where the Baron manages to dig himself and his horse out of the
bog he was stranded in solely by pulling his own hair. According to this trilemma, any attempt to justify a proposition faces three equally aporetic alternatives:
1) an infinite regression (A is justified by B, B is justified by C, C is justified by D,
and so on ad infinitum); 2) a suspension of the principle of sufficient reason (A
is justified by B, B is justified by C and C requires no justification because it is an
arbitrary postulate and a self-evident principle); and 3) a circular justification (A
is justified by B, B is justified by C and C is justified by A).11 One could therefore
argue that German Idealism begins with Kant and his attempt to refute skeptic
academics and their thesis that nothing can be known, and ends with Hegel’s
and Schelling’s attempt to account for Pyrrhonic skepticism and, specifically, for
Agrippa’s trilemma and argumentative isosthenia.
Let us begin from the end – with Hegel. The fact that one can argue one thing
about any subject and its opposite was not, for Hegel, a justification for epoché
or suspension of judgment, but rather the point of departure for dialectics. It is
precisely because there is no reason to decide between any of the two options
provided by an argumentative antithesis that it is necessary to formulate a synthesis that subsumes both. Perennial dissent among philosophers, which gives a
portrait of philosophy as a field of baseless and contradicting opinions, is in fact
what confers systematic and controversial unity to philosophy. It is only through
trial and error that each position can progress towards freedom and reason.
Skepticism, writes Hegel, “can be found implicit in every genuine philosophical
system; for it is the free side of every philosophy.”12 As for Schelling, he thinks
that at the origin of every philosophical system there is an arbitrary decision, an
inconsistency, an asystematic moment which the rest of the system endeavors,
from that point of failure onwards, to mend a posteriori. Any one of the alternatives to Agrippa’s trilemma is unavoidable, because there is no absolute justification possible for any philosophical proposition. As we shall see later on, Schelling’s philosophy of identity adopts the second alternative of the trilemma – that
of placing the principle of sufficient reason between brackets.
As for the refutation of academic skepticism, Gabriel equates Kant’s arguments in the Critique of Pure Reason, with Descartes’s in Meditations on First
Philosophy. According to Gabriel, this last argument is a reductio ad absurdum
of academic skepticism in three steps or instants: the evidence of fallibility, the
possibility of dreaming, and the doubt regarding the evil demon. First, Descartes
establishes that our beliefs are fallible: we can be mistaken about what we be11

Cf. Sextus Empiricus, Outlines of Pyrrhonism, ch. 15.
Georg W. F. Hegel, On the Relationship of Skepticism to Philosophy, in: Between Kant and
Hegel: Texts in the Development of Post-Kantian Idealism, (trans. and ed.) by George di Giovanni by Henry S. Harris, Albany: State University of New York Press, p. 324.
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lieve. This, however, does not hamper knowledge, but rather make it possible:
if everything we believed were true, there would be no difference between appearance and epistemic reality. Secondly, Descartes contemplates the scenario of
spending our whole life dreaming. In such a hypothetical scenario, our senses
would deceive us about what we have in front of us, but the deception would
have a structure and content that could still be known by us. Even if life were
a long nap, that would not refute the truths of logic and mathematics; in our
snoozing existence 2 + 2 would still equal 4. This leads Descartes to distinguish
between two sources of knowledge: reflection, which would produce certainties
and evident truths even if we were asleep, and intuition, which can only do so
when we are awake. Thirdly, Descartes contemplates the hypothesis that an evil
demon might deceive us even about the truths of reflection. Most commentators
of Meditations on First Philosophy agree that, were this latter hypothesis true,
there would be but one certain and evident truth: cogito ergo sum. But Gabriel
considers that there would be a couple more truths. Even within a complete and
total deception, this deception would have to have a structure and content which
we would still be able to know. This is why the skeptic’s doubt is unsustainable.
Because claims of truth and knowledge can fail once, but not every time. In other
words: every critique of truth or knowledge must be founded upon certain effective forms of truth or knowledge in order to be minimally comprehensible. Error
is a parasite of epistemological success, and not the other way around.13
One of the consequences of this refutation of skepticism is that it confirms
the plurality of sources of knowledge. The skeptical doubt can only succeed if
it works upon a single source of knowledge which can be questioned without
the questioning itself becoming a new source of knowledge. We could dub this
argument “Bertrand Russell’s epistemological paradox,” given its similarities to
the ontological conundrum posed by the British philosopher about sets which
do not contain themselves. In the words of Gabriel: “as long as there is a genuine
plurality of forms of knowledge, we cannot unify them with reference to their
condition of minimal rational stability and then set out to undermine them, for
this would presume that the elimination was achieved even before it began.”14
This is why critics of skepticism often postulate the existence of several sources
of knowledge: in Descartes, intuition and reflection; and in Kant, receptivity
and spontaneity. The problem of these kinds of antiskeptical philosophies is that
they determine the ontological status of entities which underpin a wide variety
of sources of knowledge. In Kant’s philosophy, this problem becomes especially
acute given his reduction of existence to a category of the understanding. Existing – Kant concludes in his refutation of the ontological proof of God – is not
13
14

ours.

Cf. Descartes, Meditationes de prima philosophia, vol. 7.
Markus Gabriel, Sinn und Existenz (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 2016), p. 455. Translation
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a property but a position. Does that mean that the world (the object) and the
self (the subject) – the entities which presumably underlie both receptivity and
spontaneity – do not exist?
This is the source of Friedrich Heinrich Jacobi’s accusation of nihilism against
Kant’s inheritors.15 In “Transcendental Dialectic,” the self is reduced to a logical
function which accompanies all of one’s representations; the world is reduced
to the systematic unit of reason. Kant initiates what Heidegger baptized as the
age of the “worldview” (Weltanschauung), where the set of all things is no longer an object of experience in the present, and begins instead to be regarded as
an aspiration or horizon projected towards the future. A contemporary example of worldview in the Kantian sense can be found in Jürgen Habermas’s “sum
total of all that is knowable,” postulated in Truth and Justification as a “regulative
ideal” for any “meaningful dialogue.”16 The problem of Kant’s worldview is that
it is subject to the principle of causality. The self cannot be part of that cosmovision without becoming an object devoid of freedom. Here, in Gabriel’s peculiar
phrasing of the term, Kant commits a “dialectic contradiction.” An analytic contradiction consists in asserting a proposition and its opposite (p ∧ ¬p), whereas
a dialectic contradiction consists in an inconsistency between the aims and the
results of a theory. He could not have put it better: the goal of Kantian theory is
to refute skepticism about knowledge; its result is nihilism about the self and the
world. How can we avoid this dialectical contradiction? Or, in other words, how
can we reconcile the freedom of the self with the world’s causality?
As we saw in the introduction, Kant tackles this question in the third antinomy of pure reason. It can be said, without exaggeration, that this passage is
ground zero for German idealism. Here, as elsewhere in the other antinomies,
Kant deploys the dialectic method of thesis and antithesis. But, differently from
what happens in the mathematical antinomies – concerning the categories of
quantity and quality – here, in dealing with a dynamic antinomy, he does not
claim that both positions are false, but, on the contrary, argues that the thesis is
perfectly valid for the field of the noumena, and the antithesis for that of phenomena.
In fact, the thesis affirms that the chain of necessary clauses that make up the
world needs a contingent or free cause at its origin (God?), whereas the antithesis affirms that it is impossible for a contingent or free cause to exist within that
chain of necessary causes (the self ?). As previously noted in this book, three
things stand out in this antinomy. The first notable feature is that it does not deal
with the world, the object of the rest of the antinomies, but with God and the
self – subjects which are extensively treated in other parts of the “Transcenden15 Cf. José Luis Villacañas, Nihilismo, especulación y cristianismo en F. H. Jacobi (Barcelona: Anthropos, 1989).
16 Cf. Jürgen Habermas, Truth and Justification (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2003), p. 57.
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tal Dialectic.” The second is that this antinomy blends two types of categories –
those of relation (cause and effect) and those of mode (necessity and contingency) – even though Kant set out to dedicate a separate antinomy for each of these
categorical types. And the third is that the thesis and the antithesis need not contradict each other. A world where the self is not free need not have been created
by a God who is – or who was, at least in the moment of creation. The doctrine
of determination (qatar) in Islam and that of Protestant predestination are only
two of many historical attempts to reconcile these two theological-philosophical positions. In fact, Kant’s solution to this antinomy, if evaluated in light of
his entire oeuvre, would make it seem that both the thesis and the antithesis are
equally true. In the Critique of Pure Reason, the empirical self (the individual of
the human species) is determined by necessary and mechanical causes, whereas the noumenal self (the person with the sense of duty) is conditioned by contingent or free reasons.17
The goal of Schelling’s Essence of Human Freedom is to overcome these kinds
of dichotomies. As we have seen in chapter five of this book, Schelling’s text
has received starkly dissimilar interpretations by authors as different as Arthur
Schopenhauer or Søren Kierkegaard. Despite his profound aversion to German
idealists, who are disparaged in all of his works – if not in all of his pages –
Schopenhauer’s theory of the will is clearly inspired by Schelling and passages
such as this one: “Will is primal Being to which alone all predicates of Being
apply: groundlessness, eternality, independence from time, self-affirmation. All
of philosophy strives only to find this highest expression.”18 As for Kierkegaard,
the Schellingian notion of freedom as the capacity to decide between good and
evil – with the latter understood as a substantial option and not merely as an
absence or detachment from the good – has an influence over the Kierkegaardian interpretation of such Biblical passages as that of original sin (The Concept
of Anxiety) or the sacrifice of Isaac (Fear and Trembling).19 This demonic conception of freedom parts ways with both the Socratic doctrine that nobody does
something wrong knowingly, and Kant’s understanding of freedom as autonomy
and good will, the faculty of giving laws to ourselves, and of acting according to
them in good faith.
Against these voluntarist and theological interpretations of Essence of Human
Freedom, Gabriel puts forth another heterodox and deflationary interpretation,
which connects Schelling’s philosophy of identity with Gottlob Frege’s analysis
of the relations of identity. How can there be – asks Frege, at the beginning of
17

Cf. Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunft, A445/B477.
Freidrich. W. J. Schelling, Philosophical Investigations into the Essence of Human Freedom, (trans.) Jeff Love and Johannes Schmidt (New York: State University of New York Press,
2006), p. 21.
19 Cf. Søren Kierkegaard, The Concept of Anxiety, in: Kierkegaard’s Writings (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1981), vol. 8; Fear and Trembling, in: Kierkegaard’s Writings, vol. 6.
18
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“Sense and Reference” – propositions which establish a relation of identity and
are informative instead of vacuously tautological? Let us take the mythical example of “Hesperus” and “Phosphorus,” the two names given to Venus in Ancient
Greek mythology depending on whether the planet appeared at dusk (“the evening star”) or at dawn (“the morning star”). If “Venus is Venus” is a logical tautology, how can “Hesperus is the same planet as Phosphorus” be a proposition
that conveys astronomical information? Are we not saying the same thing in different terms? Frege’s solution to this paradox consists in distinguishing between
two semantic dimensions: the sense and reference of a linguistic expression. Experts on Frege’s work still hotly debate what he meant by “sense,” but most agree
that the sense of a singular term is the set of the defined descriptions which individuate its reference.20 Thus, “Hesperus” and “Phosphorus” have the same reference (the planet Venus), but different senses (the morning and evening star,
among many other defined descriptions). In a nutshell: when there is a relation
of identity between two different singular terms, this is not predicated of its references – which, if they were true, would be tautological, and, if false, would be
absurd. Rather, the relation of identity is predicated on its senses, which are the
ones that confer information on statements and make it possible for them to be
meaningfully true or false, and not simply meaningless.21
Gabriel thinks that Schelling’s philosophy of identity makes a similar point.
To begin with, we must first differentiate between strict and simple identity. The
first entails a complete identification between all the properties of the two terms
being related; the second entails a circumscribed identification. A proposition
which establishes a relation of strict identity between two or more terms is necessarily tautological because the identity is predicated on all the properties of
the terms, and, some of the properties must be known to the recipient of the
proposition to understand it; whereas a proposition which establishes a relation
of simple identity can be informative because the identity is only predicated of
certain properties of the the terms, which might have been perfectly unknown
to the recipient of the message. The proposition “Animals with a heart are also
animals with kidneys” is infinitely more informative than the proposition “Animals with a heart are also animals with a heart,” particularly for those who do
not know that all circulatory systems contain a pumping organ that is equivalent
to the heart, and a filtering organ that is similar to the kidney. Thus, when we establish a relationship of identity of the kind “A = B” what we are in fact saying is
that there is a common x both to A as to B (in the case of the relation of simple
20 For a discordant take on the consensual interpretation of Fregean sense as description,
cf. Michael Dummett, The Interpretation of Frege’s Philosophy (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1981).
21 Cf. Gottlob Frege, “Über Sinn und Bedeutung,” Zeitschrift für Philosophie und philosophische Kritik, no. 100 (1892): 25–50.
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identity that we can predicate between animals with a heart and animals with
kidneys, said unknown is the blood).
According to Gabriel, what Schelling is doing, almost a century before Frege,
is to generalize this kind of analysis to all propositions. Thus, the proposition
“Hanna is small” (Pa) can be analyzed in terms of “There is an x which is Hanna
& which is small” (∃x (Ax ∧ Px)). This substitution of the terms of a proposition
by those of a subproposition, taking the proper nouns as predicates or classes, is
what Schelling calls “nexus reduplication.” What’s logically and formally fucked
up about this operation is that the nexus can reduplicate itself indefinitely. Thus,
the subproposition “x is Anna” (Ax) can be analyzed in terms of “There is a y
which is x & which is Anna” (∃y (Xy ∧ Ay)), and successively so. To avoid an infinite regression, Schelling suspends analysis as soon as the propositions assert
nothing but the existence of a variable which is a variable. In our case: “There
is a z which is y & which is x” (∃z (Yz ∧ Xz)). In this fashion, as we anticipated a
couple of paragraphs above, Schelling chooses the second alternative of Agrippa’s dilemma: he puts the principle of sufficient reason between parentheses
when he reaches an existential quantification without predicates.
This omission takes the form of an ontological proof: proceeding from essence (the predicates of the proposition) and arriving at existence (quantification over variables). However, this is an inverted ontological proof, because there
is no essence at the origin – no predicate – but rather an existence – a quantification. Said existence is what Schelling calls the “unprethinkable being” (unvordenkliches Sein): an existence which cannot be thought of before the commencement of the reduplication of nexus, but which is presupposed as the foundation
of them all once the reduplication has been suspended. Unprethinkable being is
logically prior to essence, but temporally posterior. This is what Schelling calls – a
play on words that we have mentioned before – the “primal ground” (Urgrund),
“non-ground” (Ungrund) or “abyss” (Abgrund) of existence. Unprethinkable
being is not a “thing” (Dinge) but “the unconditioned” (das Unbedingte) – that
which is not determined by any predicate. Gabriel argues that Schelling is Aristotelian in the sense that he presupposes that actuality (existence, quantification,
being) is logically prior to potentiality (essence, predicate, power), though the
latter (potentiality) is temporally prior to the former (actuality). This double relation of priority and posteriority is what Schelling calls “substruction.”22
But the doctrine according to which there is an ontological indetermination which underpins all propositions is not a bonafide original contribution
from Schelling. The origin of this doctrine is found in a series of notes penned
by Friedrich Hölderlin in 1795 where the poet makes an etymological analy22 Cf. Markus Gabriel, “Aarhus Lectures. Schelling and Contemporary Philosophy. Second
Lecture: Schelling’s Ontology in the Freedom Essay,” SATS-Northern European Journal of Philosophy, no. 15, vol. 1 (2014): 75–98.
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sis of the word “judgment” (Urteil) and reaches the conclusion that propositional judgments rest on a “original partition” (Ur-teil) between the subject and
predicate of each utterance.23 Hölderlin was, in his turn, influenced by Johann
Gottlieb Fichte’s attempt to ground his philosophical system on the tautological proposition “I = I,” reaching the conclusion that what keeps the two terms
linked is the copula – being, the “=.” That copula, that being (that “=”) is an
object of “absolute knowledge” which can be obtained once we have obtained
concrete, propositional knowledge beforehand.24 All these arguments are prior
to the publication of Schelling’s Essence of Human Freedom in 1809. After its
publication, Hegel sketched a similar doctrine at the beginning of the Science
of Logic when he said that being in general, without determinations, is equal to
nothing.25 Thus, the idea of unprethinkable being is not an original contribution
of Schelling’s philosophical system.
What distinguishes Schelling from the rest of German idealists is his concept
of logical time. Gabriel’s interpretation on this point follows that of his master,
Wolfram Hogrebe, whose reading of The Ages of the World makes it seem as if
this text contained a most stupendous and unsurpassable theory of logical predication. Hogrebe’s interpretation is that Schelling is postulating an alternative
to the two most prevalent and influential theories of predication in the history
of Western philosophy. The first is the eleatic theory, according to which the
value of the truth of a proposition is atemporal and is to be found in the eternal
present. The problem of this theory is that it does not account for the possibility
of change. The second theory, the Hegelian one, solves this problem by acknowledging the temporality of statements. In fact, Hegel locates the value of the truth
of propositions in a far and distant past.26 The goal of the Science of Logic, in his
own words, is “the exposition of God as he is in his eternal essence before the creation of nature and of a finite spirit.”27 There is one caveat to this theory – as noted
23 Cf. Friedrich Hölderlin, “Urteil und Sein,” in: Sämtliche Werke (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer,
1946–1985), vol. 4, pp. 226–28.
24 Cf. Johann G. Fichte, Wissenschaftslehre (1804), in: Gesamtausgabe (Stuttgart/Bad
Cannstatt: Frommann-Holzboog, 1964–2012), ser. 2, vol. 8.
25 Cf. Georg W. F. Hegel, Wissenschaft der Logik, in: Gesammelte Werke, vol. 11.
26 We could argue that the Greeks, too, shared precisely this conception of truth as something belonging to the past. The fact that “to ti en einai” (“what being was”), Aristotle’s expression for the essence of a thing, contains the verb “to be” conjugated in the imperfect tense, is at
the root of many a reflection on the preterite and/or imperfect nature of Greek truth – or aletheia, truth as recollection or unveiling of what was already in the past – as opposed to Hebrew
truth – or emunah, truth as trust in the prophecy or revelation of what will be in the future. As
always, one of the most ingenious commentators on this topic is José Ortega y Gasset: “To a
Greek, being is in the present tense; but as soon as you press him, as soon as you take him to
task, he avows that it is in the past tense.” José Ortega y Gasset, Apuntes sobre el pensamiento, su
teurgia y su demiurgia, in: Obras completas (Madrid: Revista de Occidente, 1946–1983), vol. 5,
p. 536. Translation ours.
27 Georg W. F. Hegel, Science of Logic, (trans.) George di Giovanni (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), p. 39.
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by Schelling, and, later, by Hogrebe and Gabriel – which is that it does not account for freedom, which points towards the future and not the past.
Against these two options, Schelling formulates a theory of predication which
places the value of the truth of propositions in the future, in an attempt to account for the possibility of change and freedom. The basic idea here is that our
beliefs and acts today will have a bearing on the truths of tomorrow. If we believe or do something today, it will be true tomorrow that we thought or believed something yesterday. In this sense, the present generates the past of its own
future. Schelling – in Hogrebe’s and Gabriel’s whimsical treatment – substitutes
the idea of logical space with that of logical time. Logic is not something given
at once and for all, in an eternal present or in a past prior to the creation of the
world, but rather a product of freedom which arises with an eye towards the future. This is the basis of Schelling’s “ideal-realism” – his way of overcoming the
unilaterality that characterizes both idealists and realists with their crude contraposition between subject and object.28
This is not the first nor the last disagreement between Hegel and Schelling.
Most interpreters believe that the main discrepancy between these two authors
is that the former wants to deduce reality from a concept, whereas the second
establishes a break between essence – studied by negative philosophy – and existence – studied by positive philosophy. According to this interpretation, Schelling was the first in a long line of critics and intellectual opponents to Hegel who
have protested against the speculative totalitarianism of absolute spirit and have
argued in favor of a radically individual existence. Diverging from this reading,
Gabriel considers that the main discrepancy between these two colossi of German idealism is to be found in their modal ontology. To make a long story short,
Hegel believes in the necessity of contingency and Schelling in the contingency
of necessity. That is, Hegel believes that the absolute, the infinite, and the necessary have to become their opposites – the particular, the finite, and the contingent. Otherwise, they would not be the absolute, the infinite, and the necessary, because they would not encompass the whole of reality; beyond these there
would be the particular, the finite, and the contingent. Thus, the necessary not
only has to become the contingent; it could, moreover, be said that necessity is
nothing but the set of all contingencies, just as in the last chapter of The Phenomenology of Spirit, where Hegel argues that absolute knowledge is the assumption of the ignorance outlined in the previous chapters and paragraphs. Against
those who interpret Hegel as a historical determinist, Gabriel recalls that in his
philosophy of history it is necessary for contingencies to exist.
Schelling’s modal ontology is exactly the opposite. The basic idea is that necessity always takes place within a field, and there is no field of all fields. With28 Cf. Wolfram Hogrebe, Prädikation und Genesis: Metaphysik als Fundamentalheuristik
im Ausgang von Schellings “Die Weltalter” (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1989).
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in the field of arithmetics, 5 + 7 = 12 is necessary, but “=” is contingent as a sign
denoting a relation of mathematical equality. The use of this symbol can perhaps
be justified in the metamathematical field. Schelling’s argument, based on Agrippa’s trilemma, is that this process of (meta)justification cannot continue indefinitely. In Schelling’s description, the infinite is identified with the “autodestruction of knowledge” – with its fallible and revisable character, and with the fact
that, from a certain domain, contingency dominates and we are forced to admit
that nothing is known and everything is ignored. Applied to history, this means
that necessity is not a kind of a posteriori contingency. After something happens,
its having happened becomes necessary, even if it were fully contingent before
it effectively happened. This is why Schelling describes his philosophy as a form
of “superior empiricism.” Philosophy is an a priori science in relation to nature –
because it speculatively knows that there is something rather than nothing – but
it is an a posteriori science in relation to the spirit, because it only knows its own
existence empirically. In this vein, Schelling affirms that man is the end of nature,
not in the sense that there is a teleology that predicts the apparition of the human
species, but rather in the sense that, after our appearance, we contemplate the
steps that contingently led to our apparition as necessary.29
Gabriel, once again, provides a superbly idiosyncratic interpretation of Schelling’s distinction between negative and positive philosophy. Positive philosophy,
in his estimation, deals not so much with existence but rather with mythology. As
we have noted before, Schelling’s unprethinkable being is not that different from
Hegel’s identification of being and nothing. In both cases, existence is understood as an indetermination without predicates. However, this thesis belongs to
negative philosophy, that discipline which tackles the relation between being and
thinking. This is what Gabriel designates as “transcendental ontology”: a form
of tackling the relation between ontology and epistemology which takes as its
point of departure the fact that there exists an entity such as us which is capable
of knowing reality. A traditional assumption attached to this approach is that reality can be known once and for all because it is composed of entities which are
perfectly determined by the predicates with which we try to apprehend them.
Hence, the doctrine that existence is an indetermination without predicates still
belongs to negative philosophy – even if as an internal limit – as a ne plus ultra.
In contrast, Schelling’s positive philosophy or of mythology breaks away
from the presupposition that reality can be known once and for all. This conception of mythology does resemble the notion of certainty found in later Wittgenstein.30 Schelling’s mythology, just as Wittgenstein’s certainty, is the set of back29 Cf. Markus Gabriel, “Aarhus Lectures. Schelling and Contemporary Philosophy. Third
Lecture: The Prospects of Schelling’s Critique of Hegel,” SATS-Northern European Journal of
Philosophy, no. 16, vol. 1 (2015): 1–24.
30 Cf. Ludwig Wittgenstein, Über Gewissheit, in: Werkausgabe (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp,
1984), vol. 8.
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ground assumptions upon which our rationality is built, and which are not to be
disturbed until further notice. Myth does not oppose science, but rather founds
it. Indeed, one of the assumptions of modern science is that reality can be known
by purely quantitative means. This quantitative myth might be substituted in the
future by another equally pre-, para-, peri-, or a-rational myth – up until the advent of that eschathological moment that Schelling calls, in a truly millenaristic
fashion, “the revelation.”31
This mythology of philosophy bears comparison to the deployment of rhetorical and poetic devices in the Hegelian corpus. Hegel understands myths, allegories, and metaphors in a Platonic sense – as pardonable lies and pedagogic
shorthands. Thus his use and abuse of literary figures such as the mythical flight
of Minerva’s owl (in Elements of the Philosophy of Right) or his allegory of the
lord and servant (in The Phenomenology of Spirit), which makes the rest of his
sometimes astringent system much more digestible. This is why Hegel believes
philosophy to be superior to art and religion – because it expresses the same intellectual content with a greater degree of self-consciousness and a lesser dose of
poetry and rhetoric, understood as trompe-l’oeil and calignosities. Of course, this
entails a retrospective glance and judgment over myths at a time when they are
obsolete and no longer held as articles of belief, whereas Schelling makes an effort to understand the mythological mind as it exists and thrives in the present.
This is why Schelling deemed Hegel to be a “theological rationalist” – because
he sought to contemplate reality sub specie aeternitatis, from the privileged point
of view of God facing the end of history before creation or before humanity – instead of analyzing the temporal genesis of that “self-assertion of God.”
Gabriel’s general approach is to be commended for its attempt to translate the
system of such obscure philosophers as Hegel or Schelling into a language that
is much more manageable for contemporary philosophers. But one is also reminded of the two most famous catchphrases about translation: there are many
things that are “lost in translation” here, and this self-appointed traduttore acts
more often than not in the manner of traditore. Ultimately, it all reads as an exposition of Gabriel’s own ideas, disguised in the words of prestigious and canonical authors. It is self-evident and little surprising to note that his interpretation
of Schelling’s modal ontology as the inexistence of the field of all fields is suspiciously similar to his own doctrine regarding the inexistence of the world. Similarly, the connection between Frege and Schelling parallels Gabriel’s attempt
to overcome the division between analytic and continental philosophers. One
could say that German idealism operates in Gabriel’s work as a source of philosophical originality, which has enabled him to part ways with the hegemonic
31 Cf. Markus Gabriel, “Aarhus Lectures. Schelling and Contemporary Philosophy. Fourth
Lecture: The Very Idea of a Philosophy of Mythology in Contemporary Philosophy,” SATSNorthern European Journal of Philosophy, no. 17, vol. 2 (2016): 115–44.
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philosophy of our times, forever watchful and alert lest anybody try to resurrect
any semblance of traditional metaphysics. Indeed, Gabriel’s words on this subject have a touch of resentment:
But, then, no metaphysician of the tradition has ever been as naïve about metaphysics as
contemporary naturalists and many philosophers who call themselves analytic metaphysicians. Unfortunately, a huge number of academic departments worldwide and the associated organs of publication seem to be willing to forbid metaphysics because they are
suspicious of free philosophical thought. Today, at the beginning of twenty-first-century
philosophy, the prohibition of metaphysics and free thought is no longer the result of the
well-motivated post-metaphysical gestures of twentieth century philosophy. It seems to
be nothing other than a manifestation of the aggressive suspicion that free thought cannot
be refuted by weak spirits, but only suppressed by committees, philosophical societies,
and journal editors. Yet, as long as people continue to philosophize, there will be people
who remember the original motivation for doing philosophy, namely the strange feeling
that things might be otherwise.32

§ 7.3. The Definitions of “Metaphysics”
But what the hell does he mean by “metaphysics”? In an article titled “Metaphysics or Ontology?” Gabriel defines ontology as the discipline which deals with existence at large, as opposed to metaphysics, a word he gives four definitions for.
According to the first definition, metaphysic is the discipline that studies the
world as the set of all things; according to the second, it is a theory of substance
or essence; according to the third, it is a theory of appearance and reality; and
according to the fourth, it is a theory that postulates the existence of a reality beyond and before that which is studied by physics.33
These definitions are interrelated, and can establish bonds of combination
and exclusion. Thus, when Kant limits the search for knowledge that is characteristic of “metaphysics,” what in fact he is doing is modifying the first and third
definition of the term: the world, no longer an object of knowledge, becomes the
image of the systematic unity of reason. The world, the self, and God become realities beyond physics – not in the sense that they are objects of metaempirical
knowledge, but that they become postulates of reason in their practical use. In
the same way, when Heidegger dismantles the “ontotheological metaphysics,”
what he is criticizing in fact is the first and second definition of the word, while
formulating a personal version of the fourth (affective tonality as that which is
before physics) and third definition (the difference between appearance and
reality is reconstructed in Being and Time by way of a difference between in32 Markus Gabriel, Transcendental Ontology: Essays in German Idealism (London/New
York: Continuum, 2011), p. 34.
33 Cf. Markus Gabriel, “Metafisica o Ontologia?,” Epekeina, vol. 5, no. 1 (2015): 9–32.
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authentic life and authentic existence). Finally, when David Lewis defines the
world as “a great physical object,” the exclusive study of physics, and elaborates a
mereological theory to distinguish between aggregates and substances, his “analytic metaphysic” entails a combination of the first and second definitions in detriment of the third.34
Gabriel’s systematic philosophy can be explained in relation to these four definitions of “metaphysics.” With regards to the first definition, Gabriel thinks that
the idea of the world played an essential role in the process of hominization.
The “awakening of consciousness” took place – according to Gabriel’s prehistoric bedside prattle – when Homo sapiens sapiens formulated the question concerning their “place in the world.” The idea of the world is an “absolute metaphor” – to put it in Hans Blumenberg’s terms – a fiction which puts a stop to the
chain of questions about the set of all things. The difference between myth and
metaphor, according to Blumenberg, is that
myth bears the sanction of its primordial, unfathomable origin, its divine or inspirative
ordination, whereas metaphor can present itself as a figment of the imagination, needing
only to disclose a possibility of understanding in order for it to establish its credentials.35

When Hesiod speaks of the origin of the world as a “yawn” – the meaning of
“khaos” Greek – he does not ask who the yawner is, nor does he ask where the
yawning mouth is.
The world as the set of all things can be understood in two ways: either as a
quantitative totality – that which the Greeks termed “pan” – or as a qualitative
totality – that which the Greeks termed “holon.” A quantitative totality is the
mere aggregation of parts without order, whereas a qualitative totality does have
an ordering principle. The main ontological flaw of quantitative totalities is that,
lacking an ordering principle, there is no reason to regard them as one instead
of as several totalities. This is why the world has been traditionally conceived
of as a cosmos – that is, a qualitative totality, perfectly ordered and unified by
some metaphysical principle, most often that of causality or sufficient reason. We
could even say that any quantitative totality (pan) requires a qualitative totality
(holon) to be one and not several totalities.
Whether quantitative or qualitative, one of the strongest arguments against
the idea of set of all sets – as noted time and time again – is Bertrand Russell’s
paradox. Let us formulate it as a question, if anything for the sake of mixing it
up: the set of all sets which do not contain themselves, does it or does it not contain itself ? Gabriel reformulates this paradox in his “argument of the list.” A list
enumerating all things would have to enumerate itself and all its elements, therefore duplicating the number of enumerated elements and producing a new thing
34

Cf. David Lewis, On the Plurality of Worlds (Oxford: Blackwell, 1986).
Hans Blumenberg, Paradigm for a Metaphorology (Ithaca: Cornell University Press,
2010), p. 78.
35
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left to enumerate – the duplicated list. An idealist would conclude from this argument that the totality of things is not external to thought, otherwise the act of
thinking said totality would generate a new thing outside of it: the thought that
thinks the totality. This idealist thesis according to which the thought about all
things must be part of that totality is – as we saw in chapter five – Iain Hamilton
Grant’s thesis. Gabriel, however, reaches a different conclusion: the predicates
that define the idea of the world (totality and self-containment) are incompatible
between themselves, and therefore the world – as a self-contained totality of all
things – does not exist.
It should be noted that Gabriel does not deny that there are sets which contain
themselves, so long as they do not presume to be the set of all things. An example of a self-contained set is the set of all concepts: the concept of concept is also
a concept. This is one of the reasons Hegel uses the term “concept” (Begriff ) to
designate the unfolding of the absolute in the Science of Logic. In Hegelian Metaphysics, Robert Stern has proven that the concept of the absolute allows us to
solve the scholastic problem of universals. The concept is a singular and concrete
universal – that is, something which simultaneously functions as a universal or
general thing (the concept of the concept of the horse), as a concrete or particular
thing (the concept of the horse), and as a singular or individual thing (a horse).
We could ask ourselves to what extent each singular or individual horse is a concept, and, indeed, here we enter into the problem of the infimae species – as the
scholastics called it – or bare particulars – in the jargon of contemporary analytic
philosophy: do concepts ultimately refer to individuals that have nothing conceptual about them – that is, to purely nonconceptual things? If that is the case,
what is the relation between the conceptual and the nonconceptual? Stern’s solution consists in appealing to Hegel’s modal theory. As noted earlier, contingencies are necessary in Hegel’s philosophy and so each individual has contingent
properties (singular), on top of their necessary properties (particular or universal). In this sense, each individual is a concept borne of contingency. Gabriel calls
this theory “weak essentialism,” since it does not presuppose that singular entities are determined in every way by their particular and universal predicates.36
That being said, Gabriel does not think that concepts encompass the whole
of reality. This is why he opposes those critics of the idea of the world who presuppose that everything that is real is conceptually comprehensible. This is the
case of set theory, as deployed by Alain Badiou or Guido Kreis to question the
idea of Everything. As noted in previous chapters, set theory does not acknowledge the existence of a maximum set of all things. Every set has a higher set to
begin with – its power set: the set of all its subsets. To give a simple example: the
set A = {x, y} is less than its power set P(A) = {Ø, x, y, {x, y}}. In more technical
36
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terms, the cardinal of a power set is equal to 2 raised to the power of the cardinal
of the base set (|P(A)| = 2|A|). From this result, Badiou rejects the idea of Everything (“the One is not”); Kreis accepts this idea, but does so within a negative
dialectic whose main objective is to analyze the paradoxes derived from said idea
of totality.37
Despite the similarities between Badiou’s and Kreis’s conclusions, on the one
hand, and Gabriel’s, on the other, the latter raises two objections against them:
a general one, about the misuse of formal systems when it comes to discussing
ontological questions; and a particular one, about the misuse of set theory when
it comes to discussing the existence of the world. The general objection is that a
certain philosophical system does not necessarily derive from a certain formal
system, because formal systems have to be semantically interpreted to yield relevant philosophical results. In his own words: “Even when set theory is assisted by
philosophical reflection, it remains incapable of proving anything of importance
for philosophical reflection, unless it comes already interpreted under the light of
said reflection.”38
In order to show that the bare-bones syntax of a formal system does not yield
relevant philosophical results, Gabriel formulates his own version of the famous
Chinese room thought experiment. In John Searle’s original version – first introduced in “Minds, Brains, and Programs” – a person who is locked inside a room
receives and sends messages in Chinese without understanding their meaning.
Originally, the experiment wanted to demonstrate that a computer cannot have
consciousness, but it can be also interpreted to mean that the Chinese language
is a formal system. Let us imagine that this is one of the messages received by
or sent from the Chinese room: “我是西班牙人和我不是西班牙人” (“I am Spanish
and I am not Spanish”). For those who can read the characters, there is nothing
in the syntax of this message that might reveal its logical contradiction. This is
only made manifest when it is translated into a language that the recipient is capable of interpreting semantically. On a purely syntactic level, the symbols do
not contradict each other, but merely coexist.39
Consequently, we must interpret set theory semantically in order to draw any
relevant philosophical result. Gabriel’s second objection is that, independently
of the semantic interpretation retrieved from set theory, and even if it considers
the maximum set of all things to be an impossibility, this theory still operates
with a concept of totality which de facto rehabilitates the idea of the world. Ultimately, a set is a totality that abstracts itself from the order and internal constitution of its elements. Abstracting itself from its order and internal constitution,
37 Cf. Guido Kreis, Negative Dialektik des Unendlichen. Kant, Hegel, Cantor (Frankfurt:
Suhrkamp, 2015).
38 Gabriel, Sinn und Existenz, p. 150. Translation ours.
39 Cf. John Searle, “Mind, Brains, and Programs,” Behavioral and Brain Sciences, vol. 3, no.
3 (1980): 417–57.
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the set which contains the five fingers of my left hand is identical to any set of five
elements. It follows that set theory operates with a purely quantificative concept
of totality. But, as noted a couple paragraphs above, quantitative totalities (pan)
presuppose a qualitative totality (holon) to be one and not various totalities. To a
certain extent, we could consider that the qualitative principle that unifies all sets
is the very abstraction of the order and the internal constitution of its elements.
Hence any philosophical system which bases itself on set theory implicitly falls
into what Jocelyn Benoist has termed “the myth of colorless objects”: imagining
a world composed of objects whose color, order, and internal constitution is an
ontologically expendable peccata minuta. If this is not a worldview, then I don’t
know what is.40
In fact, we could say that in Badiou’s ontology, events confer color to objects.
According to his system, there are four fields of truth (politics, art, science, and
love) where events shatter the colorless ontology of set theory. Up until the publication of Logics of the World, Badiou’s long-overdue task was that of breaching
the gap between truths colored by events and the gray monody of set theory ontology. In this book he sets out to produce an “objective phenomenology” as a
middle term between these two philosophical extremes. This brand of phenomenology claims that existing consists in appearing in the world with a degree of
intensity superior to zero. Gabriel’s ontology of fields of sense holds a similar position, though purged of Deleuzian terminology and its degrees of intensity. Gabriel’s language of choice is much more classic – that of metaphysics in its second
definition as a theory of substance or essence.41
The origin of this definition is to be found in Ancient Greek philosophy,
which attempted to solve the problem of the relation between being and thinking by postulating that entities are, to a certain extent, individuated by our ideas.
Using more technical and modern language, we could rephrase this as such:
there is a correspondence between the ontic individuation and the epistemic
individuation of objects; the predicates through which we refer to things correspond to the properties of those things. This is what we have come to call logocentrism: the reduction of ontology (“to on” = “being”) to “tinology” (“to on ti”
= “being-thus”). Tinology is the discipline which studies entities as being determined by certain predicates or properties – a discipline which is based on the
correspondence between being (properties) and thinking (predicates), which is
the core of logocentrism. In this context, the idea of essence or substance provides a distinction between the internal and external predicates or properties of
things. In modern philosophy, this tinological logocentrism is found in the Lebnizian-Wollfian thesis that all entities are determined in every way by their internal predicates or properties.
40
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Cf. Jocelyn Benoist, Éléments de philosophie réaliste (Paris: Vrin, 2011).
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This logocentric tinology is still present in contemporary philosophers such
as Saul Kripke, who stated in Reference and Existence that the crucial difference between real and fictional entities is that the latter are not completely determined by all the predicates or properties that belong to it. This is why unicorns not only do not exist, but cannot even exist. Because in no narrative of
their exploits is there a detailed account of their DNA: a predicate or property
which they would, by definition, have.42 But, as Tim Crane objects, this indetermination not only affects fictional entities. If it were true that, to exist, all entities would have to be determined by all of their predicates or properties then it
would not be possible to discover any entity about which we had partial or no
information. It must have been a thorough and detailed lecture on kangaroos
and koalas that Aborigonal Australians gave to European explorers in the seventeenth century, otherwise they would not have been able to discover them.
Perhaps then kangaroos and koalas – just as any other entity which has not received yet a full description of all its predicates or properties – are fictional entities? Indeed, tinological logocentrism fails to account for the expansion of our
knowledge of reality as something contradistinct from fiction.43
This second definition of the word “metaphysics” is intrinsically tied to the
first inasmuch as most philosophers who have offered a theory of substance or
essence would like to have all things exhausted in the substances or essences
propounded by their own systems. Thus, theories of substance or essence go
hand in hand with a finitist or infinitist metaphysics, depending on the quantity
of substances or essences that each theory acknowledges to exist as part of the
world. The providential source of metaphysical finitism is Parmenides and his
concept of being as something “ungenerated and unperishable; whole, singlelimbed, steadfast, and complete; nor was it once, nor will it be, since it is, now,
all together, One, continuous.”44 We should point out that Parmenides is an ontic
monist, because he seeks to reduce the set of all things to a single entity (“a wellrounded sphere”), whereas most are monist in an ontological sense, because they
seek to reduce the set of all things to one type of entity (water, fire, air, etc). Such
is the case of current eliminative naturalists who have embarked on the quest for
a theory of everything which will reduce the totality of things to a very concrete
type of “superelementary particles.”
Another type of metaphysical finitism is ontological dualism, articulated
through dichotomies such as being and thinking, body and soul, object and subject, brain and mind, etc. Gabriel has criticized one of the traditional assumptions of this kind of dualism: that there can be no intentionality without con42
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sciousness. One could argue, however, that photographs intentionally refer to
the photographed person without being conscious of them. In that sense, there
are inanimate objects which do have intentionality despite lacking consciousness. Gabriel, moreover, questions the orthodox interpretation of Cartesian philosophy as a dualism articulated upon the distinction of res cogitans and res extensa. According to Gabriel, rather than being a dualist, Descartes is a trialist,
with the I, the world, and God as the three substances or essences that make up
the set of all things. All these positions are finitist, as opposed to the metaphysical infinitism of philosophers such as Baruch Spinoza and Gottfried W. Leibniz,
whose ontologies postulate a myriad of divine attributes (in the case of Spinoza), or monads (in the case of Leibniz), though their epistemologies reduce substances or essences to a much more manageable number (in Spinoza’s Ethics, for
instances, moves from the infinity of attributes that Nature has in itself to the two
that we are capable of perceiving: thought and extension).
Gabriel’s alternative to all these positions is metametaphysical nihilism, which
differentiates itself from metaphysical nihilism in that the latter asserts that
nothing exists, and the former that everything but the world exists. As Gabriel’s
catchphrase reads: we have “no intuition/worldview” (Keine-Welt-Anschauung).
In contrast, metaphysical nihilism – that of Dharmic religions and of those Western philosophers, like Arthur Schopenhauer, who were influenced by them – is
still a form of metaphysics as per three out of four definitions of the term.45 It is
a theory of appearance and reality, since it contrasts the multiplicity of appearance (the veil of Maya, representation) to real voidness (the sunyata, the will).
It is a theory of the world and of essence or substance, since it is impossible to
deny the existence of something without having a concept of it. But we could indeed say the same about metametaphysical nihilism. Or perhaps Gabriel is not
acknowledging a concept of the world by denying its existence, and a concept of
substance or essence by stating that everything but the world exists, according to
his non-intuition/worldview?
Indeed, Gabriel acknowledges that he is operating with a theory of substance
or essence – which he calls “weak essentialism,” since it does not presuppose
that entities are completely determined by their predicates. This position draws
from the Aristotelian idea of analogy, with one substantial difference. Aristotle
famously rebelled against Plato’s mathematicism in Nicomachean Ethics, when
he proclaimed that human action is not the subject of science but prudence.
Ethics is not made up of universal and necessary concepts, but of particular and
contingent decisions. In the same way, the fourth book of the Metaphysics puts
forth an alternative to Plato’s conception of being as supreme genus. Being is not
a univocal but analogous concept. “Being is said in many ways” …46
45 Cf. Rabindra Kumar Das Gupta, “Schopenhauer and Indian Thought,” East and West,
vol 13, no. (1962): 32–40.
46 Aristotle, Metaphysics, 1003a–1074b.
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…, but “all things are ordered by one thing”47 – namely: God, as the exemplary cause of all reality. According to Gabriel, Aristotle’s God is not the thought
that thinks itself – “knowledge of knowledge” (noesis noeseos) –, but rather a
pure act which is beyond thinking. The book lambda of the Metaphysics does not
describe God, but rather a process by which human understanding can come
to understand God: through self-consciousness, which is a pure act.48 This is
why Aristotle suggests that there is something divine in every animal – because
each animal strives to keep its being one and not many. Thus, the difference between physics and metaphysics is not so much the difference between science of
the movable (physical bodies) and the unmovable (the Aristotelian God), but
rather between restricted existential quantification (the being which is said in
many ways and which is studied by the theory of analogy) and unrestricted existential quantification (the thing that orders all things, which is studied by ontotheology). Thus, according to Gabriel, Aristotle’s God is neither a Narcissus
Deity – which only knows itself – nor an Intellect Deity – which creates things
the moment it thinks of them – but a middle term between the One in Plotinus
and Nature in Spinoza.49
To summarize, Gabriel’s weak essentialism amounts to Aristotle’s theory of
analogy without its ontotheological attachment. Being is said in many ways, but
not all things are ordered by one thing. Yet analogy is not the same as equivocity.
In scholastic philosophy, the different meanings of an analogy of attribution are
unified by their relation with a first analogue term. Take the classic example of
“health,” which is predicated both of a healthy diet as well as of a healthy democracy on account of their mutual causal relation with the healthy body, which is
47

Aristotle, Metaphysics, 1074b.
Against this reading of Markus Gabriel, José Ortega y Gasset has been one of the few
commentators of Aristotle to have noticed that pure actuality and the pure potentiality are one
and the same thing, and that this is made visible in the figure of God understood as thought
that thinks itself, for thinking is a kind of act which, far from exhausting the potency it originates from, it expands it even more due to the potentially autoreferential character of thinking – a theme we have returned to time and again by way of Russell’s paradox. In the brilliant
words of Ortega y Gasset: “Thinking, like all change, is a transition, but with the paradoxical qualification that thinking is not a transition to something else but a marching, advancing, ‘progressing toward the same.’ […] Indeed, thinking is not only movement; it is also the
end toward which the movement tends, a movement that has from the outside arrived at its
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Hence when he says that ‘motion’ is potentiality in the form of actuality, thinking ought to be
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[…] The thing that perplexes Aristotle is that the passage of the initial potentiality into the act
of thinking does not entail extinction of the potentiality but is rather a conservation of what existed potentially by that which exists plenarily (entelechy) so that potentiality and action become
alike.” José Ortega y Gasset: “Prologue to a History of Philosophy,” in: Concord and Liberty,
(trans.) by Helene Weyl (New York: Norton, 1946), pp. 121–23.
49 Cf. Markus Gabriel, “God’s Transcendent Activity: Ontotheology in Metaphysics 12,”
The Review of Metaphysics, vol. 63, no. 2 (2009): 385–414.
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that adjective’s first analogue term. Similarly, Gabriel’s weak essentialism unifies
the different modes of each object around focuses or directing senses. Thus, the
Quixote of Avellanda and Pierre Menard’s versions are unified around the novel
written by Miguel de Cervantes. That is the essence of an object according to the
ontology of fields of sense: the focus or directing sense which unifies the different apparitions of said object without never fully determining it.
This position is realistic inasmuch as it fulfills two conditions. Firstly, objects
are ontically individuated independently of our epistemic individuation. To put
it in a less technical and more old-school way: objects exist independently of
what we know and, despite this, we can know them. Or, to quote Stanley Cavell,
we are not “sealed outside the world.”50 These are the two conditions which, according to Crispin Wright, any form of realism worth its salt should fulfill, and
Gabriel’s weak essentialism does fulfill them.51 We should note that Gabriel’s realism is “an-archic,” meaning that it does not presuppose any type of arché – that
is, a first principle for all focuses or directing senses. This is what he has termed
“neutral realism” – a realism which does not privilege any form of being.52 In this
sense, Gabriel questions the universality of classical logic, incorporating the rejection of the law of excluded middle made by intuitionistic logic, the acceptance
of contradictions made by paraconsistent logic, and the counterexamples provided by Vann McGee and Seth Yalcin against the modus ponens and the modus
tollens respectively.53 He, moreover, has called for a “genealogy of logic” to analyze the influence of linguistic usage over the laws of logic, along the lines of Edmund Husserl’s Formal and Transcendental Logic.54
This is all well and good, but are we not dealing with yet another surreptitious form of relativism? Gabriel protests against the relativist thesis, according
to which it is not possible to formulate arguments in a language neutral enough
to be accepted by people adhering to different philosophical creeds. Problematic
relativism believes that we cannot stand in other people’s shoes, so that philosophical differences can only be solved by picking sides and proceeding in a warlike, take-no-prisoners fashion.55 This style of philosophical decisionism tends,
50
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Cf. Crispin Wright, Truth and Objectivity (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1992).
Cf. Markus Gabriel, “Neutraler Realismus,” Philosophisches Jahrbuch, vol. 121, no. 2
(2014): 352–72.
53 Cf. Vann McGee, “A Counterexample to Modus Ponens,” The Journal of Philosophy,
vol. 82, no. 9 (1985): 462–71; Seth Yalcin, “A Counterexample to Modus Tollens,” The Journal
of Philosophy, vol. 41, no. 6 (2012): 1001–24.
54 Cf. Edmund Husserl, Formale und transzendentale Logik, in: Husserliana (The Hague/
Boston: Martinus Nijhoff, 1950-), vol. 17.
55 Regarding this kind of relativism, cf. Antonio Valdecantos, “La indeterminación de los
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moreover, to presuppose an image or intuition of the world – even if via a negative route – in its claim that all points of view are on the same level, since none
manage to fulfill a set of conditions of objectivity already qualified as unreachable. Against these absurd intellectual requirements, Gabriel offers a much more
modest and feasible model for philosophical discussion:
Obviously, here – as always with philosophical reflection – a number of holistic conditions of theory apply: a claim to truth can only be fulfilled when it stands upon a structured network of sound reasons which at least are capable of ruling out the explicitly formulated alternatives. […] No relevant scientific affirmation would be fully substantiated
if it had to justify itself as fully necessary, that is, as an affirmation that would rule out all
possible alternatives, since there is an unforeseeable number of alternatives for each relevant affirmation.56

Gabriel is a realist philosopher in an almost scholastic meaning of the term. His
intellectual opponents are not the idealists – particularly if we take in account
the influence of Hegel and Schelling on his work – but rather nominalists – those
who proclaim that there are only singular or particular individuals. It is nominalism that has kept the third definition of metaphysics as a theory of appearance and reality very much alive today. One of its contemporary versions – eliminative naturalism – purports to reduce all allegedly apparent phenomena to its
superelementalary (read: real) particles. Gabriel’s apposite moniker for this naturalist school is “legocentrism”: much like Lego, the piece-based building game,
legocentrics seek to reconstruct all of reality from its tiniest of bricks.
There are two problems with this legocentric theory of appearance and reality. The first is that it cannot provide an account of its own conditions of truth.
How can we eliminate or reduce the concept of truth to the superelementary
particles, which supposedly make up reality? We have talked about this subject at great length in our commentary of the debate between Ray Brassier and
Paul Churchland in chapter four. Secondly, appearance and reality are, broadly
speaking, phenomenologically indiscernible. This is the conclusion drawn by
Descartes and Husserl’s arguments contra the skeptical approach to the possibility of knowledge. The standard question regarding appearance and reality does
not make sense inasmuch as we have always been open to a phenomenological
experience whose structure and content we can reliably know. This is why Gabriel supports Bertrand Russell’s judgment about materialist monism, which is
also applicable to the brand of nominalism that postcontinental realism opposes:
The physical world is a sort of governing aristocracy, which has somehow managed to
cause everything else to be treated with disrespect. That sort of attitude is unworthy of a
37; Germán Cano, “El problema de la acción moral después de la muerte de Dios: variaciones
sobre el tema del relativismo posmoderno,” in: Luis Arenas, Jacobo Muñoz Vega, and Ángeles
Jiménez Perona (eds.), El desafío del relativismo (Madrid: Trotta, 1997), pp. 253–68.
56 Gabriel, Sinn und Existenz, p. 240. Translation ours.
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philosopher. We should treat with exactly equal respect the things that do not fit in with
the physical world, and images are among them.57

We now come to the fourth definition of metaphysics, understood as that theory which postulates the existence of a reality beyond and before that which is
studied by physics. Gabriel has no qualms about confessing that this is the type
of metaphysics that he practices: “I do ‘metaphysics,’ at least in the sense that
I think that the comprehension of the text that I am writing is not identical to a
manifestation in the world; that is, for example, to a neuronal storm which reacts to the ink.”58 It is worth reminding the reader of the distinction Gabriel
makes between universe – the field of sense studied by physics – nature – the
field of sense studied by natural sciences, of which the universe is presumably a
subfield – and the world – which does not exist. The philosophical advantages
of such a distinction can be gleaned from a book like I Am Not My Brain, where
Gabriel argues that the brain is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the
possession of an I. Gabriel’s take on consciousness, freedom, and the rest of spiritual phenomena is that they are bonafide abstractions – but not any more unreal than the material in which they instantiate or embody themselves.59 In his
own words:
If the elucidation of an event can be fully contested by indicating the necessary neurochemical conditions required for such an event, then it is not an action at all. It does
not follow from this that there can be actions without the necessary neurochemical conditions, but rather that these are never sufficient for actions.60

§ 7.4. Naïve, Critical, and Special ontologies
The goal of Gabriel’s philosophical system is to find an ontology which is not a
metaphysics; one that does not presuppose the existence of the world as the set
of all things (first definition), and does not establish a distinction between appearance and reality (third definition), while leaving the door open for a weak
essentialism (second definition) and a reality beyond or before physics (fourth
definition). The first and most likely candidates for this role are those ontologies which postulate that existence is an authentic property. According to Gabriel, authentic properties are those which fulfill two functions: that of universalization (or grouping of individuals into classes) and that of discrimination (or
distinction between individuals of the same class). The color green is an example of authentic property inasmuch as it groups individuals of that color at the
57 Bertrand Russell, The Philosophy of Logical Atomism (London/NewYork: Routledge,
2010), p. 96.
58 Gabriel, “Metafisica o Ontologia?” p. 19. Translation ours.
59 Cf. Gabriel, Ich ist nicht Gehirn.
60 Gabriel, Sinn und Existenz, p. 388. Translation ours.
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same time as it distinguishes between individuals of other colors. But, as Gabriel
argues in his “green color argument,” does existence work in the same manner?
In a world where all things were green, this property would not fulfill any of
these two functions. In the same manner, existence cannot be an authentic property, since it does not allow us to group or distinguish individuals. This is why,
according to Gabriel, ontologies which claim that existence is an authentic property are naïve or groundwork ontologies: a mere starting point for genuine philosophical reflection.
The critique to naïve or groundwork ontologies brings Gabriel closer to the
positions of Immanuel Kant and Gottlob Frege, which are minutely examined
in one of the core chapters of Sense and Existence. The first thing that one must
establish regarding this subject is Kant’s ambivalence towards the term “ontology.” In the Critique of Pure Reason he warns that “the proud name of an ontology, which presumes to offer synthetic a priori cognitions of things in general in
a systematic doctrine […], must give way to the modest one of a mere analytic
of the pure understanding.”61 Conversely, in Progress of Metaphysics he says that
“ontology is that science (as part of metaphysics) which consists in a system of all
concepts of the understanding, and principles, but only so far as they refer to objects that can be given to the senses, and thus confirmed by experience.”62 Which
Kant should we pick? Gabriel interprets Kantian philosophy as a “revisionist
metaphysics,” using Peter F. Strawson’s meaning of the expression – an ontology
which is not merely devoted to describing our intuitions about reality, but also
to revising them with a certain degree of depth and attention.63 Thus, Kantian
philosophy revises our concepts of existence, restricting it to the field of possible experience, ruled by the limitations of sensibility and understanding – that
is, by the pure intuitions of space and time and by the category of causality. For
Kant, to exist is to be given in a space and time within the framework of causes
that make up the worldview.64 Kant’s ontology – if we can even speak of such a
thing – would amount to a spatiotemporal etiological monism.
The only “but” that we can raise against this revisionist metaphysics is that it
fails to explain the existence of the faculties of the soul and things in themselves,
which are neither given in a spacetime nor governed by the category of causality. This is the Achilles heel of Kantian monism, which is forced to acknowledge
fictitious forms of existence or preexistence – “x-istence” is Gabriel’s term for
61
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this – to account for the ontological status of the elements which make up their
own theories. Gabriel interprets the two canonical denomination of Kant’s philosophical system (“empirical realism” and “transcendental idealism”) as two different ontological levels: empirical realism operates as an ontology of things at
the level of object language, and, at the level of metalanguage, transcendental
idealism operates as an ontology of the faculties of the soul and the thing in itself.
From this reinterpretation of Kantian ontology Gabriel manages to dig out
a definition of the thing in itself as something which would have been this or
that way even if there were nobody capable of referring to it via a thought that
is capable of being true. This is what Gabriel calls “modally robust facts,” and
it amounts to a realist reinterpretation of Kantian philosophy inasmuch as it
concedes that things in themselves can be ontically individuated in a different
manner to how we epistemically individuate them. Gabriel gets a bit pumped up
about this thesis and adds that “to grasp a maximally robust fact means to grasp
the absolute.”65 Relax, my dude: things in themselves or modally robust facts are
not the absolute noumenal correlative of phenomena, but realities which are independent of us though we can still obliquely grasp them within the scope of
our finitude.
Fregean ontology similarly differentiates between predicates at the level of
object language (the properties of things) and predicates at the level of metalanguage (the notes of concepts). This is a rather limiting way of solving the problem of the multiple modes of existence: to each concept there is a corresponding different mode of existing. Existential statements simply state that a concept
has a greater scope than the empty set. As soon as we consider concepts from
the point of view of their existence, we no longer treat them as concepts, but as
superior objects of metalanguage. In this sense, Frege is an ontological extensionalist: only references or extensions (objects) exist, and not meanings or intensions (concepts).66
The main issue with this ontological extensionalism is that it is intensionally
overdetermined. We can construct as many meanings or intensions with an extensions or reference larger than the empty set as we please, without having to
claim that those objects, supposedly referred to by said concepts, do exist. Frege
is, thus, forced to rehabilitate metaphysics – understood as the theory of appearance and reality – to limit the proliferation of concepts without meaning,
thus effecting a hygienic differentiation between genuine and absurd meanings
of words. This is perfectly congruent with Frege’s normative understanding of
philosophy, according to which – as repeated time and again across these pages –
logic does not teach us how we think, but how we should think.
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Gabriel, Sinn und Existenz, p. 405. Translation ours.
Cf. Gottlob Frege, Grundgesetze der Arithmetik (Hildesheim: G. Olms, 1998).
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It should be noted that Frege’s intentions were not to extend his linguistic
analysis to the whole of reality, as many of his analytic disciples would have it. He
was stern in circumscribing the scope of this analysis to formal languages, and
strove to eliminate the intensional overdetermination of mathematical concepts
by way of anchoring their references. Thus, he offered a definition of the numeral
0 as “the number which belongs to the concept ‘not identical with itself.’”67 This
is why it is ludicrous to take Frege as father of the linguistic turn, a much more
spurious assertion if we take in account statements such as this one, whose gist
we already touched upon in the first pages of this book:
If it is the task of philosophy to break the power of the word over the human mind, uncovering illusions which through the use of language often almost unavoidably arise concerning the relations of concepts, freeing thought from that which only the nature of the
linguistic means of expression attaches to it, then my “conceptual notation,” further developed for these purposes, can become a useful tool for philosophers.68

The main difference between Frege and Gabriel is that for the former, a fact is a
true proposition, whereas for the latter propositions are facts and, from this point
on, they can be either true or false. This is the difference between an ontological
extensionalism – which believes that reality is ultimately made up of the references of concepts – and the ontology of fields of sense – which rejects the notion
that reality is completely conceptualizable. In Gabriel’s system, there are objects
and facts which do not fall within any concept or proposition – that which Hogrebe terms “orphic references,” because they withdrawn and drift away as soon
as we try to refer to them (just as Euridice did when Orpheus turned around to
see if she was following her out of the Underworld).69 Propositions are facts inasmuch as in the future it will be a true fact that in the past, which is our current
present, somebody took a proposition as truthful. As we have noted before, this
is Hogrebe’s theory of logical time, which he, in turn, dug out from Schelling. As
Gabriel puts it:
Logical past is the idea of realist truth-conditions, logical presence is constituted by judgements, that is, by actual thoughts, whereas logical future is the realisation of the fact that
actual thought has occurred and therefore becomes part of the logical past of a future
thought about it.70

Special ontologies, which derive from the Aristotelian thesis that being is said
in many ways, function as worthy alternatives to Kant’s and Frege’s ontological
theories. Gabriel distinguishes between two types of special ontologies: adver67 Gottlob Frege, The Foundation of Arithmetic: A Logico-Mathematical Enquiry Into the
Concept of Number, (trans.) John L. Austin (Oxford: Blackwell, 1959), p. 86.
68 Frege, Conceptual Notation, p. 106.
69 Cf. Wolfram Hogrebe, Orphische Bezüge (Erlangen: Palm und Enke, 1997).
70 Markus Gabriel, Fields of Sense: A New Realist Ontology (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2015), p. 296.
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bial and regional. The former conceives of the different forms of being as different modes of action. Bruno Latour’s ontology, as found in An Inquiry Into Modes
of Existence, is one current example of this ontology. According to Latour, the
world is a “pluriverse” made up of “actants,” which trace networks of action over
the same plane of immanence. Gabriel’s objection to this kind of adverbial ontology is that this placement of all modes of existence over a single plane of immanence rehabilitates the idea of a world capable of commensurating all things.
Latour is, ultimately, a bona fide metaphysician.71
A more solid example of adverbial ontology is Heidegger’s existential analytic.
In Being and Time, he differentiates between different modes of being according
to the type of activity that each entity in question carries out. The world worlds,
nothing nothings, being-there is still there, ex-ist, and intraworldly entities are
“to-hand” (zuhanden) or “at-hand” (vorhanden) – depending on whether they
are taken from a practical or theoretical point of view. Still, for Heidegger, being
would not exist if human beings did not exist. As he made clear in the Zollikon
Seminars: “Can it even be said: ‘at the time before the human being existed?’ It
is not even decidable whether one can say – that is, without a relationship to a
human being – that the Alps existed before there was a human being. […] Can we
abstract from the human being altogether?”72 This statement can be interpreted
in ontologically antirrealist terms, claiming that the world is not independent of
us, or in hermeneutically realist terms, to use Anton Friedrich Koch’s expression –
as the acknowledgment that the world is independent of our existence, though we
would not be able to say anything about the world without presupposing our existence.73 Gabriel opts for the second interpretation, and appeals to the ontological difference that Heidegger establishes between being and entity: being in itself
is not possible, because being consists in our opening to the world; but a entity
in itself is possible, about whose previous existence we cannot speak (something
which brings Heidegger closer to Hogrebe’s idea of orphic references).
The other kind of special ontology is the regional one. Regional – as opposed
to adverbial – ontology does not believe that modes of being are conditioned
by the actions of things, but rather by the scientific discourses that we elaborate
about said things. This is the position of Niklas Luhmann’s epistemological constructivism, which conceives of the different scientific fields as “autopoietic systems” which have been functionally autonomous throughout history.74 This position presents two difficulties. First, from what point of view does Luhman build
71 Cf. Bruno Latour, Enquête sur les modes d’existence: une anthropologie des Modernes
(Paris: La Découverte, 2012).
72 Martin Heidegger, Zollikon Seminars: Protocols – Conversations – Letters, (trans.) Franz
Mayr/Richard Askay (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 2001), pp. 55–56.
73 Cf. Anton Friedrich Koch, Hermeneutischer Realismus (Tubinga: Mohr Siebeck, 2016).
74 Cf. Niklas Luhmann, “Erkenntnis als Konstruktion,” in: Aufsätze und Reden (Stuttgart:
Reclam, 2001), pp. 218–42.
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his theory of systems? His own constructivist premises forbid him from adopting a “view from nowhere,” as Thomas Nagel famously put it.75 There is no system without its outside and its inside, which is precisely what this theory would
like to be. The system of all systems which do not contain themselves – famous
last words. Secondly, all forms of regional ontology inevitably lead to the idea of
the “disenchantment of the world,” according to which reality can be exhausted
by science and technology. It is worth quoting Max Weber’s seminal passage,
where he first coined this apothegm, not so much to refer to a process of intellectual secularization but to a typically modern illusion – a kind of re-enchantment
of the world by other means:
Thus the growing process of intellectualization and rationalization does not imply a
growing understanding of the conditions under which we live. It means something quite
different. It is the knowledge or the conviction that if only we wished to understand them
we could do so at any time. It means that in principle, then, we are not ruled by mysterious, unpredictable forces, but that, on the contrary, we can in principle control everything
by means of calculation.76

§ 7.5. Sense, Existence, and Modality
Having reviewed the different ontological options, Gabriel proceeds to present
his own alternative. According to this theory, to exist means to appear as an object within a field of sense. Here “sense” is understood in the empiricist and Fregean definition of the term. Senses are both the channels of perception (empiricism) and the conceptual modes of presentation of objects (Fregeanism). The
relation between an object and the fields of sense is the same as that which exists between essence as existence and between essence as ground in Schelling’s
Essence of Human Freedom. Or, to provide a more digestible comparison, that
which exists between properties in their discriminative function – distinguishing between different objects in different fields of sense – and properties in their
universalizing function – grouping certain objects in the same field of sense. An
object is an individual differentiated from its surroundings; a field of sense, a
grouping of individuals that have the same properties. But a field of sense is also
a domain which operates under the principle of sufficient reason. Here “principle of sufficient reason” (Satz vom Grund) is to be understood in its forged
and Heideggerian etymology – si non é vero, é ben trovato – as a “background
phrase,” an apparition where the thing that appears cannot be equated with the
place where it appeared.77
75 Cf. Thomas Nagel, The View From Nowhere (Oxford/New York: Oxford University
Press, 1986).
76 Max Weber, “Science as a Vocation,” in: The Vocation Lectures, (trans.) Rodney Livingstone (Indianapolis/Cambridge: Hackett Publishing Company, 2004), pp. 12–13.
77 Cf. Martin Heidegger, Der Satz vom Grund, in: Gesamtausgabe, vol. 10.
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Fields differentiate themselves from sets in that they do not have a structure
that can be philosophically determined a priori. Fields of sense are open domains, where the order and internal constitution of the elements can be or not
be abstracted. Moreover, fields of sense can only exist as long as they appear as
objects in other fields of sense. The Odyssey as the field of sense of that epic authored by Homer exists in that it appears as an object, a codex, or an ebook, in
that other field of sense which is a bookshop, a library, or an e-reader. This relation of existence or apparition is not transitive: witches exist or appear in Shakespeare’s Macbeth; Shakespeare’s Macbeth exists or appears in my library; but
witches do not exist or appear in my library. This leads Gabriel to make the provocative assertion that he believes in the relative existence of entities of fiction
such as witches or unicorns, but not in the absolute existence of the world, because fields of sense are not organized hierarchically according to relations of inclusion or exclusion, and so there is no such thing as a field of all fields of sense.
This is not the same as arguing that all fields of sense belong to the same plane of
immanence – an assertion which would entail a immanentist ordering principle,
thus rehabilitating the idea of qualitative totality that Gabriel precisely seeks to
avoid, leading us out of the frying pan of metaphysics and into the fire of ontology. This is why Gabriel holds that there are “an indefinite number” but not an
infinite number of fields of sense; because to appeal to infinitude we would require an algorithm capable of accounting for all the fields of sense, thus leading
us back into the fire of an intuition/worldview.
All that being said, this ontology of fields of sense is nearly identical to what
we could label as non-qualified Meinongianism. Alexius Meinong is known urbi
et orbi for his argument that all things – including contradictory and fictional
entities, such as regular decahedrons or unicorns – have a certain mode of existence. In fact, Meinong’s argument relies on the distinction between subsisting or being given – which is the property of all objects inasmuch as they are
perceived or thought – and existence – which is the additional property of their
being given in space and time. This distinction is intended to solve the problem
of understanding negative singular existence statements. If the statement “Regular decahedrons do not exist” is true, and “regular decahedron” is a contradictory phrase with as little meaning as an unintelligible misspelling – as a series
of letters like “xlsvñsjdzwsjpdk” – how is it possible that I can understand the
phrase “Regular decahedrons do not exist,” but not the phrase “xlsvñsjdzwsjpdk
does not exist”?78
Meinong’s solution consists in dividing the world into two sets – that of existing objects and that of given or subsistent objects – so that when we state that an
object does not exist we are only saying that it is not given but that it merely subsists. This is a purely metaphysical solution in that it presupposes a worldview,
78

Cf. Alexius Meinong, Über Gegenstandstheorie.
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whereas the ontology of fields of sense is careful enough not to do this. According to Gabriel, when we say that an object does not exist, what we are denying
is that this object appears in a certain field of sense, while simultaneously presupposing that it appears in other fields of sense, without specifying or knowing
which one. When we state that witches do not exist, we are denying their existence in fields of sense such as my library, while presupposing their apparition in
other fields of sense – without specifying whether this is Macbeth or The Wizard
of Oz. Crucially, regardless of whether speakers are aware of their origin, if witches did not exist in fields of sense such as Macbeth or The Wizard of Oz, there
would be no difference between a meaningful phrase like “Witches do not exist,”
and a meaningless one like “xlsvñsjdzwsjpdk does not exist.” Here is the key difference between substantial Meinongianism, which claims to know or specify
in what domain nonexistent objects exist, and Gabriel’s formal Meinongianism,
which does not presuppose such knowledge or specification.
Now, if all negative existence statements within a specific field of sense presuppose a positive existence statement within a different field of sense, what
do we do with the statement “The world does not exist”? Does the world have
an “intentional inexistence,” to use Franz Brentano’s term? This is the core of
Eduardo Luft’s objection against the ontology of the fields of sense.79 The world
appears, even if nominally, in fields of sense such as the statements “The world
is larger than the stomach of a tiger” or “The world is not any of the entities that
make it up.” This last statement could even work as a basis for the “argument
of the self-refuting list”: a list of all things which – differently from that of Gabriel – explicitly removes itself from the enumeration, thus dodging Russell’s
paradox. Gabriel’s response to the objections raised by Luft is that these kinds
of statements have no truth value, because we do not have independent intellectual resources to identify the parts that make it up. The difference between “The
world is larger than the stomach of a tiger” and “The Milky Way is larger than
the stomach of a tiger” is that, in the second case – that of the Milky Way – we
do have independent intellectual tools derived from the fields of physics, astronomy, and cosmology that allow us to identify the subject of the statement. The
same applies to statements such as “This regular decahedron has a greater volume than that regular decahedron.” This particular statement presupposes that
regular decahedrons respect the principle of identity when, in fact, they do not –
because they are contradictory – so that we cannot produce statements about
them which are liable to being true or false.
Now, how can we reconcile this argument with Gabriel’s doctrine that the
principle of non-contradiction is not universal? Let us quote his words back at
79 Cf. Eduardo Luft, “Dialectic and Network Ontology. The Concept of Reason after
Hegel,” in: Héctor Ferreiro, Thomas Sören Hoffmann, and Agemir Bavaresco (eds.), Los
aportes del itinerario intelectual de Kant a Hegel (Porto Alegre: Editora Fi, 2014), pp. 946–78.
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him: “There is no overall logical generality or universality governing all fields of
sense, such as the most universal law of non-contradiction quantifying over all
truth-apt structures.”80 We can extract a compromise solution from the second
part of Sense and Existence that is almost exclusively dedicated to modal ontology. According to Gabriel, necessity and impossibility are always restricted to a
certain field of sense. Thus, regular decahedrons are impossible within a field
of sense such as Euclidean geometry, just as 180° triangles are necessary within it. Gabriel is not clear about the field of sense within which the existence of
the world is impossible. He is, nonetheless, clear about the relation between his
modal ontology and Schelling’s. As noted before, according to Gabriel’s interpretation, Schelling’s modal ontology argues that necessity is contingent inasmuch as any necessity is circumscribed, by definition, to a field beyond which
pure contingency reigns. Yet, despite the parallelisms between this modal theory
and the ontology of fields of sense, Gabriel renounces and denounces what he
takes to be an untenable position:
Yet, this does not add up to a thesis of general metaphysics, whereby all necessity could be
classified as contingent, since the relevant relations that describe a given field-immanent
necessity must appear in a field which makes them appear as contingent.81

For Gabriel, then, both necessity and contingency – meaning the possibility of
being in a different mode – are immanent to fields of sense. This stance clashes
with the modal ontology that is currently prevalent in analytic circles, whose
basis is the concept of possible world. According to this modal ontology, what
is necessary is that which takes place in all possible worlds, and the possible is
that which takes place in at least one of them. Gabriel throws this vicious circularity in their faces, because it includes the definiendum (“the possible”) in its
definiens (“that which takes place in at least one possible world”). Notwithstanding this argument, Gabriel’s chief grievance with this position is what he terms
the “model of actualization” – that is, the theory according to which the possible
is a non-actualized possibility. Against this model, Gabriel supports a tradition
which hearkens back to Aristotle, according to which the act always precedes
the potency and there can be nothing possible without something previously
real. In fact, Gabriel argues that the defenders of the model of actualization, in
speaking of modality as if it were a logical space composed of certain possible
worlds, treat possibility as if it were already a reality – though immaterial and
metaphysical.
Gabriel’s target in the field of epistemology is the so-called “fallacy of finitude,” which claims that we cannot know reality because of our epistemic limitations. This fallacy has two sources: mental representationism, according to which
the representations that we have of the world are an exclusive product of our
80
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mind, and partial descriptivism, which believes that the representations that we
make of the world can be biased and partial. Against the second thesis, Gabriel
objects that biases and partialities are not reflexive. If I am looking at a foreshortened object, this foreshortening is not itself foreshortened. There is a certain epistemic level from which our descriptions of the world are neither biased
nor partial; if this were not the case, we would incur in an infinite regression of
bias upon bias, of partiality upon partiality. Things can be the object of multiple
beliefs, and not all of them can be correct, but not all of them can be incorrect.
A complete and total incorrectness would stray into a skeptical scenario which –
as we have argued before – is in itself incoherent.
As for mental representationism, it claims that we cannot know things in
themselves; we can only know them through phenomenological representations,
which are intrinsically subjective and distorting. In arguing thus, mental representationism introduces a transcendental asymmetry between representation
and represented. But this asymmetry threatens to reduce the content of representation to nothing. If we need the mediation of a mental representation to relate to external reality, then it seems we would also need a second representation
to mediate between us and that first representation. Once again, we find ourselves smack in the middle of the third man argument. Representationism is thus
forced to stop the chain of representations somewhere, establishing – by way of
some kind of fiat – a source of knowledge that is fully certain. Representationism therefore manages to introduce an asymmetry between first-order representations (traditionally known as “intuitions”) and second-order representations
(traditionally known as “concepts”). This arbitrary decision does nothing to hide
the fundamental weakness of mental representationism.
Gabriel thus reaches the conclusion that it is expedient to continue the antipsychologist campaign initiated by Frege and Husserl at the end of the nineteenth century. These two authors carried out a depsychologizing of statements
by showing how the content of a proposition cannot be reduced to the subjective
phenomena experienced by somebody at the moment of utterance or reception.
Along this vein, Gabriel proposes a depsychologization of the thoughts behind
these statements by showing how the utterance and reception of a thought is not
a purely mental or cerebral phenomenon. Just as Frege and Husserl depsychologized logic, what Gabriel proposes is to depsychologize psychology. To do so,
as we have noted, the first step would be to refute the fallacy of finitude derived
from mental representationism and from partial descriptivism – so ruthlessly
confuted and refuted by Gabriel.
One of the most daunting critics of this fallacy – with whom, nevertheless,
Gabriel sometimes disagrees – is Quentin Meillassoux. Gabriel specifically
questions Meillassoux’s argument about the necessity of contingency. As previously noted, this is a Hegel-inspired thesis. Against this thesis, Gabriel makes
the Schelling-inspired argument that there are no absolute modalities, but only
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those that are relative to a specific field of sense. Meillassoux counters Gabriel’s
relativism arguing that it threatens to undermine the universality of reason, thus
leading to some form of skepticism. Gabriel reinterprets this objection as if Meillassoux were claiming that, from the standpoint of the ontology of fields of sense,
objects can be ontically individuated in an altogether different manner from how
we individuate them epistemically. Gabriel is not only deaf to Meillasoux’s actual
objection, but indeed regards it as the core of the realist thesis. If objects cannot
be different from how we think of them, reality is no longer independent with regards to our conceptual schemata. This is why, Gabriel tells us, Meillassoux is an
antirealist; because he presupposes that our best scientific theories – particularly
mathematics – apprehend reality in a faultless manner.
Against Meillassoux’s perceived mathematicism, Gabriel is an epistemological pluralist: he believes that each object has different true descriptions depending on the field of sense in which it appears. There is no such thing as a science
in general, but a multiplicity of sciences that deal with different fields of meaning. The attempt by some scientists to build a theory of everything capable of
describing the world without the presence of subjects – that which Gabriel calls
“the world without spectators” – is but a typical humanist fantasy. As Stanley Cavell says: “Nothing is more human than the wish to deny one’s humanity.”82 Gabriel’s non-reductionist and non-eliminative pluralism is based upon a semantic
descriptivism, inherited from Frege and Russell, according to which our knowledge consists in descriptions which select the appropriate individuals from top
to bottom. In Gabriel’s words:
We would do well to surrender the image according to which, at first, we always refer to
some individual we accidentally bump into with more or less arbitrary descriptions; proceeding, then, to fix it as the objective pole independent of our persuasions; concluding,
finally, by rehearsing modal variations around it.83

This descriptivism picks up on Keith Donnellan’s distinction between attributive and referential uses of description.84 We use a description attributively
when we seek to faithfully characterize an object with it, whereas we use a description referentially when we simply want to direct attention to an individual. Thus, the description, “that person who is drinking whiskey” is used referentially when the objective is to direct attention to that individual, independent of
the liquid contained in their cup. The intention is to select that person regardless
of their mode of presentation – independently of whether he or she is drinking
whiskey, vodka, or rum. This is, according to Gabriel, the source of the fallibility
of human knowledge: our search for knowledge or truth is not always successful
82
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Cavell, Claim of Reason, p. 109.
Gabriel, Sinn und Existenz, p. 419. Translation ours.
84 Cf. Keith Donnellan, “Reference and Definite Descriptions,” The Philosophical Review,
vol. 75, no. 3 (1966): 281–304.
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because we cannot refer to an object and to all of its conditions of truth or intelligibility at the same time.
One struggles to see the difference between this argument and an outright
rehabilitation of the distinction between appearance and reality, which Gabriel
characterized as the core of his third definition of metaphysics. As noted before,
Gabriel’s epistemology has the following basis: knowledge does not proceed
from the abstract indetermination between possible and real, between false and
true, between unknown and known; instead, he founds his philosophical system upon the assumption that there are things which are real, true, and known,
and that cases of possibility, falsehood, or ignorance are dependent and parasitic
to those of reality, truth, and knowledge. This is precisely the strategy that John
McDowell vouches for in the struggle to “exorcize skepticism.”85 This strategy,
however, must explain where its notions of possible, false, and unknown are derived from. Gabriel’s explanation consists in personalizing said phenomena. To
a certain extent, known and true statements are public and anonymous, whereas
errors and lacunae are personal and non-transferable. Each one makes mistakes
in their own fashion. This is why Gabriel calls for a rehabilitation of psychoanalysis, critical theory, and phenomenology as disciplines dealing with subjectivity,
from the point of view of its limitations and failures; since, ultimately, “a subject
is a sum of errors and illusions, more than an epistemic subject harboring true
thoughts.”86 As made clear in one of the titles of his books, Gabriel is at The Limits of Epistemology; but, as we have explained in this chapter, he is not willing to
go even one step further.87
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Cf. John McDowell, “Criteria, Defeasibility and Knowledge,” in: Meaning, Knowledge,
and Reality (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2003), pp. 369–94.
86 Gabriel, Sinn und Existenz, p. 54. Translation ours.
87 Cf. Markus Gabriel, An den Grenzen der Erkenntnistheorie (Freiburg: Alber, 2014).

§ 8. Conclusions
If you want to read Harman you need some Latour, if you
want to read Grant you need some Schelling, if you want to
read Meillassoux then Badiou is helpful, and if you want to
read Brassier some Deleuze is necessary.
John P. Ennis1

§ 8.1. Those Who Learn From History Are Doomed to Repeat It?
What brings together the six authors we have discussed in this book? Well, to
begin with, their shared roots in German idealism: they all have built their system in conversation with Kant, Schelling, and/or Hegel. Quentin Meillassoux’s
philosophical system, with its negation of the principle of sufficient reason and its
elevation of the principle of non-contradiction to the condition of first and absolute principle, can be regarded as an inversion of the Hegelian philosophical system. If Marx put Hegel “back on his feet” in the fields of the philosophy of right
and history, Meillassoux has done the same in the domains of logic and ontology.
In fact, one of the most salient features of postcontinental realism is the problematization of the principle of sufficient reason, which plays a crucial role in Hegel’s
philosophical system (“What is rational is actual; and what is actual is rational,”2 says Hegel in Elements of the Philosophy of Right). In a similar vein, Markus
Gabriel has circumscribed the application of the principle of sufficient reason to
the plurality of the fields of sense, assuming that the world as the set of all things
does not have a sufficient reason to be – chiefly because it is not; because it does
not exist. Iain Hamilton Grant, for his part, has completely rejected the principle
of sufficient reason, appealing instead to the productivity of nature: reasons or
causes are not exhausted in their consequences or effects – there are more realities in consequences or effects than in their reasons or causes. But it is not true
that all postcontintental realists agree on restricting or rejecting this signature
Leibnizan principle. According to Graham Harman, “realism is itself a theory
of sufficient reason.”3 What remains true is that all of those who wish to bind or
1 Peter Gratton, “Review of The Ecological Thought by Tim Morton. With a response by
Tim Morton,” Speculations: A Journal of Speculative Realism, no. 1 (2010): 128.
2 Georg W. F. Hegel, Elements of the Philosophy of Right, (trans.) H. B. Nisbet (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1991), p. 20.
3 Graham Harman, “A New Look at Identity and Sufficient Reason,” in: Bells and Whistles:
More Speculative Realism (Winchester: Zero Books, 2013), p. 236.
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abandon this principle are either anti-Hegelian or, at least, practicing Schellingians; that is, they are influenced – for better or worse – by German idealism.
Ray Brassier is one of the few postcontinental realists who has changed his
position on German idealism. In his first period, he outright rejected Hegelian
dialectics in favor of Laruellian unilaterality and axiomatization; in his second
act, he reconstructed the Kantian distinction between theoretical and practical
use of reason and translated it, by way of Wilfrid Sellars’s terminology, into the
scientific and manifest image of the world. One of the most pervading features
of Brassier’s intellectual transformation is his position regarding dualities. In his
first period, he supported unilateral dualization as a method capable of revealing that reality is ultimately determined by a radical immanence; in his later
period, he has adopted the typical dualisms of the Kantian tradition (subject/
object, reasons/causes, etc). In this regard, Brassier is not that distant from Meillassoux, who has proclaimed in unequivocal terms that “what we need are dualisms everywhere.”4 Meillassoux is, however, less than satisfied with post-Kantian
dualism, as seen by his two proofs – the ontological and the epistemological
one – of the principle of factiality or unreason.
Indeed, what we have termed “epistemological proof ” is an attempt to escape the correlationist circle established by the subject/object duality, by way of
reference to an object that exists before any possible subject (the arche-fossil).
And what we have termed “ontological proof ” is a critique of Kant’s attempt to
demonstrate that natural laws are not contingent. If natural laws could change,
Kant argues, their change would be very probable and thus frequent; but this
change is not only empirically unobservable, but is also absolutely unobservable because such frequent changes in natural laws would break the continuity
that makes a subjective and coherent experience of reality possible. However, as
Meillassoux points out, this argument spuriously jumps from the possible to the
frequent by way of the probable. To justify this logical jump we would have to
calculate the probability of all natural laws changing: a calculation which is impossible to compute due to the non-existence of the set of all things. Against this
failed probabilistic argument, the principle of factiality postulates that only contingency is necessary, thus overcoming the archetypical Kantian dualism – that
between contingency and necessity.
Kant is also a crucial reference for Maurizio Ferraris and Graham Harman.
The former has tried to demonstrate that intuitions without concept are not
blind, and the latter that the analysis of sensibility outlined in the Critique of
Pure Reason can be generalized to the form with which all objects interact between themselves. In both cases we find an attempt to produce an aesthetic theory, in the eighteenth-century meaning of the term – as a theory of empirical
knowledge – which markedly contrasts with the recent practice of contemporary
4
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aestheticians of confining themselves to commentaries on the various arts. Still,
the arts hold a prominent place in both these authors’ work. Ferraris has applied
John Searle’s theory of social objects to artworks. According to this analysis, a
work of art can be any object (a rock, a piece of fabric, a urinal, etc.), as long as
it fulfills a social function (to generate an archive, a contemplation, a provocation, etc.) within a given institutional context (a museum, a gallery, a biennale,
etc.). This analysis has the advantage of being universal – of not discriminating
between classical and contemporary art – and of being applicable to as diverse
a set of artworks as the Venus of Willendorf, Goya’s The Nude Maja, or Damien
Hirst’s The Physical Impossibility of Death in the Mind of Someone Living. Despite Ferraris’s anti-Kantianism, this analysis is one hundred percent Kantian
because it presupposes the thesis that works of art lack finality – that they are a
finality without end – or rather, that within the artistic institutional context they
fulfill a different social function which is more autotelic and emotional than outside of it. As Ferraris bitingly puts it: “if we adopted Duchamp’s urinal for its own
ends, nobody would take it as a work of art.”5
As for Graham Harman, the art world has welcomed him with more than
pomp and ceremony: in 2012 he participated in dOCUMENTA (13) with a conference titled “The Third Table”;6 in 2013, Art Review placed him – and, by intellectual propinquity, every other founding member of speculative realism – in
the top 100 most influential people in the world of contemporary art; in 2014,
the writer and curator Nicolas Bourriaud made an intellectual volte-face, radically changing his rational aesthetics to incorporate some elements from objectoriented ontology; and, last but not least, in 2016 Harman left his position in the
American University of Cairo and set up shop at SCI-Arc, an Angelino school
of architecture.7 The art world’s increasing infatuation with Harman’s work, in
particular for his program for an object-oriented aesthetics, has yielded two main
lines of interpretation: curators have reached the conclusion that aesthetics consists in exhibiting and arranging works of art so that they have relationships between themselves, independently of whether there are human beings present
to witness them (either in the exhibiting space or in the world at large); and architects have concluded that these aesthetics consists in privileging the objectual autonomy of buildings over their functionality, as if these were large, freestanding sculptures. Harman has criticized the curatorial interpretation, arguing
that, despite his refusal of anthropocentric premises, he still acknowledges that
there are realities that are impossible without the presence of human beings – art
being one of them.8
5
6

Maurizio Ferraris, La fidanzata automatica, ch.1.
Cf. Graham Harman, “The Third Table.”
7 Cf. Nicolas Bourriaud, “Coactivités. Notes pour The Great Acceleration,” Stream, no. 3
(2014): pp. 143–60.
8 Cf. Graham Harman, Art and Objects (Cambridge: Polity, 2018).
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Regarding the architectural interpretation of his aesthetics, Harman has supported and repeated like a broken record that an object-oriented architecture
is that which does not “undermine” or “overmine” buildings; one that does not
reduce them to the parts that make it up (walls, columns, ceilings, etc.) or subsume them to the totalities they partake in (the street, the city, the environment,
etc.). One such example of architectural undermining is the 2014 Venice Biennale of Architecture, curated by Rem Koolhaas and dedicated to an analysis of
fundamentals – that is, the elemental particles of architecture (windows, doors,
staircases, etc.). An example of overmining would be Zaha Hadid and Patrick
Schumacher’s parametric architecture, which envisions an architecture in symbiosis with the environment – without interiors or exteriors, without outline and
field – which, according to the Harman school of architecture – supported by the
likes of Tom Wiscombe, Mark Gage, and David Ruy – violates the space of withdrawal and concealment which defines its essence as object.9 All in all, Harman’s
aesthetics remain strongly Kantian, as noted by one of his most shrewd critics:
With respect to the spectator, Harman seems to remain extremely Kantian, in the sense
that for him art is fundamentally about the encounter between the artwork and the spectator and the emerging aesthetic reaction or “judgement.” Even though he makes clear
that his conception in which the spectator becomes part of the artwork (of course only
in the intentional space) is opposed to Kant’s necessary moment of “disinterestedness”
when encountering “the beautiful,” Harman remains close to Kant’s conception in that he
is interested in a moment of awe and an expression of delight that the encounter between
artwork and spectator can cause.10

German idealists aside, the author who has most influenced postcontinental realism is Martin Heidegger. Some of them, such as Grant and Ferraris, have been
indirectly influenced through their masters’ interpretations: Grant, through Heidegger’s interpretation of Schelling’s Essence of Human Freedom; and Ferraris,
through the pietist interpretation that Vattimo makes of Heidegger’s history of
being. In this respect, they are the exception, as most postcontinental realists
9 Cf. Patrik Schumacher, “Architecture’s Next Ontological Innovation,” in: Tarp: Architecture Manual (New York: Pratt Institute, 2012), pp. 100–7; Todd Grannon, Graham Harman,
David Ruy and Tom Wiscombe, “The Object Turn: A Conversation,” Log, no. 33 (2015): 73–
94; Ernesto Castro, “Arquitectura especulativa u orientada a los objetos,” in: Enrique Nieto and
Juan Carlos Castro (eds.), Algunos objetos de deseo (Alicante: Universidad de Alicante, 2019),
pp. 98–117.
10 And she continues: “But, instead of aiming at a Kantian differentiation of the possible
aesthetic judgements and their potentially universal reach, Harman is mainly interested in the
slightly misty and oblique discovery on the side of the spectator that the subjective sensual
world, which he-she-it had taken for granted, has actually many different facets, in so far as
real objects do not exist in any unity. Disappointingly, this sounds like a new form of relational
aesthetics that has exchanged people for objects and now contents itself as being just another,
maybe slightly more potent, form of wine-tasting.” Svenja Bromberg, “The Anti-Political Aesthetics of Objects and Worlds Beyond,’ in: Mute (2013). https://www.metamute.org/editorial/
articles/anti-political-aesthetics-objects-and-worlds-beyond [May 9, 2022].
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have been directly influenced by Heidegger. Brassier has defined his concept of
nihilism in contrast to Heidegger’s: the author of Being and Time contemplates
nihilism as the subjective situation of someone – of a human individual capable of
overcoming mortal anxiety by way of pursuing an authentic existence – whereas
Brassier’s nihilism has to do with the objective situation of something, of a species – the human species – that is incapable of overcoming its extinction, which
already took place and will necessarily take place again (five thousand million
years ago, before the formation of the Solar System, the species Homo sapiens
sapiens did not exist and in five thousand million years, when the Solar System
disappears, our species will no longer exist). In a Brasserian misreading of Pascal, we could say that the life of the human species is a finite present that has an
infinity – that of death – ahead, in the future, and another infinity – also that of
death – behind, in the past.
Next up in our review of Heideggerian influences, Meillassoux has constructed his distinction between necessity and contingency in clear imitation of Heidegger’s ontological distinction between being and entity. Notwithstanding this
influence, Meillassoux’s philosophy could not be further from Heidegger’s: the
former is a philosopher of infinitude and immanence, the latter of finitude and
transcendence. The concepts of transcendence and immanence are to be understood, here, in rationalist terms: immanence is the rationally comprehensible
and transcendence is the rationally incomprehensible. In defining human beings
by way of their finitude – as being-towards-death – Heidegger transforms death
into something incomprehensible, irrational, and transcendent. Meillassoux, on
the other hand, in his defense of the possibility of eternal life and the resurrection of the dead – in short, in his defense of the possibility of infinitude – manages, paradoxically, to rationalize death, thus making it immanent. Beyond this
contrast, Meillassoux regards Heidegger as a strong correlationist on the basis of
his reduction of “void” (le néant) to “nothingness” (le rien); that is, on the basis
of his reduction of contingency and becoming of being in general to the contingency and becoming of a specific entity (to be precise: of that particular entity
called “being-there”). But, to what extent does Heideggerian ontology acknowledge that entities have being in themselves, independently of the existence of
human beings – of a being-there?
Gabriel has provided a response to this question by analyzing Heidegger’s
ontology as an example of adverbial ontology which attributes a different mode
of being to each kind of entity depending on their type of activity. Thus, beingthere is there, nothing nothings, and the world worlds. Regarding this last mode
of being, Heidegger remarked that, from Kant onwards, philosophers have rejected the notion of the world as the set of all things – as the omnitudo realitatis
of the scholastics – and have embraced a notion of the world as horizon of intelligibility, as a cosmovision, as an “worldview” (Weltanschauung). When Gabriel states that the world does not exist, he is referring both to the omnitudo
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realitatis (ontology) as to the Weltanschauung (epistemology): there is no unit –
either ontological or epistemological – superior to the indefinite multiplicity of
fields of sense where things appear. Within the four definitions of “metaphysics”
promulgated by Gabriel, his ontology of fields of sense and Heidegger’s philosophy share the fact that both reject the existence of the world (negation of the
first definition); that they acknowledge the existence of a non-substantialist and
non-deterministic essence of things (a moderate rendition of the second definition); that they accept the distinction between appearance and reality (or, in
Heidegger’s case, between inauthentic life and authentic existence: a reconstruction of the third definition); and that they assert the existence of something beyond or before physics (consciousness for Gabriel; affective tonality in the case
of Heidegger – thus both perfectly meeting the requirements of the fourth and
last definition of the term “metaphysics”).
But, without a doubt, the most Heidegger-forward among the postcontinental realists is Graham Harman. He has developed his system of relations that exist
between an object (real or sensible) and its qualities (real or sensible) following Heidegger’s fourfold model, and has reinterpreted the distinction between
“readiness-to-hand” (Zuhandenheit) and “presence-at-hand” (Vorhandenheit)
from Being and Time – which originally was a distinction between the practical and the theoretical conception of intraworldly entities – as an opposition between the real and the sensible, between what is concealed and what is manifest
in an object. This interpretation of Heidegger’s philosophy as a deconstruction
of the metaphysics of presence is something very much to Jacques Derrida’s taste –
an author that goes suspiciously unmentioned in Harman’s work, except as an
example of the kind of French poststructuralism that postcontinental realism
has taken up arms against. But this generational opposition is neither here nor
there, as shown by the fact that many postcontinental realists have acknowledged
and cherry-picked masters from the ranks of French poststructuralism: Meillassoux’s distinction between potential and virtual is directly taken from Deleuze;
Brassier’s first period is a somewhat clearer English translation of Laruelle’s original ideas; Harman’s object-oriented ontology is but a generalization of Latour’s
democracy of objects; Ferraris’s ontology of social objects amounts to a reduction of the scope of application of the Derridian maxim (“There is nothing outside the text”) to social objects; and as for Grant, he was a backup dancer for Lyotard and Baudrillard before singing the chorus for Plato and Schelling.

§ 8.2. Postcontinental Realism and the Problem of the External World
Alain Badiou towers among poststructuralist philosophers as the one who has
most indelibly influenced postcontinental realism. His impact on Brassier’s second period, particularly on his conception of science, is inestimable. Accord-
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ing to Badiou, the goal of science is not to represent reality, but to effect an epistemological cut; that is, to shatter the ideology of the present and produce truths
that elevate themselves to the status of genuine events. This notion of science is
not that different from the one Brassier defended in his early period when, in
keeping with his Laruellian creed, he argued that science was the opposite of
philosophy since it operates axiomatically, in a similar manner to how radical
immanence ultimately determines reality. The key difference, however, is that
Laruelle is a determinist and a humanist – he believes that the human being
is that radical immanence which determines everything – whereas Badiou is
a spontaneist (or rather an eventist) and an antihumanist who commends and
basks in the absence of subjectivity in the sciences. Antihumanism – the ideas
that human beings are not ontologically perfect or epistemologically necessary –
has been one of the mainstays of Brassier’s intellectual career, from his early critique of phenomenological subjectivism to his revival of the Hegelian concept of
historical progress, and the proof of solar catastrophe as an unsurpassable horizon for the human species. Badiou was, admittedly, responsible for exacerbating
the nihilistic aspect of this antihumanism by infecting Brassier with the idea that
philosophy must think with the same destructive capacity as capitalism and the
sciences.
However, this brand of nihilism is not the one that postcontinental realists
have inherited from Badiou, but rather what Gabriel has called “metametaphysical nihilism” – a thesis closely linked to the problem of the existence of the external world – according to which everything but the Everything exists. Badiou’s
system articulates this thesis by distinguishing between the ontological countas-one and the metaontological the One. In the field of ontological presentation – which Badiou identifies with the field of mathematics and, more specifically, with that of set theory – entities can be enumerated or count-as-one (for
instance, when we assert that the set a = {x, y, z} is made up of the subsets {x},
{y} and {z}); but, in the field of metaontological re-presentation – which Badiou
identifies with the field of philosophy and, specifically, with that of the theory of
truth and event – the true is not the One; there is not a single truth, but a multiplicity of them happening in disruptive fashion across fields such as science, arts,
politics, and love.
One of the corollaries of this thesis is that the part has more reality than the
whole, because it is possible to enumerate the parts or elements that make up a
set, but it is not possible to confer a superior unity to the multiplicity of truths
eventualized or eventualizing, which in principle, encompass all the sets. Badiou
seeks to justify this corollary by invoking Cantor’s theorem, according to which,
given a set A with a cardinal equal to n – with an n number of elements – its
power set P(A) – the set of all subsets of A – will have to be equal to 2n. In other
words, the whole is not only not greater than the sum of the parts, but, moreover, the sum of the parts exponentially doubles the whole. Verbi gratia: for the
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set A = {x, y, z} with a cardinal equal to 3, its power set P(A) = {Ø, x, y, z {x, y},{y,
z},{x, z},{x, y, z}} has a cardinal equal to 23 = 8.
Postcontinental realists have used and abused this theorem. Meillassoux has
used it to justify the last of his figures of factiality – the non-being of the Whole –
arguing that all sets that seek to encompass all things must be immediately superseded by their power set, so that we will never reach any set without a greater one. This non-being of the Whole is already implied in the ontological proof
of the principle of factiality or unreason. In this proof, Meillassoux states that to
demonstrate that contingency (the possibility of change) implies chaos (the frequency of change) we would have to calculate the probability of all natural laws
changing – an impossible calculation. From this figure of factiality, Meillassoux
reaches the conclusion that the part has more reality than the whole, and that
the effect has more potentiality than the cause – both from the theoretical and
the practical points of view. From a theoretical point of view, this means that the
finite set of cases covered by a natural law (the Universes) has more potentiality and reality than the supposedly infinite set of all natural laws (the universe).
From a practical point of view, this means that being in general (the world) has
less reality and less potentiality than the concrete things that have been evaluated by subsequent philosophical symbols, which encompass Meillassoux’s
four Worlds: matter, vindicated by the cosmological symbol in the Ancient and
Middle Ages; life, vindicated by the naturalist or romantic symbol during the
Modern Age; thought, vindicated by the historical symbol in the Modern Age;
and resurrection, vindicated by the irreligious symbol today.
This is all intrinsically tied to Meillassoux’s answer to the canonical question
(“Why is there something rather than nothing?”) – that it is necessary for something contingent to exist or, in other words, that it is necessary for a specific entity (some Universe or some World) and not only being in general (the universe
or the world) to exist. If the contrary were true – if it were contingent for contingent things to exist – there would be an absurd reduplication of contingency. This is the first proof of the existence of the world afforded by Meillassoux’s
philosophical system. The second is retrieved from the epistemological proof of
the principle of factiality or unreason; specifically, in the attempt to escape to
the Great Outdoors from inside the correlationist circle. As noted earlier, Meillassoux is trying to escape the correlation between subject and object by transmuting a lack of certainty into a fact: we do not know if being corresponds to
thinking, but this uncertainty does not constitute a form of unknowing; rather,
it is the principal source of knowledge about a world which is not governed by
the principle of sufficient reason.
The only philosopher who has not explicitly elaborated upon the theme of the
existence of the world – which, again, reveals his debt to Heiddeger – is Harman.
In Being and Time, Heidegger claims that it is not necessary to demonstrate the
existence of the external world, since only being-there can exist. The world is the
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domain where being-there exists and intraworldly entities manifest or withdraw;
they are equipment (at-hand) or objects (to-hand). The fact that philosophers
have relentlessly sought to demonstrate the existence of the external speaks volume of their fall as a result of their their mistaken conception of the world as an
object at-hand, when in truth it is a mode of being of being-there – the being in
the world of being-there, to be precise.
Needless to say, Being and Time stems from too-anthropocentric an outlook,
which requires some doctoring before it can be fully accepted by object-oriented
ontology. Harman reinterprets the notion of the world of the later Heidegger as
the result of the crisscrossing between different elements, which constitute the
so-called “fourfold” (the sky or the sensible qualities; the earth or the real object;
the mortals or the sensible object; and the divines or the real qualities). The relationship between a real object (earth) and its sensible qualities (its sky) is what
Harman calls “space,” which broadly speaking matches our intuitions concerning the external world. One undesired corollary of this theory is that space is irreversible – because the real object can affect the sensible qualities, but not vice
versa. This is not only outrageously counterintuitive but, moreover, threatens to
debunk Harman’s theory that there are no real relations. To make things even
worse, Harman defines space using a priceless belle mot – “the relation between
relation and no relation” – an unfortunate and highfalutin formula which recalls
Laruelle’s and Brassier’s earnest perorations on unilateral dualism.
In Ferraris, we find a postcontinental realist who, differently from Harman,
has written extensively upon the question of the external world, having in fact
dedicated an entire book to this subject. In Hysteresis, he sets out to demonstrate
that unamendability is the distinctive element of reality and the external world,
and that experience is something contradistinct from truth, the internal world,
and science. It is not clear how Ferraris can reconcile the palpable capacity of the
human species to transform the environment with his thesis that reality and the
world cannot be amended. And, to add salt to the wound, does truth allow for
more amendments than experience? Ferraris tries to solve this problem within
the framework of a naïve physics which seeks to establish the invariable structures of perception in a manner similar to Gestalt psychology.
Across each and every one of his philosophical phases, Brassier has taken
issue with this kind of naïve physics. In his first period, he criticized the program
of phenomenology as an attempt to study the world from the perceptual and subjective point of view. However, he also fell into his own brand of subjectivism –
the kind practiced by an agnostic who rebels against capitalist globalization in
purely theoretical and utopical terms. In other words: fiat iustitia, pereat mundus. In his second period, after cutting ties with Laruelle’s humanist mysticism,
Brassier backed a style of nihilism which, far from questioning the existence of
the world, wishes to disenchant its essence from any manner of anthropocentric
projection. In his last period, undeterred by any sense of theoretical contradic-
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tion, he has once again re-enchanted his cosmovision thanks to Sellars’s distinction between the scientific and manifest image of the world. As noted earlier, between the scientific or descriptive explanation based on causes, and the manifest
or normative justification based on reasons, Brassier has located the unmasking
according to patterns and processes practiced by the the masters of suspicion
(Marx and Freud), who criticized the hegemonic criteria of rationality and systematicity in the name of a higher reason and system (unlike Nietzsche). This
whole concoction, brewed within the framework of a transcendental naturalism,
and in contest against Ferraris’s anti-Kantianism, strives to make Kantian philosophy compatible with the current state of science.
Speaking of transcendental naturalism, Grant is yet another postcontinental
realist who has tackled the problem of the external world. In his reinterpretation
of Plato’s Timaeus, he argued for a “physics of everything,” which would not be
a “physics of every thing.” By everything Grant means the hierarchy of antithetical pairs of forces upon which Schelling builds his philosophy of nature. The set
of all things cannot be the subject of any physics, since any thought or science
regarding that totality generates a new thing outside of it – namely, that same
thought or science. As soon as it is thought of, the set of all things no longer encompasses all things. This is one of the versions retrieved from Russell’s ceaselessly fruitful paradox, which we have come across time and again in our discussion of these six authors. Another version of this paradox is Gabriel’s argument
of the list: a list that seeks to enumerate all things would have to enumerate itself
and all of its elements, thus automatically doubling the number of things that
there are in the world, and generating a new list, twice the size of the former,
which would have to enumerate itself, and so on ad infinitum.
Despite his deployment of a version of Russell’s paradox to justify his thesis
that the world does not exist, Gabriel has been critical of cherry-picking ideas
from set theory to ground philosophical systems. His argument is that, to extract non-trivial philosophical theses from a syntax such as set theory, we must
first interpret them semantically; that is, we must attribute real references to the
symbols of that formal language. But, according to Gabriel, there is no a semantic interpretation of set theory that does not entail a restoration of some kind of
intuition/image of the world. And this is because set theory allegedly deals with
quantitative totalities abstracted from the order and internal constitution of its
elements. Ultimately, all quantitative totalities derive their unity from a previous
qualitative totality – that is, from a previous ordering principle, in this case, the
ordering principle that Badiou calls “count-as-one.” Set theory thus inevitably
restores an image or intuition of the world within which all things are reduced to
perfectly enumerative symbols.
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§ 8.3. Postcontinental Realism and the Problem of Universals
As previously noted, when it comes to arguing about the external world –
whether it be in favor or against its existence – postcontinental realists often
make use of arguments extracted from set theory (Russell’s paradox, Kantor’s
theorem, etc.). In this manner, they face a challenge – brought to table by Gabriel – of finding real references for the symbols of that syntax. In the discussions surrounding postcontinental realism, this formal challenge is the point of
contact between the external world and the debate about the status of universal
concepts. In this respect, this movement does nothing but follow the classics of
Western philosophical tradition. It is not for nothing that Aristotle’s argument
against the existence of supreme genera has been taken by many interpreters as
an anticipation of Russell’s paradox. The Aristotelian argument proceeds from
the definition of “genus” – a genus is a universal concept that, to predicate itself
of some individuals but not of others, has to have been specified or made concrete by another concept, different from itself and less universal, called “difference” – and concludes that an all-encompassing genus would have to encompass
itself and be its own difference, which is absurd. Instead of supreme genera, Aristotle argues for the existence of transcendental – or rather, transcendent – concepts, which are beyond particularity and universality in that they are equally
predicated of all individuals. As we have seen all throughout this work, postcontinental realists resort to this kind of transcendental or transcendent solutions all
too often when dealing with the status of universal concepts.
To begin with, the challenge of set theory ontologies such as those of Badiou
and Meillasoux is to identify the real reference of the empty set (Ø). Because of
the presence of this kind of set in all examples of Cantor’s theorem – it is the
empty set which does all the dirty work of exponential duplication in the simplest version of this theorem: for a set A = {x} with a cardinal equal to 1, its power
set P(A) = {Ø, x} has a cardinal equal to 2 –, Badiou identifies being with nothingness and states that the empty set is a representation of existence. But this
identification ostensibly has the problem of being incapable of adequately distinguishing between everything that exists and the Everything, which does not
exist. If being equals nothingness, does this mean that everything that exists is
nothing, and thus, does not exist?
Meillassoux solves this impasse by offering an explanation of the nature of the
empty set in terms of the distinction between “types” and “tokens”; that is, between a universal concept (the number 1 in general) and its particular instances
(this specific numeral: “1”). According to Meillassoux, the symbols of formal
languages are kenotypes – that is, concepts that are transcendental or transcendent, not in the Meillasouxian sense that they are incomprehensible or irrational, but in the Aristotelian sense that they refer to all individuals – in as much as
they are empty. Kenotypes can refer to individuals because some are arbitrary
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and iterable, and others are contingent and repeatable. Individuals are contingent, in the sense that they could have not existed, and are repeated in the sense
that they can reappear an infinite number of times, changing and becoming different with each instance. An example of repetition is the advent of the Fourth
World, a resurrection or reappearance of the dead that will happen only once but
will change us and make us radically different. As for kenotypes, they are arbitrary in the sense that any other symbol could have carried out their functions,
and they are iterable in the sense that they can reappear indefinitely and always
remain identical. An example of iteration is the relationship of succession (n +
1), which can indefinitely reappear while always remaining identical. Thus, according to Meillassoux, the relation of identity that exists between types and
tokens, between universal concepts and their particular instances, is based upon
the indefinitely identical iteration of kenotypes.
A slight change of terminology notwithstanding, this is the concept of universals that Ferraris inherits from Husserl via Derrida. Universals are traces or
tracks – that is, occurrences that can indefinitely iterate so that the complete series is never fully present nor entirely absent, but rather, in hermeneutical terms,
is something that comes from the past and points towards the future. This notion
of ideal objects, the object of study of a discipline Ferraris calls “icnology,” lurks
behind one of the key debates between analytic and continental philosophy in
the twentieth century. We are, of course, talking about the controversy between
Searle and Derrida, whose chief peculiarity was that both authors agreed on the
main point: universals conveyed via language – be this oral or written – do not
depend on the intention of the speaker but on the context and tradition within
which they are embedded (that which comes from the past and points towards
the future). However, this nominalist understanding of universals contradicts
the definition of ideal objects that Ferraris provides in Documentality, as objects
which exist outside space and time independently of whether we think about
them or not. This realist – or, indeed, Platonic – definition of ideal objects immediately elicits a secondary question: is there a world of concepts or ideas separate
from the physical world? Let us emphasize once again, leaving aside all fears of
redundancy, the close connection between the debate about the existence of the
external world and that about the status of universal concepts.
Grant answers in the negative: Plato did not have a metaphysics based on
two worlds, but a single world physics, where ideas have a reality as material as
things. As per Grant’s and Schelling’s interpretation of the Timaeus, this text
claims that matter already contains its own ideas before being modeled by the
Demiurge in the shape or likeness of forms. Grant thinks that this is a corollary of the doctrine of “interweaving” (symploke), according to which it is not
that ideas are separate from things, but rather that said “separation” (khorismos)
takes place between ideas themselves, given that all of them are not connected to
all of them, but neither are all of them connected to none of them. There would
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be, then, two types of ideas – those that make up matter and those that make up
form – corresponding to the two types of opposing cosmic forces – order and
disorder – whose contrast would produce the soul of the world, understood as
the principle of movement and synthesis of the opposites. Speaking of synthesis of opposites, there is no question that Plato’s understanding of universals is
eminently dialectic and transcendental: supreme genera are, according to Plato,
antithetical pairs of concepts that encompass the whole of reality through exclusive or exhaustive disjunctions (being or non-being, identity or difference, the
one or the many, etc.). In fact, Grant’s philosophy of nature can be considered
a naturalization of that Platonic transcendental dialectic inasmuch as this postcontinental realist conceives of the world as being composed of a multiplicity of
contrasting potencies, which precede their acts and are not exhausted in them.
A rather Schellingian – and also pugnaciously anti-Aristotelian – understanding
of universals.
But one can also draw an Aristotelian understanding of universals from Schelling, as shown by the influence of this author upon Gabriel’s modal theory. Let
us recall that Schelling’s modal theory opposed Hegel’s: for Hegel, it is necessary
for something contingent to exist – that is, necessity has to encompass its opposite if it is truly necessary and, thus, all-encompassing – whereas for Schelling it
is contingent for something necessary to exist – that is, what is necessary within one domain can be perfectly contingent outside of it and, moreover, there is
no domain of all domains to guarantee the presence of a universal necessity. Gabriel reformulates this second theory and maps it onto his ontology of fields of
sense, defining the possible as that which has existed at least within a given field
of sense, and necessary as that which has always existed, in every single instance,
within a given field of sense. This modal theory is based upon the Aristotelian
principle that act (what exists, what is actual, and what is real) precedes potency
(what is possible or necessary). From this principle, Gabriel extracts a doctrine
of universals according to which the concepts, potencies, or types which define
the fields of sense do not preexist their instantiation in the acts, cases, or tokens
which take place within them.
The question remains whether Gabriel’s doctrine of universals is nominalist,
and, thus, similar to the work of those postcontinental realists who make explicit
use of the terminology of types and tokens, such as Meillassoux and Ferraris. To
answer this question we must first turn to Gabriel’s theory of identity, strongly
influenced by Frege and Schelling. For Frege, when we establish a relation of
identity between two terms, this does not take place between the things that they
refer two, but rather between the concepts that define and bound their sense.
Similarly, for Schelling, when we establish a relation of identity between two
terms, this does not take place directly between these two, but rather through an
unknown that reduplicates their relationship. Thus, propositions that establish
relations of identity can be analyzed down to a proposition that is exclusively
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composed of unknowns, beyond which the relationship cannot be reduplicated. It is here that we meet Schelling’s “unprethinkable being” (unvordenkliches
Sein): an existence that is presupposed to precede all essence, but could not
be thought of before the existence of some concrete essence. This being without attributes receives the hocus-pocus name of “the unconditioned” (das Unbedingte): the “primal ground” (Urgrund) of a reality which is simultaneously its
“un-ground” (Ungrund), and its “abyss” (Abgrund). This tongue twister, when
applied to the topic under discussion, amounts to saying that particular individuals are temporally previous to universal concepts and, at the same, time, logically prior to them: the former ontologically grounds the latter, while simultaneously making them epistemologically accessible.
Harman, on the other hand, contemplates objects as epistemologically inaccessible – they cannot be directly known. For something to be directly known,
the concept as it appears in the mind of the cognizant subject would have to be
indiscernible from the known object. But this is an impossibility, sanctioned by
the principle of identity of the indiscernibles (also known as the principle of indiscernibility of the identicals). A concept which is indiscernible to its object
would be identical to it. It would, indeed, be it. Good essentialism, then, postulates that objects do have an essence, though this can only be known indirectly
via imaginative variations or metaphors – a curious hodgepodge of realism and
skepticism about universals. Thus, what Husserl conceived of as a process of
eidetic reduction, whose objective is to reach the eidos or essence of an object
through the free imaginative variation of its properties, becomes, in Harman, a
skeptical rhetoric full of metaphors, analogies, and jokes. But, then again, eidos
and essence are two very different things for Harman.
Harmanian ontography defines essence as the relation between a real object
and its real qualities that are ordinarily separate or fissioned, and only united or
fused when there is a causal process – depending on which of Harman’s causal
theories we pick and whether we are talking about his theory of causation or of
vicarious causality, this may or not be a reciprocal and transitive causal process.
As for the eidos, it is defined as the relation between a sensible object and its real
qualities, ordinarily united or fused and only separate or fissioned by theory,
which, Harman claims, is a cognoscitive process that can be carried out by any
object. One wonders about the kind of mind nonhuman objects theorize with,
but Harman assuages us by saying that each kind of object can have a perfectly
different type of mind – a philosophical position that he has dubbed “polypsychism” (against panpsychism according to which all objects have the same type
of mind as human beings).
The only discernible point of cohesion across Brassier’s diverse theories on
universals is precisely his opposition to the kind of polypsychism supported by
Harman. In his first period, Brassier not only denied that things have a mind, but
moreover regarded the mental entities postulated by phenomenology and pop-
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ular psychology as dogmas of faith, thus suggesting that human beings also lack
it (a mind, that is). Brassier’s position about the problem of universals throughout this period is clearly skeptical – if not outright nominalist – since he thinks
there is no criteria to differentiate between information and noise: even if universals existed in themselves, we would not be able to know them without falling
into the petitio principii which any philosophical decision entails. In his second
period, Brassier became a fervent and convinced supporter of the possibility
of knowledge. His nihilism denies the existence of all values except that of the
truth. This is a kind of truth a la Badiou, as a disruptive and nullifying event that
has nothing to do with the traditional concept of universals. Brassier dragged
nominalism up to his latest period, where he finally got rid of it by incorporating Brandom’s inferentialism, according to which to know a reality is to make
explicit the conceptual commitments that were implicit in our practices regarding said reality. This is an idealist position which believes that modal statements
do not hold semantic content (about the external world or objective reality) but
merely pragmatic content (about our own discourse). Indeed, with its idea that
space and time are conceptual intuitions, Brassier indulges in the same idealistic
flaw which he throws in Bruno Latour’s and Fredric Jameson’s faces, which we
can paraphrase in Kantian terms as the conflation of sensibility and understanding, of intuitions and concepts.
Having revisited the two crucial problems of realism – the existence of the
external world and the status of universal concepts – we can conclude that the
main contribution of postcontinental realism to both problems has been to situate each one of them in their own philosophical field. Curiously enough, and as
noted in the introduction, the problem of universals was originally posited in the
Middle Ages as an ontological problem, though it is clearly an epistemological
one. The opposite is also true: the problem of the existence of the external world
was originally formulated in the Middle Ages as an epistemological problem,
when it is clearly – the adverb here is beyond dispute – an ontological problem.
It goes without saying that the origin of this systematic relocation of both problems is ultimately derived from the Critique of Pure Reason. There, Kant rejects
the existence of the world for ontological reasons connected to the antinomies
of pure reason, and not for epistemological reasons, given that the “image of the
world” (Weltanschauung) is still necessary within Kantian philosophy as a systematic horizon for all our theories and hypothesis about reality. Moreover, it is
Kant who suggests the problem of how universal concepts (the categories of the
understanding) relate to the intuitions of sensibility (with particular individuals) in terms which are still relevant and profoundly influential for today’s philosophical landscape. In this respect, postcontinental realism does nothing but
take the baton that has been handed down without interruption ever since the
Critique of Pure Reason was published.
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§ 8.4. Postcontinental Varieties of Nominalism,
Idealism, and Skepticism
Let us evaluate the following formula: if realism is the philosophical position
which argues that there is some reality that exists independently of us and can,
nevertheless, be known by us; and its philosophical opponents are nominalism,
which denies the existence of said reality, idealism, which accepts its existence
but denies its being independent of us, and skepticism, which accepts both its existence and its independence, but denies that it can be known by us, then to what
extent is postcontinental realism a philosophical realism? Meillassoux’s principle of factiality opposes both idealism and skepticism inasmuch as it asserts
that the external world exists (ontological proof ) and that we can obtain some
knowledge about it (epistemological proof ); but this author’s position on the
status of universals is clearly nominalist (theory of kenotypes). Brassier has had
three clearly defined periods: in his first period, under the spell of Laruelle, he
defined himself as a “skeptical gnostic” and adopted a nominalist position about
popular psychology and phenomenology; in his second period, under the spell
of Badiou, he abandoned skepticism and adopted an even more nominalist position – nihilist, to be precise – regarding the entities postulated by idealism; finally, in his third period – which, by mediation of Sellars’s influence, draws on
idealists such as Kant and Hegel – he has amended the skeptical and nominalist
positions of previous periods. As for Harman, he has been labeled an idealist or
vitalist by Meillassoux and a skeptic or a sophist by Brassier. Regardless of this
crossfire of epithets, it is beyond dispute that his philosophical position, chiefly
influenced by Heidegger and Husserl, is not nominalist. With regards to Grant,
after a brief postmodernist stint, his great intellectual influences have been two
authors, Plato and Schelling, who, though customarily regarded as idealists, have
a rather realist position about universals (Plato’s theory of ideas) and about the
external world (Schelling’s philosophy of nature). Now what about Ferraris? He
has waged a tireless campaign against the hermeneutics of Gadamer and the
pensiero debole of Vattimo, and has envisioned an aesthetic theory which, despite its nominalist positions regarding universals (theory of types and tokens),
is profoundly anti-idealistic and antiskeptical. Finally, Gabriel has adopted a
nominalist position about the existence of the world at the same time that he
has criticized skepticism for making use of idealist arguments, culled from Descartes, Schelling, and Hegel. We are thus dealing with an eclectic realism whose
main achievement has probably been to overcome the contemporary division
between analytic and continental philosophy. Of the two ideas that make up the
syntagm “postcontinental realism,” it is probably the first one that is more likely
to survive in the future. Only time will tell.
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